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Abstract
This thesis investigates the depiction of a female and queer divine in the work of 20th
and 21st century women writers Mina Loy, Kathy Acker, and Maggie Nelson. Using an
interdisciplinary lens combining feminist theory, embodiment studies, and
feminist/queer theology, this thesis adds to existing knowledge by highlighting the
authors’ alignment with feminist and queer theology through their vision of embodied
divinity.
The thesis develops through six chapters, with two chapters dedicated to each
author, in chronological order. The first two chapters analyse Mina Loy’s work, focusing
on her early and mid-period poetry (Chapter 1) and her only published novel, Insel
(Chapter 2). I argue that her work envisions a divine mystical embodiment, which
destabilizes male divinity’s centrality and foregrounds female creation. I then analyse
Kathy Acker’s novels The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black Tarantula and
My Mother: Demonology (Chapter 3) and Pussy, King of the Pirates (Chapter 4). Drawing
on archive material, I argue that Acker queers certain aspects of Christianity, and draws
on diverse extra-European spiritual languages to imagine a divine through the lesbian
or bisexual female body. The last two chapters focus on Maggie Nelson’s The Red Parts
and Bluets (Chapter 5) and The Argonauts (Chapter 6), which I understand to develop a
relational queer divine through relationships, sexuality, grief, and queer family-making.
The thesis shows Loy, Acker and Nelson envisioning female and/or queer bodies
as sacred, as sites of divine encounter. Starting from Loy, whose conception of divine
embodiment remains largely heteronormative, I trace the concept’s expansion by
looking at the queer iterations of Acker (lesbian/bisexual body) and Nelson (genderfluid, queer bodies). The thesis affords new insight into modern and contemporary
women’s writing, highlighting a sustained use of experimentation to imagine new
spiritual horizons for women and queer people.
Key Words:
Divine, embodiment, feminist, queer, body, contemporary, experimentation,
Christianity, sexuality, theology, modernist, avant-garde, spiritual.
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Introduction: A Female Act of Creation
‘I slowly raise the altar of my body […] I dream, fantasize, awake briefly to meet
someone and come, to worship my own coming.’1
The work of Kathy Acker (1947-1997) might seem an unlikely place to start a thesis on
the religious vocabularies and depictions of the divine at work in women’s writing. Her
writing is usually read as iconoclastic, profane, desecrating, even sacrilegious.2 Yet the
quote above draws directly from the language of Christianity to describe the female
body, ‘to worship’ its pleasure. Not only does the passage above turn the female body
into part of Christian liturgical architecture (‘the altar of my body’), it also places the
female body at the centre of religious worship as a divine entity. When I first
encountered Acker’s work, I wondered why an ostensibly iconoclastic, punk author
would recurrently draw from religious language for her feminist experimentation, and
whether other women writers had used this framework to redefine a divine in their
image.
In order to analyse this intersection, this thesis focuses on women’s experimental
writing of the 20th and 21st century, specifically within the modernist, avant-garde and
postmodernist traditions. That is not to say that this phenomenon is exclusive to the
20th century: many other women writers, as I will show, have been interested in the
intersection of sexual and spiritual. This starts from the first recorded poet, Sumerian
priestess Enheduanna (ca. 2285 BC), who wrote poems and hymns devoted to the
goddess Inanna, exalting her desire and sexual power as divine attributes.3 I have
chosen to focus on the 20th and 21st centuries because, like many other women’s writing
scholars, I view this as a time when the experimental and experiential opportunities of
Kathy Acker, The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black Tarantula, in Portrait of an Eye: Three
Novels (New York: Grove Press, 1997) p.46
2 See for example: Jan Corbett, ‘Words Hurt! Acker’s Appropriation of Myth in Don Quixote’ in Devouring
Institutions: The Life Work of Kathy Acker, ed. by Michael Hardin (San Diego: Hyperbole Books, 2004) pp.
167-188; Margaret Henderson, ‘From Counterculture to Punk Culture: The Emergence of Kathy Acker’s
Punk Poetics’, LIT: Literature Interpretation Theory, 26.4 (2015), 276-297; Richard Walsh, Novel
Arguments: Reading Innovative American Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995) pp. 135160; Diane Fare, ‘A Spectacle of Pain: Confronting Horror in My Mother: Demonology’, European Journal of
American Studies 21.2 (2002), 98-111; Avital Ronell, ‘Kathy Goes to Hell: on the Irresolvable Stupidity of
Acker’s Death’ in Lust for Life: On the Writings of Kathy Acker, ed. by Amy Scholder, Carla Harryman, Avital
Ronell (London: Verso, 2006) pp. 11-34
3 Betty De Shong Meador, qtd. in Judy Grahn, ‘Foreword: Enheduanna’s Forty-Fourth Century’, in De
Shong Meador, Inanna, Lady of Largest Heart, p.xi; De Shong Meador, Inanna, Lady of Largest Heart, p.11
1
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the Modernist moment (and beyond) afforded women an unprecedented expressive
freedom.4 Using the exhortation to ‘make it new’, women have sought to reconfigure
literature through their own voices, bringing their perspectives to a male-centric
literary tradition, including through new ways of publishing and producing.5 As part of
this wider challenge to androcentrism in literature, many women writers in the 20th and
21st centuries have sought to conceptualize a divine in their own image.6 My particular
focus is on experimental women’s writing: with the term ‘experimental’ I refer to
writing practices which set out to disrupt traditional form, linguistic norms, and the
fundamental perception of what literature can be: ‘Experimentation makes alternatives
visible and conceivable […]. Experiment is one of the engines of literary change and
renewal; it is literature's way of reinventing itself.’7 Using experimentation as my focus
is significant, as the authors I study seek to reinvent not just literary form, but also the
way the divine is conceptualized through language and art, manifesting an alternative
divine through their experimentation.
My thesis examines how Mina Loy (1882-1966), Kathy Acker (1947-1997), and
Maggie Nelson (1973-present) have written against the Judeo-Christian concept of male
divinity (God the Father) and created an experimental vocabulary to represent a female
and/or queer divine. I have chosen these three authors because their work engages
significantly with Christian theology and, in Acker’s case, other spiritual languages - an
aspect of their work which has either been overlooked or under-developed in previous
scholarship. Specifically, I will look at the authors’ reimagining of certain aspects of

See Bonnie Kime Scott, ‘Introduction’ in The Gender of Modernism: A Critical Anthology, ed. by Bonnie
Kime Scott (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990) pp.5-6
5 A number of studies of women’s writing have offered similar readings, including: Bonnie Kime Scott
(ed.), The Gender of Modernism: A Critical Anthology (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990); Ellen
G. Friedman, ‘Where are the Missing Contents?’: (Post)modernism, Gender and the Canon’, PMLA 108.2
(March 1993), 240-252; Emily Ridge, ‘Writing Modernist Women: Toward a Poetics of Insubstantiality’ in
Women Making Modernism, ed. by Erica Gene Delsandro (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida,
2020) pp. 19-39; Jayne Marek, Women Editing Modernism: Little Magazines and Literary History
(Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1996)
6 Studies which look at 20th century women’s writing and theology, which I go on to explore further in the
introduction, include: Abigail Rine, Irigaray, Incarnation and Contemporary Women’s Fiction (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013); Heather Walton, Imagining Theology: Women, Writing and God (London: Bloomsbury,
2007); Heather Walton, Literature, Theology, and Feminism (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2014); Elizabeth Anderson, H.D. and Modernist Religious Imagination: Mysticism and Writing (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013); Jeana Del Rosso, Leigh Eicke, and Ana Kothe (eds), The Catholic Church and Unruly
Women Writers: Critical Essays (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007); Heather Ingman, Women’s
Spirituality in the Twentieth Century: An Exploration Through Fiction (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2004)
7 Joe Bray, Alison Gibbons, Brian McHale, ‘Introduction’, in The Routledge Companion of Experimental
Literature, ed. by Joe Bray, Alison Gibbons, Brian McHale (London: Routledge, 2012) pp. 1-18 (p.1)
4
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Christian iconography, Mariology and liturgy, as well as some Christian literature (e.g.
Dante). I will argue that Loy, Acker and Nelson offer radical revisions of select Christian
parameters, placing the female and/or queer body at the centre of their spiritual
visions, glorifying it as divine. While each writer does this in significantly different ways,
I argue that their experimental strategies are in a continuum with one another. These
writers have never been analysed alongside one another, despite their shared interest
in the female and/or queer body as a site of divine embodiment, in sex as a religious act,
and in ironic or critical positioning towards the male literary canon. My aim in this
project is thus to uncover for the first time the three authors’ interest in challenging
androcentric divinity through an embodied female and/or queer divine, their
engagement with issues central to feminist and queer theology, and to trace a lineage of
experimental writing developed by their work.
This thesis addresses three central questions: how do Loy, Acker and Nelson use
experimental, revisionist approaches towards the vocabulary and imagery of
Christianity and beyond? How does their experimentation create a vision of a female
and/or queer divine, and what does this divine look like? How does their representation
of the divine constitute a lineage of experimental women’s writing which aligns with
certain strands of feminist and queer theology? In answering these questions, the thesis
contributes original interdisciplinary perspectives to Modernist and contemporary
literary scholarship by offering new readings of the three authors considered, and a new
understanding of the experimental spiritual approach that they share, which had not
heretofore been identified.
1. Key terms
Given the interdisciplinary scope of my thesis, it is particularly important to start by
defining my usage of the key terms of its argument, and the ways in which these
intersect across scholarly fields. ‘Divine’, ‘body’/ ‘embodiment’, and ‘queer’ have rich
histories and interdisciplinary connotations, but they each represent the three major
methodologies at work in my thesis: feminist and queer theology, studies of
embodiment, feminist and queer theory.
The term ‘divine’ is particularly complex and difficult to define. The OED first
defines it as ‘[o]f or pertaining to God or a god’, and secondly as ‘given by or proceeding
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from God; having the sanction of or inspired by God’. The fourth OED definition is
‘[p]artaking of the nature of God; characteristic of or consonant to deity; godlike;
heavenly, celestial’.8 These definitions establish that the concept of ‘divine’ depends on
the relationship between a given concept or being and a God/god – an external,
relational idea. While these definitions do not attach a specifically gendered connotation
to the concept of ‘divine’, feminist theologians and theorists have shown that such
definitions have been associated with maleness, in the context of Christianity.9 Indeed,
defining ‘divine’ as that which ‘partak[es] of the nature of God’ implicitly describes the
relationship between maleness and the concept of God in the Judeo-Christian tradition:
God is incarnated in a male Messiah (Jesus) in Christianity, and gendered male in the
Tanakh in the Old Testament. Patristic writing has subsequently reinforced the idea that
man alone ‘partakes of the nature of God’. St. Augustine’s De Trinitate (ca. 400 AD) goes
to great lengths to insist that only man can be the bearer of the ‘image of God’:
But we must see how the words spoken by the Apostle [Paul], that not the
woman but the man is the image of God, are not contrary to that which is
written in Genesis: “God made man, in the image of God he made him; male
and female he made them and blessed them.” For he says that human nature
itself, which is complete in both sexes, has been made in the image of God,
and he does not exclude the woman from being understood as the image of
God. […] The solution lies, I think, in […] that the woman together with her
husband is the image of God, so that that whole substance is one image. […]
[B]ut as far as the man is concerned, he is by himself alone the image of God,
just as fully and completely as when he and the woman are joined together
into one.10
In this attempt to reconcile the differences between Paul’s First Letter to the
Corinthians and the Genesis narrative of creation, Augustine offers a problematic set of
false equivalences: a man alone is the image of God, but a woman can only be the image
of God if married to a man. Clare Drury traces this idea back to Aristotle’s view of
women’s passive role in reproduction, compared to man’s active role – and that a

OED Online, s.v. ‘divine, adj. and n.’ <https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/56127> [accessed 05/11/2020]
As I will expand on later in the introduction, these include: Luce Irigaray, ‘Divine Women’, in Sexes and
Genealogies, trans. by Gillian C. Gill (New York: Columbia Uni Press, 1993) pp. 57-72; Pamela Sue
Anderson, A Feminist Philosophy of Religion: The Rationality and Myths of Religious Belief (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1998
10 Augustine, On the Trinity: Books 8-15, ed. by Gareth B. Matthews, transl. by Stephen McKenna
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) pp. 89-90 (emphasis mine).
8
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female body is a ‘malformed’ version of the male.11 Augustine’s reading, then, is
influenced by cultural and philosophical beliefs which are external to Scripture itself but
end up filtering into his theology, and in different forms, through to patristic theology
thereafter. For example, Thomas Aquinas believed that women had an ‘innate
inferiority’ to men, following Aristotle, and that this was aggravated by the Christian
concept of sin.12
While sacred female figures exist and are worshipped within the Christian
tradition, their status is subordinate in terms of divinity. The most striking case is that
of the Virgin Mary: while worshipped in many denominations, including Catholicism,
she is not considered a Goddess or a divinity but an intercessor towards divinity.13 As
Marina Warner explains, ‘God is owed latria (adoration) and the saints dulia
(veneration), but Mary occupies the principal mediating position, as a creature
belonging both to earth and heaven.’14 Warner’s study of Mariology, Alone of All Her Sex
(1985), explores this figure in all its hermeneutical complexity, which centres on the
tension between her central role in the literal delivery of the Messiah, her embodied and
human nature, and her extra-ordinary virginity.15 As I will show throughout the thesis,
the Virgin Mary is a key referent for all three authors, whose writing revises the
heritage of this woman who is nearest to God and yet is not divine, and who is
considered ‘the ideal of the feminine personified’.16
Given this problematic heritage, it is not surprising that feminist or queer
theologies and literature will challenge this androcentric definition of the ‘divine’. In
this project, I argue that the work of Loy, Acker and Nelson seeks to redefine what
constitutes the ‘divine’ from a non-phallocentric perspective, and to include women and
queer people in the definition of those who are ‘characteristic of or consonant to deity;
godlike; heavenly, celestial’. In doing this, second-wave feminist theorist Luce Irigaray’s
essay ‘Divine Women’ (1984), which identifies a lack of divinity in the female gender in
the context of Christianity, is of foundational importance:

Clare Drury, ‘Christianity’, in Women in Religion, ed. by Jean Holm with John Bowker (London: Pinter
Publishers, 1994) pp. 30-58 (p.35)
12 Ibid, p.36
13 Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex: The Myth and The Cult of the Virgin Mary (London: Picador, 1985)
p.xxii
14 Ibid.
15 Warner, Alone of All Her Sex
16 Ibid, p. xxiv
11
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God has been created out of man’s gender. He scarcely sets limits within
Himself and between Himself: He is father, son, spirit. […] His unique God is
assumed to correspond to the human race […] which we know is not neuter
or neutral from the point of view of the difference of the sexes. […] If women
have no God, they are unable either to communicate or commune with one
another. They need, we need, an infinite if they are to share a little. […] There
is no woman God, no female trinity: mother, daughter, spirit. This paralyzes
the infinite of becoming a woman […].17
Recognizing that the concept of the Christian God (God the Father) excludes women
from the divine, Luce Irigaray sets out a correlation between subjectivity, imaginary and
divinity. She thus highlights the necessity for women to visualize themselves as divine in
order to fully realize their selves and a community of female solidarity. Crucially for my
thesis, Irigaray underlines the lack of a female Trinity – a female Godhead which
contains plurality within it. My entire project is informed by Irigaray’s words, as I
investigate how Mina Loy, Kathy Acker and Maggie Nelson have found experimental
vocabularies to speak of a female or queer divine, challenging the centrality of God the
Father. My inclusion of a queer divine, however, takes Irigaray’s work forward as the
authors imagine a divine that goes beyond a strict gender or sexual binary. Whilst these
authors articulate the female and queer body’s divinity in different ways, they share an
interest in disrupting the concept of divinity as exclusively cis male. The authors
reimagine parts of the vocabulary, iconography and liturgy of Christianity (although not
exclusively) in order to challenge the problematic gendering of the Christian God as
male, and to experiment with new language to manifest a divine in their own image.
However, the female and queer divine in the three authors I study does not
depend on an identified God of any specific tradition or gender, of whose nature it
‘partakes’: these writers do not, for example, depict a Goddess figure external to the
characters and poetic voices. Their experimental approach results instead in a
representation of the female/queer divine which centres on the female/queer body as
that which ‘partakes’ of the nature of the divine, that which is ‘godlike’. The body’s
creative and generative capacities, as well as its ability to withstand and survive
physical and emotional pain, are identified by the authors as divine qualities. The body
is both source and destination of divinity: the authors consistently collapse the
dichotomy of immanence (the divine as inherent in the created world) and
Luce Irigaray, ‘Divine Women’, in Sexes and Genealogies, trans. by Gillian C. Gill (New York: Columbia
Uni Press, 1993) 57-72 (pp.61-62) (emphasis original)
17
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transcendence (the divine as external, higher, than the created world), making the
body’s immanent divinity the source of its transfiguration. In doing this, they expand on
Luce Irigaray’s identification of the role of the body for a female divine: ‘Women have
rarely used their beauty as a weapon for themselves, even more rarely as a spiritual
weapon. […] The transfiguration of a female body by beauty, the active share that the
woman can have in that transfiguration, are today often misunderstood’.18 Here,
Irigaray connects the objectification of the female body with its exclusion from a divine
imaginary. While the focus on beauty is not as central to Loy, Acker or Nelson, and
Irigaray’s wording has problematic undertones, the use of the body as a ‘spiritual
weapon’ and its potential for ‘transfiguration’ all relate closely to my reading of the
three authors’ work. In so doing, the authors I study centre their embodied experiences
as divine, in ways that put into experimental praxis Irigaray’s invocation that ‘it is
essential that we be God for ourselves so that we can be divine for the other, not idols,
fetishes, symbols that have already been outlined or determined.’19 By fully embodying
the divine, female and queer characters in the texts I study can achieve full spiritual
realization.
This leads me to two further terms that have to be defined in order to set out the
scope of my thesis: the ‘body’, and ‘embodiment’. While the two are closely related, their
definitions connect with different disciplines in singular ways. The concept of the body
has taken on several connotations through history and across disciplines, and continues
to be interpreted differently depending on the setting. In the words of post-structural
feminist Rosi Braidotti, ‘[t]he body, or the embodiment, of the subject is to be
understood as neither a biological nor a sociological category but rather as a point of
overlapping between the physical, the symbolic, and the sociological’.20 This definition
is helpful in outlining how the body is the site of complex ideations, which intersect to
destabilize the notion of a finite, single bodily entity.
The term ‘embodiment’, which Braidotti uses almost synonymously to ‘body’, is
defined by the OED as ‘the action of embodying; the process or state of being
embodied’.21 In turn, ‘embodied’ is defined as: ‘Of ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’: Having a body,

Luce Irigaray, ‘Divine Women’, p.64 (emphasis original)
Ibid, p.71
20 Rosi Braidotti, Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory
(New York: Columbia Uni Press, 1994) p.3
21 OED Online, s.v. ‘embodiment, n.’ <https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/60906> [accessed 28/11/20]
18
19
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invested with a body’.22 Taken together, these definitions show that embodiment is
traditionally seen as the physicalisation of a concept or object usually conceived of as
abstract or immaterial. Interestingly, this definition assumes that ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’ are
‘invested’ with a body, thus originally disembodied or separate from the body. Therefore,
the process of embodiment has been figured as the externalization of manifestation of
such abstractions, ‘projected’ onto the reality of the body. In this thesis, I will argue that
Loy, Acker and Nelson contest such a reading, complicating both the understanding of
the body as intelligible or finite, and that of ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’ as disembodied. As Judith
Butler outlines in Gender Trouble, ‘the body is [traditionally] figured as a mere
instrument or medium for which a set of cultural meanings are only externally related.
But “the body” is itself a construction, as are the myriad “bodies” that constitute the
domain of gendered subjects.’23 As such, the body, far from a finite and self-contained
entity, intersects with culture and is inscribed with meanings that significantly mark its
embodied functioning – in this case, the cultural mark of gender.
Indeed, the mark of gender has been inscribed on the body by cultural as well as
religious sources. As Luce Irigaray’s passage above suggests, the ideation of the body
has a fraught hermeneutical history within the corpus of Christian doctrine. As Marina
Warner explains,
When Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome endorsed virginity for its special
holiness, they were the heirs and representatives of much current thought in
the Roman empire of their day. And in this battle between the flesh and the
spirit, the female sex was firmly placed on the side of the flesh. For as
childbirth was woman’s special function, and its pangs the special penalty
decreed by God after the Fall, and as the child she bore in her womb was
stained by sin from the moment of its conception, the evils of sex were
particularly identified with the female.24
Warner’s description clarifies the strictly gendered ideas around the body, or
embodiment, in the Christian tradition. By associating femininity with corporeality, and
masculinity with spirituality, women’s participation in divinity is impeded – and the
body’s role in that divinity is excluded. This is particularly complicated since, as already
mentioned, God is embodied through Jesus in Christianity. As Warner explains, these
ideas about the gendering of embodiment are not necessarily native to Christianity, but

OED Online, s.v. ‘embodied, adj.’ <https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/60904> [accessed 28/11/20]
Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (London: Routledge, 2007), p.12
24 Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex, p. 57
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they are inherited and reaffirmed within its hermeneutics, starting from the writing of
‘Fathers of the Church’ Augustine, Ambrose and Jerome. Influenced by this reading, the
philosophy of Descartes will later reinforce this separation of mind and body: he
assigned to the mind the power of intellect (res cogitans) and centrality in perception,
and the body (res extensa) is a changeable, permeable object which can only be
conceived and understood by the mind.25 As Margrit Shildrick argues, while for
Descartes the body is an obstacle to pure reason, in Christianity the body is a stage to be
suppressed, on the way to reunification with God.26 Both theories, however, reveal an
anxiety to do with the ‘threat of corporeal engulfment.’27 As I will show, all three
authors in my thesis challenge these dichotomies, centering the body in their divine
imaginary – with Acker explicitly identifying Descartes’ philosophy as ‘the sign of the
patriarchy’.28
Given this context, it will be especially important for women writers approaching
a definition of a female or queer divine to start by reclaiming the body as a site of
divinity – and I will show that this is precisely what Loy, Acker and Nelson do in their
writing. Understanding the fundamentally ‘cultural’ nature of the body, the three
authors in this thesis seek to change that cultural inscription to exalt its divine
potentiality. This project thus understands the body as a site of divine embodied
experiences, which collapse the dichotomy of mind/body and
immanence/transcendence. In doing this, I am influenced by theories of affect which
register that
affect and cognition are never fully separable – if for no other reason than
that thought is itself a body, embodied. Cast forward by its open-ended inbetween-ness, affect is integral to a body’s perpetual becoming (always
becoming otherwise, however subtly, than what it already is), pulled beyond
its seeming surface-boundedness by way of its relation to, indeed its
composition through, the forces of encounter.29

René Descartes, ‘Second Meditation: The Nature of the Human Mind, and How it is Better Known than
the Body’, in Meditations on First Philosophy: With Selections from Objections and Replies, 2nd edition, trans.
and ed. by John Cottingham (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017) pp. 20-27
26 Margrit Shildrick, Leaky Bodies and Boundaries: Feminism, Postmodernism and (Bio)ethics (London:
Routledge, 1997) p.16
27 Ibid.
28 Kathy Acker, ‘Against Ordinary Language: The Language of the Body’, in Bodies of Work: Essays
(London: Serpent’s Tail, 1997) 143-151 (p.150)
29 Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg, ‘An Inventory of Shimmers’ in The Affect Theory Reader, ed. by
Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010) pp. 1-25 (pp.2-3)
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This definition of affect by Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg, based on the
fundamental embodied-ness of thought, is important to the authors I analyse as all
challenge the separation of mind and body in different ways. Moreover, the conception
of a body as ‘beyond its seeming surface-boundedness’ by way of relation and
‘encounter’ is crucial to my work. As I will show, the work of Loy, Acker and Nelson
builds on each other’s in terms of an ever-increasing conception of the body as
fundamentally relational. In Loy and Acker, this is manifested in narratives which
challenge the idea of a self-contained embodiment: Loy achieves this through her use of
mysticism and sexuality, while Acker uses the female body as its own creative origin
story, by way of queer sexuality. Nelson, on the other hand, explicitly conceives of a
relational divine embodiment, based on a conception of embodiment which is
inherently plural, porous, polymorphous.
Finally, my use of the body as a key conceptual site of divinity in the three
authors is influenced by writing on the cultural history of pain. The work of Elaine
Scarry is foundational in this field, and her understanding of the body in pain as a site of
‘substantiation’ for intangible belief-systems is important to my work. Scarry identifies
that, in Scripture, ‘[i]t is through the human body that belief is substantiated and […] it
is in its capacity of substantiation that the body, the interior of the body, is often
represented in these [Biblical] stories.’30 Here, Scarry outlines her theory of physical
pain being used to ‘prove’ or substantiate belief systems, such as Christianity, as well as
harmful systems such as totalitarian regimes through physical torture.31 In this thesis, I
will understand the use of the body in ways that reclaim Scarry’s theoretical system for
spiritual liberation: in the writing of Loy, Acker and Nelson, the body ‘substantiates’ its
own divinity, whether in its capacity of creation (both through childbirth or art), in its
withstanding of physical pain, or in its capacity of embodied spiritual relation. As the
thesis title suggests, the sacred is embodied, and bodies are sacred, in the authors’
definitions of a female and/or queer divine.
The final key term of my analysis is the word ‘queer’, or queerness. In speaking of
queerness, I rely primarily on Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s definition, which has been
foundational to queer studies: ‘the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps,

Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1987) p.188
31 Ibid., pp. 19, 27
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dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent
elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to
signify monolithically.’32 This definition is useful, in that it embraces the multiplicity of
possible identities that define themselves as ‘queer’, while suggesting the inherent
indefinability of queerness: by stressing its ‘possibilities’, ‘gaps’, ‘dissonances’ and
‘excesses’, Sedgwick highlights the difficulty of quantifying and restricting what that
term means – a definition that challenges the act of defining. In this thesis, I use the term
‘queer’ to designate any sexual or gender identities that do not ‘conform’ to cisheteronormativity. This means that identities such as ‘lesbian’, ‘bisexual’, and ‘genderfluid’, which will recur in my analysis of Acker and Nelson particularly, are included in
this term. However, this does not mean that the differences between these categories is
erased; on the contrary, my analysis will focus on their particular perspectives in
defining an embodied divine, while being attentive to their shared non-heteronormative
standpoint. As Sedgwick herself states, the term ‘queer’, while impossible to define,
cannot be abstracted from specific LGBT+ identities: ‘given the historical and
contemporary force of the prohibitions against every same-sex sexual expression [e.g.
lesbian or gay], for anyone to disavow those meanings, or to displace them from the
term’s [queer] definitional center, would be to dematerialize any possibility of
queerness itself.’33 As such, specific LGBT+ identities ‘make up’ the polymorphous
concept of queerness – which, in turn, allows for polymorphous identities to reside or
identify within it.
It follows that a definition of ‘female’, within the scope of this thesis, would
include any individual who identifies as female. While certain strands of contemporary
feminist thought feel the rise of queer studies, and thus the attention towards
queerness, as a ‘threat’ which risks destabilizing the sex-based categories at the core of
certain strands of women’s rights activism and feminist theory, my thesis is predicated
upon the opposite viewpoint: that attention to queerness enriches the discourse of
feminist theory.34 As feminist theory has endlessly shown, the category of ‘woman’ is

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, ‘Queer and Now’, in The Routledge Queer Studies Reader, ed. by Donald E. Hall,
Annamarie Jagose, with Andrea Bebell and Susan Potter (New York: Routledge, 2013) pp. 3- 17 (p.8)
33 Ibid., p.8
34 Feminist work which has expressed such fears includes Rosi Braidotti, Nomadic Subjects; Susan Bordo,
‘Feminism, Postmodernism, and Gender-Scepticism’ in Feminism/ Postmodernism, ed. by Linda J.
Nicholson (London: Routledge, 1990), 133-156. On the other side of the debate, feminist work which
embraces queer identities and issues includes: Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion
32
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almost as difficult to define as that of ‘queerness’, and there is no ‘essential’ definition of
what constitutes femininity.35 While the three authors I have chosen are cisgender
women, I will show that their understandings of femininity are diverse, polymorphous
and changeable – following a similar conception of the body itself, as outlined above.
Therefore, the embodied divine envisioned by these authors in their poetry and prose
embraces this polymorphousness, glorifying the potential for diversity of a nonphallocentric divine.
2. Interdisciplinary Context
Interdisciplinary literary and theological studies of women’s writing have increased
significantly in recent years, many of which have helped me shape my research.
However, women’s approaches and contributions to contemporary feminist and queer
theological debate have not been sufficiently addressed. The scope and aims of my
project are to be situated within a larger context of feminist and queer theory, feminist
and queer theology, philosophies of embodiment and women’s literary studies. As such,
my project is interdisciplinary at its core, engaging with interconnecting ideas about the
female and queer body, the divine, sexuality, and experimental literature. An
extraordinary amount of feminist work has originated in response to the gendered
dichotomy of mind and body in the latter half of the 20th century. This strand of feminist
theory, which engages in recuperating the spiritual aspects of female/queer sexuality
and embodiment is one important theoretical context for this thesis. Most notably, the
work of author and activist Audre Lorde is foundational to this aspect of my work. Her
essay ‘Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power’ (1978) states that
The erotic is a resource within each of us that lies in a deeply female and
spiritual plane, firmly rooted in the power of our unexpressed or
unrecognized feeling. […] In touch with the erotic, I become less willing to
accept powerlessness, or those other supplied states of being which are not
of Identity (London: Routledge, 2007); Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2006); Sara Ahmed, Living a Feminist Life (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2017)
35 The difficulty of defining a category of ‘women’ is a recurring issue in feminist theory, arising especially
in works that are attentive to challenging essentialism and the centrality of white femininity within
feminist discourse. Some examples include Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
Identity (London: Routledge 1990); Audre Lorde, ‘Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women Redefining
Difference’ in Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches (Trumansburg: Crossing Press, 1984) pp. 114-123.
Denise Riley’s Am I That Name?: Feminism and the Category of ‘Women’ in History (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1988) traces precisely this difficulty across the different iterations of feminist movements.
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native to me, such as resignation, despair, self-effacement, depression, selfdenial.36
Here, Lorde’s writing places the potential for liberation on the power of the repressed
female and queer erotic. Identifying eroticism as a form of self-discovery and selfempowerment, Lorde also explicitly connects it to a female and spiritual dimension. In
so doing, Lorde implicitly challenges the distance placed between the body – specifically
the female body – and spirituality within Christian/Western narratives, understanding
sexuality, as an embodied experience, to be a manifestation of divinity. Other women
writers in the 20th century have used similar strategies to retrieve the female body from
spiritual oppression, including H.D., Adrienne Rich, Marilynne Robinson, Michèle
Roberts, Anne Carson, Margaret Atwood, and many others. As this brief overview
suggests, this interest is shared between Modernism, the avant-garde and
postmodernism, creating a thread of 20th century women’s writing that deals with the
body and desire in spiritual terms. This literary and theoretical context is of essential
importance to my work, as I will show that Loy, Acker and Nelson respond to and
expand on it in their own unique ways.
Unsurprisingly, feminist and queer theology have also engaged in a host of
attempts to reconcile the female or queer body and the divine in the 20th and 21st
century. Irigaray’s theories on the necessity of a female divine for feminist liberation
have been reprised and expanded by many theologians, with the female divine
becoming a significant strand of feminist theological work. Contemporary theologians
Grace M. Jantzen, Pamela Sue Anderson, Patrice Haynes, to name a few, have all
contended with Irigaray’s work on the female divine, and take it forward or critique it in
different ways.37 For example, some have rightly highlighted the perils of its focus on
sexual difference, critiqued as essentialist.38 Moreover, theologians’ work on Irigaray’s
position has brought to light the underlying issues with Western conceptualizations of

Audre Lorde, ‘Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power’ in Feminism and Pornography, ed. by Drucilla
Cornell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pp. 569-574 (pp.569, 573)
37 Grace M. Jantzen, Becoming Divine: Towards a Feminist Philosophy of Religion (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1998); Pamela Sue Anderson. A Feminist Philosophy of Religion: The Rationality and
Myths of Religious Belief (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998); Patrice Haynes, ‘The Problem of Transcendence in
Irigaray’s Philosophy of Sexual Difference’ in New Topics in Feminist Philosophy of Religion: Contestations
and Transcendence Incarnate, ed. by Pamela Sue Anderson (London: Springer, 2010) pp. 279-296
38 Haynes, ‘The Problem of Transcendence’, pp. 290-292
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embodiment and gender that underpin women’s exclusion from divinity.39 These
theologians’ work is important to this project, in identifying in Irigaray a useful link
between feminist theory and feminist theology – a link which is foundational to this
thesis. I will read the work of Loy, Acker, and Nelson as consistently challenging this
gendered divide, aligning their work with these similar efforts by contemporary
feminist theology.
While Luce Irigaray’s insight into the necessity of a God in the female gender is
the starting point of my project, Marcella Althaus-Reid (1952-2009) and Carter
Heyward (1945-present) will be the key theologians of this thesis, providing the
theological backbone of the argument. This is primarily because, in deliberately
positioning themselves as queer feminist theologians, their work significantly broadens
Irigaray’s in its specific concern for queering Christian theology.40 In doing this, I place
my theological lens in this post-Irigaray turn to queer the divine: while only two out of
three authors create a queer divine, I believe queer theology can be used to better
comprehend the critiques of heteronormativity being made even within a heterosexual
female divine. By using queer theologians to extend the reach of Irigaray’s work, I am
creating a composite theological approach to read the creation of a female and queer
divine in women’s writing, that can accommodate its polymorphous and mutable
nature.41
Althaus-Reid’s work, especially in Indecent Theology (2000) and The Queer God
(2003), is foundational to my project in its outlining a pathway to ‘per/verting’ Christian
hermeneutics and ritualities: with this term, Althaus-Reid designates her approach to
finding new paths through Christianity – from the Latin ‘per’ (via, through) – which
exalt and glorify female and queer bodies, rather than oppress them.42 Her work

Pamela Sue Anderson, A Feminist Philosophy of Religion: The Rationality and Myths of Religious Belief
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1998) pp.54-55
40 Althaus-Reid uses Irigaray’s theory of female sexual plurality (from This Sex Which is Not One) as one
starting point for her text The Queer God, saying: ‘in Irigaray’s discourse of female sexuality […] a new
holy Trinity of clitoris and two lips can be enjoyed and theologised; the beginning of a post-colonial
Sexual Theology anticipated in the speech of the lips which are one and sufficient in their dialogue.’ (The
Queer God, p.106)
41 Lisa Isherwood’s claims of the necessity for a queer church to be ‘an alternate ecclesiology [which]
would be fully embodied […] The embodied nature of the emerging transgressive church leaves it open to
the possibilities of change […]’ are thus transposed onto the literature I study in this thesis. (Lisa
Isherwood, ‘Queering Christ: Outrageous Acts and Theological Rebellions’ Literature and Theology 15.3
(September 2001) 249-261 (p.252))
42 Marcella Althaus-Reid, Indecent Theology: Theological Perversions in Sex, Gender and Politics (London:
Routledge, 2000) p.13
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encompasses iconography, the lived realities of Latin American women, theology and
literature – including Kathy Acker’s work, as I will discuss – to find new per/versions of
Christianity that function for women and queer people.43 In Carter Heyward’s case, her
engagement with these issues has practical ramifications in her work as a priest in the
US Episcopal Church. Her essays and books focus on eroticism, especially queer
eroticism, as a form of spiritual liberation, conceiving of relation as key spiritual force of
justice.44 Notably, the title of her book Touching Our Strength: The Erotic as Power and
the Love of God (1989) references Audre Lorde’s aforementioned essay, thus tracing a
lineage between her work and Lorde’s theory of erotic liberation. Carter Heyward’s
focus on the divinity of eroticism is particularly potent and useful for this thesis:
The erotic is our most fully embodied experience of the love of God. As such, it
is the source of our capacity for transcendence, the “crossing over” among
ourselves, making connections between ourselves in relation. The erotic is
the divine spirits yearning, through our body cells, toward mutually
empowering relation, which is our most fully embodied experience of God as
love.45
Here, Carter Heyward centres eroticism as a divine act, making ‘transcendence’ a fully
embodied experience, challenging traditional Christian hermeneutics of the body. This
focus on embodied ‘yearning’ as divine underpins my analysis of all three authors in this
thesis, whose work embodies female/queer divinity through sexual encounter or
activity. Althaus-Reid and Carter Heyward’s theological foci are invaluable to my
literary analysis, allowing me to bring forth the authors’ engagement with eroticism,
female and/or queer embodiment, and ritual or liturgical devotion in terms of their
potential to outline a female and/or queer divine.
Moreover, my project contributes new insight to a large body of academic work
concerning modern and contemporary women’s writing, theology and experimentation.
In recent years, the study of Modernism has paid new attention to the investment in
religious language therein. Authors such as H.D., T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf and Rose
Macaulay have increasingly been analysed under this light.46 Work such as Modernist
Ibid; Marcella Althaus-Reid, The Queer God (London: Routledge, 2003)
Carter Heyward, Touching Our Strength: The Erotic as Power and the Love of God (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1989), pp. 2-6
45 Carter Heyward, Touching Our Strength, p.99 (emphasis mine)
46 See for example Elizabeth Anderson, H.D. and Modernist Religious Imagination: Mysticism and Writing
(London: Bloomsbury, 2013); Laurence Scott, ‘Petrified Mermaids: Transcendence and Female
43
44
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Women Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness (2016) edited by Andrew Radford,
Heather Walton and Elizabeth Anderson, sheds new and necessary light on women’s
engagement with diverse spiritual languages in the wider literary context of
Modernism. Contrary to traditional Modernist hermeneutics which look at the
movement as largely secular in approach, the collections’ editors and contributors
understand Modernism as invested in an unorthodox spiritual revision of their
(principally) Christian context.47 Lara Vetter’s Modernist Writings and Religio-Scientific
Discourse: H.D., Loy and Toomer (2010) traces similar ground, with a specific focus on
the encounter between scientific and religious language in the authors considered.
These two studies are foundational for my project – not least due to Vetter’s attention to
Mina Loy’s work in particular.
Beyond Modernism, studies correlating women’s writing and religion have also
appeared more frequently in the last few decades. Irigaray’s work has been used as a
theological lens on women’s writing by several scholars.48 A particularly significant
predecessor to my thesis is Abigail Rine’s book Irigaray, Incarnation and Contemporary
Women’s Fiction (2013). Like this thesis, Rine’s analysis identifies Irigaray’s work as an
important context to women’s experimental fiction on the divine in the 20th century,
and centres the discussion of the female divine on the body, understanding the writers
analysed (Michèle Roberts, Alice Walker, Margaret Atwood and A.L. Kennedy) to
‘express an incarnational understanding of the religious.’49 I see my work as a
significant expansion on Rine’s, not only in my focus on different authors whose work
has less frequently been read in this light, but also in my effort to use Irigaray’s work in
conversation with the theologians who have followed and expanded on her work –
specifically those who have queered her concern with divine representation.

Subjectivity in the Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway and André Breton’s Nadja’, Textual Practice
28.1 (2014) 121-140; Paul Murray, T.S. Eliot and Mysticism: the Secret History of ‘Four Quartets’
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 1991)
47 Andrew Radford, Heather Walton and Elizabeth Anderson, ‘Introduction: The Intricate Persistence of
Strange Gods’, in Modernist Women Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness, ed. by Andrew Radford,
Heather Walton and Elizabeth Anderson (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016) pp. 1-20 (p.4)
48 See for example: Grace Kehler, ‘Becoming Divine Women: Miriam Toews’ Women Talking as Parable’
Literature and Theology 34.4 (December 2020) 408-429; Heather Walton, ‘Extreme Faith in the Work of
Elizabeth Smart and Luce Irigaray’, Literature and Theology 16.1 (March 2002) 40-50; Shannon CraigoSnell, ‘Contesting the Primacy of the Word: Activism, Autobiography and Mimesis’, Feminist Theology 18.3
(May 2010) 257-276. Other examples will be examined in the body of the introduction.
49 Abigail Rine, Irigaray, Incarnation and Contemporary Women’s Fiction (London: Bloomsbury, 2013) p.1
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The work of Heather Ingman in Women’s Spirituality in the Twentieth Century: An
Exploration through Fiction (2004) furnishes a useful foundation of my field of
reference, as she outlines the different strands of feminist theological work of the 20th
century – from Goddess feminist, to eco-feminist theology, to sex-positive feminist
theology, through the work of women writers such as Michèle Roberts and Margaret
Atwood.50 Theologian Heather Walton’s work has focused on various 20th century
women’s writing and its relationship with Christian belief, including authors Michèle
Roberts, Marilynne Robinson, Rose Macaulay and Adrienne Rich.51 Walton’s Literature,
Theology and Feminism (2007) focuses on the use that feminist theologians and
theorists have made of women’s fiction, while interrogating the gendered connotations
of literature (female) and theology (male).52 Walton’s and Ingman’s approaches are
useful foundations for my work: by using feminist theologians’ work as a lens to read
the work of Loy, Acker and Nelson comparatively, I will expand on this existing work
with new insight into authors that have not yet been considered in this light, especially
together.
In terms of the use of queer theology in relation to women’s writing, a booklength study of this kind does not yet exist. While not all of my chapters describe a
queer divine, all of the thesis engages with queer theology in relation to women’s
writing, thus contributing substantial new insight into this interplay. Moreover, existing
interdisciplinary work using queer theology as a critical lens on literature focuses
mainly on queer faith/spirituality, or queering religious traditions or icons (e.g. Christ),
rather than in devising what an embodied queer divine might look like for the authors
studied.53 My aim, to echo Lisa Isherwood’s study on queering Christ, is to discover in

Heather Ingman, Women’s Spirituality in the Twentieth Century: An Exploration through Fiction (Bern:
Peter Lang, 2004)
51 Heather Walton, Literature, Theology, and Feminism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007);
Walton, Imagining Theology: Women, Writing and God (London: T&T Clark, 2007); ‘Re-vision and
Revelation: Forms of Spiritual Power in Women’s Writing’ Feminist Theology 12.1 (2003) 89-102
52 Heather Walton, Literature, Theology, and Feminism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007),
pp. 1-2
53 I am thinking, for example, of studies such as Emily S. Hill’s ‘God’s Miserable Army: Love, Suffering, and
Queer Faith in Radclyffe Hall’s The Well of Loneliness’, Literature and Theology 30.3 (September 2016)
359-374, which includes discussion of the body’s suffering in relation to queer faith, but does not
consider whether the novel creates an embodied queer divine in the character of Stephen. Margaret
Sullivan’s ‘’Until I have Given Lueli Back His God’: Queer Religion in Sylvia Townsend Warner’s Mr.
Fortune’s Maggot’ (Literature and Theology 25.2 (June 2011) 157-171) valuably outlines the creation of a
queer theological knowledge for Townsend Warner’s characters and their bodies, without drawing a
conclusion of what an embodied queer divine would look like. Likewise, Althaus-Reid’s writing on Kathy
Acker, as I will expand on later in the introduction, either focuses on the female body’s centrality without
50
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Loy, Acker and Nelson ‘a full, glorious and unexpected embodiment of the divine’, which
according to Isherwood ‘requires an immersion in the triumph of the incarnation.’54 As I
will show, a contemplation of Christ’s incarnation is not central to the three authors I
study, as the divine is always already embodied in their work. However, Christ’s
incarnation forms a crucial background to the three authors’ work: while incarnational
theology does focus on the divine in bodily form, through Christ, this account does not
go far enough in allowing divine embodiment to women and queer people, according to
feminist and queer thinkers.55 This is where the work of Loy, Acker and Nelson creates
its own experimental interventions: in the works studied in this thesis, the divine does
not depend on an external divine being, of whose nature the characters ‘partake’; unlike
God’s incarnation through Christ, the bodies in this thesis will be shown to already
contain the divine. This allows the authors to reimagine a divine generated and
embodied by women and queer people themselves.
3. Authors
‘I am looking for the body, my body, which exists outside its patriarchal
definitions. Of course, that is not possible. But who is any longer interested in
the possible?’56
In this wide context of literary-religious experimentation, I have chosen to focus on the
work of Mina Loy, Kathy Acker, and Maggie Nelson in order to identify a continuum
between Modernist and contemporary women’s writing and its experimental approach
to conceptions of a female and/or queer divine. I understand their experimental
strategy to develop through their shared American context: Acker and Nelson are
American, while Loy, born in the UK, was naturalized as an American citizen after

focusing on its queer divinity (‘’Pussy, Queen of Pirates’: Acker, Isherwood and the Debate on the Body in
Feminist Theology’, Feminist Theology 12.2 (January 2004) 157-167), or focuses on its queerness without
the divine embodiment (The Queer God).
54 Lisa Isherwood, ‘Queering Christ: Outrageous Acts and Theological Rebellions’ Literature and Theology
15.3 (September 2001) 249-261 (p.260)
55 See for example: Lisa Isherwood, ‘Queering Christ: Outrageous Acts and Theological Rebellions’
Literature and Theology 15.3 (September 2001) 249-261; Graham Ward, ‘The Gendered Body of the
Jewish Jesus’, in Religion & Sexuality, ed. by Michael A. Hayes, Wendy Porter and David Tombs (London:
Bloomsbury, 2016) pp.170-192; Luce Irigaray, ‘Divine Women’; Althaus-Reid, The Queer God, pp.70, 7475, 127
56 Kathy Acker, ‘Seeing Gender’, in Bodies of Work: Essays (London: Serpent’s Tail, 1997) pp.158-168
(p.166)
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permanently moving there in the 1930s. As many Loy scholars have pointed out,
understanding Loy as belonging to any one national literary tradition is problematic,
given her residence in multiple European and North American countries and her
multilingualism, and I do not wish to replicate such stark categorization.57 For the
purposes of my thesis, however, I am interested in how Loy’s work transposed her
European avant-garde aesthetic into an American context, and how her legacy was felt
and expanded on by American authors, specifically Acker and Nelson. The choice to
focus on the American literary context is especially relevant when tracing a lineage of
experimental writing: with the movement of artists from Europe to New York during
the Second World War, America – particularly New York – establishes itself as the
principal seat of the avant-garde in the post-war period.58 Thus, we can view America as
a key space where experimental approaches to writing, of Modernist and avant-garde
heritage, develop and are translated into their postmodern and contemporary
iterations. To clarify, I am not interested in a specifically ‘American’ take on the divine,
or in arguing that being an American author somehow increases interest in rewriting
the divine – rather, America functions as an artistic context where the experimental
methodologies of the three authors I chose meet, circulate and expand.
These considerations form the rationale for using Mina Loy as the starting point
to my thesis: she was one of the Modernist artists who permanently relocated to
America in the 1930s, before which, in her role as gallery agent and Paris
‘correspondent’ to the Julien Levy Gallery in New York, she was instrumental in the
transposition of the European avant-garde, particularly Surrealism, into America.59
Therefore, Loy can be seen as a predecessor of Acker’s and Nelson’s experimental
praxes, as both draw from modernist and avant-garde heritages.60 Mina Loy’s work
spans multiple formats and media: primarily publishing poetry at the beginning of her
career, she also wrote essays and prose, as well as working as a lamp designer and
Sarah Hayden, ‘Introduction’, Mina Loy, Insel (Brooklyn: Melville House Publishing, 2014), pp. ix-xxxii
(p. ix); Sandeep Parmar, Reading Mina Loy’s Autobiographies: Myth of the Modern Woman (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), p.13
58 Sarah Hayden, Curious Disciplines: Mina Loy and Avant-Garde Artisthood (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2018) pp.4, 10, 197-198
59 Ibid, p.4
60 As I will show, Georgina Colby views Acker’s work as conversing with Modernism and the avant-garde,
and identifies her as a late avant-garde artist (Kathy Acker: Writing the Impossible, p.2); while Nelson has
acknowledged the influence of female Modernist writers, such as Gertrude Stein, in her writing (Bluets,
pp.40-41; The Argonauts, p.10), and her writing has been read as existing in the legacy of the Modernist
lesbian/queer memoir (Monica B. Pearl, ‘Theory and the Everyday’, Angelaki 23.1 (2018), 199-203)
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painter. As suggested above, she also worked in different countries, with and around
different avant-garde movements: in her sojourns in Italy, France, Germany, the US and
Mexico, Loy came into contact with the avant-gardes that operated in those countries,
including Futurism, Surrealism, and Dadaism – influencing and being influenced by
them, whilst never fully ‘belonging’ to any of them.61 Her work has received increased
attention since the publication of two different editions of her collected poetry, The Last
Lunar Baedeker (1985) and The Lost Lunar Baedeker (1997) by Carcanet Press, and
Carolyn Burke’s biography of her life in 1996.
Loy’s legacy has thus only recently started to be re-evaluated. As Sarah Hayden
has noted, most scholarly work on Loy starts by recognizing her ‘quintessentially’
Modernist artistic position as a multi-media, multi-lingual and cross-national author.62
Her share in the Modernist aesthetic includes her experimentation with religious
language: like Loy, Modernist authors such as T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, H.D., May
Sinclair and many others were also preoccupied with religious and spiritual revisions,
within a larger attempt to narrate the relationship between modernity and the master
narratives of the past. As such, Loy’s writing contributes to this wider Modernist
concern, but does so through a unique perspective which combines mysticism,
apophasis, mythology, electromagnetism, and female eroticism. Her approach pre-dates
some of the more well-known Modernists’ attempts at similar revisions: Loy’s early
poetry of the 1910s already confronts these ideas, compared to, for example, T.S. Eliot’s
use of apophatic theology in Four Quartets (1941) or H.D.’s use of female sexuality as
mythology in her poetry collection Hymen (1921) or her focus on female spirituality in
Trilogy (1944-1946). Using Loy as the starting point of my thesis thus understands her
work as in many ways foundational to an experimental lineage of 20th and 21st century
women’s writing dealing with an embodied divine in the feminine gender.
Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis are dedicated to Loy’s work. In Chapter 1, I will
focus on selected poetry from across her career, reading its vision of female sexuality and
physical pain, especially in childbirth, as sites of creation and spiritual ecstasy with the
potential to overcome the limitations of the individual body. Chapter 2 will focus on her
only published novel, Insel, written between 1933 and 1936 but published posthumously
A comprehensive analysis of Loy’s engagement with these movements can be found in Sarah Hayden,
Curious Disciplines: Mina Loy and Avant-Garde Artisthood (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2018)
62 Sarah Hayden, ‘Introduction’, Mina Loy, Insel (Brooklyn: Melville House Publishing, 2014) ix-xxxii (p.x)
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in 1991. A critique of the male-centric Surrealist movement, and of the idealization of
male genius, I read Insel as constructing a female divine through the figure of narrator
Mrs. Jones – a fictionalised Loy – whose visions, both artistic and spiritual, recreate the
concept of divine from a female perspective. Overall, I argue that Loy’s work envisions a
divine mystical embodiment, which starts to destabilize the centrality of male divinity
and open a pathway for ‘the female brain [to] achieve an act of creation.’63
The second author I will focus on is Kathy Acker, an American experimental writer
whose work straddles the categories of avant-garde, postmodern, and punk. Born and
raised in New York, she engaged with the New York punk scene of the 1970s, before
moving across the US (most notably San Diego and San Francisco, returning various times
to New York) and London. Like Loy’s, Acker’s work is in dialogue with her
contemporaries, but is also in many ways trailblazing. Like Loy, Acker positioned herself
critically towards the hegemonically male literary canon: her fragmentary, non-linear
narratives defy patriarchal literary traditions, making space for her own experimental
female voice.64 Moreover, her signature technique, usually referred to as ‘plagiarism’ or
‘appropriation’, involves the use of passages, style or plot points from other works which
Acker rewrites and inserts into her own narratives.65 This technique can be understood
as an influence of punk music and culture more broadly; however, Acker’s approach is
distinctive, using frank, explicit depictions of female sexuality, embodiment,
masturbation to build iconoclastic critiques of American society from her punk feminist
perspective.66
Influenced by European Modernism and avant-garde, other American authors
active at the time such as William Burroughs, poets Eleanor and David Antin, Jerome
Rothenberg, and European writers Laure (Colette Peignot), Marguerite Duras and

Mina Loy, Insel, ed. with an afterword by Elizabeth Arnold, introduction by Sarah Hayden (Brooklyn:
Melville House Publishing, 2014) p.20
64 See for example Ellen G. Friedman’s reading of Acker’s experimental practice in ‘Where are the Missing
Contents?’: (Post)modernism, Gender and the Canon’, PMLA 108.2 (March 1993), 240-252 (pp.243-244)
65 Among the many studies looking at Acker’s methodology of appropriation, see Peter Wollen, ‘Kathy
Acker’, in Lust for Life: On the Writings of Kathy Acker, ed. by Amy Scholder, Carla Harryman, Avital Ronell
(London: Verso, 2006); Georgina Colby, Kathy Acker: Writing the Impossible (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2016); Sheri Weinstein, ‘The Lay of the Land: Piracy and the Itinerant Body in Kathy
Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates’, in Devouring Institutions, ed. by Michael Hardin (San Diego: Hyperbole
Books, 2004) pp. 111-133; Ellen G. Friedman, ‘Where are the Missing Contents?’: (Post)modernism,
Gender and the Canon’, PMLA 108.2 (March 1993), 240-252.
66 For the relationship between punk and Acker’s work, see Margaret Henderson, ‘From Counterculture to
Punk Culture: The Emergence of Kathy Acker’s Punk Poetics’, LIT: Literature Interpretation Theory, 26.4
(2015), 276-297
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Jeanette Winterson, her approach to writing fiction crossed genres and formats,
incorporating drawings, translations, mixing poetry and prose. This, combined with her
interest in French philosophy, including Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Georges
Bataille and Luce Irigaray, results in Acker’s synthetizing avant-garde techniques and
postmodern interdisciplinarity. Her work rose to cultural prominence in the 1980s,
particularly after the publication of her novels Great Expectations (1983) and Blood and
Guts in High School (1984), before experiencing a decline in public and critical
popularity.67 In spite of this, as her biographer Chris Kraus has stated, Acker was the first
female author to achieve a level of cultural status that transcended the literary world:
while many other women writers were active and widely respected at that time, ‘they
never sought or attained the iconic status of Great Writer as Countercultural Hero that
Acker desperately craved. Until she achieved it, no woman had.’68
In the past five years, parallel to my undertaking this research, scholarly and
critical work on Kathy Acker has had a resurgence, speaking to a renewed interest in
Acker’s complex, irreverent, experimental writing. This started with the publication of
the first Acker monograph, Georgina Colby’s Kathy Acker: Writing the Impossible (2016),
which sheds new light on Acker’s artistic methodology through a thorough analysis of
archive material, resituating Acker as a late avant-gardist.69 In 2017, Chris Kraus
published Acker’s first authorized biography, After Kathy Acker, which allows new insight
into her work ethic, artistic connections, health problems and relationships.70 In 2019,
the ICA in London opened the first national retrospective exhibition on Acker’s work,
placing her artwork, parts of her book collections, speeches and other artifacts in a
continuous timeline, and extending Acker’s work into the present by exploring her
legacy.71 All of these demonstrate Acker’s work’s continued vitality, and the necessity to
continue exploring and understanding its complexity.
While Acker’s writing is most often considered iconoclastic, and on the surface
might seem to reject religion outright, I will argue that her work actually engages with

Chris Kraus, After Kathy Acker: A Biography (London: Allen Lane, 2017) pp. 152, 221-223
Ibid, p.162
69 Georgina Colby, Kathy Acker: Writing the Impossible (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016) p.2.
A second monograph by Margaret Henderson, titled Kathy Acker: Punk Writer (London: Routledge, 2020)
came out in late 2020, but due to the timing of this thesis’ submission it falls outside of the scope of my
research.
70 Chris Kraus, After Kathy Acker: A Biography (London: Allen Lane, 2017)
71 ‘I, I, I, I, I, I, I, Kathy Acker’ (1 May - 4 August 2019), Institute of Contemporary Arts, London
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diverse religious languages to extreme depth, placing new attention on her published
texts as well as on unpublished material from the Kathy Acker Papers at Duke
University. The connections between Acker’s work and feminist theology have so far
only been remarked by one thinker: Marcella Althaus-Reid. Reading Acker’s novel
Empire of the Senseless (1988), Althaus-Reid recognizes Acker as a useful lens through
which to understand the role of the feminist theologian: ‘the richness of Acker’s novels
[is that] she rewrote other fictions and stories as she wrote her own, mixing and
interconnecting complex locations in a Queer intertextual play. It is in the same Queer
way that we want to re-read the Bible, rewriting other stories alongside our own and recreating the mythical in our lives’.72 This is a rare and extremely valuable point of view
on which my research expands: understanding Acker’s experimental approach as
capable of transforming and ‘re-creating’ Christian languages, I will turn my attention
towards how Acker is able to construct a language of the female queer divine through
this experimentation. While Althaus-Reid also comments on Acker’s use of the ‘lesbian
phallus’ in the wake of Judith Butler in Pussy, King of the Pirates, and thus goes some
way to recognizing the embodied nature of queer divinity in Acker, a full consideration
of Acker’s creation of an embodied queer divine through her characters is still missing,
particularly one that considers Acker’s use of religious languages beyond Christianity.73
In order to address this gap, Chapter 3 will consider the creation of a queer female
divine in her novels The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black Tarantula
(1973) and My Mother: Demonology (1993), arguing that she ‘queers’ the Virgin Mary
and other aspects of Christian language and liturgy. In Chapter 4, aided by the use of
archival material from the Kathy Acker Papers at Duke University, I will acknowledge
for the first time that Acker’s interest in religious languages goes far beyond
Christianity, reaching Haitian Vodou, Hinduism and Kabbalah, among others, in Pussy,
King of the Pirates (1996).
The final author I have chosen to focus on is Maggie Nelson. As a contemporary,
experimental American author whose output has generated ever-growing interest and
acclaim, Nelson’s work represents in useful ways the most recent, and perhaps most
complex and diverse, iteration of the continuum of women’s literary experimentation

Marcella Althaus-Reid, The Queer God (London: Routledge, 2003) p.83
Althaus-Reid, “Pussy, Queen of Pirates’: Acker, Isherwood and the Debate on the Body in Feminist
Theology’, Feminist Theology 12.2 (January 2004) 157-167
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traced by this thesis. Following authors such as Acker, Chris Kraus, Eileen Myles and
Alice Notley, Nelson’s writing mingles the personal, the fictional, and the critical in both
prose, non-fiction and poetry. Nelson’s prose, which is the focus of my two final
chapters, is experimental in both form and content, blurring the lines between fiction,
non-fiction, and academic writing – through a personal approach to what critics have
termed ‘auto-fiction’. A recipient of the MacArthur ‘genius’ grant, her work has already
been the subject of some academic enquiry, centering primarily on its experimental
form and academic referents.74 However, her work’s creation of an embodied, female
and queer divine has not yet been remarked in academic scholarship.
Reading her work in the last two chapters of the thesis allows me to bring its
argumentative threads to their utmost elaboration. In analysing Nelson’s The Red Parts
(2007) and Bluets (2009) in Chapter 5, and The Argonauts (2015) in Chapter 6, I seek to
understand relationships, encounters and kinship-making to be embodied
manifestations of the divine in Nelson’s writing. By looking at these texts through the
lens of Carter Heyward’s queer, feminist theology, I read Nelson’s writing as
constructing a relational divine, inscribed through embodied encounters and relations.
In Chapter 6, this takes on specifically queer iterations, as I argue that The Argonauts
emphasises the queer couple’s ‘ordinary devotion’ towards each other, their bodies, and
as key component of queer family-making.
The original contribution of this project sits firstly in the choice of authors: the
work of Acker and Nelson in particular has only rarely, and briefly, been read from a
theological perspective, and attention to this aspect of their work is overdue. As for Loy,
the project’s interdisciplinary focus between religion, literature, and embodiment
studies provides new insight into her work. Loy, Acker and Nelson envision female
and/or queer bodies as sacred: bodies become sites of divine ontology, especially in the
experiences of sexuality and other embodied states, such as childbirth and abortion. By
selecting these authors, I have been able to trace a lineage of women’s experimental
writing and its resulting divine imaginary through modernist, avant-garde,
postmodernist and contemporary frameworks – thus tracing its progressive
experimental evolution. Starting from Loy, whose conception of divine embodiment
remains rooted in a heteronormative, binary understanding of sex and gender, while
‘Maggie Nelson: Writer / Class of 2016’ (2016) <https://www.macfound.org/fellows/962/> [accessed
10/10/2020]
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still critiquing heteronormative gender roles, I trace a development of this concept by
looking at the queer iterations of Acker (bisexual and lesbian body) and Nelson (genderfluid, queer bodies). Through my interdisciplinary approach, the thesis affords new
insight into modern and contemporary women’s writing, highlighting a sustained yet
ever-evolving use of literary experimentation to envision new divine realities for
women and queer people.
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Chapter 1: Mystical Embodiment in the Poetry of Mina Loy
In this first chapter, I analyze selected poems by Mina Loy (1882-1966) and her
experimentation with a radical feminist spirituality, which combines her personal vision
of feminism, mysticism, apophatic theology, and her theory of electromagnetism and
radiation, which she sees as generators of ‘Life as Deific Electricity’.75 Her conversion to
Christian Science in 1909, a church whose doctrine engages with scientific discourses
such as Darwinism and relativity, suggests an interest in the correlation of science and
religion.76 Through her heterodox approach to Christian Science and Christianity more
broadly, her poetry and prose create a mystical vocabulary for embodied, gendered
spirituality that centers on the divinity of the female body. Specifically, I read Loy’s
mystical

imagination

as

envisioning

female

sexuality,

physical

pain

and

pregnancy/motherhood as sites of embodied creation and spiritual ecstasy, in their
potential to overcome the limitations of the individual body.
I will be comparing Loy’s work with select medieval, baroque and contemporary
Christian iconography to highlight Loy’s creation of original, provocative and complex
icons of female holiness. This approach seems especially significant considering Loy’s
background as a visual artist, and her ‘pictorial’ approach to writing. Starting from
Carolyn Burke’s remarkable description of Loy’s poetic methodology as ‘approaching the
blank page as if it were a canvas’, I aim to demonstrate that Loy’s work creates, through
her experimental use of language, an iconography of mystical female embodiment.77 In
using this phrase, I am aware of its inherent contradiction: mysticism has traditionally
been understood as a transcendental spiritual experience, where the body is but the
vehicle towards a union with the Absolute (God), or ‘ecstasy’ – therefore resisting
embodiment in favour of transcendence.78 However, these two seemingly opposite poles
combine fruitfully in Loy’s work, which understands the female body as both the means

Mina Loy, ‘History of Religion and Eros’, in Stories and Essays of Mina Loy, ed. by Sara Crangle
(Champaign: Dalkey Archive Press, 2011), pp. 237-252 (p. 240)
76 Sandeep Parmar, Reading Mina Loy’s Autobiographies: Myth of the Modern Woman (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013) p.87; Lara Vetter, ‘Theories of Spiritual Evolution, Christian Science, and the
“Cosmopolitan Jew”: Mina Loy and American Identity’, Journal of Modern Literature 31.1 (Fall 2007), 4763 (p. 49)
77 Carolyn Burke, ‘Getting Spliced: Modernism and Sexual Difference’, American Quarterly 39.1 (Spring
1987), 98-121 (p. 107)
78 Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism: A Study in the Nature and Development of Man’s Spiritual
Consciousness (London: Methuen, 1960), p.81
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and the destination, the vehicle and the ‘Absolute’, of spiritual ecstasy. In this
configuration, Loy’s modernist work can be seen to anticipate the characteristics of
postmodern mysticism (post-1968) as theorised by Don Cupitt: a mysticism that does not
search for absolutes, questioning the very possibility of absolute knowledge, and is based
on ‘everything that is [...] transient, sensuous, and only-skin-deep.’79
Mina Loy’s interest in mysticism and in contemporary scientific discourses is, in
many ways, typical of the cultural moment of Modernism. Studies such as Lara Vetter’s
Modernist Writings and Religio-Scientific Discourse (2010), for example, demonstrate
Modernism’s deep fascination with advancements in technology, combined with a crisis
of institutionalised belief.80 Modernism, which for decades was understood as a
movement characterised by secularism and rejection of religion, is actually pervaded by
interest in the vocabulary of religion and in heterodox expressions of spirituality.81 The
work of Modernist writers like Virginia Woolf, T.S. Eliot, H.D., James Joyce, Rose Macaulay,
Djuna Barnes, to name a few, demonstrates a deep engagement with alternative,
heterodox forms of spirituality, from cults to occultism, mysticism and theosophy.82
Mysticism was particularly influential on the Modernist imagination, thanks to the
popularity of thinkers such as William James and Evelyn Underhill at the beginning of the
20th century – indeed, Underhill self-identified as a Modernist in religious terms.83 The
Dada and Futurist avant-gardes, which Loy was affiliated with when working in New York
and Italy, were equally influenced by mysticism.84 Another influence on Modernism,
Don Cupitt, Mysticism After Modernity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998), p.8
Good examples of these studies are Leigh Wilson’s Modernism and Magic: Experiments with Spiritualism,
Theosophy and the Occult (CUP, 2013); Modernist Women Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness, ed.
by Elizabeth Anderson, Andrew Radford, Heather Walton (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016);
Heather Ingman, Women’s Spirituality in the Twentieth Century: An Exploration Through Fiction (Oxford:
Peter Lang, 2004).
81 Elizabeth Anderson, Andrew Radford, Heather Walton, ‘Introduction: The Intricate Persistence of
Strange Gods’, in Modernist Women Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness, ed. by Elizabeth
Anderson, Andrew Radford, Heather Walton (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), pp. 1-20 (p.4)
82 See for example: Elizabeth Anderson, Andrew Radford, Heather Walton (eds.), Modernist Women
Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); Eric Tonning,
Matthew Feldman, and David Addyman (eds.), Modernism, Christianity and Apocalypse (Leiden: BRILL,
2015); Paul Murray, T.S. Eliot and Mysticism: the Secret History of ‘Four Quartets’ (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1991); Steve Pinkerton, Blasphemous Modernisms: the 20th Century Word Made Flesh (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2017)
83 Jamie Callison, ‘Directing Modernist Spirituality: Evelyn Underhill, the Subliminal Consciousness and
Spiritual Direction’, in Modernist Women Writers and Spirituality: A Piercing Darkness, ed. Elizabeth
Anderson, Andrew Radford, Heather Walton (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 39-54 (p. 45)
84 This is particularly true in the second wave of Florentine Futurism – see Paola Sica, ‘Nocturnal
Itineraries: Occultism and the Metamorphic Self in Florentine Futurism’ in Back to the Futurists: The
Avant-Garde and its Legacy, ed. by Elza Adamowicz and Simona Storchi (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2013) pp. 145-158. In Dadaism, mysticism translates in the concept of élan vital: see
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particularly on T. S. Eliot, came from apophaticism: the belief that any ‘human’ language
is inadequate to speak about God, as he surpasses human understanding, and therefore
that God is not knowable in ‘human’ terms.85 In this cultural landscape, Loy’s case is not
isolated, and yet unique: her extensive theorisation and incorporation of her own religioscientific systems into her writing, and her intersection of such theories with feminism,
visual art, typography, and theories of eugenics, result in a singular combination of
political, feminist (if sometimes problematically so), and mystical poetics.
The work of Mina Loy and her legacy as a Modernist, writer, artist and designer
was reductively regarded as that of a ‘minor’ artist for most of her lifetime, relegated to
the background of High Modernism. This betrays a fundamental misunderstanding of her
artistry, combined with the privileging of male writers’ work in the first formation of a
Modernist literary canon. According to Roger L. Conover, editor of the definitive
collection of Loy poetry, The Lost Lunar Baedeker (1997),86 she was seen merely as ‘part
of a group […] slightly out of focus […] as someone’s mistress’, before the release of
Carolyn Burke’s biography of her life in 1996.87 Only recently, then, has her legacy been
reconsidered, concentrating particularly on her experimentation, her employment of
different traditions and languages in her writing, and her controversial feminist
positions.
Recent scholarship has also questioned her incorporation in the American canon,
problematizing her belonging to any one national tradition, given her multicultural status
as a British-born, American naturalized citizen, and resident at different times of France,
Germany, Mexico, US, Italy and Austria.88 As well as arguing such position, Sandeep
Parmar’s recent work looks at her unpublished autobiographical manuscripts to
challenge the interpretation of Loy as a ‘modern woman’ – sexually liberated, culturally
independent and cosmopolitan, challenging Victorian constrictions of the female body
Richard Sheppard, Modernism-Dada-Postmodernism (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2000)
pp. 266; 280. The influence of Dadaism on Loy is explored further in the next chapter.
85 Sister Corona Sharp, ‘’The Unheard Music’: T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets and John of the Cross’, University of
Toronto Quarterly 51.3 (Spring 1982) 264-278
86 I will refer to this edition throughout the chapter: Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedeker: Poems of Mina
Loy, ed. by Roger L. Conover (Manchester: Carcanet Press, 1997). This is not to be confused with the
earlier edition of this collection, by the same editor and the same press, released in 1985 under the name
The Last Lunar Baedeker.
87 Roger L. Conover, ‘Introduction’, Mina Loy, The Lost Lunar Baedeker: Poems of Mina Loy, ed. Roger L.
Conover (Manchester: Carcanet Press, 1997), pp. xi-xx (p.xi)
88 Sarah Hayden, ‘Introduction’, Mina Loy, Insel (Brooklyn: Melville House Publishing, 2014), pp. ix-xxxii
(p. ix), Sandeep Parmar, Reading Mina Loy’s Autobiographies: Myth of the Modern Woman (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), p.13
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and sexuality in general – by contending that Loy’s understanding of ‘modern’ is
somewhat more complex, and that in her later work feminism ‘ceased to be useful to Loy’s
conception of the modern writer’.89 Sarah Hayden’s Curious Disciplines: Mina Loy and
Avant-Garde Artisthood (2018) highlights Loy’s contribution to the concept of artisthood
created by different avant-garde movements operating in the places Loy lived in at that
time (Futurism, Dada, Surrealism, and the concept of ‘degenerate art’ in Nazi Germany).90
Hayden thus foregrounds the importance of her mobility through Europe and the US for
the formation of her aesthetic and her conceptions of the genius/artist, though ultimately
considering her work as part of the American canon.91
Work on Loy’s spiritual languages, and their rootedness in the sexual, appears in
different iterations. Suzanne Hobson has argued, for instance, that Loy conceives of the
artist as ‘artist-angel-bum’, where the artist is an embodied, abject being, capable of
accessing the spiritual and yet morally corrupt.92 Hobson’s reading accurately
acknowledges the importance of the body for spiritual and creative access in Loy’s work,
but neglects to read the gendered implications of this reading, nor the creation of a female
divine as a result. The female body, on the other hand, is the focus of a chapter dedicated
to Loy’s poetry in Steve Pinkerton’s book-length study of modernism and blasphemy:
Pinkerton reads her poetry as performing a ‘poetics of profanation’ of Christianity
through her ‘blasphemous’ use of Christian language in relation to eroticism.93 His
reading of Loy’s creation of a ‘pro-creative Mother and a crucified female Christ’ as a
revision of the Trinitarian Father and Son is incisive, and will be useful to my work. 94
However, Pinkerton reads this through the lens of Cixous’ concept of écriture feminine,
rather than feminist theology, which I believe is a more useful and expansive approach.
Indeed, I believe that the blasphemous aspect of Loy’s work is merely the surface of her
contribution to a discourse of feminist theological revision: by looking at Loy’s poetry and
its references to parts of Christian iconography, its alignment with 20th century feminist
Sandeep Parmar, Reading Mina Loy’s Autobiographies: Myth of the Modern Woman (London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), pp. 13, 32-33, 35
90 Sarah Hayden, Curious Disciplines: Mina Loy and Avant-Garde Artisthood (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2018), p.1
91 Ibid., pp.1; 9-11
92 Suzanne Hobson, ‘‘Mina Loy’s ‘Conversion’ and the Profane Religion of her Poetry’ in The Salt
Companion to Mina Loy, ed. by Rachel Potter and Suzanne Hobson (London: Salt Publishing, 2010) pp.
248-265 (p.254)
93 Steve Pinkerton, Blasphemous Modernism: The 20th Century Word Made Flesh, (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2017), p.53
94 Ibid., p.54
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theology and philosophical readings of female physical pain, I will outline her work’s
creation of a female, mystical, embodied divine.
Lara Vetter’s Modernist Writings and Religio-Scientific Discourse (2010) will also
be particularly useful to my enquiry. Vetter understands Modernist poets Mina Loy, H.D.
and Jean Toomer as engaging with contemporary scientific and religious discourse,
through which they ‘reveal anxiety about the body’s integrity’, and worries about the
corruption or ‘penetrability’ of the body from radiation, which Vetter explains as a fear
typical of the early 20th century.95 While it is true that Loy’s work engages with
electromagnetism and science in ways that challenge the ‘unity’ of the body, I believe that
she sees this as an opportunity to go beyond an understanding of the physical body as
unitary, self-contained, and write it as capable of mystical elevation. Vetter also argues
that Loy places eroticism at the centre of her mysticism: ‘Loy and H.D. alike play at the
edges of the history of mysticism, drawing from a suppressed genealogy of eroticism
within religious and scientific discourse alike to create a model of pleasurable and
generative “intercourse” between otherworld and world, between artists and their
audiences’.96 Interestingly, this definition sees eroticism also as a creative force which
communicates to the reader through Loy’s mystical writing. This is an aspect I will also
explore in this chapter (and the next): unlike Vetter, however, I will read this through the
lens of feminist theology, in terms of Loy’s creation of a female divine creator. In Vetter’s
reading, this ultimately remains situated in a heteronormative conception of sexuality.97
While I agree that Loy’s focus remains heteronormative, I will show that Loy’s poetry is
interested in expanding the representation of heterosexual desire, particularly female
bodies and desires, as well as in critiquing traditional gender roles. Vetter’s work will be
of primary importance when discussing the intersection of science and different religious
expressions in Loy’s work, but I will focus on aspects and texts that are missing from
Vetter’s enquiry, expanding her study by showing how these experimentations define a
female mystical embodied divine through the lens of feminist theology.
My work is situated in the gap between Parmar’s, Pinkerton’s, and Vetter’s, since
I look at Loy’s work as imagining an embodied female divine through its revision of
certain aspects of Christian iconography and liturgy, the language of mysticism and
Lara Vetter, Modernist Writings and Religio-Scientific Discourse: H.D., Loy, and Toomer (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2010) pp. 2, 1
96 Ibid., p.57
97 Vetter, Modernist Writings and Religio-Scientific Discourse, pp. 56-57
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apophatic theology. Parmar reviews various contemporary reactions to Loy’s poetry,
including notable reviews by Harriet Monroe and Edwin Muir, which lament the mystical
aspect of Loy’s poetry as either flawed or a fastidious intellectualism.98 Parmar writes
that these reviews regard Loy as a ‘mystic in reverse’, in her vision of the body as the final
location of spirituality, rather than simply the means to achieving contact with a higher
being.99 I read Loy’s use of mysticism neither as a simple ‘reversal’ or an empty exercise
in intellectualism; rather, Loy approaches mysticism radically in her poetry, using the
female body as not just the means to, but also the final location, of the divine.
In order to fill this analytical gap, I will examine poetry from the 1910s and 1940s,
as well as her novel Insel (published 1991, written 1936) in the next chapter. I approach
Loy’s writing through the combined lenses of feminist theology, transcendental and
postmodern mysticism, modernism and theories of embodiment, to understand its
resulting embodied female divine. I have selected poems which allow insight into the
multifaceted construction of a female divine in Loy, spanning sexuality, mysticism,
physical pain, grief and prophecy. In the first section of the chapter, I read Loy’s ‘There is
no Life or Death’ as introducing her use of apophasis, mysticism and embodiment as the
basis of her spiritual language. In the second section, I analyse ‘Songs to Joannes’ and its
use of the vocabulary of mysticism to fashion images of an erotic female divine. Finally,
the third section focuses on the connection between this mystical female divine and the
experience of physical pain, which turns the female body into a site of contradictory
spiritual forces, especially through childbirth and motherhood. Throughout the chapter,
I understand Loy’s work as figuring an embodied female mysticism, which defies the
boundaries between immanence and transcendence.
1. ‘There is no Life or Death’: Mysticism, Apophasis, and the Female Body
The Lost Lunar Baedeker opens with ‘There is no Life or Death’ (1914), a poem which
functions as a sort of manifesto, outlining some of Loy’s key poetic preoccupations: her
feminist theories, embodied spiritual language, and the use of apophasis and mysticism
as poetic praxis. The poem lists a series of essential binaries, such as ‘Life’ and ‘Death’,
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only to negate all of them. These are in turn replaced by a third alternative, which often
favours abstraction and unquantifiability, over stark rationalism/binarism:
There is no Life or Death
Only activity
And in the absolute
Is no declivity. […]
There is no First or Last
Only equality
And who would rule
Joins the majority.
There is no Space and Time
Only intensity,
And tame things
Have no immensity.100
The poem’s ‘collapsed’ quatrain structure is characterized by a repetitive refrain which
punctuates the poem’s building of a deliberate destruction of binaries. These verses seem
to set out a rethinking of different kinds of absolutes and dichotomies: grand principles
such as ‘First’ and ‘Last’, ‘Space’ and ‘Time’ – significantly quoted in capitals, to highlight
their higher epistemological status – are negated in no uncertain terms. Each dichotomy
then gives way to a single third alternative, which invariably speaks to an interest in
nuance, fluidity, and perception over exact science. The terms proffered value
indeterminacy, unquantifiability, and as a consequence, immateriality – or at least, an
overcoming of the limitations of the physical/material. Immateriality, as explained above,
is one of the characteristics considered part of transcendence, particularly in
mysticism.101 These semantic threads point to Loy’s interest in the dimension of the
sacred as that which is most ‘immaterial’, in apophatic terms, as it cannot be conceived in
‘material’, human terms. However, as I will show, her understanding of the immaterial
divine rests on the very material experiences of the female body.
‘There is no Life or Death’ demonstrates Loy’s use of negation (‘There is no… or…’)
to arrive at spiritual knowledge (‘Only…’). This dialectic/poetic process mirrors that of
the Negative Way in theology, also known as apophatic theology: as introduced above,
this is a strand of theology, originating from Greek and medieval philosophy, which
negates the possibility of apprehending any quality of God in ‘human’ terms, favouring
Mina Loy, “There is no Life or Death”, in The Lost Lunar Baedeker, ed. by Roger L. Conover
(Manchester: Carcanet, 1997), p. 3; all references to Loy’s poems are taken from this edition.
101 Underhill, p.81
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instead a process of abstraction, thus affirming God as essentially ineffable.102 The
Negative Way was influential to 20th century philosophy, literature and art.103 Loy’s
poetry, as I explore further in this chapter, often uses negation, difference, and abstraction (in its etymological meaning, to draw away from something) towards Christian
orthodoxy in order to manifest a mystical female divine. In ‘There is no Life or Death’, the
structure of the poem reads like a dialectic enquiry, carried out with the rigour of a
scientific treaty through the method of exclusion, or negation – the method of apophasis
– to reach ultimate abstraction and ‘immateriality’.
It is interesting to note, however, that the poem’s disdain for absolutes is
paradoxically represented with its own absolute language: the refrain ‘There is no… /
Only…’ leaves no space for uncertainty or room for questioning, and itself builds a set of
further rules. From this point of view, the poem is reminiscent of Loy’s contemporaries,
the Futurists: their founding Manifesto features a strong absolutist ethos, disdain of the
past, similarly listing a series of strong dictums for their art.104 This association is often
made when discussing Loy’s early career, because of her relationship, both personal and
artistic, with Italian Futurists Giovanni Papini and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti.105
However, as Carolyn Burke and others have remarked, while the Futurists did awaken
her to a certain artistic self-determination and fierce experimentalism, both types of
relationships were brief, as Loy was soon to start satirising the Futurists for their
misogynistic and self-aggrandising views.106 Indeed, the distance between Loy and the
Futurists is already clear in this poem.
First, the poem challenges hierarchies (‘There is no First or Last/ Only equality’),
implying a critique of their patriarchal and capitalistic structures. This directly counters
the Futurists’ belief in the inferiority of women (‘contempt for woman’), which implies a
hierarchy of man over woman.107 The lines ‘who would rule/ Joins the majority’ expand
E.A. Livingstone (ed.), The Concise Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 3rd edition (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013) s.v. ‘Apophatic theology’, p.30
103 Oliver Davies and Denys Turner, ‘Introduction’, in Silence and the Word: Negative Theology and
Incarnation, ed. Oliver Davies and Denys Turner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 1-10
(p.1)
104 Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, ‘The Founding and Manifesto of Futurism’, in Futurism: An Anthology, ed.
Lawrence Rainey, Christine Poggi, and Laura Wittman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009) pp. 4953
105 Tara Prescott, ‘Moths and Mothers: Mina Loy’s “Parturition”’, Women’s Studies 39.3 (2010), 194-214
(p.194); Burke, ‘Getting Spliced’, p.119
106 Carolyn Burke, ‘Mina Loy’, in The Gender of Modernism: A Critical Anthology, ed. by Bonnie Kime Scott
(Indianapolis: University of Indiana Press, 1990) 230-238 (p. 232)
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this idea through a paradox: those who want to rule are the majority, therefore
challenging their pretence at exceptionality. The emphasis on ‘equality’, then, is both a
reflection of a democratic desire for visibility and a parody of self-aggrandising notions
of power (such as the Futurists’). These lines also express, albeit obliquely, an interest in
women’s rights and representation, an ‘equality’ of the sexes – which Loy fully expands
on in her ‘Feminist Manifesto’ (1914, unpublished in Loy’s lifetime).
This search attains mystical connotations when considering the final quatrain.
Challenging the scientific fixity of ‘Space’ and ‘Time’, Loy questions cosmology,
chronology, history, spatiality, and teleology in favour of ‘intensity’, a less quantifiable,
more malleable and mysterious concept. Superseding ‘Space’ and ‘Time’, ‘Intensity’ is
posited as a new, unquantifiable, and therefore un-scientific, framework through which
the world is understood; it is both an artistic and a sexual force, generated by people,
bodies, and as such, democratic, accessible, ‘equal’. Interestingly, ‘intensity’ also conveys
a distinctly abstract, supernatural concept, which ties in with a key preoccupation of Loy’s
poetics: the spiritual properties of energy, electricity, and radiation. In her essay ‘History
of Religion and Eros’, Loy devises a theory of religious mysticism based on the perception
of ‘a transcendent form of radio transmission’, which offers electricity-based laws of
matter as alternatives to the Christian concept of miracle.108 Significantly, then, the
concept of ‘Life as a Deific Electricity’ is elaborated through a deconstruction of Christian
doctrine, and will be present throughout her oeuvre in a radical relationship with female
sexuality and motherhood.109
‘History of Religion and Eros’ explicitly refers to mysticism as an alternative to
science, as that which allows the ‘impossible to blossom forth as the POSSIBLE’. 110 Given
Loy’s conception of mysticism as that which is able to transcend boundaries and create
newness, I aim to understand the extent to which Loy’s poetics can be seen as an
experiment in sexual mysticism. Loy’s mysticism conceives the divine as accessed by the
body and through the body, rather than by communion with an external divine entity. If
Seeing the mystic as capable of understanding ‘that law by which the functioning of our usual universe
may be modified’, Loy lists four ways in which this is articulated: ‘(1) The structure of matter rearranged/
(2) The materialising function of power / (3) The nature of the elements overruled by Power / (4)
Electric life reconducted within the body’ (Mina Loy, ‘History’, pp. 241-242). Attached to these, a footnote
lists four Christian miracles under the same numbering, thus implying that the above are their mystical,
electromagnetic alternative: ‘(1) of instantaneous healing / (2) multiplication of the loaves and fishes /
(3) walking on the sea – calming the storm / (4) raising the dead’. (Mina Loy, ‘History’, p. 242).
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Evelyn Underhill’s foundational study of mysticism posits that access to the divine
requires an alteration in the ‘normal’ use of the five senses, Loy’s writing manifests divine
embodiment through an alteration of the ‘normal’ experiential parameters: electricity,
vibrations and ‘intensity’ replace time, space, and reason.111 Given the tone of the poem,
it is hard to agree with Lara Vetter’s analysis that Loy’s interest in immateriality is due to
an ‘anxiety’ about the body’s ‘integrity’, its porousness and lack of defined boundaries,
which Vetter argues is part of Modernism more broadly.112 As I aim to show throughout
the chapter, Loy’s writing uses this sense of the body’s unstable boundaries as an
opportunity, rather than a source of anxiety; and overcoming the limitations of the
physical body is part of Loy’s poetics of ‘mystical embodiment’. The language of ‘There is
no Life or Death’ gestures towards an oxymoronic understanding of immateriality: in
Loy’s poetry more widely, the medium capable of going beyond ‘Life or Death’ is the
female body itself, which embodies the transcendental mystic’s disembodied process of
union with a higher being.
2. Eroticism, Mysticism, and Communion: ‘Songs to Joannes’

Loy’s poetic magnum opus, ‘Songs to Joannes’ (1917) allows me to further the discussion
of the intersection between sexuality and spirituality in her work. According to Conover,
when a section of the poem appeared under the title ‘Love Songs’ in Others: a Magazine
of the New Verse in 1915, it caused widespread controversy, both due to its intense,
honest depictions of female sexuality and bodies, and its experimental form.113 Indeed,
the two aspects go hand in hand: Loy’s use of punctuation, typography and spacing
reflects the alternation between ecstasy and oppression of the experience of sex and love
for women, and, according to Julie Schmid, the female orgasm.114 Many critics have read
the title ‘Songs to Joannes’ to be a reference to Loy’s relationship with Giovanni Papini.115
The religious implications of the title of the poem, however, should also be remarked:
Loy’s turning Giovanni into Joannes is significant, considering that Joannes means ‘God is
Underhill, p. 7
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gracious’ in Hebrew. Under this light, the title connects sexual and spiritual love; and from
a formal perspective, the traditions of lyrical poetry as well as the psalm. Starting from
these considerations, I will illuminate how Loy reimagines Christian language to design a
mystical iconography of the sexual female body, with emphasis on its ‘deific electricity’.
The 34-part structure of ‘Songs to Joannes’ can be seen to echo Dante’s Inferno,
with its 34 cantos (one introductory canto and 33 cantos); a structure Dante used to
evoke the Trinity. This connection, implicit though it is, highlights one possible feminist
theological revision at work in the poem: the critique of the Christian Trinity as an
exclusively male construct. As such, I agree with Pinkerton’s reading that ‘[i]n poems such
as “Parturition” (1914) and Songs to Joannes, Loy refigures Father and Son as a procreative Mother and a crucified female Christ.’116 While I do not focus on whether Loy
constructs a ‘crucified’ divinity, I read ‘Songs to Joannes’ as expressing the glory of
embodied mystical divine through female sexuality. The nature of this divine can be
understood more productively in light of feminist theology, starting with Luce Irigaray:
‘God has been created out of man’s gender. […] He is father, son, spirit. Man has not
allowed himself to be defined by another gender: the female. […] There is no woman God,
no female trinity.’117 Loy’s writing frequently critiques this omission of womanhood from
spiritual hierarchies by showing female sexuality and pain to be embodied experiences
of the divine. The concept of a Trinitarian God has been variously understood by feminist
theologians as either conforming to a patriarchal, male-exclusive concept of holiness –
such as Irigaray’s view – or as challenging dualistic understandings of gender
(male/female) in its threefold formation.118 In Janet Martin Soskice’s case, this means
using the Trinity to challenge ‘androcentric’ understandings of God, who, despite
manifesting as a male human through Jesus, ‘is not a creature at all.’119 A useful point of
communion between these two readings might be found in Althaus-Reid’s recognition
that despite such gender-plural potential, the concept of the Trinity has socially tended
to ‘support only one ideal heterosexual type of man.’120 As such, despite its subversive
potential, Althaus-Reid’s reading affirms that the concept does not include women, or
non-conforming masculinity, into the realm of holiness. In ‘Songs to Joannes’, female
Pinkerton, Blasphemous Modernisms, p.54
Irigaray, ‘Divine Women’, pp.61-62
118 Ibid., p.62
119 Janet Martin Soskice, ‘Trinity and Feminism’, in The Cambridge Companion to Feminist Theology, ed. by
Susan Frank Parsons (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 135-150 (p.139)
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eroticism disrupts this spiritual narrative, by becoming the catalyst for what I have
termed a ‘mystical embodiment’ of the female divine.
The blurring of the personal, spiritual and sexual is shown in the poem’s use of
language: according to Burke, the poem’s ‘broken syntax’ reflects the author’s disillusion
with romantic love and ‘psychosexual relations’ resulting from an affair which, like the
language, has ‘come apart at the seams’.121 This syntactical and poetic freedom enables
Loy to experiment with language itself: everywhere, the extremely high register or rare
vocabulary used is interspersed both with scientific and highly technical and/or medical
language, as well as bodily, scatological, sexual, ‘low’ language. This technique elevates
the sexual matter to ‘high’, poetic register, and simultaneously ‘lowers’ the scientific
discourse, democratising it in its association with the sexual; thus undermining science’s
privileged epistemological position in Western culture as expressed in ‘History of
Religion and Eros’. Furthermore, I agree with Rachel Blau DuPlessis’ statement that
‘Songs to Joannes’ redefines the convention of romance poetry, shunning its reliance on
feminine ‘delicacy’ and ‘reluctance’, and replacing it with the ‘aggression’ of female
desire.122 Taking this further, ‘Songs to Joannes’ plays with conventions of the religious
psalm, starting from its title, and using devotional language in depicting eroticism and
self-discovery.
Indeed, the poem begins by blurring the boundaries between ‘high’ and ‘low’,
sexual and mystical. The poem’s first spiritual figure is an ironic take on classical
mythology:
Spawn of Fantasies
Silting the appraisable
Pig Cupid his rosy snout
Rooting erotic garbage
“Once upon a time”
Pulls a weed white star-topped
Among wild oats sown in mucous-membrane123
This passage merges garbage, dirt, sexuality, wildness, mucus – the abject and the erotic
– and attributes to it a spiritual status. ‘Abjection’, a philosophical concept theorised by
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Julia Kristeva, describes the feeling of alienation from one’s own body provoked by
physical phenomena such as scatology, menstruation and death.124 Kristeva connects this
alienation with religious, particularly Judeo-Christian, tradition: ‘The various means of
purifying, the abject – the various catharses – make up the history of religions’.125 Rather
than ‘purifying’, or censoring, these abject experiences, Loy here starts to glorify them: by
imagining a ‘Pig Cupid’, the passage reinvents the mythological god of love as a debased,
sexual, and yet still sacred being – as discerned from the capital letters. The ‘Pig’ is capable
of ‘silting’, discerning and selecting ‘the appraisable’, the limits of epistemological
possibilities, all with its ‘rosy snout’, widely seen as a phallic reference.126 This first
passage,

then,

draws

connections

between

pornography,

poetry,

and

iconography/mythology; its ‘abject’ nature, with images such as bodily fluids, is elevated
to the level of mythology.
This first section goes on to contrast this scene of epistemological and spiritual
upheaval with the societal demands imposed upon women:
I must live in my lantern
Trimming subliminal flicker
Virginal to the bellows
Of Experience127
Exemplifying the use of the first person as political instrument, this stanza displays
woman’s entrapment in a glass cage (‘lantern’), which she must ‘live inside’ and be
content to ‘trim’ its inconstant ‘flicker’. Here, this lantern symbolizes both the limited
access to education in a male-dominated cultural system, as well as the wilful exclusion
of women from cultural, political, and spiritual discussions.128 The use of the word
‘virginal’ as a synonym for ‘inexperienced’ makes the reference to the female condition,
as well as the sexual connotations of such exclusion, explicit. In other words, ‘Experience’
here is cultural, sexual, and spiritual, whose importance is signalled by the capitalisation
of the word. This passage satirizes the idea that women are incapable of confronting the
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‘bellows’ of real cultural/spiritual/sexual experience – which is considered a ‘male’
domain, highlighted by the beastly, ‘masculine’ word used to describe it. Loy’s unease
with the idea that women need male protection or permission is made explicit in her
‘Feminist Manifesto’: ‘the desire for comfortable protection […] must be reduced to its
initial element, honour, grief, sentimentality, pride […]’.129 Thus, the poem’s imagery of
the ‘lantern’, an inconstant source of ‘flickering’, unstable light, is a metaphor for the
fallacy of this ‘protection’, which Loy argues is tantamount with the deliberate exclusion
and suppression of women in a patriarchy.
The poem thus seeks to reclaim female sexuality and agency as sources of spiritual
power, with the female body, particularly the vagina, as the divine centre. This process is
reminiscent, in many ways, of Althaus-Reid’s methodology in Indecent Theology, which
wants to ‘undress’ the conspiring of patriarchy and theology, especially in the context of
Latin American colonization, by writing a theology ‘without using underwear’, which
describes the need to not ‘forget[…] what it is to be a woman when dealing with
theological and political categories.’130 By centring the embodied experience of female
sexuality as a theological standpoint, Althaus-Reid’s work and Loy’s poetry communicate
significantly in ‘Songs to Joannes’:
The skin-sack
In which a wanton duality
Packed
All the completion of my infructuous impulses
Something the shape of a man […]
My finger-tips are numb from fretting your hair
A God’s door-mat
On the threshold of your mind131
This passage stages desire and ‘infructuous impulses’ of sexuality at the end of ‘God’s
door-mat’. The use of the word ‘infructuous’ in relation to the speaker’s desire induces
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the reader to understand ‘infructuous’ as ‘without fruit’, thus making this sexuality
without the aspiration or expectation of ‘fruit’, or reproduction. In this light, it would be
tempting to read the ‘threshold’ to which the speaker is confined as a limitation related
to such ‘infructuousness’ – i.e., the speaker cannot access spiritual revelation because this
sexuality does not result in procreation. I will return to this aspect later, when the chapter
turns to considerations of the theme of maternity. However, such a reading disregards
the presence of the word ‘completion’ – the ‘infructuous’ impulses are seen to be
‘completed’, achieved. This apparent oxymoron contends that despite the impulses’
‘infructuousness’ – i.e. despite the fact that this is non-reproductive sex – these can
achieve ‘completion’ or lead to pleasure. Moreover, this reading would open the subtle
undermining of the ‘wanton duality’ – which we can read both as gender binarism and
heterosexual monogamy, as the necessary exclusive coupling of male and female – to
which the speaker is confined. The ‘infructuousness’, under such light, could come to
imply a dissatisfaction with this ‘wanton’ imposition of heteronormativity.
Section III links sexuality more explicitly with a tradition of female mysticism:
We might have coupled
In the bed-ridden monopoly of a moment
Or broken flesh with one another
At the profane communion table
Where wine is spill’d on promiscuous lips132
This passage stages a sexual encounter – which the use of the conditional ‘might have’
would imply to be imaginary, or out of reach – in the middle of a church. The language
used to talk about sex has multiple connotations: on one level, it is medical, as it
pathologizes the sexual body by characterising it as ‘bed-ridden’ and involving ‘broken
flesh’. This phrasing emphasises the debilitating, totalising effect of this eroticism, a lovesickness that perhaps alludes to sadomasochism. DuPlessis also points out the literal
dimension of the phrase, with ‘bed-ridden’ referring simply to ‘riding the bed’.133
However, there is also an economical strand to the language: the word ‘monopoly’, for
example, indicates full and exclusive ownership, in sexual terms, countered by the
temporary scale expressed by ‘of a moment’. The alliterative sounds emphasised through
the section facilitate the connections made between these seeming contradictions.
132
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The reference to the Communion, which is a metaphorical restaging of the
Crucifixion, introduces the idea of pain as a doorway into the mystical experience. The
most striking aspect of the blasphemous poetics at play here is the recurrent reference to
parts of the Christian rite of Communion as sexual rites – (un)holy passages of fluid.
Referring to Kristeva’s notion that the Communion reveals a cannibalistic drive,
Pinkerton rightly highlights how the passage ‘expos[es] the Communion’s erotocannibalistic implications.’134 This speaks to Loy’s choice of Communion as the erotic
vehicle to spirituality: erotics as desire to demolish the boundaries between one another,
and to ‘consume’ the other. I would add that the reference to the Eucharist as vehicle to
spiritual/sexual union with another is important in the framework of mysticism as the
Eucharist was, particularly in the Middle Ages, considered a decidedly ‘female’ vehicle for
mystical ecstasy.135 As Caroline Walker Bynum has shown, this was due to its inherently
embodied nature, as the ‘assumption’ of Christ’s body, but also to its being a more
accessible path to ‘imitatio Christi’ than the priesthood, which has always been barred to
women.136 Walker Bynum also argues that the imagery used by female mystics to
describe such moments of ecstasy through the Eucharist should not be reduced to a
‘sublimation’ of desire; rather, they should be understood as real sexual desire which is
liberated, ‘set free’, through this consummation.137 As such, Loy’s choice of the Eucharist
as the scene of sexual transcendence is not accidental, and it locates her understanding
of female sexual ecstasy in a mystical tradition.
Moreover, it is interesting that Loy’s mystical eroticism is expressed through
phrases such as ‘coupled’ and ‘broken flesh’, both of which refer to a physical boundary
being broken, and to the corporeal limits of the self being challenged. This process is
reminiscent of Georges Bataille’s philosophy of erotic ‘continuity’, the ‘partial dissolution
of the person as he exists in the realm of discontinuity’: this is the loss of identitarian
boundaries in the sexual act, which he deems to constitute the spiritual aspect of
‘obscenity’ and ‘profanation’, what he calls ‘religious’ eroticism.138 Significantly, the
elision of individual boundaries is also one of the key characteristics of mysticism as
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outlined by Evelyn Underhill – mysticism ‘implies, indeed, the abolition of individuality’,
to ‘transcend the limitations of the individual standpoint and to surrender itself to
ultimate Reality.’139 While Bataille’s and Underhill’s formulations have two seemingly
different points of ‘union’ – a lover for Bataille and ‘Reality’ for Underhill – the two are
joined in Loy’s poetry.140
Taking the process of elision of personal boundaries further, it is important to note
the symbolic significance of the altar, or the ‘Communion table’ as Loy refers to it.
According to Elaine Scarry, the altar as described in the Old Testament functions as a
womb ‘turned inside-out’: as the place where sacrifices and Communions are celebrated,
the altar corresponds to other images of wells and wombs in the Old Testament which
‘contain’ the Spirit, only it is turned inside-out.141 The surface of the altar thus serves to
‘substantiate’, to affirm the reality of God and His presence, in the same way that stories
of childbirth in the Old Testament serve to substantiate God’s existence.142 Therefore, the
image of the altar as Loy uses it is a specifically female-gendered one, and points to the
centrality of the female body in mystical ecstasy. Its use as the location of this
erotic/blasphemous scene of ‘Songs to Joannes’ conveys the power of substantiation of
the female body and its capability, in the sexual act, to manifest the reality of the Divine.
The abolition of bodily boundaries occurs through the entire poem as an approach
to a sexual philosophy of religion: Loy sees in sex ‘the impact of lighted bodies / Knocking
sparks off each other / In chaos’, which are later said to ‘clash together/ From their
incognitoes / In seismic orgasm’.143 These verses, packed with cosmological and
astrological references, once again convey Loy’s belief in a ‘deific electricity’ or ‘vibration’,
which is here catalysed through erotic encounters. Furthermore, these exertions of
energy (‘sparks’, ‘seismic’, ‘clash’, ‘chaos’) all stress a sense of attrition, an erosion of
bodily boundaries, seeking the ‘continuity’ of the erotic communion. The elision of
physical boundaries, which again evokes Kristeva’s conception of the abject as that which
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violates the finiteness of the self, is the key to understanding Loy’s creation of a sexual,
mystical divine embodiment.144
In section XIII, the elision of individual boundaries becomes complete, in an image
which encapsulates the religious preoccupations of the poem: ‘Where two or three are
welded together / They shall become god’.145 Pinkerton has shown that this contains a
reference to Matthew 18:20 (‘where two or three gather in my name, there I am with
them’), which he says Loy is ‘one-upping’.146 Loy’s use of the source, however, is more
complex: by replacing ‘gathering’ with ‘welding’, and the mere presence of God with the
‘becoming’ of God, it places the core of spiritual experience in sex, rather than liturgy. In
its reference to the biblical material, it creates a different understanding of togetherness
and ‘gathering’ which takes place within sexual union rather than in congregation. As
such, Loy’s ‘welding’ develops a potential for transcendence, for ‘becoming God’.
The passage also imagines the individual bodies – which, significantly, defy
heteronormative expectations of monogamy by being posited as ‘two or three’ – as active
agents of holy becoming. In particular, I am interested in the iconographical connotations
of the word ‘welded’: indicating a metallic joining, a ‘melting’ of two (or three) elements
together, the word evokes a visual as well as material ‘continuity’. This visual
methodology is present in contemporary reworkings of Christian iconography, such as
the sculptor Auguste Rodin’s (1840-1917), to which the passage can be productively
compared. Loy’s familiarity with Rodin’s work would have been likely given her role as a
visual artist at work in early twentieth-century Paris, where Rodin’s work was well
known – not to mention Rodin’s engagement and collaboration with literary figures in
France and beyond.147 In works such as Christ and Mary Magdalene (1908), the stark
block of white marble is made to metaphorically ‘melt’ into the two figures of the crucified
Christ and the mourning, pleading Magdalene.148 The two figures appear to dissolve into
one another, to be ‘welded together’, forming a single figure characterized by visceral
conflict and emotion. Significantly, the sculpture creates a deliberately ambiguous
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movement, which reveals both grief and sexuality. The near-contemporaneity of the two
works is only one of their points of commonality: the defiance of conventional form and
structure, the tension towards blasphemy of the suggestion of sexuality between the two
characters, are two aspects they share. Most strikingly, the struggle of two bodies’
realisation of ‘continuity’ is present both in the Rodin and in Loy – ‘Songs to Joannes’
employs the same ‘welding’ technique, thus creating an image of sexual conflict: two (or
three) bodies creating God out of their elemental friction.
In conclusion, I argue that ‘Songs to Joannes’ employs various mystical tropes,
such as the elision of individual boundaries and the focus on ecstasy as medium towards
union with another, to constitute a female embodied divine. However, Loy’s most striking
addition to the mystical canon can be gauged by reading Evelyn Underhill’s description
of the similarities between love and mysticism:
[t]he mystic’s outlook, indeed, is the lover’s outlook. It has the same element
of wildness, the same quality of selfless and quixotic devotion, the same
combination of rapture and humility. […] mystic and lover, upon different
planes, are alike responding to the call of the Spirit of Life.149
This passage highlights the potential of ‘rapture’ that mysticism and sexuality share.
However, in Underhill’s theory, the two experiences belong to ‘different planes’, as they
aim for different results: for the mystic, it is communion with the Absolute; whereas for
the lover it is union with the loved one.150 This distinction is simply not there, or is
overcome, in Loy’s poetry: the lover’s body is not only the means towards achieving
access to the Divine, through its sensorial exposure to ‘rapture’, but becomes the Divine
itself, embodying the ‘destination’ of his/her own spiritual journey. In the form of the ‘two
or three’ who are ‘welded together’ in the sexual act, this ‘continuous’ erotic being
embodies that most ‘ineffable Reality’, to use Underhill’s words: the Divine.151 As such,
Loy’s ‘Songs to Joannes’ shows an understanding of mystical experience as a spirituality
that is accessed through eroticism, through the female body’s pleasure, which disrupts
the boundaries between individuals and manifests through them the qualities of the
Divine. Alan Marshall contends that Loy’s poetry constructs a self that is ‘thrust out of and
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beyond the body by way of the body’, and I take this configuration one step further.152
Without abandoning the body, and indeed finding divinity through those bodily
experiences that test its boundaries, Loy’s poetry seeks to close the gap between
transcendence and immanence. Having taken parts of Christian liturgy as a basis to be
deconstructed (e.g. the Communion scene), the resulting divine imaginary exalts the
fluidity of individual bodies and glorifies their power to manifest the Divine through the
experience of sex, between abjection and ecstasy. As ‘Songs to Joannes’ has already
suggested, physical pain is read as one of the most intense sensorial experiences, and
therefore one of the richest opportunities for spiritual embodiment.
3. Childbirth, pain and mysticism in ‘Parturition’ and ‘Aid of the Madonna’
I will now analyse how Loy’s writing recurrently foregrounds the experience of physical
pain as divine in the poems ‘Parturition’ (1914) and ‘Aid of the Madonna’ (1943).
Whether pain is manifested through a narrative of erotics (sadomasochism), grief, or
labour, Loy presents it as a bodily-centric experience of the divine, created by the body at
the point of suffering. Through the lens of experimental literary theory, studies on pain
and embodiment, and mysticism, I read Loy’s poetry as addressing the divine potentiality
that a body at the limits of its suffering can harness. In this section, Marian iconography
will be particularly important, as I trace Loy’s response to idealisations of maternity that
are represented through the figure of the Virgin Mary.
Like the God of the Negative Way and of mysticism, pain is inexpressible and
unknowable from an ‘objective’ point of view, according to one of the foremost scholars
on the subject, Elaine Scarry.153 Only the person experiencing the pain (like the person
‘experiencing’ union with the Absolute, the mystic) can truly understand it, and yet
cannot communicate it with sufficient efficacy to the outside world.154 According to
Scarry, ‘[p]hysical pain does not simply resist language but actively destroys it, bringing
about an immediate reversion to a state anterior to language, to the sounds and cries a
human being makes before language is learned.’155 The incommunicability of pain, like
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the experience of the Divine, casts both experiences ‘beyond’ culture or representation,
and necessitates of linguistic experimentation and/or licence to describe them. Both
Scarry and Underhill speak of the use of metaphors to narrate the experience of pain
(such as weapon imagery) and mysticism respectively.156 Indeed, Underhill identifies
pain as one of the ‘pathways’ the mystics use to access God, to bypass normal reliance on
senses which attempt to feed him/her an impression of an ‘objective’ truth, which is
untenable.157 There are of course many examples of mystics reaching ‘ecstasy’ through
physical pain, injury or illness, as in the famous case of St Teresa of Ávila.158 Moreover,
belief in the Christian doctrine of the incarnation implies an acceptance of pain as part of
divine manifestation, as the Christian God is made human in Christ.159 Therefore, while
there are many precedents for the inclusion of pain in the concept of the divine, or as a
pathway to divine access, Loy’s experimental work intervenes in this concept through the
focalization of women’s physical pain as part of women’s self-generated divine
embodiment.
The incommunicability of pain is a long-standing issue in literature. As Loy’s
contemporary, Virginia Woolf, states in her essay ‘On Being Ill’ (1930), pain, despite being
universal, is not as widely represented in literature as one would imagine, precisely
because it is hard to put into words.160 In order to be represented as accurately as
possible, and thus to overcome its ‘inexpressibility’, one would require a new language, a
new methodology of expression.161 The literary experimentation that characterises the
Modernist movement can be seen as a reaction to this, and other, perceived linguistic
limitations.162 Loy’s poetry is no exception: her work continuously attempts to bring pain
to clarity, through her fiercely experimental, precise and refined use of language, drawing
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from the technical and medical. However, Loy’s use of language is extraordinary among
its contemporaries in its connecting pain, sexuality/eroticism, and religion.
Loy’s poem ‘Parturition’ (1914), which Conover has identified as the first poem on
the physical experience of childbirth to be published by a woman, explores the
experimental possibilities of Loy’s poetic interest in ‘deific electricity’, physical pain, and
feminism.163 Rowan Harris’s study of Loy’s feminist and futurist work asserts that, at this
stage in her career, Loy’s feminism and belief in sexual freedom ‘did not embrace
nonreproductive sexualities.’164 While this highlights a problematic aspect of Loy’s
feminism at the time of writing ‘Parturition’, later poems like ‘Songs to Joannes’ reveal a
more complex picture, as gleaned in the previous section. It is clear, however, that she
saw motherhood as a prime function of women, conferring to this role a special value
with eugenicist implications. As Loy states in her ‘Feminist Manifesto’ (1914), ‘[e]very
woman of superior intelligence should realize her race-responsibility, in producing
children in adequate proportion to the unfit or degenerate members of her sex’.165 A full
analysis of the eugenicist strands of Loy’s feminism is outside the scope of this thesis; for
the purposes of my argument, it will suffice to pause on this stress on the reproductive
‘duty’ of women, and the hierarchy established between educated and uneducated
women.166
This ‘messianic’ role which Loy assigns to the New Woman, as Rachel Blau
DuPlessis remarks, is in some ways ‘radically conservative’.167 However, the use of the
maternal in Loy can be seen as reflective of a complex relationship between maternity,
mysticism, and sexuality. According to Kristeva, an assumption of characteristics of the
maternal is necessary for the practice of mysticism: in her influential essay on the
idealisation of maternity in the West Christian world, ‘Stabat Mater’ (1977), Kristeva
argues that the prime characteristic of the mysticism of St Augustine, Bernard and
Meister Eckhart, among others, is their comfort with their ‘relation to the maternal
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“continent”’, allowing them to ‘assume the role of virgin spouse to the Father’.168 While
Kristeva recognizes that this process entails a significant idealisation of maternity,
realised through the cultural figuration of the Virgin Mary, she also views mysticism as
capable of ‘demolish[ing] the fiction of mother-as-love…’ and to experience ‘love as it
really is: a fire of tongues […]’.169 In light of this psychoanalytical reading of Mariology,
mysticism and maternity, I will expand my analysis of Loy’s use of mysticism so far in
reading childbirth, a (usually) physically painful, embodied event, as an experience of a
mystical, embodied female divine – thus moving further from Underhill’s transcendental
mysticism. In doing this, the visceral pain of labour, which is idealised/’sanitised’ from
the narrative of the Virgin Mary’s life, is described in astonishing detail, allowing Loy to
make connections between the body’s extraordinary capacity to withstand and generate
pain, and a privileged access to the divine. In emphasising the experience of pain, whether
through labour or grief, Loy’s depiction of motherhood transcends its idealised,
patriarchal depiction and depicts the body in labour as able to achieve mystical divinity
by itself – not as a ‘link’ or an intercessor, as in the case of the Virgin Mary, but as the
embodiment of the divine itself.
A typical example of Loy’s experimentation, ‘Parturition’ shuns traditional forms
in favour of fluctuation between long, short, and truncated verses, riddled with
typographical gaps, indentations, spaces, dashes, and enjambment. This works in
conjunction with the use of highly precise, medical/scientific as well as spiritual language
to express the alternating rhythms of agony and ecstasy in labour. The first stanza
describes the speaker at the ‘centre / Of a circle of pain’, immediately placing the reader
inside the body’s turmoil.170 Interestingly, the linguistic focus on geometry does not
correspond neatly with a scientific understanding of this pain: in the following line, the
pain is described ‘exceeding [the circle’s] boundaries in every direction’.171 Reflecting the
reservation towards the scientific cultural framework of the West expressed in ‘History
of Religion and Eros’, the poem here challenges attempts to understand women’s
experience in rational/mathematical frameworks, and is shown to ‘exceed’ these ‘in every
direction’. Thus, the female body is cast as capable of moving beyond the parameters of
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Western science in its experience of childbirth, and its pain is the catalyst of an
‘intractable’ experience, beyond culture. Moreover, the geography of ‘circles’ of pain
references the landscape of Dante’s Inferno: the female body is trapped in this pain, as
well as ‘exceeding’ the moral and physical implications which Dante had assigned it. Alan
Marshall interestingly sees these lines not only as a reference to the writing of Emily
Dickinson, but as ecstatic manifestations which negate the physical boundaries of the
self.172 Marshall’s reading, however, does not consider the mystical implications of the
word ecstasy, instead comparing it with other literary/philosophical uses, particularly
Nietzsche’s.173 I believe that this overlooks a very important aspect of Loy’s scientific and
religious interests: the ‘ecstasy’ of overcoming physical boundaries displayed in the first
lines of ‘Parturition’ mirrors that of the mystic altering his/her sensorial potential to the
point of accessing a divine. ‘Opening’ the female body beyond its physical boundaries,
‘Parturition’ continually shows this seepage between the woman, her pain, God, and the
world, as an experience of creative agency.
In the second stanza, labour further defies unitary/rational understandings of
pain, which allows it to connect with the universe: the speaker is in a ‘congested cosmos
of agony’.174 This alliterative phrase highlights the oxymoronic state of childbirth, an
experience both of ‘congestion’, a ‘suffocation’ of pain, and of openness, of communion
with a ‘cosmos’ of creation. This line thus expresses the extreme polarity of the process
of childbirth, a site both of expansion and of oppression of the self. Furthermore, labour
here creates an entire universe, inescapable and ever-expanding, producing a female
corporeal cosmology, connecting the woman’s body to the expansion of the universe as
her body extends ‘on infinitely prolonged nerve-vibrations’.175 The female body in labour
extends to infinity, surpassing its own bodily limitations and achieving a supernatural,
cosmological connection with the ‘deific electricity’ of the universe. The body acquires a
‘harmony of physiological potentiality’, connecting parturition with a universal energy of
becoming, in ‘harmony’ with cosmological Creation.176 The pain of labour, then, not only
enables the body’s overcoming of its own boundaries in ecstasy, but also confers on the
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parturient body a cosmological dimension. In this sense, the body in labour is also
mystical, in its capacity to override dichotomies and boundaries.
The following stanza configures the oscillation of labour pain from reference to
prominent Christian literature and iconography:
I am climbing a distorted mountain of agony
Incidentally with the exhaustion of control
I reach the summit
And gradually subside into anticipation of
Repose
Which never comes
For another mountain is growing up
Which
goaded by the unavoidable
I must traverse
Traversing myself177
Here, the image of the mountain represents the fluctuations of pain experienced by the
labouring body. The speaker feels both empowered and overwhelmed by it, at different
times: waiting for ‘Repose/Which never comes’, she is rocked by waves of intense pain.
This passage is reminiscent of the fifth Canto of the Divine Comedy, where Dante describes
the lustful sinners of the fifth circle of hell, who are being pushed around by a ferocious
hot wind: ‘No hope doth comfort them forevermore, / Not of repose, but even of lesser
pain.’178 By alluding to this passage, Loy designates the painful body as a hellscape, and
the body as lustful even in childbirth. The presence of desire is also known through the
final two lines: in order to ‘traverse’, or pass through, the mountain of pain, the speaker
describes having to ‘pass through’ her own body as well. This phrasing recalls, in its
specific embodied transaction, the image of St Teresa of Avila, especially in its wellrenowned sculpture by Gian Lorenzo Bernini which shows her body traversed by arrows,
representing the divine’s penetration of her body.179 This icon, one of the foremost
images of female mystical ecstasy, accentuates the vulnerability of the female body to
penetration and pain, and arguably belongs to a problematic tradition of objectifying
female physical pain in Christian iconography. Indeed, feminist criticism has been
levelled at both Bernini’s accentuating her ‘passivity’ and at Lacan’s interpretation of the
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statue as demonstrating that female mystics only ‘testify’ to the experience of the divine,
without truly understanding it.180 Her pain is shown to intersect with her ‘ecstasy’,
therefore combining the sexual with the spiritual. ‘Parturition’ employs exactly this
transition; but, I argue, to very different results. While Teresa’s body is traversed by the
divine, with her pain voyeuristically displayed as desire, the speaker in ‘Parturition’ is
able to traverse her own body through the experience of physical pain. Loy’s choice of
words directly evokes the physicality of a mystical encounter like St Teresa’s, while also
conferring agency to her body. As Vetter states from a reading of Loy’s manuscripts, ‘Loy
locates agency in the mystic, who can learn to control and master the ways in which
electromagnetism penetrates and infuses the body’.181 This description applies also to
‘Parturition’ and its labouring speaker, who assumes the position of a female mystic, able
to bring her body through pain towards union with the Divine.
The connection between mystical power, the labouring female body, and sexuality
is made explicit in the ninth stanza of ‘Parturition’:
There is a climax in sensibility
When pain surpassing itself
Becomes Exotic
And the ego succeeds in unifying the positive and negative
poles of sensation
Uniting the opposing and resisting forces
In lascivious revelation182
The language here mingles ecstasy and pain: the use of words such as ‘climax’, ‘sensation’,
and ‘lascivious’ confer a distinctly erotic dimension to this description of the peak of
labour-induced pain. As Steve Pinkerton has shown, the passage’s juxtaposition of sex
and labour speaks to Loy’s desire to overcome the strict binarism of the roles of ‘mother’
and ‘mistress’, which Loy denounces as the only two open to women in her society in her
‘Feminist Manifesto’.183 The use of sexual language to describe the pain of childbirth is an
attempt to reconcile those two spheres, and hints at the sadomasochistic pleasures
contained in such pain.184 I am particularly interested in Loy’s depiction of labour as
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‘lascivious revelation’ – an oxymoronic, blasphemous conception. Loy’s use of language
here shows the possibility of experiencing spiritual revelation through the corporeal,
‘base’ dimension of sexuality, which through labour can overcome the dualistic
opposition of pleasure and pain, ‘uniting’ motherhood and sexuality. The female body in
labour becomes a creative force, exerting sexual, spiritual and reproductive energy.
This passage, then, not only challenges the marginalization of the female body
from (Judeo-Christian) divinity, but it also presents the imagery of a Mother Goddess,
which becomes the central iconography of the poem.185 This imagery meaningfully
challenges the existing iconography of parturition in the Christian tradition. The
‘Madonna del Parto’ (1465) by Piero della Francesca, for example, presents the pregnant
Virgin in standing position surrounded angels as omens of holiness for the unborn
child.186 The Virgin looks peaceful and thoughtful, protectively placing her hands on her
belly.187 The iconography of Nativity similarly depicts the Virgin in a state of beatitude,
lying down with her baby, showing no sign of the preceding distress of labour.188
According to art historian Amy Neff, there was consensus among most medieval
theologians that the Virgin did not suffer childbirth pains during her delivery of Christ –
as she was exempt from the Original Sin that plagued women after Eve, to suffer in
childbirth.189 However, Neff recognizes that certain depictions of Mary’s swoon at the
Crucifixion betray the signs of labour pains.190 In this late Medieval/Renaissance
iconography (Mary’s Swoon/Spasimo della Vergine), the pains of new childbirth would
be symbolic of the Virgin’s ‘birthing’ of the Church at the moment of her son’s death, thus
her sharing in the suffering of her son and in the salvation of mankind symbolized by the
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Crucifixion.191 The interpretation of the Virgin’s experience of childbirth, then, lies at a
paradox: her pain is denied in her physical birth, thus denying her humanity; only to be
reclaimed at Crucifixion for her metaphorical ‘delivery’ of the Church. Her physical pain
in childbirth is thus suppressed and glorified at different times; and childbirth, not
considered a proper subject of Christian art according to Neff, at least in its physical form,
becomes frequently used as a metaphor in Christian writing and art.192
This process of abstraction and allegory holds great significance in shifting the
representation of Mary’s labour pains. We can understand the Virgin’s suffering as
idealised in terms of its service to the Church, a process which affords her a significant
spiritual role in the salvation of humankind, as she becomes Mater Ecclesiae.193 I believe
this contradiction is not lost on Loy: the glorification and at the same time suppression of
the reality of the female body in the context of Christian spirituality is a recurrent concern
of her poetry. Interestingly, the words ‘swoon’ and ‘spasimo’, used in English and Italian
respectively to describe this iconographical motif, indicate both physical pain and desire.
This intersection is, of course, reclaimed by Loy: by exalting the complex relationship
between labour, ecstasy, divinity, and pain, ‘Parturition’ portrays childbirth as the
ultimate experience of mystical embodiment.
The tenth stanza of ‘Parturition’ focuses on connecting the single act of childbirth
to creation as a whole. The language of the stanza, arranged in short, often single-word
verses, expresses life potentiality on a cosmic scale: ‘evolutionary’, ‘being realization’,
‘LIFE’ and ‘can’ express the speaker ‘vitalized by cosmic initiation’.194 Here, the female
body becomes a vector of ‘cosmic’ reproduction, exalting the single woman’s power to
harness and create ‘LIFE’ on a global scale. The process of labour, then, becomes the
catalyst of cosmological creation, as the mother feels ‘initiated’ to union with the world
through this experience. The description of birth giving remains rooted in the body, while
also reaching for a cosmic dimension: ‘unpredicted Maternity’ comes into being ‘against
my thigh’, thus collapsing the universality of maternity (with a capital M) onto the single
female body.195 The entire universe appears to come to life inside her body: ‘Stir of
incipient life / Precipitating into me / The contents of the universe’.196 These passages
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outline the poem’s creation of a feminist iconography of a Mother Goddess: by mixing
scientific and magical registers, combined with alliterative sounds, the poem creates a
connection between motherhood, universe, and creation – making the single act of
maternity synonymous with divine Creation itself, and attributing the power of
manifesting ‘the contents of the universe’ to the female body.
Other Modernist women poets, such as H.D., focused on the connection between
childbirth and creative power. 197 However, Loy’s writing anticipates H.D.’s in this sense,
and goes further by translating the experience of physical pain in childbirth into a
conception of the female divine.198 This aspect of Loy’s work can productively be read in
conjunction with Kristeva’s aforementioned ‘Stabat Mater’: while understanding
motherhood as a modality of access to mystical experience, Loy changes its parameters.
Overcoming

the

restrictive

sexual

binarism

of

‘hyperabstraction’

or

‘difference’/otherness in respect to the male that the paradigm imposes on women,
according to Kristeva, Loy refigures childbirth as an inherently sexual state.199 Most
importantly, Loy understands the maternal not as a means to an end, or as a ‘link’ to the
divine, but as the divine itself. These ideas can be gleaned in the following stanza:
Mother I am
Identical
With infinite Maternity
Indivisible
Acutely
I am absorbed
Into
The was–is–ever–shall–be
Of cosmic reproductivity200
Here, the individual moment of childbirth is connected to all maternity, deemed ‘infinite
Maternity’ – making the concept a-historical and spiritual. The idea of an ‘infinite
Maternity’ suggests that motherhood defies historicity through its cyclicality. This
strongly resonates with second wave feminist conceptions – such as Luce Irigaray’s – of
women’s inherent defiance of historicity and chronology not only in their status as
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198 Poetry by H.D. which deals with childbirth and creativity includes Sea Garden (1916), dated two years
after the publication of ‘Parturition’ (1914).
199 Kristeva, ‘Stabat Mater’, pp.142-143
200 Loy, ‘Parturition’, p.7
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‘outsiders’ to a (male) History, but also in the cyclical, natural rhythms of their bodies.201
Loy takes this concept even further in the last two lines of the stanza: the presence in the
female body of ‘the-was-is-ever-shall-be / Of cosmic reproductivity’ points to its capacity
to hold all temporalities, past present and future, collapsed in the simultaneity of bodily
experience. The speaker’s experience of childbirth is thus both infinite, in its a-historicity,
and ‘cosmic’, ever-expanding, ever-present, part of the endless renewal of the universe.
This adds a significant layer to the theories outlined in ‘History of Religion and Eros’:
when Loy understands the human brain as receiving its ‘esse’ (essential nature) from this
‘cosmic power’, it casts the female body as not just a receptacle of such energy but also a
maker, a contributor, to the ‘vibrational’ reproductivity of the world.202
Connected with this cosmic power, the female body in ‘Parturition’ can also
transcend the boundary between life and death. Towards the end of the poem, the
parturient woman imagines an ‘animal carcass / Covered with blue bottles’, as she feels
they share the ‘same undulation of living’.203 Significantly, the entire process is described
in a one-word line as ‘-Epicurean-‘: sensuous in its sheer reliance on the body for pleasure
and survival, even at the point of death.204 In the same way that the carcass can still confer
life to the insects, who use it to lay their eggs, the mother’s body can ‘undulate’ between
life and death, not only in the physical possibility of death during childbirth, but in the
overcoming of the limits of personhood that the baby’s birth constitutes. As in ‘There is
no Life or Death’, then, ‘Parturition’ embodies a poetry that encompasses the space
beyond that binary, identifying in the parturient body the ‘third’ alternative, capable of
holding that abstract complexity. The connections made between the animal carcass and
the body in labour, moreover, connects with Kristeva’s theory of abjection and her
identification of the Bible’s abjection of the female body, especially after childbirth, and
thus its repression from spiritual discourse.205 Loy’s poetry counters this narrative by
glorifying the labouring body’s ability to harness and defy pain, to the point of moving
beyond the life/death divide, while at the same time vindicating its sexual nature. These
themes will recur in this thesis when I discuss Maggie Nelson’s writing on childbirth in
The Argonauts (2015) in Chapter 6.
Luce Irigaray, This Sex which is not One, trans. by Catherine Porter (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1985) pp. 26, 28-29, 153-154
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In ‘Parturition’, then, the experience of physical pain becomes the vehicle to
communion with the universe and the means through which the parturient woman
achieves mystical embodiment. Here, the reality of physical pain, its ‘incontestability’,
substantiates mystical female powers – mirroring Scarry’s argument that pain can confer
reality to any abstract notion with which it is associated.206 Speaking on the pain of
political torture, Scarry notes its power of substantiation of the regime that causes it:
‘[t]he physical pain is so incontestably real that it seems to confer its quality of
“incontestable reality” on that power that has brought it into being.’207 In ‘Parturition’,
however, the pain is not caused by an external, ‘abstract’ ideology or agent, but by the
body itself as it undergoes labour; in other words, the pain is self-generated. This
becomes the harness for other kinds of generation: physical creation, of a baby as well as
a universe. Therefore, the pain of labour in ‘Parturition’ substantiates – i.e., gives
substance – to a new human being, and to the divinity of the female body in its act of
Creation. ‘Parturition’ thus envisions the mystical divine embodiment as manifested and
reproduced by the female body.
The poem ends with two distinct reckonings with Christian iconography and
liturgy. In the penultimate stanza, the poem confers to ‘[e]ach woman-of-the-people’, a
‘ludicrous little halo / Of which she is sublimely

unaware’.208 Here, Loy creates

highlights the holiness of the ‘unaware’, ordinary woman, who does ‘hushed service’ in a
patriarchal world which affords her no credit for it.209 In ‘Parturition’, this ‘service’ is
bodily, cosmological, and spiritual at the same time, and it involves pain – which the
symbol of the ‘halo’ serves to celebrate. The choice of the word ‘service’ likely references
the aforementioned emphasis Loy puts on procreation as a feminist duty to future
generations, suggesting a problematic hierarchy between women who procreate and
those who do not.210 Ultimately, however, this passage foregrounds the divinity of female
Creation, where women are in charge of the universe’s survival and progress. In this light,
the closing stanza’s humour gathers significance:
I once heard in a church
- Man and woman God made them –
Scarry, pp.13-14
Ibid, p.27
208 Loy, ‘Parturition’, p.7
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Thank God.211
It is significant that, in a poem so heavily charged with religious vocabulary, the only
direct reference to an orthodox place of worship – and to God – is delivered with such
detached sarcasm. These lines reference the Genesis and the narrative of the creation of
the sexes (‘male and female created he them’).212 Loy’s use of this passage challenges the
accepted maleness of Christian God, and a reminder that, despite subsequent
interpretations of the passage which exclude women from being ‘in the image of God’, the
equality of the sexes is actually part of the Genesis narrative.213 In explicitly referencing
these issues which, as I outlined in the introduction, are an integral part of 20th century
feminist theological debates, Loy here places the poem’s emphasis on feminist Creation
as a possible response. The mystical embodiment of ‘Parturition’ can thus be seen as an
alternative to that Genesis discourse, one that shifts the start of Creation from God to
woman, and that centres the labouring body and its pain as divine.
In a later poem, ‘Aid of the Madonna’ (1943), Loy further expands the relationship
between pain, divinity and motherhood, focusing particularly on the Virgin Mary’s holy
maternity as symbolic both of endurance of suffering and spiritual guidance. Here, the
pain is both physical and emotional, through grief, anxiety and trauma – while remaining
a feature of the mother’s embodied divine. The poem’s opening line connects Marian
iconography, femininity and sexuality: ‘Madonnas are everlastingly mothers in ecstacy
[sic]’.214 Defying time and mortality (‘everlastingly’), motherhood is cast as the defining
attribute of a Madonna, which transcends the limitation of its chronological/historical
moment. Furthermore, the Madonna’s ‘ecstacy’ is significant: the word ‘ecstasy’ describes
not only sexual climax, but also the achievement of communion with the Absolute for
mystics. Indeed, Evelyn Underhill describes ecstasy as one of the states which ‘are capable
of picking up messages from another plane of being’, in other words, to access to the
Divine.215 As mentioned previously, Alan Marshall sees Loy’s work in general as
displaying a Nietzschian quality of ‘ecstasy’, as a movement ‘beyond’ the boundaries of
selfhood, while at the same time drawing attention to the ‘embodied’ nature of such
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ecstasy.216 However, Marshall does not rest on the sexual or mystical aspect of such
embodied ecstasy, other than remarking that Loy seeks to represent a shared ecstasy,
through union with others, rather than a singular, personal one; or on how this forms part
of a reimagining of the female divine.217 ‘Aid of the Madonna’, however, presents an
ecstasy which is not shared, and yet is still distinctly sexual and mystical.
Loy’s Madonnas, transcending time and bodily constraints, protect their children
in their ‘alcove arms’ – a reference both to the cradling of the child in the mother’s joined
arms, and to the uterus as an ‘alcove’ cradling them before birth. A clear reference to the
iconography of the Madonna with Child, a widespread medieval design depicting the
Virgin serenely holding the infant Christ, Loy’s description is bleak rather than beatific.
The darkness and ‘coldness’ that connotes the word ‘alcove’ is indicative of Loy’s irony
towards the role of women in Scripture: ‘Omitted omen of Calvary! / Uncarved
Crucifixion!’218 This reads as a lament for the ‘omission’ of the Madonna’s role in the
Immaculate Conception, her ‘Calvary’, which is an ‘omen’ of crucifixion – for she has
sacrificed herself for her son. The word ‘uncarved’ seems particularly significant in its
visual arts framework: it can be read as ‘unrepresented’, ‘unmarked’, omitted from an
iconography of crucifixion – but also as ‘impenetrable’, or ‘unpenetrated’. The word
would thus signify the denial of her spiritual significance and sexuality. The connection
made between Mary and the Crucifixion recalls the aforementioned discussion of the
Marian iconography of the ‘Swoon’. In the context of this poem, this reference seems to
demonstrate disillusion: despite the role assigned to Mary at Crucifixion, her ‘compassio’
of Christ’s suffering and thus salvation of humankind, Loy seems to be reflecting on the
fact that the Virgin’s role is still understood merely as intercessor, not as divinity
proper.219
Loy’s challenge towards the marginalisation of women from the Christian concept
of divinity is made clearer when the poetic voice sarcastically refers to the Madonna’s
perceived ‘attitude / of smiling havens, / of sacred shelves.’220 The typical iconographic
depiction of the Madonna’s beatitude, of her ‘overflowing goodness’, is here subtly
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satirised.221 Her ‘smiling’ is delivered as a performance of oppression, which gains further
absurdity through the phrase ‘sacred shelves’, an oxymoronic construction which
highlights both the holiness and the marginalization that the Virgin Mary suffers, in being
both ‘sacred’ and ignored, ‘shelved’. Moreover, the idea of the Virgin’s ‘shelving’ might
also refer to the domestication of women, relegated to the roles of ‘mother’ or ‘mistress’,
as Loy herself had noted, rather than allowed to explore their divinity.
Challenging an iconography that reduces the Virgin Mary to an ‘alcove’ or a
‘smiling’ ‘shelf’, Loy creates instead an image of female holiness that reflects the main
historical event of the time: World War II. In the final stanzas of the poem, Madonnas
become symbols (‘islands in memory’) of resistance to atrocity in the context of world
conflict. ‘[O]n forsaken knees’, they cry against ‘the horror/ of diving obituaries/ under
flowers of fire’.222 In a scene not unlike that depicted in Picasso’s Guernica (1937),
mothers see their own children die in war atrocities, which have made nature itself
uncanny (‘flowers of fire’), and effectively brought hell on earth by turning the skies from
‘celestial oboes / for the Heavenly Celebrities’ to the ‘clamour / of deathly celerities’. The
use of alliteration in ‘celestial’/’celebrities’/’celerities’ reinforces the stark change from
angelic to demonic, of the historical context.
This passage can be seen as a bitter reflection on the fact that bearing children was
seen as important in ‘supporting the war effort’, using national fears on the ‘weakening’
of the nation’s ‘stock’ to argue for better state-funded maternal care at the start of
WWI.223 ‘Aid of the Madonna’, written during the unfolding of the atrocities of WWII, sees
this ‘mandate’ of motherhood as heightening the mothers’ suffering, by asking them to
watch their children die in a second world conflict for the same nation that had sought
their ‘stock’. Here, I share Pinkerton’s reading that this poem dramatizes both the
Madonna’s and the mothers’ ‘martyrdom’: ‘Mary’s own suffering consists, in large part, in
her having to birth humanity’s sacrificial victim at the behest of God the Father: […] [A]
kind of martyrdom whose analogue is undergone by all mothers who submit to the often
thankless, and often religiously enforced, maternal task.’224 However, this martyrdom is
also set by Loy in the specific context of WWII, which confers a prophetic quality to the
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mothers’ divine: the poem’s subsequent description of the sons as ‘heroes of the skies’,
for example, takes on a bitter tone, parodying ideas of masculinity predicated upon
‘heroism’ in war. The mothers’ pain and resistance are expressed through the image of
the Madonna, which simultaneously changes its own connotation from ‘shelf’ to active
source of spiritual guidance, and confers gravitas to that of mothers. Through this defiant
description, mothers become their own wartime iconography: mixing the iconography of
a Madonna with Child and that of the Pietà, the mothers in ‘Aid of the Madonna’ reclaim
a female spiritual agency that might have changed the course of history.
To conclude, Loy’s poetry draws complex connections between her belief in a
non-scientific, non-quantifiable ‘deific energy’, an exaltation of sexual agency that is part
of her feminist position, and the reimagining of a Christian iconography which ‘shelves’
women. As a result, I have argued that her experimental poetry creates an embodied
female mysticism that exalts female sexuality, childbirth and physical pain, and their
creative/God-like power. By using the vocabulary of mysticism in line with subsequent
strands of feminist theology, Loy creates an iconography of mystical embodiment. The
female body has been shown as the methodology and the subject, the means and the
destination, of a mystical enquiry. As I go on to discuss in the next chapter, Loy’s only
published novel, Insel, addresses these considerations first as a deconstruction of the
ideal of the male genius, and then as the means towards an embodied female act of
creation, foregrounding the female artist as divine.
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Chapter 2: Loy’s Insel: Female Divine Vision through a Pathology of the Male Artist
In this chapter, I analyze Loy’s only published novel, Insel (written 1933-1936,
published posthumously in 1991), its critique of the figure of the male artist as a God,
and its exaltation of female artistic and divine vision. The novel, a roman à clef detailing
Loy’s friendship and artistic relationship with artist Richard Oelze, has often been read
as a Surrealist text, which critiques Surrealism’s ‘problematic modelling of gender and
creativity’ in the subversive depiction of a female patron having creative and financial
say over a male protégé.225 Building on this reading, I argue that Insel’s depiction of the
male artist moves between the seemingly opposite representations of a divinity and of a
rotting, abject corpse. Drawing from the language of Decadence and Surrealism, Loy
deconstructs those aesthetics to reveal the decaying body of the male artist, and to
challenge the myth of the male artist as godlike genius, which those schools have
contributed to uphold.226 Through the narrative voice of Mrs. Jones (a fictionalised Loy),
Insel reverses those aesthetic principles by pathologizing male art, characterizing Insel
and his art as decayed, corrupt and corrupting. In turn, Mrs. Jones emerges as the divine
seer in the text, whose embodied, spiritual visions can manifest an act of female
creation: the text of Insel. I will thus take Elizabeth Arnold’s early reading of the novel as
‘a satire on the whole surrealist endeavour’ further, as I analyse its construction of a
female divine through the figure of Mrs. Jones, whose visions, both artistic and spiritual,
are foregrounded as divine and embodied in the text.227
I have chosen to focus on Insel because it allows me to bring my analysis of Mina
Loy to its natural conclusion, building on the previous chapter’s reading of the female
body as location of the divine by turning to Loy’s focus on woman as artistic and divine
creator, whilst deconstructing the centrality of male divinity. I argue that Loy’s critique
of Surrealism, Decadence, Futurism and of the traditional relationship of female muse to
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male artist/genius, is an integral part of her development of a divine feminine. I believe
Loy’s creation of the character of Mrs. Jones in her own image dramatizes Luce
Irigaray’s words: ‘it is essential that we [women] be God for ourselves so that we can be
divine for the other, not idols, fetishes, symbols that have already been outlined or
determined.’228 By placing the narrator Mrs. Jones in the role of creator and visionary,
Loy places a fictionalised version of herself in the position of divine creator, subverting
the ‘fetishization’ of women typical of the depiction of female muses by the male
artist/God. In Insel, Loy outlines the possibility of a female divine through female
artisthood.
Mina Loy started writing Insel after meeting the German Surrealist artist Richard
Oelze in Paris in 1933, in her capacity as representative for her son-in-law Julian Levy’s
art gallery in New York; the character of Insel is widely recognized as a fictional version
of Oelze. 229 Insel recounts the building of a friendship and an artistic partnership in the
Surrealist milieu of Paris. Throughout the text, the two artists antagonize and inspire
each other, with Mrs. Jones taking the role of artistic patron and critic simultaneously.
At first, Mrs. Jones promises to take Insel to America in exchange for her right to write
his biography; but at the end of the novel, she leaves for America without him.230 In her
first-person narration, Mrs. Jones presents Insel in contradictory terms from the
beginning: while Insel is often depicted in a negative light, the narrator displays
undeniable fascination for him, which might reflect Loy’s own connection with Oelze.
Burke’s biography reports that, after the heartbreak and isolation that followed Loy’s
husband Arthur Cravan’s death in 1918, Loy saw Oelze as a potential new soulmate.231
The novel’s conflicted tone, then, reflects Loy’s own feelings of disappointment that the
relationship between the two did not function as she had hoped.232 However, the novel’s
critique goes beyond personal issues, transforming Insel into a symbol of Surrealism
and, by extension, of male-centric artistic movements and conceptualizations of creative
genius. Moreover, in focalizing Mrs. Jones’s narrative voice, Loy centers the female
artistic voice, highlighting her contribution and vision.
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Sarah Hayden’s recent monograph on Loy and the avant-garde, Curious
Disciplines (2018), is a particularly important starting point for this chapter. As she
states, Insel demonstrates Loy’s conflictual feelings of ‘attraction to and repulsion from
the avant-garde collective’, particularly Surrealism; and I agree that Insel’s corrupt
embodiment is symbolic of this critique: ‘Pushing the Surrealists’ fascination with the
uncanny, occult, and erotic and their worship of the unconscious mind to their ultimate
end point, the narrator exposes the quintessential Surrealist as a ludicrous, pathetic,
appetite-driven monster.’233 In this chapter, I will analyze the implications of Insel’s
corrupt and decaying body on the concept of male divinity, via Mrs. Jones’ critique of the
relationships built between male artisthood and divinity, especially in literature.
Loy’s critique is not limited to the figure of the male artist, but also concerns
male representations of women in fin-de-Siècle and avant-garde work. Her use of the
aesthetics of art schools such as Decadence, the Graveyard Poets, Surrealism, or the
Italian Scapigliatura movement to describe Insel’s sickly corporeality takes on further
weight when compared to these schools’ modes of female representation. Works such
as Iginio Ugo Tarchetti’s Fosca (1869), Joris-Karl Huysman’s Á Rebours (1884), and
André Breton’s Nadja (1928) – texts with which Loy would most likely have been
familiar, given their influence on Decadence and Surrealism – often frame female desire
as sickly and the female body as abject. Fosca is particularly literal in this respect, as the
title character’s name translates to ‘obscure’ or ‘dark’, and she is described as 'illness
personified’.234 These novels employ a model of the female muse which is in some
senses innovative, while retaining its misogyny: this muse is one of ’ugly’, morbid
attraction rather than purity and beauty, but her own sexual desire is pathologized as
unnatural and deadly.235 These conceptions tie in with the historical fear of female
sexuality, epitomized in the contemporary rise of psychoanalysis.236 Despite its
advancements in analysing the subconscious nature of eroticism, it upheld a sense of
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mystery and fear around female sexuality, which Freud famously called ‘the dark
continent’ of psychoanalysis.237 It is especially significant, then, that Loy decides to refer
to this misogynistic aesthetics by reversing it, using their vocabulary to describe the
male artist rather than a female muse.238
As such, part of Insel’s impetus is similar to that of poems such as ‘The Effectual
Marriage’ and ‘Sketch of a Man on a Platform’, where Loy satirises the Futurists in spite
of (or as a result of) her relationships with them. Her continued fascination with male
genius may be a product of the intensely patriarchal artistic settings that she contended
with – while remaining critical of it. As Parmar has noted, Loy’s conception of male
genius changes in Insel: if her early poetry (‘Brancusi’s Golden Bird’, ‘Ulysses’, and
others) had celebrated male artists as Gods, capable of total acts of creation, Insel paints
a more complex picture, where Insel is ‘by no means the god-like genius of her early
poems, nor is he depicted as heroic’.239 While this is a useful starting point, I think
designating him as ‘un-God-like’ is only partially accurate. The consistent use of
religious and spiritual language – whether biblical, mesmeric, mystical or Christian
Scientist – to describe Insel is important, and should be reckoned with to understand
Loy’s relationship with male genius. Indeed, this chapter will provide answers to
Suzanne Hobson’s ambivalence towards Loy’s portrayal of the artist: ‘it is difficult to
decide whether [for Loy] good art lies in the leap towards the Absolute or in the failure
of the artist to transcend his altogether human body.’240 In my view, it is both: Loy’s
conception of creation resides in the dissolution of this binary – the Absolute vs the
corporeal – especially in its gendered connotations. Insel contends with the definition of
the male artist and the male god, and, rather than being ‘threatened’ by his artistry, as
Parmar asserts, I read Mrs. Jones as capable of deconstructing and overcoming him,
reversing the role of woman as ‘mirror’ to male art, and creating art out of Insel.241
Indeed, I seek to take further Hayden’s statement that the text performs ‘an
absolute inversion of the traditional model in which the female muse provides
inspiration to the male artist.’242 I will analyse the implications of this reversal for Loy’s
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concept of a female divine, as Mrs. Jones explicitly foregrounds the connection between
artistic creation and Creation: ‘I felt, if I were to go back, begin a universe all over again,
[…] evoking a chaos from which I could draw forth incipient form, that at last the female
brain might achieve an act of creation.’243 While I will return to this key passage later, it
is useful to note here that this sentence points to the text itself as Mrs. Jones’s act of
Creation: she is shown as envisioning both Insel’s divine energies and his decay, and as
such, emerges as the creative visionary behind the text. In order to show this, I will look
at the novel as well as the ‘Visitation of Insel’ fragment, restored from the archives as a
sort of ‘postscriptum ending’ by editor Sarah Hayden for the latest edition of Insel
(2014).244 While Mrs. Jones’ descriptions of Insel foreground her artistic and spiritual
sensibilities, the novel itself does not allow much insight into her persona. It is not until
the ‘Visitation of Insel’ fragment, which I will analyse at the end of the chapter, that the
positioning of Mrs. Jones as divine seer and creator is brought to full fruition.
1. The increate creation of Insel’s body
In the first pages of the novel, Mrs. Jones describes Insel as a ‘madman’, a ‘pathetically
maimed celebrity’, as she observes that there is ‘something fundamentally blackmagicky about the surrealists’.245 This vocabulary combines from the outset a sense of
morbid mortality with a mysterious, supernatural energy, characteristics which are
significantly associated with Surrealism. The phrase ‘pathetically maimed celebrity’ is
particularly interesting: Insel is neither ‘maimed’ nor a celebrity, based on the recurrent
description of his lack of money and seclusion – his very name, which means ‘island’ in
German, reflects his isolation in Paris, as he could only speak German. Therefore, this
sentence reads as metaphorical. The root of the word celebrity is in celebrité, Old French
for celebration – which makes Insel a symbol honouring something ‘pathetically
maimed’, an obsolete and decaying tradition. At the same time, Mrs. Jones notes his
powerful ‘black-magicky’ aura, but she frames this as something not straightforwardly
intellectual or mysterious. Indeed, she goes on to say that ‘people who get mixed up
Loy, Insel, p. 20
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with black magic do suddenly look like death’s heads.’246 This image is charged with
political meaning as the ‘death’s head’, or Totenkopf, was the name of the insignia of the
Nazi SS – indeed, Hayden notes that Totenkopf was the name given to Insel’s character
in early drafts.247 While Hayden has convincingly argued that Insel represents Loy’s
critique of the concept of ‘degenerate art’ which Nazi Germany used to censor art, and
that the use of the Totenkopf reference makes Insel ‘at once alive and dead’, the political
aspect of Loy’s use of this concept should also be considered.248 While the Surrealists’
alternating adherence to different forms of socialism (for example, the PFC in France) is
well-documented, by making Insel a ‘death’s head’ Mrs. Jones turns the Surrealist artist
into the embodiment of a totalitarian, masculinist ideal.249 This ties in with Loy’s
critique of Futurism and their totalitarian aesthetic, introduced in Chapter 1: this forms
part of her early poetry and ‘Feminist Manifesto’, which uses Futurist form while
subverting its misogynist ethos in favour of a feminist call to action.250
The quoted passages above also display Loy’s use of neurological language as
one of the key stylistic threads of the novel, and one of its main connections with the
Surrealist aesthetic.251 David Ayers has compared Insel to Surrealism’s founder André
Breton’s Nadja (1928), arguing that Loy follows the second Surrealist Manifesto in her
effort to ‘unchain the word’ through the narrative use of hallucination.252 While Ayers
claims that the similarities between Surrealism and Insel are based not on formal
experimentation but on content, specifically the pursuit of the artistic instinct over the
‘schematic’ nature of adult experience, my analysis will shed light on their shared
interest in neurology, its application to writing, and in Loy’s case, the depiction of a
female divine.253 As Ayers points out, Insel’s status as a Surrealist novel is a
contradiction in terms, as Breton had rejected the novel as a form deemed unsuitable to
Ibid., p.5
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Surrealist experimentation in the first Surrealist Manifesto – despite the fact that some
Surrealists, including Breton, did write (experimental) novels.254 This could be a
deliberate confrontation on Loy’s part, choosing to prove that such an artistic object can
be achieved. Both novels are based on the complex mutual fascination between a man
and a woman, narrated through neurological language. However, Breton pathologizes
Nadja’s desires and is alienated by her when she displays non-standard feminine traits,
which leads to his estrangement from her, as ‘her madness becomes a hyperbole of
feminine difference which Breton finds unacceptable’.255 In Insel, Loy subverts this by
pathologizing the male artist, and showing that Mrs. Jones’ visions can achieve a status
of female divinity.
Loy uses the word ‘Strahlen’ to describe Insel’s strange electric presence. The
term, German for ‘radiation’ or ‘emanation’, indicates Loy’s belief in a material, even if
intangible and invisible, manifestation of genius, connecting these to mesmeric concepts
of magnetic healing.256 In one instance, Insel’s body is described as a ‘skull with
ligaments attached, having the fallen eyes of an angel, and, at the back of them his
cranium full of intellectual dust.’257 This extraordinary phrase combines religious,
Surrealist and neurological languages to convey the nature of Insel’s ‘fallen’ spirituality.
The ‘fallen eyes of an angel’ construct a satanic image of Insel, or rather, of his
perceptive, sensory abilities. This is one of many echoes of Paradise Lost in the text:
Insel’s ’fallen’ angelic credentials cast him, much like the Miltonic Satan, as a divine
being who has lost its standing; and, like Milton’s Satan, Insel retains such a complexity
and a level of intellect that the reader, and Mrs. Jones, remain to some extent under his
‘spell’.258
However, Loy’s writing subtly undermines his ’divine’ pretences: this can be seen
in her linguistic choices, with Mrs. Jones describing the ‘ligaments’ which attach to his
‘skull’ and his ‘cranium full of intellectual dust’, all of which borrow from an early
neurological and Surrealist vocabulary. This description focalizes his internal workings
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and his embodied matter, making him appear as little more than these intangible ‘links’.
Insel’s ‘intellectual dust’ is similarly intangible and somewhat eerie in its vagueness,
which highlights the critical undertone to this description. Loy’s mention of ‘intellectual
dust’ is part of her own intervention in Surrealist art’s engagement with dust, as shown
for example in the collaborative work of Man Ray and Marcel Duchamp, Dust Breeding
(1920). The work is a photograph by Man Ray of a close-up section of Duchamp’s work,
The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even (1915-1923) after it had been left to
gather dust in Duchamp’s studio.259 While this is only one example of Modernist avantgardes engaging with dust as medium and concept, it is likely that Loy would have
experienced this work given her long, although fraught, friendship with the two artists –
and her being part of the same cultural and artistic circles.260 Dust Breeding, according
to art historian David Hopkins, attempts a vitalisation (‘breeding’) of dust, an element
normally associated with death and decay.261 As I have shown, this tension between life
and death is present in the character of Insel, too; given the context, Loy’s formulation of
‘intellectual dust’ is both a neurological abstraction and a subtle critique. Emphasising
the immateriality of dust, Loy seems to be saying that Insel, and by extension
Surrealism, are insubstantial: his creativity being merely ‘intellectual dust’. Moreover,
the decompositional qualities of dust pathologize Insel’s artistic perspective, by turning
his intellectual vision into decayed ‘dust’, placing Insel’s art on the pathway to death, as
‘dust to dust’.
Speaking on the coexistence of life and death within Insel, Parmar usefully
understands Loy working between the ‘fatalism’ of genius’s deathly energy and its
‘embryonic’ nature in his character.262 She views this embryonic quality as ‘generative’
and ‘static’ at different times, but also ‘monstrous and self-annihilating’.263 Taking this
idea further, this seeming contradiction between death and pre-life forms an interesting
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part of Loy’s deconstruction of the male genius/divine. Insel is often described in a state
of ‘non-being’; not quite realised, not quite human. This theme is explored throughout
the novel and partially accounts for the ambiguity in Insel’s representation: formed of
energy and radiation, his corporeality is always partial, and he never fully seems to
inhabit the realm of the created. Indeed, Insel exists in a pre-material limbo,
characterized by deathlike abjection and unchanneled neurological energy:
He moved within an outer circle of partial disease – a ring of death
surrounding him […] Even before he came into one’s presence, one received
a draughty intimation of his frosty approach. He chilled the air, flattened
the hour, faded color. / But if one could crash through this necrophilous
aura […] one came to an inner circle where serial things floated in a semiexistent aquarium. Or, at times he, himself, would overflood it, as now when
his coming close to me affected acclimatization, turning an irreal ice into a
tenuous warmth.264
Insel’s electromagnetic energy allows him to defy the boundaries of death and life, as his
body, while corpse-like, exudes an impressive effect on its surroundings, such as the
change of temperature from ‘frosty’ to ‘tenuous warmth’. The word ‘tenuous’ is
particularly interesting, as it designates Insel’s warmth as weak, or unstable. We can
read Insel’s corrupt influence over his surroundings as an iteration of the fear of
contagion that nervous conditions such as hysteria inspired in the population, as so
little was known of them at the time – a fear which left its mark on many Modernist
works.265 Insel’s ability to change the temperature of his environment seems to refer to
contemporary work in neurology, such as that by Etienne-Jules Marey and Charles
François-Franck, which described a thermodynamic flux of energy as part of the body’s
functioning.266 Thus, Loy gives this neurological language a negative connotation – while
his ‘tenuous’ embodiment provides the opportunity to overcome physical boundaries,
his aura is of contagious ‘partial disease’; it corrupts the air around him. As such, Mrs.
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Jones uses the language of Surrealism to express her critique of his ‘necrophilous aura’,
while also empowering her own voice with the capacity to dissect him.
The negative connotations given to this neurological language strengthen when
juxtaposed with Surrealist imagery: Insel’s death-like presence ‘floats’ him through
variously embodied states, from ‘irreal’ to ‘semi-existent’. Her use of the word ‘irreal’ is
part of Loy’s penchant for translating from other languages and place them alongside
English, which Peter Nicholls understands as an attempt to render the English language
‘foreign’, or unfamiliar – thus detaching the narrator further from Insel.267 The trope of
the aquarium was recurrent in Decadent and Surrealist writing, particularly in the
French tradition: it was used as that which shatters the divide between the inside and
outside, and points to the horror/desire of the artifice overtaking the natural.268 Loy is
clearly referencing that tradition here; however, she positions herself, through her
narrator Mrs. Jones, as the ironic observer of this self-idealisation on the part of the
Surrealist artist. By using water imagery (‘floated’, ‘aquarium’, ‘ice’) Loy stresses the
embryonic, limbo-like state of Insel's existence. As Ayers notes, ‘Insel’s own state is
identified as a regression to pre-human form in the numerous references to primitive,
quasi-embryonic, and especially aquatic life forms throughout the text’.269 Once again,
Insel’s materiality is in becoming, never quite realised. While LaForgue’s verbal
’coinages’ to describe the Berlin Aquarium have been shown as influential on Loy’s
experimental work, his description of the aquarium as an idealised ’will-less Nirvana’ is
quite different from Loy’s use of the trope.270 An almost threatening form of distance,
the aquarium in the quoted passage serves as a receptacle for Insel’s deathly body,
whose divine powers Mrs. Jones puts into question.
These linguistic choices allow Loy to employ neurological discoveries in
debunking the myth of the male artist: drawing on an avant-garde discourse that, in the
early 20th century, had both glorified extreme ‘masculine’ health (Futurism), and
configured the artist as objective ‘master’ of the unconscious (Surrealism).271 In
Hayden’s words, ‘[w]ith his ailing, etiolate body, Insel embodies a direct affront to
Fascist body aesthetics. Devoid of physical vitality, he presents with exactly the sort of
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neurasthenic energy that would, in itself, have marked him as physically and psychically
unsound’, which makes Insel an example of the ‘degeneracy’ that the Nazi regime
condemned.272 While Insel’s ‘degeneracy’ constitutes a significant defiance, even a
queering, of masculinity as intended by Nazi-Fascism, Loy’s use of this scientific
language is also tinged with the horror of Insel’s influence, his ’ring of death’ a metaphor
for the corrupt power exerted by male artistic circles. Interestingly, the description of
his arrival and presence bear some of the marks of the Stilnovo trope of the encounter
with the loved one, most notably Dante encountering Beatrice as described in the Vita
Nova (1294). Dante describes a vision of Beatrice in which, ‘when the glorious lady of
my mind first appeared before my eyes […] the vital spirit, which dwells in the
innermost chamber of the heart, started to tremble so powerfully that its disturbance
reached all the way to the slightest of my pulses.’273 Like Beatrice, Insel’s arrival
‘disturbs’ the environment and people around him; not to mention that Dante’s use of
the language of the ‘spirit’ shares some characteristics with Insel’s Strahlen, with their
intangible yet embodied effects.274 Unlike Beatrice, however, his influence is
‘necrophilous’, or deathlike, rather than beatific. Here, then, Loy is putting the male
artist in the same position as the (female) muse, while pathologizing the nature of his
spiritual power.
Deepening Loy’s bodily deconstruction of Insel, the word ‘increate’ is used
multiple times to describe him: for example, Mrs. Jones comments on his ‘increate
existence’.275 The choice of the word is significant for two reasons: firstly, it proposes
the idea that Insel – and thus, perhaps, the hegemony of male artistic genius – is not in
fact fully real, fully material. Significantly, Loy also uses the word ‘increate’ in her poem
‘Apology of Genius’ (1922), where she delineates her understanding of the
characteristics of genius: ‘In the raw caverns of the Increate/ We forge the dusk of
Chaos’.276 Here, the word designates the pre-cultural environment where creativity is
formed, and genius can ‘forge’ ‘Chaos’. As Sandeep Parmar states in her reading of the
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poem, Loy aligns genius with the mystic, a misunderstood visionary.277 This would seem
to designate Insel, as an ‘increate’, as the personification of genius in its pre-cultural,
pre-intellectual form. However, Insel’s embodiment is also the location of his corruption
and decay, so I believe Loy is constructing a more complex picture in this case – and
gradually placing Mrs. Jones in the position of ‘visionary’ mystic instead.
The key to reading the word ‘increate’ in relation to Insel’s genius lies in its
connections to Christian liturgy. The word recalls a well-known passage of the Nicene
Creed, a prayer which recites faith in Jesus as the ‘begotten, not created’ (L. ‘genitum,
non factum’) son of God. This formula was written as an explanation of Jesus’s divine
and eternal nature: he was not ‘created’ by God, as this would imply that he is separate
and different from God; he was ‘begotten’, therefore shares the same divine substance
as God, and only later becomes human through the intervention of the Holy Spirit and
the body of the Virgin.278 If Loy is referencing the Nicene Creed, she is making
connections between Insel and Jesus Christ – Insel, like Jesus, is in-create, not created.
The word also appears in Book III of Paradise Lost, as a description of divine light:
‘bright effluence of bright essence increate’.279
These connections between Insel and Christ – the embodiment of male divinity
in Christianity – would seem to place Insel in the position of unquestioned divinity in
the eyes of Mrs. Jones. However, these connections are twisted by the narrator’s
sarcastic tone, revealed by the end of the passage: Insel ‘unroll[s] his increate existence
to the fitting applause of a dead echo, the countless scurry of departing feet.’280 In this
scene, Insel’s ‘performance’ of artistic genius receives the reception of ‘dead echo’, of
silent indifference. Given this context, Loy’s writing of Insel as an ‘increate’ has a
satirical edge, which undermines his genius and any ‘increate’ connections between his
art and spiritual, Christ-like Messianism. In doing this, Mrs. Jones can be seen to place
herself in the tradition of the poeta vate, which understands the poet or artist as a
prophet, whose work allows insight into the future.281 This idea dates back to 4th
century Rome, when Virgil was retrospectively understood to have prophesied the birth
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of Christ; and continued to be upheld by artists contemporary to Loy, including the
Surrealists, as outlined above.282 Here, despite her fascination with Insel’s divine
energies, Mrs. Jones is herself the seer: she can view past the ‘increate’ presence of
Insel’s artistic powers and surmise their hollowness, placing her own words and vision
as central to the novel.
A series of internal references within Loy’s body of work further supports the
gendered undertones of her deconstruction of the male artist:
In sitting so close to Insel […] all the filaments of what has been called the astral
body, that network of vibrational force, were being drawn out of me towards a
terrific magnet, while I sat unmoved beside the half-rotten looking man of flesh.
[…] It was as if he had achieved an impossible confusion of his positive and
negative polarity […]283
Here, the description of Insel alternates between abject embodiment and abstract
immateriality. Terms like ‘astral’, ‘vibrational’, and ‘magnet’ form a striking contrast, in
their impalpable cosmic connotations, with his more debased definition as a ‘half-rotten
looking man of flesh.’ There is also a clear contrast between Mrs. Jones’s ‘astral body’,
the philosophical concept of a body connecting a spirit to the afterlife, and Insel’s ‘halfrotten’ body. This contrast serves to establish him and his artistry as a supernatural and
yet unstable and repulsive manifestation of genius: his electromagnetic energy, in this
case, carries a morbid charge. Moreover, terms like ‘filaments’, ‘network’, ‘polarity’ all
recall the context of early neurology that Loy has already been seen to rework. The
mention of polarities, in this context, recalls the practices of mesmerism or magnetism,
a form of hypnosis which seeks to redress the body’s energetic imbalances through
magnetic polarities of the body.284 Here, then, Insel seems to be doing mesmerism
‘backwards’, by further ‘confusing’ his internal energy.
It is particularly noteworthy that Insel is said to be confusing his ‘positive and
negative polarity’, as this is a trope of Decadence, too: Dennis Denisoff describes
Decadence’s ‘refus[al] to accept the notion of a clear distinction between positive and
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negative forces’, preferring instead a ‘model of “contamination’”.285 This aligns Insel
with the French tradition of Decadence, which suggests that Loy is using this vocabulary
to critique the movement. This is clear when we consider that the phrase in question is
an almost exact transposition of a passage from ‘Parturition’, analysed in the previous
chapter. While ‘Parturition’ related a ‘union’ of opposite polarities as one of the mystical
manifestations of the parturient body, Insel is said to be ‘confusing’ them. This is a
significant difference within the scope of Loy’s vocabulary on electromagnetism and
heterodox spiritual expressions. While the female body can master and ‘unite’ two
opposite polarities, Insel’s decaying body can only ‘confuse’ them, thus proving
incapable of overcoming existing scientific paradigms in quite the same way. Returning
to the connection with mesmerism, in this metaphor, the parturient woman would be
executing the practice to its intended end, i.e. hypnosis and ‘redressing’ her inner
energetic imbalance by ‘uniting’ her polarities; whereas Insel would create an inverse,
worsening effect in his ‘confusion’. Thus, a woman can be seen a mesmerist leader, able
to harness spiritual energy; unlike Insel – thus making Mrs. Jones the spiritual leader, in
the context of the novel. This conception ties in with Lara Vetter’s statement that Loy’s
use of the electromagnetic trope – which lends itself to heteronormative interpretation,
through the stress placed on the binary and opposite force of magnets – in Insel, unlike
her other work, does not idealise heterosexuality.286 This reading takes on spiritual
connotations in my work: by showing that Insel cannot solve opposite ‘polarities’, unlike
the parturient woman in ‘Parturition’, establishes a hierarchy in spiritual powers that is
crucially gendered, albeit in favour of Mrs. Jones.
Insel’s loss of powers is also reflected in his relationships with women, despite
the strange captivation he exercises on Mrs. Jones. While he recounts a failed encounter
with a woman, she remarks: ‘I saw his image grown suddenly faint, imploring the
shadow of woman “ – to only wait – in the end – the end – I shall achieve glory.”’287 In
this unambiguous mockery of male artistic and social self-aggrandising, Insel’s largely
self-fashioned reputation as an artist and as a suave seductor are both undermined
through the use of religious language: glory is out of grasp, both on artistic and spiritual
levels. A significant strand of the novel deals with Insel’s treatment of black women,
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who are frequently his lovers. After initially believing that he was paying the women for
sex, it is revealed to Mrs. Jones that he was in fact ‘living off’ them.288 In a subsequent
conversation, Mrs. Jones confronts Insel over his behaviour when he complains that
they constitute a ’wrong direction’ for him, rebuking him for ‘beating one of them up’. 289
Here, Jones is exposing his violent behaviour and self-serving rhetoric. While her
critique remains overall light-hearted in tone, and exposes a troubling vocabulary, the
passage highlights Insel’s misogynist and racist conduct – something that, as Loy would
have been aware, was not uncommon among male artists of the time. Moreover, this
passage can be read as a critique of Primitivism, and specifically, of the case of Picasso’s
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon (1907): despite the painting obviously using the influence of
African sculpture and masks, Picasso always denied any indebtment to it.290 In Loy’s
novel, Insel is seen as completing in the exploitation and objectification of the ‘Other’
that Primitivism had brought into mainstream art.
The breaking point of the novel is provided by the completion of one of the few
works of art by Insel that appear in the text. Referred to as die Irma, this work is
identified by Christina Walter as a reference to Oelze’s painting Frieda (1936).291 The
painting, Mrs. Jones states, is the representation of a female figure ‘formed […] of pus’.292
The woman is thus already configured as a diseased liquid matter, as abjected bodily
waste. Her image, ‘livid’ and ‘fungoid’, has vacant eyes which seem to ‘look into and out
of oneself as her creator’.293 This depiction thus foregrounds a sickly corporeality and
an anonymous, dependent spirit – which ‘looks out’ to the viewer to impose meaning,
and identity, on her. Irma, then, much like Fosca or Huysman’s female characters, is
reduced to the object of her creator’s/viewer’s morbid gaze. Crucially, however, we do
not receive Irma through the perspective of Insel himself as creator, but through that of
Mrs. Jones. Through her alternate, de-centered perspective as a female artist, we as
readers understand Irma as the product of Insel’s male gaze, which is critiqued in this
scene. Loy makes the connection between the male gaze and the picture explicit:
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speaking on the picture’s reflection of Insel, she states, ‘Perhaps [...] this is what all men
really do’.294 This suggests her understanding of male representations of women as
essentially self-representations, the projections of the (male) creator onto a female ideal
– a persistent form of silencing and infecting. Mrs. Jones goes on to compare Insel’s
presence in the room to the ‘skeleton phallus of the Eiffel Tower’ visible outside the
window.295 Reflecting the famous landmark’s thin, hollow structure, the narrator
applies it to the phallus, the signifier of the patriarchy. This is remarkable in its
‘decomposition’ of the symbol of masculinity, rendering it a ‘skeleton’, a dead structure
devoid of flesh, substance, or life. The Die Irma picture then becomes representative of a
misogynist Surrealist canon, and Mrs. Jones’s response to it voices a rising
dissatisfaction of women artists with those reductive discourses.
Significantly, the description of the Irma painting by Mrs. Jones makes two
references to biblical material. Firstly, she notes how Insel was acting as if there was ‘a
magnetic bond uniting her painted body to his emaciated stature – as if she were of an
ectoplasm proceeding from him’.296 This description remarkably combines spiritualism
with allusions to the book of Genesis. First, spiritualism is evoked in the description of
the supposed formation of an ectoplasm – a ghostly presence which ’drapes’ itself with a
liquid that issues forth from a medium during a seance.297 This description, however,
also echoes that of the formation of Eve from Adam’s rib in the Genesis.298 Most
strikingly, the word ‘proceeding’ forms another clear reference to the Nicene creed, in
which the Holy Ghost is established as that which ‘proceeds from the Father’.299 By
connecting these two disparate belief systems, Mrs. Jones undermines Insel’s belief of
having spiritual power for its misogynist implications: believing that he ‘summoned’
an otherwordly and abject creature in this pus-covered being, the Genesis reference
implies that he also believes he has created woman, like God through Adam’s rib – and
that his vision of woman is woman. Mrs. Jones’s words disrupt this totalizing fantasy,
highlighting its reductive self-aggrandizement.
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Furthermore, Mrs. Jones notes how Irma is depicted with her ‘hands, as if nailed
to her hips like crossed swords’.300 The choice of the words ‘nailed’ and ‘crossed’ signals
the understanding of die Irma as a portrait of a female crucifixion, which takes on
metaphorical as well as physical attributes. The crossing of her hands towards her hips
forms an unnatural pose, forcing her body’s presentation to fit with the creator’s gaze.
Secondly, their being ‘nailed’ in that position further reinforces the sense of cruelty
inherent in creation through a male gaze, which fixes women in a position and aesthetic
of their choice for all eternity. Crucially, however, this crucifixion alters the original
shape of the cross, from a ‘T’ to an ‘X’, a more literal crossing. This shift in the
morphology of crucifixion alters the stance from one of expansion, and divine presence,
to an ‘X’ which closes die Irma onto herself, reducing her to the mere spatiality of her
body, a closed shell. The fact that her hands are ‘crossed swords’ further indicates how
Irma’s crucifixion aims to suppress her strength, rendering her unable to use her power
and respond. I agree with Hayden’s reading that Insel, ‘[i]n the manner of a malicious
god, […] has created this woman in his own desexualized, abject image’.301 However,
Hayden does not pause on the significance to the female divine of Mrs. Jones’ reading of
the painting. As the reader receives this portrait through her gaze, Mrs. Jones
undermines Insel’s creation, deconstructing this type of female representation as a
starting point towards articulating her own ‘act of female creation’. It is clear that the
picture not only elicits a negative reaction in Mrs. Jones (‘I don’t care for it’, she tells
Insel), but that it also precipitates any pretence of genius he had so far performed.302
Indeed, following this exchange, she remarks that ’suddenly the soporific lure he sowed
in his magnetic field – shattered.’303 Having visual evidence that Insel is engaged in
continuing a tradition of misogynist art metaphorically ‘shatters’ any remnant of the
charm he had left. Mrs. Jones has here completed her deconstruction of his art and of his
persona, which together combined as symbols for generations of patriarchal art.
With the decay of male artistic divinity staged in Insel, women’s artistic vision
comes to the forefront through Mrs. Jones’ narrative perspective and scientific visions. I
believe these ideas are clear from this statement by Mrs. Jones: ‘I felt, if I were to go
back, begin a universe all over again, forget all form I am familiar with, evoking a chaos
Loy, Insel, p.110
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from which I could draw forth incipient form, that at last the female brain might achieve
an act of creation.’304 Here, Mrs. Jones sets the scene for her own ‘act of creation’, which
entails both an artistic and cosmological reset. In order to create, she states, she would
need to also ‘begin the universe all over again’. Other female authors at that time
wondered what it might take for women to create in a male-dominated art world:
famously, Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929) argues for the necessity of a
private, physical space for each female artist to create in order to claim space within the
literary world.305 Loy’s understanding of this issue is much more radical: by claiming
the necessity to ‘begin the universe all over again’, she acknowledges the depths of
change that are required, at an ontological and cultural level, for women’s creative
voices to emerge. Despite the enormity of the task, this passage explicitly affords
women the possibility of a new Creation – echoing the Edenic narrative of a creation
formed out of chaos – that can re-conceive the world anew.306 Interestingly, she uses the
same spiritualist language that she uses to discredit Insel – her ‘drawing forth incipient
form’ recalls Insel’s conceptualisation of his creation of die Irma. The text of Insel itself
could be seen as Mrs. Jones’s/Loy’s own ‘act of creation’. Indeed, I argue that the text
represents Mrs. Jones’ attempt to ‘re-do’ Creation, from a feminist perspective, placing a
woman in the position of God – a stance which is fully expanded in the ‘Visitation of
Insel’ archival fragment.
2. The ‘Visitation of Insel’: Mrs. Jones’ divine vision
The prophetic and creative potential of Mrs. Jones is reinforced in the ‘Visitation of
Insel’ fragment, which forms the appendix of the 2014 edition of Insel. Hayden estimates
that the fragment was composed in 1938, about two years after her departure from
Paris and last meeting with Oelze.307 This might explain the new questions the fragment
opens about Loy’s depiction of male genius, while also expanding on the ideas on female
artistry that are present in Insel. It is important to bear in mind that Mina Loy had
excluded this fragment from the manuscript, despite naming it ‘End of Book/Visitation
Loy, Insel, p. 20
Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s Own (London: Penguin, 2004)
306 In Genesis 1.2, at the beginning of Creation, ‘the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was
upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters’. This formlessness and
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of Insel’.308 Therefore, Loy might have been aware that this passage does not cohere
with the main text – indeed, I will show that in some ways it challenges it. However, the
passage sheds important light on Loy’s conception of female divinity. While I agree with
some aspects of Hayden’s reading of the ‘Visitation’ as an expression of Loy’s feelings of
guilt for ‘abandoning’ Oelze to his fate in Paris, I think the focus of the passage is on the
conceptualization of materiality and the divine.309 I will show that the passage develops
some of the references to literature used in Insel, including Paradise Lost and the Vita
Nova, to conceptualize a female artistic divine, starting from its title.
It is significant that Loy decided to title the fragment ‘Visitation of Insel’, as this
title explicitly references the biblical Visitation, the portion of the New Testament which
sees Mary, pregnant with Jesus, visit her cousin Elizabeth, also pregnant with John the
Baptist.310 It is also in this occasion that Mary recites the Magnificat, a hymn that
declares her position as divine intercessor, and glorifies her own role in affirming God’s
divinity by giving birth to the Messiah.311 Loy’s ‘Visitation’ creatively combines
references to the biblical Visitation and the Annunciation, the preceding episode where
Mary is visited by the Angel Gabriel to announce her holy pregnancy. Indeed, Loy’s
‘Visitation’ reckons in interesting ways with embodiment, maternity and the nature of
divinity from a female perspective, all themes which are prevalent in the two biblical
episodes.
In contrast with the main body of Insel, which allows little insight into Mrs. Jones
herself, the 'Visitation’ opens with an account of her personal and artistic life in New
York, focusing on her relationship with her two daughters. This first big narrative shift
signals a more concerted effort to foreground Mrs Jones’s perspective, and her vision.
Conversing with her daughters Alda and Sofia in the passage, who Hayden identifies as
Loy’s children Fabienne and Joella, Loy’s narrator sees them reflect ‘the inadvertible
tide of my futility’.312 Indeed, Mrs. Jones seems to trivialize the experience of childbirth,
which had been glorified in ’Parturition’, recalling it as ‘some remote biological
process’.313 With the children fully grown up, this scene is thus an ‘update’ of the themes
explored in that poem; the reality of motherhood has placed distance between her and
Ibid.
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that power of creation. Seen through the eyes of her daughters, who consider her a
‘beastly nuisance’, her role as mother is diminished and felt to have long foregone its
importance.314 This dynamic forms an interesting implicit comparison with the Virgin
Mary: in the Luke Gospel, Mary is compared with the Ark of the Covenant – the ark
containing the Ten Commandment plaques, among other things – which underlines her
being interpreted as a vessel to the Church, an intermediary, a container and later
deliverer of the saviour.315 Loy writes a posteriori, reflecting on the sense of futility that
she experiences in the relationship with adult children, of having been a ‘vessel‘ which is
left to feel useless as the children have grown. According to Burke’s biography, the
period around which this passage was composed was characterised by a feeling of
intense estrangement from her daughters, caused by Mina’s own isolation after the
disappointment of her relationship with Oelze, and her not being capable of
empathising with her daughter Joella’s difficult separation and child-rearing duties.316
These feelings are clearly illustrated in the ‘Visitation’ passage, which reflects the
frustrations that result from this estrangement.
The daughters also insult their mother’s art, accusing her of laziness and of using
the extended composition of her book ‘”to get money out of us!”’.317 This is another
reference to Loy‘s circumstances at the time, as Julien Levy, Joella's recently separated
husband who had been supporting Loy through her writing, was now resentful of her
and thought she had protracted her composition time to continue to be able to depend
on his patronage.318 This was a big blow to Loy, both financially and psychologically, and
she now felt derelict and useless in her new life in Manhattan.319 The daughters’ scorn
seems to resonate with Loy in that difficult moment: ‘”You’re no good – never have been
any good–” This blank truth struck me with the finality of unconsciousness.’320 The
significance of this passage is not so much in the daughter’s disdain – as stated later by
Sofia, ‘[d]o you think it’s exceptional that a daughter should hate her mother?’ - but that
the narrator accepts and agrees with her judgement.321 The opening section of the
Ibid., p. 158
The link between Mary and the Ark of the Covenant in the Luke Gospel is explained by Marina Warner,
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‘Visitation’, then, offers a much more understated account of the female creativity
present in motherhood than that shown in ‘Parturition’, for example. Aware of the
under-appreciation of women’s art, Loy here reflects on the internalization of value
judgements made on female artistry, especially when connected with motherhood.322
Following on from Parmar’s aforementioned analysis of Loy’s conception of genius, the
beginning of the ‘Visitation’ questions the possibility of including herself, and
women/mothers in general, in that category. Having internalized her daughters’
judgement, the ‘Visitation’ reclaims the role of the female artist in prophetic vision.
It is in this context that Mrs. Jones witnesses her ‘visitation’. Insel’s ‘visitation’
happens during the night, as the narrator is experiencing intense physical pain,
described like an ulcer ‘behaving like an insupportable hunger’ and causing ‘grotesque’
‘agony’.323 Here, the narrator cannot escape her embodied nature, which, in its
pathology, is ‘insupportable’: in its Latin root, the word suggests both its unbearability
on a physical level, and its intolerability on a cultural, ideal level.324 Interrupting and
contrasting this pain is the sudden arrival of an ‘ecclesiastic current’: this is the vision of
Insel, described as ‘my drug addict’, ‘divested of those shreds of flesh, [...] a recognizable
'invisibility’ come to visit me.’325 As Hayden has also noted, the description of Insel as
‘my drug addict’ in the Visitation marks a change from the novel, where his morphine
addiction is only obliquely spoken about.326 This might signal a more realistic approach
to Insel’s ‘otherwordliness’, based on the material influence of addiction rather than
spiritual electricity. However, Mrs. Jones’ description of his embodiment stresses his
immateriality even further than in the main text: ‘divested’ of the ’flesh’ that made him
’rotten’ and deathly in Insel, his return as a vision elevates him quite unambiguously to
an immaterial, divine entity. While I agree with Hayden that Insel’s depiction of
‘absolute immateriality’ in the ‘Visitation’ aligns him further with divinity, the
concomitant connection with the first mention of Insel’s drug usage could signal that his
disembodiment is caused by it – that his ‘divinity’ is artificially induced.327 Nevertheless,
Loy’s terms are unequivocal in designating Insel’s arrival as a salvific vision.
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His divinity is signalled from the very first word used to describe him,
‘ecclesiastic’. As a spirit, Insel carries the salvific power of an entire church system. The
use of this word deepens the parallelism between Insel and Jesus Christ, in that the
body of Jesus is thought to embody the Church (Ecclesia), as evidenced in the
Eucharist.328 By describing him as an ‘ecclesiastic current’, Loy reprises the focus on
disembodiment and electromagnetic energy which had signalled his (corrupted)
spiritual power in the main text of the novel – an electric, or disembodied, ‘current’. His
Christ-like presence is exemplified later in the passage, when he addresses her with the
following advice: ‘”Nothing they can do to you is bad enough____ you’re a revenge on
your unfair advantage____ they cannot see what we see.” / And the pain lay dead among
the shadows.’329 This cryptic message references and rebukes Sofia’s remarks, and,
significantly, places Mrs. Jones and Insel both on a higher artistic/epistemological plane
(‘they cannot see what we see’). His words are not just encouraging but physically
healing: as after his announcement the narrator’s pain lies ’dead’, vanishes. This
moment determines his deity, his miraculous healing, a ‘miracle’ which forms another
clear comparison with Jesus Christ. It is also a concrete manifestation of the ‘magnetic
healing’ that Mrs. Jones had intuited in him in Insel. However, Insel’s prophecy contains
the acknowledgement of a shared, higher, epistemological plane between him and Mrs.
Jones. This means that Insel recognizes his debt to Mrs. Jones, acknowledging her own
divinity.
Indeed, it would be reductive to understand the construction of divinity to
interest Insel alone, without remarking the significance of Mrs. Jones being the bearer of
this vision. The ‘Visitation’ seems to position Mrs. Jones as a sort of Miltonian Eve, who
is entrusted with the two prophetic dreams in Book 5 and 12 of Paradise Lost. This is
consistent with the aforementioned description of Insel as an echo of the Miltonic Satan:
in the ‘Visitation’, he also echoes the angel’s promise in Eve’s dream that she would ‘be
henceforth among the Gods/ Thyself a goddess’ if she tasted the fruit.330 While Satan
fraudulently promises future ascension to divinity for Eve, Insel states it as fait
accompli, by aligning himself and Mrs. Jones as beings of higher perception. As such, Mrs
Jones, like Eve, is the bearer of a prophetic vision; but, unlike Eve, she ascends to the
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realm of divinity. Moreover, as the person who experiences and recounts the vision, this
passage completes the identification of Insel with Beatrice of the Vita Nova, as
mentioned earlier in the chapter, by placing Mrs. Jones as Dante, who receives,
interprets, and turns the vision into art. In this sense, the ‘Visitation’ enacts Mrs. Jones’
‘act of creation’.
In these passages, I argue that Loy most explicitly deals with the issue of creation
from a female standpoint and its implications for a female divine, which bears
similarities to arguments made by feminist theologian Rebecca Chopp on reclaiming the
Word as ‘perfectly open sign’ available to women also, to represent themselves.331
Chopp understands that traditionally the Word has been placed as a higher foundation
of reality, separate from human bodies, and thus excluding women from participating in
its reality. She suggests, however, that there is an alternative way to read the Word, as
‘creative, interrupting, and transforming process – of Word that bridges chaos and
creation […] This is the Word that is the matrix of all living things, bringing them out of
chaos, across the abyss the order so fears, into life […]’.332 Chopp, then, argues for the
importance of female participation in the work of proclamation, and her designation of
‘Word that bridges chaos and creation’ resonates strongly with Insel and the ‘Visitation’.
Here, Loy foregrounds Mrs. Jones’ creative struggles and her subsequent vision,
resulting in her capacity to actualize creation ‘out of chaos’.
The ‘Visitation’ passage also plays interestingly with the gendered
conceptualisation of embodiment. On the one hand, the female body is shown in its
material reality, symbolised by the pain of the ulcer, and the opening passages of the
fragment show her intellectual work diminished and ridiculed by her family. However,
Mrs. Jones is also able to have a divine, prophetic vision from her embodied perspective
– indeed, it could be argued that the pain of the ulcer is the gateway for her vision, thus
making pain divine, similarly to my analysis of ‘Parturition’ in the previous chapter.
Thus, her embodiment does not hinder transcendence, but rather helps it: moving with
Chopp’s analysis that a female recuperation of the Word would have to be embodied,
incarnate.333 While Insel’s body is, on the other hand, shown as immaterial, the
dichotomy between immateriality and divinity is deconstructed in his apparition:
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I saw him submitted to opposite gravities, terrestial [sic] & celestial, pulling
him downward and upward. When these were equal, he was in equilibrium.
When he responded only to the terrestial, his body became heavy like lead;
when more rarely, to the celestial, his spirit lightening, he diminished in
weight.334
This passage employs a seeming contradiction, assigning Insel the capacity to be both
‘earthly’ and divine, at different times. What I find most important in this passage is the
insistence on the connection between weight and embodiment and the
earthly/'terrestrial’/human, and between lightness and disembodiment with the
celestial/divine. One of the dichotomies of religious discourse, certainly within wider
Christian vocabulary, is that access to the divine is predicated upon a privileging of
rationality and ‘disembodied’ experience over carnal and ‘non-intellectual’ experience –
categories which have been associated with male and female experience respectively.335
Given this insistence, it is remarkable that Insel is seen inhabiting both of those states,
at different times – thus collapsing that boundary between material and immaterial,
human and divine, with its gendered implications. This is another comparison between
Insel and Christ, who is divine but 'begotten’ in the body of man.
In a similar fashion, Mrs. Jones’s own painful embodiment reaches spiritual
transcendence through her vision: through her prophetic vision, she inhabits both
immanence and transcendence. As such, Mrs. Jones in the ‘Visitation’ continues the
work that Loy had begun in her early poetry discussed in the previous chapter, to
collapse the divide between immanence and transcendence through the female body,
capable of embodying divinity. Indeed, the ‘Visitation’ makes clear that Mrs. Jones is the
source of Insel’s divinity: reflecting on her vision, she explains that this ‘cosmic
obviousness everywhere defined escapes him completely, intangible as God.’336 This
wording indicates that Insel is not capable of understanding his ‘powers’, but that it is
Mrs. Jones’s perception and intellect that confers those powers onto him. Going further,
the words ‘intangible as God’ convey a sense of separation between Insel and divinity, as
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if Insel, even through his Strahlen, could not grasp the concept of divinity itself, nor
embody it. That is something only Jones is shown to do.
In conclusion, Insel and the ‘Visitation’ together construct a thorough critique of
the creations of divinity myths surrounding male artists. The character of Insel is the
receptacle of Loy’s theories of electromagnetism and genius, which are significantly
reworked in the main body of the novel to depict the decay of the supremacy of male
art. In spite of the many contradictions that exist between, and within, the two pieces,
the novel’s latest edition shows Mrs. Jones as a female artist that can manifest divine
prophecy and creation, whilst critiquing the gendered binary of the traditional
muse/artist relationship. As such, Insel makes important additions to the work on
female mystical embodiment contained in the poems analysed in the first chapter:
building on Loy’s poetics of the female body as the location of the divine, collapsing the
opposition between immanence and transcendence, Insel shows a female artistic
creator who can harness these qualities, using her embodied visions as manifestations
of her prophetic genius. In the next chapter, I will show that Kathy Acker’s work
continues to explore revisions of certain aspects of Christian iconography and liturgy,
and of the male literary canon, through a queer perspective.
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Chapter 3: Queering Christianity in Kathy Acker’s The Childlike Life of the Black
Tarantula by the Black Tarantula and My Mother: Demonology
In this chapter, I analyze two prose works by American author Kathy Acker (19471997), which I argue rework certain aspects of Christian iconography and liturgy to
construct a queer female divine. Acker’s work is known for its confrontation of
institutions, from politics, to literature, to language itself. Georgina Colby’s recent
monograph on Acker indicates her lineage with American avant-garde poets such as
Jerome Rothenberg and David Antin, from whom she inherits an interest in ‘the
interrelation of language, power, and politics within normative American culture, and
the subsequent questions such relations pose regarding writing, identity, and
freedom’.337 This manifests into her disjointed, non-linear narratives, which defy
patriarchal literary conventions, and her use of plagiarism or appropriation, as her
signature technique is usually known.338 Her appropriation of works written by men
involves, as Ellen G. Friedman put it, ‘a strategy of subversion’: ‘[o]nce inside the male
text, the quester [the female protagonist], by her very posture, subverts it’.339 In this
sense, Acker’s methodology is similar to that found in Loy’s Insel in the previous
chapter: her process constitutes a profaning of literature as a male-dominated practice,
undermining the sacred status of the male canon:.
I will show that Acker’s The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black
Tarantula (1973) and My Mother: Demonology (1993) queer traditional Christian icons
of femininity, particularly the Virgin Mary, and turn liturgical Christian practices into
embodied, queer spiritual praxis. Thus, Acker’s approach to a construction of the female
divine also differs significantly from Loy’s: while Loy relies on the language of mysticism
and modernism, Acker draws directly from certain forms of Christian liturgy and
iconography – particularly, the figure of the Virgin Mary, the Eucharist, the Crucifix and
Georgina Colby, Kathy Acker: Writing the Impossible (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2016),
p.26
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the Trinity. She also furthers Loy’s critique of the gender binary by assuming a queer
perspective on the formation of a female divine.
While Acker’s work frequently returns to the issue of the sacred, and its
relationship to patriarchal and heteronormative social structures, few critics have
commented on her work with religious language, which has never been the subject of
extended study. While some critics have generically noted ‘Christianity’ as one of the
systems Acker wishes to deconstruct (especially in her novel Don Quixote: Which Was a
Dream (1986)), no one has considered the implications of Acker’s direct use of the
iconography of the Virgin Mary, or her revision of the Eucharist rite, for example.340 As
noted in the introduction, Marcella Althaus-Reid has been the sole theological voice to
identify in Acker a useful narrative strategy through which to understand the work of
the feminist, queer theologian.341 I will expand Althaus-Reid’s analysis to show Acker’s
specific imagining of a female, queer divine, and that her oeuvre engages with diverse,
mystical religious languages beyond Christianity – which will be the focus of the next
chapter. In this chapter, I will focus on Tarantula and Demonology to show the evolution
of Acker’s revision of aspects of Christian language. In Tarantula, one of Acker’s earliest
prose works, this primarily involves queering traditional Christian icons of femininity,
particularly the Virgin Mary; while in Demonology, a new language of queer holiness
emerges, which glorifies the female body and its polymorphousness, and even its
qualities considered ‘abject’. Despite the surface of Acker’s writing displaying as conflict
with Christianity, sometimes even reading as blasphemous, I argue that her engagement
forms an experimental queering, rather than outright rejection. Her continued reimagining of its language and iconography in ways that centre the female body and
queer desire forms an experimental vision of a queer, female divine.
My use of the term ‘queering’ thus implies a radical revision, rather than an
outright rejection, of the language of Christianity. Margaret Henderson reads Acker’s
appropriative technique as a ‘desacralization and hence democratization of culture’.342
Some examples: Richard Walsh, ‘The Quest for Love and the Writing of Female Desire in Kathy Acker’s
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Henderson’s use of ‘desacralization’ implies that Acker’s work denies any possibility of
the sacred or divine, moving to a secular or atheistic writing. I argue instead that Acker
radically alters what the concept of divine means and represents, and uses it as an
integral part of her characters’ self-expression. By using the term ‘queering’, I am thus
describing Acker’s process of radically altering the meanings associated with a specific
iconography, ritual or divine figure, while retaining its divine status. Her ‘queering’ is
thus a process of ‘re-sacralization’, rather than ‘desacralization’. Specifically, I will argue
that Acker works on the Virgin Mary in Tarantula to turn her into a counter-cultural,
drag icon endowed with sexual agency, whom the female narrators invoke as spiritual
guidance. Demonology, on the other hand, attempts a more complex and sustained
construction of a spiritual language based on the divinity of the lesbian body through a
queering of liturgical practices such as the Eucharist, and icons such as the Crucifix. I
have chosen these texts, which were released twenty years apart, to trace an evolution
in Acker’s conceptualization of the female divine: while both novels embody the divine
in the female characters and narrators of the two texts, Tarantula’s queering of the
Virgin Mary generated by the characters’ imagination gives way to a more
comprehensive reimagining of ritualities, iconographies and dynamics of the queer
female body as divine in Demonology.
1. Acker’s religious and literary Creation
A useful starting point for my discussion of Acker’s approach to conceptions of the
divine is to look at her relationship with Creation, a topic she returns to multiple times
in the essays collected in Bodies of Work (1997). Here, she considers creativity in both
its religious and artistic connotations. In an essay on her practice, Acker argues that
Fiction is magic because everything is magic: the world is always
making itself. When you make fiction, you dip into this process. But
no one, writer or politician, is more powerful than the world: you
can make, but you don’t create. Only the incredible egotism that
resulted from a belief in phallic centricism [sic] could have come up
with the notion of creativity. / Of course, a woman is the muse. If
she were the maker instead of the muse and opened her mouth, she
would blast the notion of poetic creativity apart.343
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Here, Acker understands the concept of literary creation as embedded in the discourses
of the patriarchy. Creation and authorship themselves, she argues, are inherently
symptomatic of ‘phallic centricism’, a delusion of self-importance, a belief in human
(male) centrality, and in the self-contained nature of the self.344 Acker critiques the
arrogance inherent in this conceptualization, proposing the fundamental
incompatibility of femininity with this artistic ideology: women’s exclusion, restricted to
the traditional role of silent ‘muse’, is central to the upholding of this phallacy. Acker’s
writing does precisely that, through her appropriative approach. While her literary
appropriation spans quite diverse sources, from contemporary to classic, ‘high’ poetry
to ‘low’ pornography, some of her most notable appropriations result in rewritings of
classics of literature by men, such as Great Expectations (1982) and Don Quixote: Which
was a Dream (1986). Her appropriation of heterogenous parts of the male literary canon
in her texts destabilizes the originals, ‘profanes’ their high cultural standing, and poses
questions about the possibility of original creation. As Avital Ronell puts it, ‘[Acker]
didn’t turn her back on a very determined history of thought or on the literary tradition;
she just turned them on their backs, that is, by reinscribing, regendering, profaning,
desecrating, shattering the source and adjusting reference in a constant, loyal,
determined way.’345 Acker challenges the notion of Godlike creative power, amplifying
the concept of meaning-making and developing literary spaces in which a woman can
be a ‘maker’, not just a muse. In Acker’s formulation, female creation would look, by
contrast, less like a single and isolated act and a more like a polymorphous process; a
writing that acknowledges that thought is not produced in isolation, and that the self,
too, is collaborative, disjointed, and in constant flux. In ‘A Few Notes on Two of My
Books’, Acker expands:
For a while, back in my early days of writing, I looked for a voice, a self. […] I
learned two things. First, in fiction there is no “true” or “false” in socialrealist terms. Fiction is “true” or real when it makes. Second, if there is a self,
it itsn’t Hegel’s subject or the centralized phallic I/eye. If there is a self, it’s
Susan Bordo’s ‘Feminism, Postmodernism, and Gender-Scepticism’ refers to the ‘masculinist hubris of
the Cartesian ideal of the magisterial, universal knower’ which pretends gender neutrality but is in fact
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probably the world. All is real. When I placed “true” autobiography next to
“false” autobiography, everything was real. Phallic identity’s another scam
that probably had to do with capitalistic ownership.’346
This passage clarifies Acker’s understanding of the self as plural – or even, total, allencompassing. Her reworking of the notion of Creation is predicated upon this
conception of identity: by critiquing the ‘centralized phallic I/eye’, she associates
unitarian identity with creative vision (the ‘eye’) and reads both as masculinist
concepts, which exclude the plurality and all-encompassing female ‘eye’. In doing this,
she also questions the dichotomy of reality and fiction, and sets out a creativity where
‘all is real’.347
Her ideas on the nature of creation, and the role of artists in that process, are
further developed in connection with religious Creation. In an essay on the future of the
arts, Acker states: ‘it is we [artists] who must create the Gods’.348 This statement
implicitly subverts the hierarchy established by creation narratives, such as the Genesis,
between humans and gods. Displacing creation from God to artist expands her claim on
the patriarchal nature of creativity itself: Creation by a male God might be the ultimate
example of that ‘incredible egotism’ of phallocentrism, the model which inspires the
(male) author to claim God-like authority in art. Acker’s use of the pronoun ‘we’
reinforces this, as it signals her understanding of creation as a collective endeavor,
rather than a single act of genius/godliness. The use of the capitalized ‘Gods’ suggests
that Acker’s writing maintains a structure of the divine, as mentioned previously, rather
than completely rejecting religion. However, the plurality of vision which art can
achieve works as an antidote to the monolithic, patriarchal notion of
Creation/creativity, which excludes women from creation. Of course, this frames
Acker’s own work as seeking to ‘create the Gods’, employing her own polymorphous,
irreverent concept of Creation.
In order to represent a concept of Creation that is polymorphous and diverse,
Acker chooses female sexuality as the central vehicle of divinity in her fiction. This
reflects her engagement with contemporary feminism, especially the work of Luce
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Irigaray, whom she directly cites in her essays as part of her influences.349 Acker’s work
reflects Irigaray’s notion that ‘[woman’s] sexuality, always at least double, goes even
further: it is plural. […] [T]he geography of her pleasure is far more diversified, more
multiple in its differences, more complex, more subtle, than is commonly imagined – in
an imaginary rather too narrowly focused on sameness.’350 This conception places value
on women’s ‘plural’ bodily and sexual topographies, challenging binary systems based
on identification and difference. Through her career, Acker’s work devises consistently
more complex iterations of this: from the gender-fluid and drag-performing narrators of
Tarantula, to the queer bodies experiencing religious and cultural education in
Demonology. While Acker’s work is often thought of as intensely heterosexual, and a lot
of her work does focus on the extremes of violence within heteronormativity, her work
does not reaffirm its centrality, unlike Loy’s.351 Acker’s queerness has very rarely been
taken into account in academic enquiries, and an analysis of her work from a queer lens
is still largely missing.352 Acker’s work, in fact, frequently presents characters that do
not neatly belong to any single gender or sexual orientation – some characters ‘switch’
genders multiple times during the narrative, as in I Dreamt I Was a Nymphomaniac:
Imagining (1974), and their desires are often fluid, non-static.
Across the two chapters on Acker’s work, I aim to show that her texts depict a
femininity that is always queer, even in ostensibly heterosexual storylines. This is
because Acker’s female characters display a desire that does not conform to normative
female sexual frameworks, positioning themselves outside of normative gender roles,
embodying queerness as disobedience. This follows Eve Sedgwick’s conception of
queerness as ‘the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, […] when the constituent
elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to
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signify monolithically.’353 Thus, I understand Acker’s characters as queer in that their
sexualities do not conform to the ‘monolithical’ heteronormative binary. Acker’s female
characters contest the monolithical understanding of sexuality, queering it through the
focus on sadomasochism (S&M), or the performance of male drag, which are ubiquitous
in Acker’s early oeuvre in particular. Acker’s female characters ‘do’ femininity in
different ways, and while some characters could be designated as bisexual or lesbian, I
use the term queer as a preferred signifier of their polymorphous sexualities, which
challenge the concept of binary gender and stable sexual identities and orientation.
These aspects of Acker’s work are best understood if viewed alongside the
emerging context of feminist and queer theology in the second half of the 20th century.
Feminist queer theologian and priest Carter Heyward, for example, describes her
Church’s definition of ‘[q]ueerness [as] public solidarity in the struggle for sexual and
gender justice, of irrepressibly making connections to other struggles for justice,
compassion, and reconciliation […]’.354 She singles out Christ as a queer figure, in his
‘holding together of qualities which only appear to be contradictions’.355 In Carter
Heyward’s definition, queerness is an ethical stance of solidarity, which challenges
normative understandings of gender, or politics, or culture, to favour communion and
cooperation. These ideas are also present in Acker’s writing, in which queer female
bodies manifest the divine through their capacity to hold (seemingly) contradictory
positions as sexual, countercultural beings who find spiritual empowerment within
their own bodies. Marcella Althaus-Reid, on the other hand, devises an ‘indecent’
theology, which uses queerness and sexual explicitness as the basis for the ‘per/version’
of Christianity, or to explore the different paths that Christian discourse could have
taken outside of the path of heteronormativity.356 Althaus-Reid’s work, for which the
queer female body is central, will be important for my reading of Acker – especially as
she was one of the few to approach Acker’s work (specifically the novel Pussy, King of
the Pirates) from a theological perspective, as I will explore in the next chapter.357 A
‘per/version’ of the Christian tradition is the spiritual methodology at work in Tarantula
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and Demonology, as Acker constructs queer female divinity through their textual
performance/mockery of maleness, as well as the exaltation of the visceral aspects of
female bodies and sexualities.
Acker’s focus on the female body in its ‘base’ realities as vehicle of spirituality
can be understood through the lens of Julia Kristeva’s work on ‘abjection’, which Acker
herself has acknowledged as an influence.358 Through a detailed reading of the book of
Leviticus, Kristeva shows the particular banishment of women to the realm of the abject
in their ‘fertilizable’ bodies, in other words the abjection of menstruation and
childbirth.359 Indeed, Kristeva sees the onset of a patriarchal religion in the attempt at
‘separating oneself from the phantasmatic power of the mother, that archaic Mother
Goddess […]’.360 Acker’s work, in its recuperation of the visceral aspects of femininity –
including menstruations and abortion – works to redress this distance, by reclaiming as
sources of divine power precisely the aspects of corporeal femininity that had
previously ostracized women from the Judeo-Christian concept of holiness.
This chapter thus argues that Acker constructs what I would call an abject
iconography of the female body, by locating the queer divine in bodily pleasure, internal
workings, and ‘obscene’ corporeal functions such as sex, menstruation, abortion. This
technique explores the proximity between pornography and iconography, which
medieval scholars Burgwinkle and Howie have theorized in these terms:
What do pornography and sanctity have in common? Both are body focused,
ostentatious, and attract attention. They produce bodies as spectacle,
challenge theoretical notions about the limits of sensation and enact a
process of synesthetic corporeal interaction such that the viewer believes
that s/he can feel what the other is feeling or that the other is in him even
more than himself.361
Acker exploits precisely the ‘body-focused’ aspects of sanctity, in the iconography of
saints, to produce her own images of female divinity through an extreme eroticization of
the queer female body – such that, in its exceeding of the ‘limits of sensation’, it elides
the boundaries between sexuality and spirituality, immanence and transcendence. This
Larry McCaffery and Kathy Acker, ‘An Interview with Kathy Acker’, Mississippi Review 20.1/2 (1991)
83-97 (p.89)
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is particularly relevant in Tarantula and Demonology, with their focus on Christian
iconography which, according to Burgwinkle and Howie, puts particularly paradoxical
weight on the bodies represented. Bodies in Christian iconography, especially the
iconography of martyrdom, are both depicted as something that must be ‘disowned’ in
order to access the divine, while at the same time understanding them as the vehicle
towards sainthood, especially in martyrdom.362 This paradox is again exploited by
Acker, in her uncovering of the potential of divinity of extreme bodily stimulation. As I
will show, both Tarantula and Demonology glorify abject femininity to subvert its abject
status, rehabilitating the female body’s potential for divinity. This is fully elaborated in
Demonology to include the divinity of ordinary queer female bodies and, as I will discuss
in the next chapter, further complicated in her last novel Pussy, King of the Pirates
(1996).
2. The Drag Madonna of The Black Tarantula
Acker’s early work demonstrates that her engagement with religious discourse was
present in her work from the beginning. Even before the self-publication of her first
novella, The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black Tarantula (1973), Acker’s
draft material shows her desire to challenge the connection between heteronormativity
and Christianity. The Jerome Rothenberg Papers held at UCSD contains correspondence
he received from Acker, including manuscripts and unpublished material,
predominantly in her early years as a writer, keen to connect with more established
creatives such as Rothenberg himself. In an unpublished section of Tarantula, which she
sent to Rothenberg, called ‘in which I become Aristophanes’, she describes a lamentable
suppression of ‘hermaphrodite’ Gods: ‘In the beginning there were hermaphrodites, not
men nor women. Hermaphrodites were proud, strong, greater than men or women,
tried to become Gods the Ideals men and women moved toward. The real Gods
punished them’.363 Acker’s writing here sets an antagonism between intersex divinity
and the ‘real’ Gods, which we can infer from context, oppose the intersex Gods on
matters of cis-hetero-normative discrimination. Again, her use of the capital form of
Ibid, p. 28
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‘Gods’ signals Acker’s reworking of the divine, rather than a rejection of religion. The
reference to Greek comic playwright Aristophanes is significant in that his plays, such as
the Thesmophoriazusae (411 BC), critique male (particularly Euripides’) representation
of women and envisage the subversion on women’s part of these narratives.364 This
section, made of two paragraphs, thus describes the suppression of gender nonconformity from this non-specified religious order (though we can assume the broadly
Judeo-Christian context of her middle-class New York upbringing), and reveals her
earliest writing already preoccupied with recuperating an image of non-cisheteronormative ‘ideals’ in the form of Gods.365 Fundamentally, this archival material
demonstrates Acker’s interest in the function of Gods, hence her continued return to
Christian languages and images – however, in her radical reimagining, Acker also seeks
to reimagine their function in order to reflect an horizon for queer women’s divine
becoming, expanding on Irigaray.
The narrative of Tarantula employs a rotation of female narrators, who merge
into one another without clear distinctions. They are all criminals, often murderers,
either fictional or inspired by historical figures. By intersecting different voices,
historical and geographical settings, Acker undermines narrative unity, and in doing so,
destabilizes that Godlike authority of the (male) concept of authorship. Margaret
Henderson aptly sees this approach as part of Acker’s process of ‘desacralization and
hence democratization of culture’, which Henderson relates to Acker’s identification
with the emerging punk movement in New York City at this time.366 Acker’s use of the
Marian iconography is highly irreverent, attempting to change the connotations of ‘the
ideal of the feminine personified’, in Marina Warner’s words. As in the ‘Aristophanes’
draft, then, Acker is preoccupied with these ‘ideals’, and I argue that Tarantula is her
most sustained attempt at queering the Virgin Mary, turning her into a sacred icon of
empowered, drag eroticism. As I will show, Acker’s critical use of the Madonna figure
follows a seemingly contradictory, twofold process: depicted as a ‘black leather’,
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sexualized, drag-performing and ‘abject’ deity, her presence is still invoked as a spiritual
ideal by several of the female narrators in Tarantula.
The first appearance of the Virgin Mary in Tarantula occurs via its first narrator,
fictional murderess Charlotte Wood. In her first-person narrative, she describes her
upbringing as characterized by tension between her vivid imagination and her parents’
exertion of control over it (and her).367 Charlotte’s growing unease towards this control
is emphatically expressed through a vision: ‘I hallucinate that the Virgin Mary wears
black leather pants and a black leather motorcycle jacket, she climbs trees, she doesn’t
give a fuck for anyone.’368 The key word in this passage is ‘hallucinate’: by using this
word, Acker frames this vision as a work of Charlotte’s imagination, thus highlighting
the personal connection between the narrator and this version of Mary. It also links
with the Beat generation, including Acker’s hero William Burroughs, wherein
hallucination was used as a spiritual experience, sometimes drug-induced.369 Moreover,
‘hallucination’ also denotes a sensory deception, thus pushing Charlotte’s vision to the
limits of possibility – this is, in other words, an impossible vision, a declared utopia. It is
especially significant that this utopia is characterized by a female divinity who displays
signifiers of rebellion and counterculture – the leather indicating both the punk
movement and the motorcycle countercultures, both of which Acker participated in.370
Indeed, the use of black leather could be a modification of the iconography of the Black
Madonna, historically widespread in Europe, which in some cases has been ‘whitened’
by the Church.371 According to Laura Chiavola Birnbaum, this iconography represents in
its worshippers ‘the color of the earth and the ancient color of regeneration […] beliefs
often not conscious.’372 This Madonna’s ‘blackness’, then, suggests a type of divination
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privileging inner spirituality – one’s own, subconscious ‘regeneration’ – that has been
suppressed. This, on Acker’s part, would constitute an attempt to recuperate a
repressed divine imaginary, and render it current through the reference to
contemporary counterculture.
It is also interesting that Charlotte’s hallucinatory vision of Mary is configured
through actions and appearances stereotypically associated with normative
masculinity: her ‘black leather’ traditionally denotes male bikers or punks; her ‘climbing
trees’ a code for physical strength and freedom discouraged by canons of female
acceptability; and her not ‘giv[ing] a fuck for anyone’ a final affirmation of her
unruliness and unladylike disregard for others. These characteristics counter the
mothering, virginal, nurturing image of femininity that the Virgin Mary represents, and
are more frequently associated with fictional male heroes (e.g. the cowboy, the outlaw).
This ties in with Acker’s interest in the gendered implications of the ‘biker chick’ trope:
in one of her essays, she reads this trope in the work of visual artist Richard Prince, as a
signifier of the icon of Mary Magdalene, who in turn is the opposite of the ideal, the
Virgin Mary.373 She remarks that Prince is not just repeating a sexist Madonna-whore
dichotomy, but ‘investing’ it ‘with all the obsession, fetishism, and confusion which
society has deemed wrong, immoral… to remember.’374 I argue that Acker takes this one
step further, by ‘confusing’ these two tropes, and making the Virgin herself the ‘biker’,
and turning her into a signifier of rebellion and sexuality. By doing this, she reimagines
a sexist history and re-imagines the Virgin as a new figure who can absolve the false
dichotomies associated with femininity, such as between purity and sexuality,
obedience and imagination, that the narrator laments as constricting. By imagining
Mary as a radical and sexualized figure, Charlotte manufactures her own icon, one that
she can spiritually relate to as she embraces, rather than banishes, her desire.
Indeed, Acker’s queering of the Virgin Mary in Tarantula centers on the Virgin’s
(and thus the narrators’ who invoke her) performance of masculinity. This methodology
serves to glorify, through the image of the Virgin, the appropriation of male power and
desire for gender disobedience on the part of the female narrators, while at the same
time, destabilize the phallocentric primacy which is its source. By turning the ‘ideal’ of
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normative femininity into a parody of masculine primacy, the narrators in Tarantula
transform the Virgin Mary into an icon of drag, playing with what Judith Butler’s Gender
Trouble (1990) would later describe as the performative nature of gender:
the action of gender requires a performance that is repeated. This repetition
is at once a reenactment and reexperiencing of a set of meanings already
socially established […] Gender ought not to be construed as a stable identity
or locus of agency […] rather, gender is an identity tenuously constituted in
time, instituted in an exterior space through a stylized repetition of acts.375
This dynamic is exemplified in the art of drag, a queer performance which according to
Butler ‘reveals the imitative structure of gender itself – as well as its contingency’.376
According to Alex Houen, Acker anticipates Butler’s arguments on drag’s potential to
reveal the ‘constructedness of ‘straight’ sexuality’.377 Drag, Butler argues, parodies the
very existence of fixed natural gender and questions the political apparatus that
upholds that notion. In Tarantula, Acker uses drag in a similar way, applying it to her
depiction of a sacred, idealised femininity.
Through its performance of drag and explicit sexuality, Acker’s use of the Virgin
Mary in Tarantula aligns with Marcella Althaus-Reid’s theorisation of the importance of
‘indecenting’ (i.e. making indecent) Christianity, and specifically the Virgin Mary: her
virginity, Althaus-Reid argues, represents an unrealistic and damaging standard,
especially for the women from poor backgrounds who worship her in Latin America, on
whom her research is based.378 She argues that ‘in order to worship Mary women need
to go through a spiritual clitoridectomy, in the sense of mutilating their lust, in order to
identify with the Virgin, get her approval of their behaviour and never question the
social and political order built around such religious ideology’.379 For Althaus-Reid, this
‘spiritual clitoridectomy’ needs to be reversed, from a theological standpoint, by
including the Virgin’s sex life and especially, her vulva, in iconography and theology.380
Althaus-Reid is particularly interested in Latin American iconography such as the
Librada, which depicts Christ dressed as Mary on the Crucifix, as examples of the role of
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queerness and drag in changing the connotations of both icons.381 This resonates
strongly with Acker’s work on the Virgin Mary in Tarantula, who she explicitly designs
not only to uncover the restrictive implications that the figure of Mary has had on
femininity through drag, but also to reintegrate the vulva and clitoris as part of her
iconography. In so doing, Acker’s Madonna becomes a vehicle towards the narrators’
embodiment of their personal queer divine: by reclaiming this sacred intercessor via
their imaginations, the narrators make the female body, its pleasure and sexuality
sacred through their ‘indecented’ Madonnas, allowing their own embodied divine to
come to fruition.
In her account, Acker’s interest in the performance of gender stems from her
experiences of working in sex shows in New York in the ‘70s, which taught her the
power of subverting gender normativity through performance.382 This translates into
her writing of the time, including Tarantula: the novel’s female narrators often claim,
and in some senses parody, the power associated with masculinity through the
performance of male drag. This is the case in the second section of Tarantula, narrated
by a fictionalized version of English criminal Moll Cutpurse, who lived between the 16th
and 17th centuries.383 She describes her life of criminality as an attempt to ‘get rid of
myself as a woman’.384 This sentence contains complex nuance: it is not, I argue, a
straightforward rejection of femininity itself, as much as a rejection of the impositions
made on femininity in a patriarchal environment. Moll’s self-definition as the ‘king’ of
her gang of pickpockets reinforces this idea: one way out of the oppression and
powerlessness of femininity in this context is to self-attribute and perform the power of
masculinity.385
This process intensifies at the end of Moll’s narrative, which sees her being tried
at the Court of Arches, an ecclesiastical court of the Church of England for appearing in
public in men’s clothes.386 The emphasis on the fact that this is an ecclesiastical court is
not accidental – Acker here wants explicitly to associate this type of gendered
Ibid., pp.79-80
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restriction with the Church. This is reiterated when Moll details that her punishment is
to ‘have to stand in a white sheet at Paul’s Cross during a Sunday service.’387 The use of
St. Paul’s Cross, an important pulpit from which religious sermons were preached in the
Reformation era, also from the government, as the site of Moll’s public display of
penance is significant, as it symbolically places her at the nexus of religiousgovernmental efforts to suppress gender non-conformity.388 Moll’s punishment, itself a
(forced) performance, requires Moll to renounce her male clothing and to don instead a
white sheet, symbol of purity, as well as an attempt to desexualize and hide her body.
Here, the female body is punished with invisibility for its hubris to assume and perform
the authority of maleness.
In response to this event, Moll finds her resolve reinforced, as she declares that ‘I
am the black leather Virgin Mary. At this point I change my costume; for the rest of my
life I wear only men’s clothes.’ 389 Moll’s identification with the Virgin Mary accompanies
her affirmation of a renewed commitment to criminality, and to the gender performance
that makes it possible. Much like Charlotte Wood’s, Moll’s Virgin Mary channels the
countercultural, ‘masculine’ imagery which turn her into a gender-defying drag icon.
Unlike Charlotte’s vision, however, Moll here identifies directly with the Virgin,
removing the distance of evocation. She thus elevates herself into this icon of gender
disobedience made holy. Moll’s vision is significant in allowing access to divinity to the
character herself, for the first time in Tarantula, and conceiving that ordinary women –
imperfect, troubled, even ‘dangerous’ – can inhabit a divine position. As I will show, this
is fully developed in Demonology.
It is through the body of the Virgin Mary that Moll’s narrative makes its boldest
claim, in regards to the female divine. About halfway through her narration, Moll states:
‘I want to be the Virgin Mary with a steel bar stuck against my bloody cunt inside me are
red cocks like dogs, animals whiz down midnight buns on diamond motorcycles I start
yelling’.390 This description is violent and deliberately shocking, in its privileging of all
that is inner and visceral about the Virgin’s body as the focus of this specific vision.
Here, the Virgin is not only eroticized and ‘indecented’, to use Althaus-Reid’s term, but
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also made into an exaggerated, overtly graphic treatment of penetrative sexual activity,
so hyperbolic it becomes parodic. Indeed, the Virgin’s penetration by ‘red cocks like
dogs’, an extreme image of animality, paradoxically negates her virginity. Moreover, she
also has a ‘steel bar’ placed against her ‘bloody cunt’, which suggests her use of a
makeshift steel dildo, preternaturally and unnaturally hard, whilst she is bleeding,
either by violence or menstrual flow.391 This description thus gives the Virgin the
potential to penetrate as well as being penetrated, and does so through an exaggerated
caricature of an erection, symbol of phallocentrism. This image anticipates Donna
Haraway’s ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’ (1984), despite predating it by more than a decade.
Haraway’s statement that ‘[c]yborg imagery can suggest a way out of the maze of
dualisms in which we have explained our bodies’ finds actualization in this Madonna’s
self-penetrative act.392 However, Haraway’s cyborg is conceived for its feminist
liberative potential because it has no ‘western origin story’, nor does it descend from
the Genesis narrative: ‘the cyborg would not recognize the Garden of Eden; it is not
made of mud and cannot dream of returning to dust’.393 Acker’s use of the Madonna
clearly differs from this dynamic, as it searches for ways to alter the ‘origin story’ of
womanhood that the Christian Virgin Mary signifies.
The bleeding of the Madonna’s vagina is significant: the exposure of the
menstruation/blood, culturally ‘abject’ and hidden as shameful, becoming glorified as
part of this polymorphous sexual iconography. Acker’s image makes reference to the
iconographical tradition of the wounded Christ, whose blood was considered to be
purifying, and therefore subject of devotion.394 While bleeding for women, especially
menstrual blood, is considered abject in the Middle Ages, Christ’s bleeding is seen as
healing and sacred.395 However, the wound in Christ’s side has been represented and

This echoes Haraway’s ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’, in its identification of the ‘prosthetic’ potential of
machinery: ‘Why should our bodies end at the skin, or include at best other beings encapsulated by skin?
[…] For us […] machines can be prosthetic devices, intimate components, friendly selves. We don’t need
organic holism to give impermeable wholeness, the total woman and her feminist variants (mutants?).’
(Donna J. Haraway, ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’, in Manifestly Haraway (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2016) pp. 4-89 (p.61))
392 Haraway, ‘A Cyborg Manifesto’, p.67
393 Ibid, p. 9
394 Amy Hollywood, ‘“That Glorious Slit”: Irigaray and the Medieval Devotion to Christ’s Side Wound’, in
Luce Irigaray and Premodern Culture: Thresholds of History, ed. by Elizabeth D. Harvey and Theresa Krier
(London: Routledge, 2005) pp. 105-125
395 For a detailed account of the gendering of bleeding in Medieval culture and beyond, see Peggy
McCracken, The Curse of Eve, The Wound of the Hero: Blood, Gender and Medieval Culture (Philadelphia:
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interpreted as a vaginal opening: theologian Amy Hollywood traces this interpretation
from the words of mystic Angela da Foligno through to Luce Irigaray.396 Analysing the
vaginal connotations of this iconography, Irigaray wonders ‘[c]ould a sore be holy?
Ecstasy is there in that glorious slit where she curls up as if in her nest, where she rests
as if she had found her home – and He is also in her’.397 The presence of God in the
vaginal slit/open wound is significant to a creation of a female divine, and Acker
reclaims this image as part of her re-imagining of the Virgin Mary.
Moll’s relationship with this vision is again different from Charlotte’s and Moll’s
own other invocation, in its deliberate intent: by saying ‘I want to be’ this version of the
Virgin, Moll is situating herself as her disciple, aspiring to become like her. The fact that
each invocation to the Virgin is different in its wording and approach signals that
Tarantula devises a system of female divination that is multiple and diverse, and can be
accessed in different ways through the disobedient female bodies of the devotees. Here,
Moll’s invocation of the Virgin Mary simultaneously parodies heteronormative
sexuality, and celebrates female bodies’ openness and ‘leakiness’. In using this word, I
am referring to Margrit Shildrick’s critique of the idea of the female body as ‘leaky’,
especially through the sign of menstruation, which was used to claim ‘women’s inherent
lack of control of the body and, by extension, of the self […] [W]omen, unlike the selfcontained and self-containing men, leaked’.398 This systemic process, a by-product of the
Cartesian mind/body split, vilifies women for the ‘leaking’ of blood, despite its lifegiving significance. Acker’s glorification of menstrual blood, in its ‘dirty’, bold
embodiedness, is a key component of her vision of the female divine.
Through the vision of a female divinity that performs and mocks the cultural
apparatus of maleness, Tarantula’s female narrators employ drag as a way to construct
a queer, non-heteronormative female divine. The emphasis on the female body’s insides,
leakage, and morphologies makes Tarantula’s female divinity one that recovers the
repressed aspects of abject corporeality. Tarantula begins Acker’s experimentation with
turning the female body into the site of divinity, which she works onto the icon of the
Virgin Mary. In My Mother: Demonology, this is transposed into the queer bodies of the
characters themselves, who are in turn made into iconography.
Hollywood, ‘“That Glorious Slit”, p.106
Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman, trans. by Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1985) p.200
398 Shildrick, Leaky Bodies and Boundaries, p.34
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3. ‘In my dreams, the cunt was triangular: Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost’:
A Demonology of the female body as queer iconography
My Mother: Demonology (1993) is the penultimate novel published by Acker in her
lifetime. Starting from its title, it explores the ‘horror’ of femininity, or the (queer)
feminine aspects of horror, through a ‘demonology’ of a recurrent female icon in
Acker’s writing – the mother. A demonology is defined as ‘the study of demons’ or ‘set
of beliefs about a person, group, or thing regarded as evil, dangerous, unwelcome
etc.’399 In this case, the novel’s demonology is an experimental, abstract dissection of
relationships between women and their bodies; women and other women; and why
these are demonized in a patriarchal society. In Acker’s approach, this demonology
manifests as both a reckoning of Acker’s own fraught relationship with her mother, and
the corruption of those ‘beliefs’ that demonize womanhood and of the female body. In
fact, Demonology undermines the construction of its central demon, the mother, and to
recover the female body from the distortion of patriarchal imaging. Demonology
‘appropriates’ from a variety of sources, from Dario Argento’s horror film Suspiria
(1977), to Radley Metzger’s adaptation of Violette Leduc’s queer erotic novel Thérèse
and Isabelle (1968), to Laure (Colette Peignot)’s Story of a Little Girl (first published in
the original French in 1977), which takes on Catholicism as an oppressive system in
French society, and exalts female eroticism.400 Through this complex set of citations,
Acker constructs a system of references that works by letting horror, pornography and
iconography bleed together through her writing. While I agree with Georgina Colby’s
understanding that in Demonology, ‘[t]he visual engenders the verbal’, which she views
as part of Acker’s use of the cinematic technique of modernist montage, I do not relate
this to the ways that Acker mimics film techniques in her writing; rather, I will look at
how Acker privileges a literature of icon-formation, i.e. how her writing creates queer
iconography out of the reworking of images from movies, literature, and Christian
art.401 In doing this, Acker reimagines a queer female body as a divine entity, both
subject and creator of iconography.
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Laure’s role is particularly important: a writer who Kraus describes as ‘a true
antecedent’ whose writing Acker valued and studied extensively, she is channelled by
the narrator at the beginning of the novel, who relates and responds to Laure’s
(appropriated) writing.402 Her name also has significant implications on the narrative:
Laure being the androgynous version of Laura, Petrarch’s muse, whose name is
symbolic of the eternal value of poetry.403 Her own status as Surrealist writer, and her
biographical involvement with other Surrealist Georges Bataille – philosopher of
religion and eroticism whom Acker has often cited as influential – makes the choice of
Laure as referent and head of this matrilineal lineage even more interesting.404 Acker
rewrites their relationship from Laure’s perspective through the many letters ‘to B’
which are included in the novel.405 In so doing, she privileges Laure’s voice over
Bataille’s, implicitly challenging his often misogynistic understandings of eroticism and
religion through her voice, and reclaiming the ‘demonized’ perspective of the female
artist.406 Through this narratorial choice, Acker critiques the demonization of the
mother, of relationships between women, and of women’s writing, especially that of
dissent or transgression such as Laure’s.
Diane Fare has argued convincingly that Acker’s use of Bataille and Laure in
Demonology highlights their shared interest in ‘contest[ing] the sanctity of the Sacred
Mother so revered in Western culture, in their depiction of desiring, corrupting
mothers’ whose ‘desires know[] no bounds.’407 However, Fare stops short of analyzing
how the body of the mother/woman in Demonology carries its own sacred power,
garnered from a recognition of that desire’s divine nature. The spiritual core of the text
is the lesbian body, which Demonology recurrently depicts as holding within it,
manifesting through its sexuality, the incarnation of the female divine. While both
Tarantula and Demonology show the characters themselves harnessing and holding

Kraus, After Kathy Acker, p. 175
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Chicago Press, 2009) pp. 33-62 (p.37)
404 Acker, ‘Critical Languages’, in Bodies of Work, pp.81-92 (p.89)
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within them the potentiality of the divine, in Demonology these are not manifested
through a specific icon (e.g. the Virgin Mary). However, Demonology still works through
Catholic language and iconography, ‘indecenting’ them in order to glorify the lesbian
body.
The novel starts through the narrative perspective of Laure, as reinterpreted by
Acker. Acker’s rewriting of Story of a Little Girl (parts of which Acker had translated
herself from the French), emphasizes and blends together its elements of horror, female
Künstlerroman and Catholic aversion.408 Laure’s narrative begins with the words: ‘I’m in
love with red. I dream in red. […] Red’s the color of passion, of joy. Red’s the color of all
the journeys which are interior, the color of the hidden flesh, of the depths and recesses
of the unconscious. Above all, red is the color of rage and violence.’409 This synesthetic
frame, focusing on the fusion of colour and subconscious activity, suggests also the
bodily and visceral connections that the colour red evokes. By opening the novel with
these words, Acker establishes the bodily parts and fluids evoked by the colour red –
viscera, blood, vaginal tissue, menstruation, and others – as central iconographical
elements of the novel. The color’s connotations are made explicit not only through its
connection with physical interiority, but also with passion and the unconscious, as well
as violence. Furthermore, as an ex-Classics student, Acker would have been aware that
‘[r]ed had, since the earliest times and in many cultures, heralded the divine’, according
to art historian John Gage.410 In highlighting red as the first visual symbol of the novel,
one that the narrator is ‘in love with’ and ‘dream[s] in’, Demonology establishes the
reimagining of the divine as a central concern from the outset. Specifically, these
passages reveal red as the framework of Demonology’s theological vocabulary,
foregrounding the body’s viscerality, unconscious desires and urges as sacred elements
which will be central to the novel’s conception of a queer female divine.
The next section employs a very close retelling of the opening section of Story of
a Little Girl, presented in italics as the writing of Acker’s version of Laure: ‘The child’s

Parts of Acker’s translation and reworking of Laure’s work are included in the Arcadia Books edition of
Acker’s Eurydice in the Underworld as ‘Translations of the Diaries of Laure the Schoolgirl (1983)’ (London:
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409 Kathy Acker, My Mother: Demonology (New York: Grove Press, 1993), p.7
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eyes pierce the night. I’m a sleepwalker trying to clear away the shadows, but when sound
asleep, kneel in front of their crucifix and Virgin. / Holy images cover every wall of my
parents’ house. / Their house had the immobility of a nightmare.’411 This passage turns
the home into an uncanny, literally un-homely space through the insistence on the
claustrophobic haunting the girl suffers from the Catholic iconography populating the
family house.412 The choice of icons is significant in itself: the ‘crucifix and Virgin’ being
respectively the central male and female icons of Catholicism, seem positioned here to
dictate Laure’s heteronormative upbringing. The girl’s distance from these role models
is evidenced by the use of the pronoun ‘their’ in front of ‘crucifix and Virgin’, thus
disassociating herself from these icons displayed by her parents. Laure’s sleepwalking
state suggestively connects her ‘kneeling’, her submission to the icons, as actually
subconscious, internalized rituality which is not necessarily indicative of acceptance or
devotion. However, the presence of these canonical icons of Christianity maintains an
uncanny hold on the girl, who is ‘sleepwalk[ing]’ but trying to ‘clear away the shadows’
towards a personal spiritual light.
In this case, the iconography and liturgical images of Christianity are called upon
to manifest Laure’s internalization of conflicts related to strict heteronormativity.
Unlike Tarantula, this appearance of the Virgin Mary is not directly modified. Instead,
Laure undergoes her own self-modification and self-exploration, as she searches for a
religiosity that does not conform to the models around her:
“Before I was born, I lived in Heaven. […] I owned a cap gun […] and minutely
examined my body. Then I entered a world in which, since God sees everything
that happens there, I had to become curious.”
God followed me into the basement. Though I was curious, He frightened me. I
decided that curiosity has to be more powerful than fear, and that I need
curiosity plus fear, for I’m going to journey through unknown, wonderful, and
ecstatic realms. If there is God, the coupling of curiosity and fear is the door to
the unknown.413
This passage, again a paraphrasis of Laure’s original writing, highlights the role of selfcuriosity in inspiring the religious experimentation of the novel: Laure describes her
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bodily self-examination as the opening of a new realm, an ‘unknown’.414 Here, bodily
exploration is also geographical exploration, and her knowledge of her own body the
key to opening pathways to spiritual revelation. While the passage is clear that Laure
acknowledges God’s existence, her description of God’s presence takes again the quality
of the uncanny – a voyeuristic, unwanted observer of her private, youthful selfexploration. This process is empowering for the girl, who understands this examination
as ‘the door to the unknown’.415 This passage significantly suggests that Laure’s
exploration is not aimed at reaching God, but in conquering her ‘fear’ of Him through
curiosity, which leads her to the ‘unknown’ of a personal spiritual/sexual journey. Thus,
Demonology’s divine imaginary is not aimed at a rediscovery or reclaiming of the
traditional God of Christianity, but at reimagining a different divinity through selfexploration, through the ‘ecstatic realms’ of her own body.
The novel’s third section, called ‘Clit City’, expands this exploration of the female
body – as the title suggests – by looking more closely at burgeoning female sexuality,
specifically lesbian desire, in the context of a boarding school for girls, where the
narrator (Acker’s fictional Laure) enrols. The film Suspiria, whose director Dario
Argento is directly acknowledged in the section’s dedication, inspires this setting and a
lot of the narrative of ‘Clit City’.416 This film, together with the queer desire narrated in
Thérèse and Isabelle, forms the citational backbone of this section; Georgina Colby
convincingly argues that Acker employs the technique of ekphrasis on these films, i.e.
the description of the films’ scenes and development, rather than ‘appropriating’ the
scripts.417 I argue that Acker plays with the images of the two films to exalt the
abjection and the divine potential of the lesbian body, and to blur the boundaries
between iconography, pornography, and horror.
During this section, Acker explicitly juxtaposes liturgy, lesbian eroticism and the
abject:
Inside the church.
Two young girls, Verax and Skunk, are tranquilly shitting into the holy-water
basins and then, as much as they can separate the two processes, pissing into
Ibid., p.11
Acker, Demonology, p.12
416 The section has a subtitle which reads: ‘dedicated to Dario Argento, of course’ (Acker, Demonology,
p.33)
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the ciboria. […] Verax uses a communion napkin soaked in the holy water to
wipe off her ass. […] Dragging the sacred suppository around in her asshole
while walking on top of the altar, Skunk now spurts it forth with bits of shit, so
that the altar breaks into pieces beneath her.
At last it is clear that the Church reels in its own shit and that every text is a
text of desire.418
This scene ‘per/verts’ the purity and sacredness of the Church space with the insertion
of the obscene, imagining the violent merging of the female body and its excretions with
Christian artifacts which form part of the Mass, the most essential part of Christian
liturgy. Through the contrast of abjected bodily functions such as excretion and the
sacred objects of Mass, Acker builds a strident yet climaxing collision between the ‘filth’
of the body and the ‘purity’ of the ritual. When the ‘altar breaks into pieces’ underneath
the girls, this almost chemical reaction signifies the fundamental incompatibility of the
two elements, and the girls’ actions forcing a ‘per/version’ of the Church space.
Interestingly, the name Verax is latin for ‘speaking the truth, truthful’, which allows the
scene a revelatory power.419 Indeed, the final sentence decrees not only a relationship
between the body and writing – the text is the body – but also between the abject
excrement, menstruation, and desire as holy. The emphasis on ‘every text’ stresses that
even sacred texts are actually about desire, or reveal desire.
Laure’s Story of a Little Girl contains a character called Verax, and some passages
of this scene seem reminiscent of Bataille’s Story of the Eye (1928), a Surrealist erotic
coming of age novel, where a similar scene occurs between the characters having sex in
a church with a priest, parodying the Eucharist rite using semen and urine.420 This
suggests not only the influence of these two Surrealists but Acker’s desire to overturn
the male perspective that characterizes Bataille’s work, and turning the male erotic
gaze into a female one. Like Loy, Acker is interested in divesting the avant-garde from
its male-centricity, and in exploring ways to create literary experimentation from the
female gaze. This ties in with Colby’s understanding of Acker as a post-war avantgardist, rather than a postmodernist author.421 Acker’s subversion of avant-garde erotic
Acker, Demonology, p.40 (emphasis original)
James Morwood (ed.), Pocket Oxford Latin Dictionary: Latin-English, 3rd edition, (Oxford: Oxford
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writing here employs a doubly female-centric perspective, by having not only the
looker (the narrator), but also the looked-upon, be women – thus effectively excluding
the male gaze.422
This scene in Demonology enacts an approximation between iconography and
pornography. According to Howie and Burgwinkle, both categories privilege images
that focus on the body’s capacity for endurance: analysing pornographic photography
which simulates religious rituals or role-play, they argue that these ‘call[] attention to
the fact that the roots of many perverse fantasies of enjoyment are found in religious
discourse but that that discourse must first be known and recognized in order to have
its full effect’.423 Here, Burgwinkle and Howie helpfully explain the nature of Acker’s
juxtaposition; her use of recognizable Catholic objects and settings in this obliquely
erotic, queer scene, exemplifies this dynamic, as it is necessary for Acker to include and
recognize the ‘discourse’ of Christianity, even as she is trying to ‘per/vert’ it, to use
Marcella Althaus-Reid’s formulation. Acker’s strategy of ‘per/version’ engages not only
the subversion of the male gaze but also the disruption of the boundaries between
purity and impurity, sexual and religious ritual.
Demonology focuses particularly on young girls’ sexual awakening(s) as told
through the setting of the boarding school. Here, too, Acker relies on Catholic signifiers
to designate lesbian eroticism as subversely spiritual. In ‘Clit City’, Laure temporarily
inhabits Acker’s rewriting of Thérèse and Isabelle, an erotic coming-of-age novel, then
made into a film, telling the story of two girls who fall in love with each other in
Paris.424 As the narrator befriends and falls in love with an Isabelle at her school, their
selves become tied together and indistinguishable, so that the narrator refers to both
herself and her lover as Isabelle.425 Their relationship develops not only in the school
setting, characterized by its strict Catholic codes of conduct, but also again in the space
of the Church: ‘[…] Isabelle and I arranged to meet alone in the church. […] I dug her
neck into my teeth. Then I nailed her hands against the floor. […] From now on her legs
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would always be spread open.’426 The wording used signals that this is their first sexual
encounter (‘from now on…’), and describes this encounter as iconography in the
making: Isabelle’s hands are ‘nailed’, recalling the Crucifix, and her legs ‘would always
be spread open’, indicating the immortalizing of this posture and scene into a fixed,
consecrated image. This passage, mirroring the earlier vision of Verax and Skunk,
frames the discovery of queer eroticism between two young girls as worthy of the
sacred space of the Church, which through their bodies is divested of the rigidity and
heteronormativity which governs, for example, the Catholic school the girls attend. This
strand of Demonology may be reminiscent of other queer coming-of-age novels such as
The Well of Loneliness by Radclyffe Hall, which uses Christian imagery extensively,
including an equivalence between Christ and protagonist Stephen Gordon, to narrate
and in some ways imagine queer desire.427 Unlike Loy, Acker explicitly foregrounds acts
of queer female creation, here manifested through the union of the two girls’ bodies, and
their selves, which signifies the capacity of the queer encounter to manifest an
immanent transcendence, turning the girls’ individual bodies into a single piece of
queer iconography.
Demonology’s queer female divine also foregrounds the body’s insides as it
experiments with the horror genre. Rewriting the scene of Pat’s murder from Argento’s
Suspiria, Acker writes:
Being Catholic, she [Francesca] crossed herself.
When, to test her safety, Francesca looked through the glass a second time,
she saw gigantic cat’s eyes looking at her and touched the bottom of the cross,
the cunt.
Then an arm moved through an open window […]
There is no memory of the words “I love you”, but there is of the hymen
being broken.
Francesca’s body hung from a long Tampax string attached to the bathroom
ceiling, all the way down to the luxurious tiled vestibule below. Her blood
streamed out of every part of her and made all of the apartment smell like
bleeding cunt.
A jagged piece of glass had cut her hymen, or identity, into two parts.428
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This scene mirrors the horror genre’s ‘focus on the woman’s body as the object of
fascination and desire, the site of repression and aggression, and, often, the locus
of evil and catastrophe’.429 This process is exaggerated by Acker’s description,
which exploits the gore of blood in a specifically gendered way, not only through
the detail of the Tampax string which strangles her neck, but her bleeding is
characterized specifically as vaginal bleeding. The menstrual imagery called upon
here, which significantly diverts from the Argento original, makes this an icon of
abjected femininity, rather than just a symbol of violence.430 This is reiterated by
the image of the ‘hymen’ sliced in half by glass: in Acker’s description this
constitutes a slicing of the self, too, a violation of women’s insides as they are
made ‘public’ during puberty. This could be read as a metaphor for rape, suggested
by the use of the passive tense (‘being broken’). This violation takes on religious
weight, by considering the implications of the description of ‘the cunt’ as ‘the
bottom of the cross.’ When making the sign of the cross, as is Christian custom, to
symbolize the Trinity, the ‘bottom’ would be the Son, i.e. Christ. This process, as I
will return to later in the chapter, begins to formulate Demonology’s answer to
Irigaray’s identification that ‘[t]here is no woman God, no female trinity: mother,
daughter, spirit. This paralyzes the infinite of becoming a woman […]’.431 By
superimposing the vagina as part of this Trinitarian sign, it replaces Christ as the
incarnation of the divine – thus beginning to reimagine the Trinity as female.
Having established this, Francesca’s rape, the rupture of her hymen, becomes an
act of heresy on the part of her assailant; a violation of the (queer female) divine
via an act symbolic of patriarchal control.
It is also significant that Acker changed the name of the character from Pat,
as in Suspiria, to Francesca: this, as I will show, is one of many references to
Dante’s Divine Comedy (1321) contained in Demonology. Francesca and her lover
Paolo are protagonists of the Canto V of the Inferno, where Dante encounters
sinners of lust. Paolo and Francesca have been assigned to this circle for having an
extramarital affair, as Francesca was married to Paolo’s brother, who murders
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them both when he discovers them together.432 Dante feels extreme compassion
for Paolo and Francesca, whose death he interprets as a tragedy borne out of true
love (‘Alas, how many sweet / thoughts, how much yearning led them to the /
grievous pass!’), but still places them in hell for their affair.433 In using Francesca,
Acker is creating parallels between the two stories: Demonology’s Francesca, like
Dante’s, was punished for her desire. In Acker’s text, however, Francesca’s murder
highlights the role of male control in this punishment, stressing that female bodies
and desires are subjects of their own demonology in a patriarchy – enacted in
Dante’s condemnation of Paolo and Francesca, despite his compassion. By cutting
her and attaching her to the Tampax string, the male figure in Demonology
condemns Francesca to death because of all of the abject that is flowing out of her.
In ‘Clit City’, Laure befriends a girl called Beatrice – a name which forms another
reference to Dante’s work, particularly the Divine Comedy, where Beatrice serves both
as spiritual guide and object of Dante’s desire. In Dante’s work, Beatrice, whose name
roughly translates to ‘the one who brings beatification/glory’, is not herself a goddess,
but a guide towards the vision of God, a symbol of purity and goodness, and is the
subject of countless iconographical works that depict her as such.434 Acker’s Beatrice,
rather than a divine intercessor, performs a reversal of the female muse/male creator
dichotomy similar to that by Mina Loy in Insel. Beatrice’s presence in Demonology is
part of its re-imagining of parts of the Christian cultural apparatus, including literary
language, and makes important additions to the creation of a queer female divine in
Acker’s work by becoming a vehicle of empowered, embodied spiritual vision.
Acker makes the connection with Dante explicit by saying that ‘Beatrice is the
name of the woman whom Dante desired, who changed the poet’s life, and whom he
never fucked.’435 This sentence may betray the parallels with the narrator’s own poetic
and sexual desire for Demonology’s Beatrice, whom she also never sleeps with. Beatrice
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is then said to have left the school under pressure from her boyfriend, Gallehault.436
Incidentally, Gallehault was a character in Arthurian legend who enables the affair
between Guinevere and Lancelot, invoked by Paolo and Francesca in the Canto V of the
Divine Comedy (‘Galeotto [Gallehault] was the book and he who wrote it’).437 In this
case, Acker’s rendition of Beatrice and Gallehault in Demonology outline the issue of
male control over women, which is expanded in the context of artistic representation.
In a long subsection of ‘Clit City’ entitled ‘Beatrice’s Story’, Beatrice become the
narrator, relating her father’s status as an important New York artist commissioned by
the Mayor to create a large portrait of the city.438 The artist/father decides to put
Beatrice at the center of his portrait, and more specifically, her suffering, because he
believes that ‘if I want to paint New York, I have to paint horror.’439 Horror, here, as in
the rest of Demonology, is strongly tied to girlhood – the horror of innocence, of newly
leaky bodies, of the threat of male violence. The presence of an artist/father in this
story is significant in itself, as it highlights the complicity between male representation
of women and patriarchal control: the artist ‘creates’ the woman according to his desire
and thus, controls her. This enacts a patriarchal cycle which, in Acker’s narrative, is
turned into a physical form of violence towards the woman/daughter figure. As in Loy’s
Insel, by giving us ‘Beatrice’s Story’ from her point of view, Acker here allows agency to
the female voice against such violence.
Indeed, the artist/father abuses his daughter Beatrice for the sake of his painting.
He declares that, ‘”To paint horror, I must violate both vision and my own child”’, thus
justifying his violence as means towards his art.440 In Beatrice’s words, to work on his
painting he enrols ‘[a] crowd of males, including him, [who] would stand around me.
They’d set my cunt on fire.’441 This scene casts Beatrice as Joan of Arc – in the fire of the
male gaze – whose vagina is targeted as the seat of her ‘abject’ desire. As this is taking
place, Beatrice remarks: ‘I saw my father looking at me. Father seeing every detail of my
face as if he owned it, me, without wanting to possess it, me. […] When my father
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recognized me, he didn’t try to free me.’442 This section puts a horrific spin on the idea
of art imitating life: in searching for realism, the artist/father enacts extreme violence
on his real daughter, and despite recognizing her, he chooses the ‘higher’ purpose of art
over his daughter’s wellbeing. It is significant, of course, that the artist/father
specifically designs to set his daughter’s ‘cunt’ on fire: the seat of her desires and, as so
far in Demonology, of her access to the divine, the vagina is punished for its
independent, queer spiritual reach. In conclusion, Acker references Beatrice and the
relative iconography to turn it into a symbol of the violence of male artistic
representation of women; particularly those depictions, like Dante’s original Beatrice,
that suppress female desire.
As in Loy’s depiction of Insel’s painting Die Irma, as seen in the previous chapter,
Acker turns the muse into a speaker, through that ‘appropriative’ method that ‘blast[s]
the notion of poetic creativity apart’.443 Diane Fare has argued that, in this scene,
Beatrice’s gaze is active, subverting the centrality of the male; while also questioning
whether her position as object of the man’s gaze is chosen, which Fare concludes is left
ambiguous.444 I argue instead that Acker transposes Beatrice into the contemporary
American art world, and thus radically changes her iconographical weight: placing
Beatrice at the helm of the narrative, she gains the agency to speak of the cruelty of the
male gaze, rather than being used to reflect the greatness of the male artist’s pursuit (cf
Dante). In these passages, Acker draws explicitly from martyrdom iconographies
through the reference to Joan of Arc: iconographies which rely on the body’s centrality
and the intensity of its feeling for emphatic connection with the viewer.445 In this case,
the martyr is both the subject and the speaker of the experience, creating a dynamic in
which the female muse is also the speaker.
A portion of the novel titled ‘Bush on Abortion’ (itself part of the chapter
‘Dreaming Politics’) re-situates Beatrice in the context of the early 1990s American
political context and discourses on reproductive rights. ‘Dreaming Politics’ first places a
fictionalised George Bush Sr. at the head of a group of Christian monks, despite being
murderous and corrupt.446 Further in the chapter, the storyline changes to a rewriting
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of the story of Beatrice Cenci (1577-1599), a young Roman woman who rebelled against
her father’s repeated violence by arranging to have him murdered, with the help of
other members of the family, including her stepmother.447 Acker might have become
aware of her story through the literature it inspired, including work by Stendhal,
Shelley, and Acker’s beloved Antonin Artaud.448 Acker’s text makes direct reference to
this story, turning her protagonist ‘B’ into Bush’s daughter/Beatrice Cenci: ‘She [B] told
her mother that she was afraid that her father was going to get her. […] “Mama, I’m not
talking about sex. He wants to shut me up in the Castle of Petrella, where nails slowly
descend through coffins […]’.449 Beatrice Cenci was imprisoned in the Castle of Petrella
by her father, who was worried about her potential marriage.450 This reference is
important to my argument: after evoking Dante’s Beatrice in ‘Clit City’, My Mother:
Demonology’s transition to another historical Beatrice clearly signals the importance to
Acker of this name – the same reason it was important to Dante, although for very
different literary goals. In Acker’s narrative, the two Beatrices achieve the ‘beatitude’ of
their name through their embodied rebellions. The two Beatrice references allow Acker
to redefine the idea of feminine holiness – in this case, Beatrice Cenci is symbolic of a
rebellion against the patriarchy, which, by metonymic and literary association, is
considered a sacred act.
The act of abortion becomes a question of spiritual liberation in ‘Dreaming
Politics’. Still in his role as head monk, betraying his intention to murder Beatrice, Bush
makes a speech directed to God:
“As soon as my daughter’s dead, she’ll be unburiable […] because the stink of
rebellion that is named menstrual blood never ever leaves skin, even that
which is dead. […] What I wish most is that my dead daughter becomes
pregnant.
“There will be no more abortions.

Gordon Campbell (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of the Renaissance (Oxford University Press, 2005), s.v.
‘Cenci, Beatrice’
<https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198601753.001.0001/acref9780198601753-e-776?rskey=BIHeoF&result=1> [accessed 09/10/2020]
448 For example, Shelley’s play The Cenci (1819), later adapted by Artaud (The Cenci, 1935). Acker’s love
for Artaud is well-documented (see Colby, Kathy Acker, pp.12-13), and a fictionalized version of his
character appears in Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996), analyzed in the next chapter.
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“[…] may my daughter have borne life only so that every minute she will be
confronted by every characteristic that she detests: herself.451
Bush’s speech is populated by visceral abjection towards the female body, specifically
that of his daughter, B[eatrice]. The insistence on the abortion/childbirth discourse is
significant: Bush’s character, in his role as religious leader, views forced childbirth as a
punishment for B[eatrice]. As Heather Latimer has described it, the issue of abortion is
inextricably tied to both language and politics in Acker’s work, especially in the context
of anti-abortion rhetoric in the backlash against feminism of the 1980s in North
America.452 Latimer’s analysis does not include Demonology, and does not consider the
implications that Acker’s writing on abortion has on the female divine. This passage
clearly establishes the political implications of such a statement: Bush’s assertion that
‘there will be no more abortions’ is of course a patriarchal imposition on the female
body, but also speaks to a clear association being made between abortion and
autonomy, rebellion, control over one’s body.453
This passage’s intertwining of Christianity, reproductive acts, politics and history
results in an interesting framework for B[eatrice]’s revenge plot. If abortion is outlined,
as Acker’s Bush does, as a symbol of female autonomy – so much so that he wants to ban
it – then B[eatrice]’s patricide with the help of her stepmother is a reclamation of
agency through the medium of abortion. The reclamation of abortion leads the way for
B[eatrice]’s own journey into the underworld (katabasis): ‘“The realms of Death, where
I’ve never been, have customs and laws that I don’t know. I don’t want to live where
Bush is leader so you who are unknown, Death if need be, please hold me.”’454 Here,
Death is evoked not only as a physical concept but also as a spatial referent: to refer to
Death as a realm, and capitalizing the word, signals the reference to the Underworld as a
space, and therefore B[eatrice]’s desire to enter it. This nod to katabasis further
conflates the two Beatrices’ storylines, linking B[eatrice]’s rebellion to Beatrice’s role as
guide of Paradise in the Divine Comedy. Turning the patricide/abortion binary into a
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catalyst for female spiritual journeying, Acker’s Beatrices manifest their own spiritual
vision, which is also a liberation of their bodies and agencies.
The spiritual vision of the Beatrices is part of Demonology’s larger
reconfiguration of Christian language in imagining an embodied queer divine. The
novel’s work in this respect culminates in this sentence: ‘In my dreams, the cunt was
triangular: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost’.455 Here, the identification of the female body as
divine is most explicit. The vagina is transposed as subsuming and embodying the
central ritual of ‘crossing’ oneself, which in Christianity symbolizes the Trinity.
However, by making the vagina its carrier, this ritual changes meaning: to cross oneself,
in this vaginal Trinity, would mean to enter oneself – to ‘minutely examine’ and
experience her own body, to masturbate. Acker’s phrase links the two via metaphorical
echoes based on morphology. This powerful analogy is subversive, exploiting the
visually immediate similarities between the two different triangulations of the pubic
bone and of the Christian Trinity. Acker’s wording also recalls the physical act of
crossing oneself that signs a rhombus-like shape around the face and shoulders, which
in turn resembles the shape of the vulva itself. The language used, then, suggests the
polymorphous image of an ever-shifting and multifarious materiality, which the vagina
embodies in its plurality, to use Irigaray’s term. Moreover, this image is made clearly
part of the narrator’s vision of queer spirituality as it is framed as her ‘dreams’, or
personal vision of her queer religious experience. Indeed, the triangular shape
imagined also carries specific LGBTQ connotations, in the reclamation of the pink
triangle – originally symbolizing the Nazi persecution of the LGBTQ community, and
since reclaimed by LGBTQ groups as a symbol of liberation.456 Through this implied
reference, Acker constructs this iconography of the vulva as a specifically queer one, as
well as one of liberation.
The implications of Acker’s mention of the Trinity in this particular comparison
are complex, from a feminist theological perspective: indeed, the issue of the Trinity is
one of the most debated in recent feminist theology, as I outlined in Chapter 1. While
some theologians argue that the Christian Trinity is emblematic of the exclusion of
women from Christianity, others, like Janet Martin Soskice or Marcella Althaus-Reid,
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argue instead that the Trinity holds within it a plurality which can be seen as
challenging monolithic understandings of the gender of God.457 Acker’s use of the
Trinity is situated somewhere in between these different stances: the strength of her
comparison relies on the very androcentrism that the Trinity has been written as
upholding; however, her association of the Trinity with the image of the vagina disrupts
this tradition and ‘queers’ it, so that the Trinity is turned into a mockery of the very
androcentrism it signifies. Indeed, Acker’s iconography of a vulval trinity aligns with
Althaus-Reid’s reading of Irigaray’s philosophy of the plural female body as a space
‘where a new holy Trinity of clitoris and two lips can be enjoyed and theologised’.458 I
believe that Acker’s Demonology imagines exactly such a theological/literary space, and
her embodied Trinity is a clear example of her work’s expansion of contemporary
feminist and queer theological debates.
In conclusion, Acker’s Tarantula and Demonology reimagine select aspects of
Christian iconography, as well as different literary referents and generic tropes, to
create a queer abject female divine. While Tarantula works on the icon of the Virgin
Mary through a countercultural, erotic lens, queering her through the performance of
drag, Demonology focuses on the formative sexual experiences of lesbian bodies and
identifies those as containing within them the manifestation of a divine. As Demonology
begins to show, the vagina is itself a central iconographical focus for Acker; in the next
chapter, I will show that it becomes the guiding spiritual force behind her last novel,
Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996).
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Chapter 4: The Queer Divine in Kathy Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates
The last of Acker’s novels to be published during her lifetime, Pussy, King of the Pirates
(1996) imagines the collapse of the patriarchy, the beginning of a new era, and with it, a
new cultural and spiritual consciousness. Pussy develops the argument outlined so far in
this thesis: like Mina Loy’s work, it identifies an embodied female divine, which
significantly differs from Loy’s conception in its exploration of the divinity of lesbian
desire, following Demonology. Indeed, Pussy may be Acker’s most explicitly queer text,
foregrounding relationships between women as forging new spiritual paths, and
queerness as the means of discovering and creating new expressive and spiritual
worlds. As in the previous chapter, I use the term queer to designate Acker’s
polymorphously sexual characters, whose queerness, in Pussy, is established foremost
through lesbian encounters or desires. While thus far I have read Acker as working
largely with the Christian vocabulary, Pussy re-imagines a variety of other religious
languages including Kabbalah, Haitian Voodoo, Hinduism, the Tarot and Yoruba,
alongside Christianity. I will thus argue that by mixing together and ‘pirating’ these
diverse religious languages, Pussy builds a dynamic conception of the queer female
divine around the figure of the female pirate. Specifically, this chapter builds on my
thesis claims so far by looking at the use of the vagina as queer iconography and
cosmogony, in an origin story emerging via the piracy or appropriation of many
religious languages.
In order to do this, I will refer to the published text of Pussy alongside Acker’s
draft notebooks, held at the Kathy Acker Papers, Rubenstein Library at Duke
University.459 These notebooks show a recurrent interest in the language of heterodox
religious systems, allowing me to demonstrate for the first time Acker’s strategy of
weaving together diverse religious languages and creating her own queer spiritual
vocabulary out of their manipulation. While I agree with scholars Georgina Colby and
Alex Houen, who view Pussy as both referencing and creating mythology, their studies
limit themselves to reading the role of classical mythology (Ovid in Colby, the myth of
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Ariadne in Houen), without considering the influence of diverse world religions and
mystical belief systems on Acker’s work.460 I seek to address this gap in Acker
scholarship by analysing her creation of a queer female divine through the ‘religious
piracy’ of a diverse set of religious languages. With the terms ‘religious piracy’ I wish to
designate Acker’s personal approach to religious syncretism, a term with a fraught
history in theology: instead of implying a ‘hierarchy’ of religions, or that any religion is
‘purer’ than others, Acker exalts the inherent syncretism, or hybrid nature, of the
doctrines used by placing them alongside one another.461 ‘Religious piracy’ also denotes
Acker’s characteristic appropriative approach towards the many religious languages
which appear in the text. The protagonist O’s name is itself a synthesis of the novel’s
many points of reference, ranging from the Greek narratives of Orpheus and Odysseus,
to O from Pauline Réage’s erotic novel Story of O (1954). The juxtaposition of these
references combines the epic myth of the nostos (Odysseus) and of katabasis (Orpheus),
with the explicitness of Story of O’s rebellion towards 20th century Catholic France. By
connecting all of these suggestions through the character of O, the pirate girls’ journey
becomes a queer reinterpretation of these mythologies and narratives.
The novel starts with O and Ange, two girls living in a post-apocalyptic,
destroyed and deserted Alexandria, Egypt, who decide to abandon their work in a
brothel and escape to Europe. While Europe is also “dead”, they seek to “steal from it”,
turning to piracy.462 By showing a destroyed Alexandria, Acker represents the ruins of
the former seat of classical culture, as well as of multiple religious influences, from
Greek to Jewish to Christian, with the likelihood that St. Mark founded a Church there.463
It may also be used as a reference to the notorious murder of Hypatia of Alexandria, the
Neoplatonist philosopher murdered by early Christian devotees in Alexandria.464
Therefore, the choice to start the novel in this environment signals a reclamation of
women’s spiritual roles towards the beginning of a new religious era. The girls’ journey
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to a ‘dead’ Europe symbolizes feminist piracy: the marginal female subject returns to
undermine the primacy of European cultural, political and religious authority. By
scouring the corpse of Ange’s mother, the two girls find the key to a box containing a
treasure map. In their journey towards treasure, they join Silver, Bad Dog, Black Mary,
and Pussycat, whom they meet in Brighton, UK.465 Together, the pirate girls sail towards
the treasure, and their journey is rife with both conflict and desire for one another. Once
they reach an island called Pas Sang Rouge, also known as Pirate Island, the group splits,
and O and Ange alone take from the heap of treasure they find. As I will show, O’s
journey as the principal narrator of the novel culminates in acts of queer creation on the
island of Pas Sang Rouge, where she self-identifies as a queer God-figure.
The narrative holds queer theory and spiritual languages in close connection.
The girl pirates’ journey is framed as an epic, in the nostos trope, where the home is the
physical native land of the vagina and vulva. As I will show, the pirate girls’ journey
seeks to recover the vagina from patriarchal suppression, and to inhabit it as a sexual
and spiritual space. This, of course, is foregrounded in the title (and character) of Pussy,
making the vagina the central iconography of the novel. In focusing on the spiritual
power of the female body and its eroticism, Acker’s work more broadly and Pussy in
particular seem to be in conversation with contemporary queer feminist work on the
image of the ‘Sacred Whore’, in Loraine Hutchins’ terms.466 In her words, ‘[t]he Sacred
Whore, as we know her, originated during the second wave of feminism during the
Seventies. She was imagined as an archetype evocative of ancient times when Erotic
Priestesses plied their sexual healing arts in temples dedicated to female deities’.467 As
such, Acker is also participating in a literary discourse in 20th century women’s writing,
including Loy’s, which reimagines a divine in the feminine focused on the body: in
contemporary American literature, this includes queer women’s writing, such as Audre
Lorde’s Zami (1982) and Adrienne Rich’s poetry and essays, as well as feminist poetry
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by Alice Notley, among others.468 While this is not a lineage that Acker is usually
considered part of, this chapter will show her significant contribution to a spiritual
revisionist strand of American women’s writing of the time.
The exaltation of the vagina as a divine centre is also an important point of
conversation between Acker’s work and feminist theory/theology. Once again, Acker’s
work bears the influence of Luce Irigaray’s, and her marking the vagina as a space of
plurality: ‘Woman “touches herself” all the time, and moreover no one can forbid her to
do so, for her genitals are formed of two lips in continuous contact. Thus, within herself,
she is already two – but not divisible into one(s) – that caress each other.’469 In ‘Divine
Women’, she explicitly looks to the female body as a site of divine potential: ‘[a]s long as
woman lacks a divine made in her image she cannot establish her subjectivity or achieve
a goal of her own. […] Women have rarely used their beauty as a weapon for themselves,
even more rarely as a spiritual weapon. The body’s splendor has rarely been used as a
lever to advance self-love, self-fulfillment.’470 Pussy’s focus on recuperating the body’s
centrality and figuring a language of queer female divinity centred on the vagina
expands Irigaray’s observation into literary experimentation.
Indeed, Marcella Althaus-Reid is the only scholar to have spoken in some depth
about the theological aspects and possible hermeneutics of Acker’s work. In The Queer
God (2003), she reads Acker’s Empire of the Senseless (1988) through the lens of the
biblical story of the Sodomites (Genesis 19) and the writing of de Sade.471 Althaus-Reid’s
approach in this text is significant to my work in this chapter, despite focusing on a
different text, as she identifies Acker’s novel as ‘so deeply located in transgressive
understandings of life and God.’472 In another essay, Althaus-Reid speaks specifically of
Pussy demonstrating Acker’s work on ideas useful for the future of feminist theology.473
According to Althaus-Reid, Pussy’s narrative aligns closely to the strategies of feminist
theology and its focus on the female body, in that O ‘achieves the glory of becoming
herself […] by allowing a strategy of re-positioning desires.’474 While I agree with this
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formulation and agree that the parallels between some feminist theology, including
Althaus-Reid’s own work, and Acker’s writing should be highlighted, my chapter
expands on her discussion significantly. I will show that Acker makes a poly-vocal use of
theological language in Pussy – which goes beyond the Christian and Euro-centric
context in which Althaus-Reid places her work – and that Pussy specifically frames the
lesbian body as a source and destination for women’s spiritual liberation.
In this sense, Acker’s work seems to align with feminist theologians working in
Goddess feminism contemporary to Acker, to recuperate ‘marginal’ religious languages
as conducive to female divination, for celebrating the earth and the female body’s
connection with it.475 However, I believe the most productive lens through which to
read Acker’s theological imagining is queer theology, which relates most closely to
Acker’s reimagining of a queer divine: Marcella Althaus-Reid and Carter Heyward, for
example, were at the same time working on queering Christianity, understanding God
and Jesus respectively as inherently queer figures.476 Acker’s work adds significantly to
these discussions by extracting from her fictional universe a language of the queer
female divine. As is customary for Acker, the way to newness is through the breaking
down of the old: as I will show, Acker turns many existing religious icons and languages
into fragments to be completely recast, queered, parodied and sometimes subverted,
becoming the language of the girl pirates’ new order.
1. Pussy in the archive: religious piracy in the Kathy Acker Papers
The religious piracy at work in Pussy is the result of Acker’s work in the drafting stages,
whose intricacies are often obscured in the published text. The Kathy Acker Papers, in
the Rubenstein Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Duke University, NC, holds an
impressive collection of notebooks, annotated typescripts, artwork and other material
related to Acker’s composition of Pussy. This evidences not just her tireless work of selfediting, but the breadth of material that she produced and then had to condense into the
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text.477 One particular page from the Pussy notebooks can help illuminate her desire to
merge diverse religious languages into one pirate system, and specifically the
importance of the Tarot to Acker’s spiritual vocabulary:

Image: Kathy Acker, ‘Pussy, King of the Pirates: Escape’, Box 11 Folder 7, Kathy Acker Papers, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book &
Manuscript Library, Duke University, p.31.

This mind map delineates with impressive detail the connections that Acker was
seeking to make between different heterodox spiritual languages in Pussy.478 While
there are other examples of similar maps to be found in other notebooks related to the
composition of Pussy, this one is particularly significant for the breadth of different
religious languages considered. These include: Yoruba, Haitian Voodoo, Kabbalah,
Hinduism and Tarot. The map can also be related to another piece which Acker had
explicitly titled ‘Voodoo-Tarot Correspondences’ and shaped like the Kabbalah sefirot
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Tree of Life.479 However, this map is undated, and not clearly associated with the
writing of any specific text.480 The two maps together show Acker’s attempts to find
correspondences between various religious languages and the Tarot, which, as these
maps attest, was in itself a spiritual language for Acker. Her archive shows her deep
engagement not only with Tarot imagery but with astrology, closely related to Tarot in
their shared imagery and symbolism, as a means to spiritual knowledge.481 For example,
Acker was interested in the symbolism of astrological natal charts, so that charts not
only of herself and close friends, but of subjects of her interviews or reviews (for
example, J.G. Ballard and Mel B), appear in her archive.482
Acker’s map forms part of her process to understand the Tarot itself as a
spiritual language. Her map arranges concepts in ‘tiers’ which reference, however nonlinearly, the Christian cardinal virtues that Antoine Court de Gébelin, one of the first
thinkers to connect Tarot cards and spirituality, associated with the cards: justice,
strength, prudence and temperance.483 Indeed, Acker’s map is laid out in six different
lines: each line mixes the four emblems of the Minor Arcana (the deck considered to
refer to ‘minor’ human issues) – Swords, Cups, Wands and Pentacles.484 Each line
connects different cards (‘3 swords’, ‘5 wands’, etc) and associates each to concepts
from various heterodox religious languages.
The map also makes several connections between the Minor Arcana and
Kabbalah terminology: this can be explained by the existence of a cabalistic-Tarot.485
For example, Acker aligns the Two of Cups card, which traditionally depicts a man and a
woman looking at each other and exchanging cups, with the Kabbalistic concept of
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Chokhmah (also spelt Hokhmah), meaning Wisdom.486 The idea of Chokhmah contains
that of haskel, denoting divine understanding which is enacted at creation.487
Interestingly, the card is usually associated with the concepts of attraction, a ‘nurturing
and inspired love’, which Acker seems to be linking to the idea of the Kabbalistic
Wisdom – leading to a connection, present in many of Acker’s works, between sexuality
and creation.488 The fact that Pussy is a text that celebrates queer desire makes this
connection more explicitly between queer sexuality and creation, thus placing ‘divine
understanding’ as part of queer sexuality. As I will show, this forms a crucial part of
Pussy’s queer female divine, which uses sex as key towards revelation.
Acker’s map also draws from Yoruba, Hinduism and Haitian Vodou traditions,
which are less commonly associated with the Tarot. Acker’s library, as partially
displayed during a recent exhibition of her work at the ICA, London, shows that she
owned books not only on the practice of Tarot, but also specifically on the New Orleans
Voodoo Tarot, on Hinduism, as well as Zora Neale Hurston’s writings on Haitian
Voodoo.489 Evidencing her research in the area, these texts – displayed in the same
vitrine at the exhibition – demonstrate Acker’s efforts to connect the Tarot with these
religious languages, and thus understand the Tarot as a spiritual language in its own
right. It also evidences Acker’s engagement with contemporary women’s writing which
recovers religions such as Haitian Vodou and Yoruba, such as Hurston’s, placing Acker
in this lineage of women writers searching for the spirituality of the female body
through diverse religious vocabularies.
The presence of Hinduism in the notebook map lies in the repeated mention of
the concept of ‘karma’, which describes a system of cause and effect for human actions
resulting in ‘cosmic justice’, appearing multiple times in association with different
concepts from other religious languages.490 Haitian Vodou is particularly prominent,
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which may be explained by the fact that Acker visited Haiti, which inspired her work
Kathy Goes to Haiti (1978). This is significant because, particularly in the case of Haitian
Vodou, she has chosen to focus on highly syncretic discourses, which combine
influences not only of African and Creole traditions but also of Christian iconography,
which entered Haiti through its French colonizers.491 This highlights Acker’s interest in
mixing cultural and religious languages from the centre and the margins, as well as in
critiquing the power relations therein.
For instance, the Two of Cups/Chokmah line in the map includes an additional
link to the Three of Wands card. This card, traditionally depicting a man looking out
onto the sea standing next to three wands, is normally interpreted as signalling the
success of a journey or new endeavour.492 Acker associates the card with the words
‘Ghedeh’ and ‘La Flambeau’, both references to the Haitian Vodou vocabulary: ‘Ghedeh’
refers to the guardian spirit of the dead, while ‘La Flambeau’ is most likely a reference to
Erzulie la Flambeau (Erzulie of the Torch), a spirit related to Erzulie Freda Dahomey,
spirit of love in Haitian Vodou.493 A further connection is made between the card and
the concept of Binah in the Kabbalah, meaning ‘intelligence’ or understanding.494 These
seemingly disparate concepts are thus all related through the Three of Wands card:
love, death, and understanding are connected under the card’s symbolism. This signals
Acker’s conception of love and death as connected, evidenced in her interest in the myth
of Orpheus and Eurydice, as well as the many origin myths that Acker includes in Pussy,
which I explore further in the chapter.
The starting point of the map is the first line: ‘4 cups Obatala’. From this line, the
rest appear as a downward list connected through arrows. This suggests that the first
line is the top of a hierarchy. This is supported by the spiritual references contained in
the line: Obatala, in Yoruba religions, is the creator of humanity.495 The traditional
legend surrounding Obatala’s creation might have been particularly interesting to
Acker: as Obatala seemed drunk during the creation, his wife Oduduwa completed
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creation in his place, usurping Obatala’s power.496 This would have been important to
Acker for two reasons: firstly, the idea that Creation took place through a ‘usurping’ of
the god’s power plays interestingly into Acker’s poetics of appropriation and piracy, as
well as her interest in subversion in a wider cultural sense. Secondly, and crucially, the
fact that this was done by a woman makes the story all the more important in terms of
Pussy’s establishment of a female divine. The woman’s ‘usurping’ of a male divinity’s
power is exactly the kind of act of rebellion that would engender the subversion of the
patriarchal religious order, and that could bring about, as O and Ange desire, the
beginning of a new world.
Significantly, then, at the top of Acker’s spiritual mind map is an act of subversive
creation, wherein a woman is direct agent of ‘spiritual piracy’. In this case, the
connection of the Obatala/Oduduwa myth to the Tarot Four of Cups card is inherently
twofold: Acker’s wording (‘4 cups’) also suggests a reference to the four cups of wine
which are drunk at Passover, the Jewish holiday celebrating the liberation from slavery
of the Jewish people by God.497 Acker thus seems to be connecting the gendered
subversion of the Obatala creation story with liberation, which is significant if related to
the novel’s focus on piracy as a spiritual mode: piracy is itself a form of wandering, and
the liberating connotations of the Jewish Passover thus also transfer to piracy in the
context of Pussy. Indeed, the novel frames the journey itself, whether it is through the
pirates’ own bodies or through the ocean, as integral part of the spiritual liberation of
the pirate girls.
These connections are evidence of Acker’s interest in creating links between
different heterodox spiritual languages, icons and concepts, which elude canonical
Christian discourse. Significantly, Acker’s desire to integrate the Kabbalah with these
other languages might express her desire to connect with her own Jewish heritage.498
The choice of Kabbalistic language is significant, as it forms part of Judaism’s esoteric
mystical approaches, rather than its orthodox teachings. Acker would thus be
positioning herself at the margins of her Jewish cultural tradition, to understand its
mysteries by references to other ‘liminal’ spiritual narratives. Thus, the spiritual
Harold Scheub, ‘Obatala is Tempted with Palm Wine’, in A Dictionary of African Mythology: The
Mythmaker as Storyteller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) p.196; Scheub, ‘Oduduwa, Locked in the
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references contained in the map become part of Acker’s wider poetics of the margins, by
creating a spiritual hierarchy that lies outside the dominant – and, as Pussy will argue,
obsolete – Christianity.
This map, in its diverse religious references, shows not only that Acker took an
active interest in heterodox, Eastern, and mystical forms of spirituality and languages,
but that she was working these interests into her narrative for Pussy, King of the Pirates.
The map comes in the middle of a section on Ange and O’s shelter in the basement of
what used to be their brothel after they burnt it down. This placement suggests that
Acker associated this break-down of systems – the brothel symbolising the
monetization and oppression of female pleasure – with the necessity for spiritual
renewal.499 Thus, the map evidences Acker’s process to work out a new spiritual
language for the pirate girls, and simultaneously her attempts to formulate a spiritual
ancestry for them – a heritage that does not centre on Christianity. The result of these
piratic experiments in the notebooks are shown, for example, in an early passage of the
published text in which one of the pirate girls invokes: ‘our cunts, O Legba, Eleggua La
Flambeau, La Sirène, O Legba You Who Are Truly Us, our cunts are made from the sun
and out of rubies.’500 La Sirène, a water deity in Yoruba and Vodou (also known as
Mami-Wata), is also mentioned in Acker’s map; while Legba and Eleggua, while not
directly mentioned in the map, are Vodou and Yoruba spirits respectively. Legba’s role
is particularly significant, as his role is to interpret and provide a passage to the loas;
and the ‘protector of the barrier separating humans from the spirits’.501 Acker explicitly
connects him with ‘the cunt’, framing the vagina itself as the ‘entrance’ into divinity.
This passage shows the pirate girls actively acknowledging Vodou and Yoruba
traditions as their spiritual ancestry, and showing their direct bearing on the spiritual
significance of their bodies.
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2. ‘We Spray Over Everything’: Religious Piracy and the Queer Divine
On a first reading, the published text of Pussy might seem a straightforward narrative of
overcoming Christianity. O, chief narrator and protagonist, states towards the end of the
novel that Christian society was ‘in the middle of its dying’.502 This is brought about, in
Pussy, by the work of the Punk Boys, led by a fictionalized Antonin Artaud, who inspire
the pirate girls to challenge the Christian theological system.503 Artaud is mythologized
by Acker through the moniker ‘Our Toad’ – which highlights Artaud’s and Acker’s
shared interest in the visceral, slimy and dirty, as well as Acker’s sense of humour.504
The novel places Artaud/Our Toad in a privileged position as the first character to
speak (though through O’s perspective and within her narrative), and he is framed as a
kind of spiritual leader, whose role is pivotal in creating the spiritual legacy that the
pirate girls eventually embrace. Through the figure of Artaud, Acker begins to construct
a lineage of literary and spiritual disobedience, which her characters embody.
In his opening narrative, Artaud defines his hope in ‘the possibility of a new
paganism’: ‘the possibility that this society in which human identity depends upon
possessing rather than on being possessed, that this society in which I’m living, might
change.’505 Given its position in the novel, Artaud’s desire to define a ‘new paganism’
becomes its guiding spiritual principle. This involves building a society centred on
‘being possessed’: this terminology, which describes a physical sensation of abandon
common to both sexual and mystical narratives, suggests a shared teleology between
these two realms, connected in the spiritual practice of Artaud’s new paganism. By
privileging ‘being possessed’ to ‘possessing’, Artaud poses a critique to capitalism,
offering the corporeality of his ‘new paganism’ as a direct alternative to it. He describes
his ‘new paganism’ through reference to the Tarot card of the Hanged Man, in its
‘reverent contemplativeness […] the act of turning inside out, reversing, traveling the
road into the land of the dead while being and remaining alive’.506 This Tarot card is
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thus seen as symbolic of katabasis, the journey into the netherworld, the ‘land of the
dead’. Significantly, katabasis is also described as a ‘turning inside out’, an
exteriorization of the interior, an exposure of visceral embodiment. The body’s
centrality to the pirate girls’ spiritual journey is thus established from the beginning: in
order to seek the ‘new paganism’ which challenges the centrality of Christian/capitalist
systems, the girl pirates will have to turn their body inside out, to explore their insides
as if they were outsides, and thus open themselves up like landscape.
As I will show, Acker’s conception of a ‘new paganism’ entails the recovery of the
vagina as the site of salvific spiritual experience.507 While ‘paganism’ is sometimes used
as a pejorative term, designating religions thought of as ‘primitive’, Acker’s use of the
word is far removed from this rather colonial usage.508 We can see Pussy envisioning a
queer paganism: queer in its deliberate privileging of lesbian desire as spiritual process,
and pagan in the creation of a non-institutionalised, body-focused spiritual language
which surpasses the decay of institutionalised Christianity, which the novel
foregrounds. This is a personal understanding of ‘paganism’ which should not be
understood as strictly referring to a pre-Christian spirituality, but rather as a wider
conception of a polymorphous and body-focused divine praxis.
O’s statement that Christianity was ‘in the middle of its dying’ introduces the
narrative’s impetus towards creating a new world, abandoning that in which
Christianity and patriarchy are seen as twinned oppressive discourses.509 However, the
statement’s focus on Christianity does not adequately encapsulate Acker’s approach in
doing this, as it suggests an outright rejection of Christianity. By mixing Christian icons
and doctrines with mystical, extra-European spiritual languages, Pussy’s pastiche forms
an aesthetic of religious piracy.510 Indeed, the pirate girls’ origin story involves a parody
of Christianity: O and Ange begin their journey of liberation when O tells Ange a story
about St. Gall Bladder, fictional itinerant saint presumably based on the real 6th century
Catholic saint St. Gall.511 Acker’s parody of this saint is clear in her manipulation of his
name, which ‘lowers’ sainthood into the viscera of the body. Indeed, in O’s story St. Gall
Bladder meets Ange and other sex workers in a forest, and tells them to “be true to the
Acker, Pussy, p.16
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earth”, and the girls begin having sex with him.512 After this exchange O says that ‘St.
Gall Bladder became the messenger of revolution and the women set the brothel on
fire.’513 Thus, the encounter with this parodied version of a Catholic saint convinces the
girls to quite literally set fire to the heteronormative limitations imposed on their
sexualities/selves. This does not mean that sex work is condemned by Acker – on the
contrary, Acker recurrently dramatizes her own experience in sex work, as I briefly
discussed in Chapter 3; however, Pussy seems to place emphasis on the brothel as a
symbol of heteronormative sexuality. As was the case with the ‘black leather Virgin
Mary’ in The Black Tarantula, Acker’s experimentation with spiritual language in the
feminine gender starts with the breaking down of Catholic iconography and
hagiography, in order to queer it.
The girl pirates, briefly led by King Pussycat in their journey, develop a language
and a liturgy for their spiritual journey, as they bring forward ‘the reign of girl piracy’.514
As a call to arms, Pussy declares that ‘[o]nly a fool will now attempt to stop us girls. To
halt our ecstatic singing. The death of reason isn’t blackness, but another kind of
light.’515 This statement of intent reveals the understanding of piracy as a kind of
liturgical practice, which involves ‘ecstatic singing’, as well as a new understanding of
rationality. This is something Acker has long searched for in her writing, as
demonstrated in her essays in Bodies of Work.516 The pirate girls thus come to represent
a spiritual force, arriving at the ‘death of reason’ and capable of projecting a ‘black light’,
a renewed form of epistemology, not rooted in rationality but in the girls’ spiritual
imagination. Acker’s rejection of rationality as a phallocentric concept is shared by
feminist philosophers of religion such as Pamela Sue Anderson: her work finds the use
of rationality as basis for theological thought inherently exclusionary of women, who
are seen as ‘irrational’, and seeks to redress this exclusion by using a ‘feminist
standpoint epistemology’ which works to change the dynamics of the rational in order
Acker, Pussy, p. 43
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to include women.517 These similarities show Acker’s investment in recalibrating a
religious language that is inclusive of women and of female bodies in particular. Acker’s
search for a language that can recover the body from ‘the sign of Descartes [… which] is
also the sign of patriarchy’, referring to Descartes’ privileging of thought in splitting
mind and body, is meaningfully exerted through her spiritual experimentalism in
Pussy.518 This position is clarified by the fact that the novel continually frames the body,
depicted in its ‘abject’ reality, as the goal and the means towards this spirituality.
Part of the pirate girls’ reclamation of their bodies is expressed through the
glorification of their sexualities. The queer desire that defines the journey of the pirate
girls is in itself revolutionary, as a reclamation of female desire following work in a
brothel for men, which forms most of the girls’ pre-pirating backgrounds. As the brothel,
according to Marjorie Worthington, is one of the places ‘where women’s bodies become
the territory for a male-ruled regime’, the privileging not only of a sexuality outside the
brothel, but that rejects the heterosexual male role entirely, reclaims an exclusively
female pleasure.519 The lesbian relationships formed on the pirate ship are explicitly
depicted as breaking new epistemological spiritual ground. O describes her brief affair
with Pussycat in these terms:
By fucking each other, Pussycat and I travelled to the edge of a territory
that was unknown and, perhaps, unknowable. Into territories whose
existences I had never experienced before Pussycat touched me, yet
somehow I had suspected.520
O’s description frames her relationship with Pussycat almost as a pirating mission,
discovering and exploring new ‘territories’ on each other’s bodies. In this case the
means of exploration is explicitly designated as ‘fucking each other’, thus making their
queer sexuality the means of discovery and reinvention, not just of themselves but of
the ‘territory’ of knowledge that they had deemed possible to attain. In this, Acker
seems to echo Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of ‘deterritorialization’, understood as the
process of removal of cultural and social entities from their territory, which is not
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necessarily a physical territory but a cultural system.521 Here, Acker is suggesting that
the girls’ own bodies, ‘deterritorialized’ from themselves by patriarchal oppression, can
be ‘reterritorialized’, i.e. reclaimed and reassembled in a new way, through their
queerness.522 The understanding of their own bodies as territories connects
meaningfully with O’s aforementioned description, which happens later in the novel, of
Pas Sang Rouge as a vaginal landscape – thus understanding piracy as essentially a
bodily exploration.
The queer sexual framework in which Pussy’s spirituality is formed is expressed
in what is quite explicitly a liturgical format, through the appearance of various pirate
prayers that the girls chant at different points of the text. The very presence of these
prayers confirms the structural attempt by Acker to create a spiritual language for the
pirate girls, and for the text to form a sort of liturgy from the standpoint of the queer
pirate girls. I will focus on one prayer which is particularly significant to my argument.
In this instance, in a marked difference from traditional prayer, which is addressed from
a devotee to a god, the girls come up with a self-prayer:
Evening prayer
We spray over everything
Our kind of coming will never stop
Just like Jesus Christ comes in our cunts.523
The girls’ is first and foremost a prayer to themselves, an act of self-worship, celebrating
the very incarnate essence of their spirituality. The prayer, much like the environment
of Pas Sang Rouge, centres on the body’s ‘continual ecstasy’ as its focal point. It also,
crucially, celebrates their ‘spraying’, which, like the waves, embraces everything and is
never-ending: this formulation confirms Acker’s interest in Luce Irigaray’s definition of
female desire as fluid, multifarious and not easily categorizable.524 The final
blasphemous appearance of this sexuate Jesus in the prayer points simultaneously to
the debasement of his authority and to the pirate girls’ attempt to ‘claim’ that centrality
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he occupied as their own: while sexualizing Jesus, the girls join him in that sexualization,
and the locution ‘just as’ explicitly puts the two on the same level. The prayer thus once
again shows the girls’ ‘pirating’ process of established religions, in its taking apart and
replacement of existing icons with reworked, eroticised repositionings of those figures.

3. Going Down: Pussy, King of the Pirates as a Queer Cosmogony and
Theogony
One of the most recurrent religious vocabularies in the novel is that of Hinduism, which
forms a significant part of the girls’ spiritual ‘ancestry’. The use of Hinduism in Pussy is
complex, and takes different forms from the archival notebooks to the published text.
Acker’s interest in it, however, is easily understood by looking at the aspects of Hindu
mythology that Acker draws on most frequently in the published text. As Wendy
Doniger explains, Hinduism exists at a paradoxical meeting point between polytheism
and monotheism: while many Gods make up the Hindu pantheon, and all are
worshipped individually, various Hindu texts such as the Upanishads understand the
concept of divinity as an unsolvable oneness, which Doniger terms ‘Upanishadic
monism’, the belief that ‘all living things are elements of a single, universal being’, often
termed brahman.525 This unresolved ambiguity makes Hinduism an interesting point of
reference, for Acker, as the multiple gods worshipped retain their equality in the
pantheon.526 This emphasis on plurality connects with Acker’s wider work on the
female divine, and her work’s ‘queering’ of the Christian Trinity which emphasises its
possible pluralities, as outlined in Chapter 3.527 Therefore, by focusing on Hinduism,
Acker seeks to find alternatives to the idea of single, male divinity.
Furthermore, Acker would have been interested in the polymorphous nature of
the Hindu gods, who take different forms in different myths – particularly Shiva, whom
Acker refers to at multiple points in the notebooks and the published text, in origin
stories which I will analyse later in the chapter.528 This metamorphic nature fits nicely
with Acker’s emphasis on fluid transformation in relation to the pirate girls’ identities
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and sexualities, which, as I will show, forms one of the key characteristics of her
spiritual vocabulary – influenced by the work of Luce Irigaray. Finally, the
anthropomorphized nature of the Hindu gods and their sharing of human flaws is
another point of conjunction with Acker’s writing, as the sexuate nature of some Hindu
myths lends itself well to her work, and another point of departure from Christianity.529
For example, Acker references the spilling of semen at the creation of the world, as part
of her writing the origin story of the old world, the patriarchal world: this is a reference
to one prominent cosmogony myth in the book The Laws of Manu, an ancient legal text
in Hinduism.530 These are just some of the reasons Acker might have been drawn to the
use of Hindu mythology; far more interesting, however, is how she manipulates it in
order to create her own queer pirate spiritual language. Indeed, a sentence from Stella
Kramsich’s The Presence of Siva seems to be the inspiration behind Acker’s
aforementioned refrain, ‘for there to be possibilities again, there had to be nothingness’:
‘To allow the renewal of life there must be death at the appointed time’, which refers to
Rudra’s cyclical time.531 This clearly shows Acker’s ‘appropriation’ of Hindu theology
into her writing as inspiration behind the spiritual legacy of the pirate girls, as part of a
wider imaginative context in late 20th-century women’s writing on religion.
A particular narrative which Acker returns to again and again in Pussy, often
irreverently juxtaposing Hindu and Christian mythologies from a pirate perspective, is
the creation myth/cosmogony. The novel provides many different creation myths, from
different narrative perspective, which can overlap or contradict each other. This in itself
is comparable to Hinduism, where no single creation story exists, but rather competing
and often contradictory versions are held simultaneously valid.532 I will focus on two of
Pussy’s creation myths, one told by Pussycat and one by O, to delineate Acker’s use of
the creation myth as the key location of her religious piracy to establish a framework of
queer pirate spirituality.
For the first example, it is necessary to first look to the archive material. In a
notebook titled “Pussy, King of the Pirates: O and Ange tell Each Other their Dreams
about Men” (Box 11 F5), among others, an origin story appears which starts with the
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words: ‘incest began the beginning of this world’.533 The story relates the beginning of
the ‘old’ – patriarchal – world as perpetrated through incest, and that Brahma, one of
the creator gods in Hinduism, began the ‘devastation’ of the world, for which Siva
[Shiva] ‘snaps off’ one of his heads.534 Because he ‘never comes’, Siva brings back the
concept of timelessness – or destroys time.535 Acker’s retelling unfolds to include Siva’s
relationship with Sati who burns herself to death, in protest at her grandfather’s
[Brahma’s] arrangement of her marriage to Siva.536 This mimics the original Hindu
narrative of Sati’s self-immolation, who burns herself on a pyre causing Siva’s
destructive wrath.537
This story also appears in Pussy, albeit with the explicit references to Hinduism
removed. While Siva returns in a different section of the novel, which I will expand on
later in the chapter, this section is devoid of actual religious references in the published
text. In Pussy the story is titled ‘The Beginning of the World of Pirates’, and Siva and
Brahma are replaced by a boy and his father.538 The story unfolds in exactly the same
way, including the suicide of the boy’s [Siva’s] wife [Sati] when she realizes the marriage
was an imposition from her grandfather [Brahma].539 ‘The ‘transfiguration’ of the
original Hindu story into Pussy shows Acker’s gradual assimilation of the language of
Hindu mythology into the language of ‘piracy’. In the published text, the world of pirates
is thus in large part based on her reworking of the Hindu creation myths and divinities.
Significantly, then, the original is present in the drafts but not directly acknowledged in
the published text, appearing only in its transfigured form. This demonstrates one of
Acker’s strategies in using religious source material: in this case, by carving a new story
out of the retelling of the original, Acker effectively ‘pirates’ Hindu mythology and
places her queer pagan mythology in its stead.
Another example of cosmogonic narrative in Pussy appears as an extended
dream sequence, during which O hears Pussycat’s tale of her journey into the
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netherworld.540 While the trope of the journey into hell is far from exclusively a
Christian one – indeed, Acker’s fascination with the Orpheus and Eurydice myth, which
recurs in the novel, plays a part in this citation – the passage displays clear similarities
with the eminently Christian example of Dante’s Divine Comedy (1321), as well as many
references to Hindu mythology. Acker’s use of the trope is part of a larger interest in
retelling the myth from a female perspective in the 20th century, such as in Muriel
Rukeyser’s Orpheus (1949) and ‘The Poem as Mask’, and Alice Notley’s epic poem The
Descent of Alette (1992). As such, Acker can be seen as a ‘revisionist mythmak[er]’, as
Alicia Ostriker denotes writers including Plath, Rukeyser, Sexton and Atwood whose
work revises mythology from a feminist angle.541 Notley’s work is based on the story of
Inanna/Ishtar, the Sumerian goddess of sex and desire, who worshipped her vulva, and
her journey into the netherworld where she is condemned by her sister, queen of the
underworld, for arriving naked.542 Inanna’s myth connects meaningfully with Pussy,
both in their focus on the female body’s presence in the realm of the divine, and in the
female desire that both of these stories implicitly relate. Inanna’s ‘assertive, exaggerated
sexual desire’ is celebrated in the work of the first known poet, Enheduanna (23rd
century BC) a High Priestess of Inanna, whose poetry and hymns demonstrate her love
for the goddess.543 Enheduanna’s writings on Inanna are compatible with Acker’s
project of recovery of female voices and desire: as a former Classics student, Acker
would most likely be aware of her work, and the desire that transpires from
Enheduanna’s invocations might be a model for inclusion of queer desire into spiritual
worship. The fact that these are the earliest verses ever recorded by a woman speaks to
the centrality of queer desire in the history of literature – something that Acker is
meaningfully connecting with in writing Pussy.544
Pussycat’s story starts by centering the vulva, like Inanna: she recounts that her
descent into the underworld starts by ‘walk[ing] between’ the ‘lips’ of a ‘dead horse’,
until she reaches a ‘pit which was bottomless. A hole, a cave.’545 This passage shows a
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meeting of Sumerian, Hindu and Christian traditions: the ‘dead horse’, which Pussycat
also refers to as the ‘Fire-Mare’, links clearly to the myth of the fire-breathing mare
(vadava) in Hindu mythology, which symbolizes the threat of doomsday: the mare holds
Shiva’s destructive fire under the sea in anticipation of doomsday. 546 In Acker’s retelling
of this myth, the mare becomes the entrance into hell through her ‘lips’: this, in a clear
sexual allegory, turns the horse’s mouth into a vagina. Pussycat’s descent into hell is
thus not only embodied but sexed; her katabasis, which renders the Greek etymology of
that word (‘to go down’) sexually explicit, is the queer sex act itself. Pussycat’s
description turns the journey into one both of desire and damnation, thus highlighting
the inherent disobedience of queer sexuality which becomes a metaphorical passage
into hell, in a heteronormative society. Indeed, the passage is set in the middle of a
discussion of O and Pussycat’s past relationship, thus making Pussycat’s descent into
hell also metaphorical of their encounter.
On the other hand, Pussycat’s description of ‘journey[ing] down, past the
netherworld in which all the demons lived, into a pit which was bottomless. A hole, a
cave’ is reminiscent of Dante’s description of the centre of Hell, shaped like a pit (the
bottom of the larger cave which is Dante’s shaping of Hell more generally), where Satan
is trapped waist-down in ice (‘the emperor of the dolorous kingdom issued from / the
ice at the mid-point of his breast’).547 Once again, Acker’s use of this reference is turned
into a manifestation of queer desire: Pussycat’s insistence on the words ‘pit’, ‘cave’, and
‘hole’, all clearly symbolic of a vagina, reframes this journey into hell as a journey into a
vagina. The reference to Dante manifests the spiritual nature of Pussycat’s journey,
however different the object of her veneration. In this narrative frame, then, Acker’s
juxtaposition of different myths and imageries around the netherworld suggests the
creation of a hybrid theological basis for Pussycat’s journey. Like Dante’s, Pussycat’s
journey serves as the beginning for spiritual regeneration; in Acker’s version, however,
this entails not only queer desire but the specific exploration of the geography of the
female body. This reaffirms the metaphorical end of Acker’s retelling of the katabasis
story: rather than a recovery of a sense of righteous worship of God, which was one of
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Dante’s aims, Acker’s writing seeks to recover the vagina as a site of worship, which is
connected, as I will show, to pre-creation.
The pre-creation world is the subject of Pussycat’s conversation with the dead in
the netherworld. This is another link to Dante, as it replicates the narrative structure of
most Cantos of the Inferno, where Dante converses with denizens of each circle of
Hell.548 The ‘corpse’ in Pussy, who remains unnamed, explains the origin of good and evil
to Pussycat.549 The corpse reveals that the beginning of creation saw a battle between
demons and gods.550 This storyline borrows heavily from the distinction between devas
(gods) and asuras (anti-gods, demons), as first told in the Shatapatha Brahmana (ca 700
BC) in Hindu mythology.551 This text explains that the Creator intervened in the battle
between the two by corrupting the demons and leading the gods to victory.552
Therefore, this passage is another example of Pussy’s religious piracy.
In Acker’s retelling, the corpse reveals that before creation there was only
‘amniotic fluid. In other words, inside was outside and is outside, and no inside, no
outside, and vice-versa.’553 This description not only suggests that the pregnant female
body is the origin of the world, in the form of amniotic fluid, but that this manifestation
defies the boundaries of inside and outside, which are confused multiple times: thus
celebrating the ‘leakyness’ of the female body in another echo of Margrit Shildrick.554
Once creation begins, however, the demons become corrupted and angry at humans’
engagement in procreative sexuality, so they ‘took all the semen that they could get
their hands on, protected it by locking it up in a cave’.555 Interestingly, Acker names this
cave ‘Patala’ – the Sanskrit term for the underworld.556 While the word ‘cave’ already
suggests a womb symbolism, as previously, Acker also explicitly defines it this way:
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‘Patala, their communal womb. Patala, the name of that underworld part which is the
demon body’.557 These different suggestions form a conflicting image of Patala, as fertile
womb but also seat of the ‘demon body’, storage of sperm to prevent procreation.
Through this contradiction, the womb emerges as the centre of cosmogony – holding
within it reproduction, generation, as well as its lack. Acker’s explicit use of the Hindu
tradition, in this instance, is tailored to construct a cosmogony that revolves around the
vagina and female sexuality, whose potential for fertility becomes the starting
materiality for the beginning of creation.
The use of Hindu mythology continues with the appearance of Punk Boy who is
linked to the Siva origin story as it appears in the archival notebooks.558 In order to
defeat the demons, the gods turn to Punk Boy (aka Artaud/Our Toad) as a rebel from
inside the demons’ camp.559 Punk Boy’s relationship with Siva mythology is reaffirmed
when Punk Boy recounts that he had ‘sliced off’ his father’s head, just like Siva does to
Brahma in Hindu mythology and in Acker’s retelling of it in her drafts, as discussed
previously.560 His iconoclastic and patricidal heroism allows him to embody the anarchy
of Acker’s creation myth: as he rebels against the demons ‘for his own punk purposes’,
the destruction he causes forms a kind of new spiritual beginning, as ‘nothingness’
descends and ‘the demon city was drowning and burning up’.561 Punk Boy/Siva/Artaud
is here cast as a kind of punk Christ, in his ushering in a new era and having followers
‘imitat[e] his life’.562
Indeed, the figure of Artaud synthesizes the religious piracy of the novel, being
associated at different turns with both Christ and Siva. His punk Christ credentials are
encapsulated in this image: ‘”Seeing the woman he [Punk Boy] believes to be his mother,
the child reaches for her tit. It’s the end, or the beginning, of the world. She’s seen horror;
she’s just seen the world end: she’s dripping with blood and guts.”’563 This image reads
like a post-apocalyptic, dismembered version of a Madonna with Child. It replaces the
prominence of nourishment and care of the traditional iconography, with horror and
death: her nourishment turns into ‘blood and guts’, with her insides spilling out, defying
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the boundaries of the body. Moreover, the image is cast as ‘the end, or the beginning, of
the world’: confusing inside and outside, end and beginning, it becomes simultaneously
an image of creation, origin, and death in its collapsing of time. This image condenses
Acker’s experimentation with religious piracy in its abject iconography: while the
constitutive parts, woman and child, recall the Madonna with Child Christian
iconography, Punk Boy’s links in Acker’s writing with Siva carry the Hindu tradition into
the image. The emphasis on the woman’s abject corporeality, with her body’s
‘leakyness’ on full display and emphasising her mortality, suggests Acker’s interest in
rendering these ‘abject’ qualities as spiritual. Indeed, Acker’s use of the Madonna with
Child referent returns to the Virgin Mary the signifier of physical decay/death, which
the dogma of Assumption had absolved her from.564 This ‘Pirate Madonna with Child’
then becomes one of the key iconographies of Pussy, linking cosmogony with mothering,
and turning female corporeal abjection into a source of spiritual power.
4. ‘Pandora’s Cunt’: Vulvas as Edenic Nostos in Pussy
Acker’s Pirate Madonna with Child shows her dealing with the corporeal, in its visceral
form, as a site of the female divine. This is taken further in her consideration of bodily
convulsions, happening most frequently in the archive notebook titled “Pussy, King of
the Pirates: O & Ange Beginning”.565 This notebook focuses on O and Ange’s
relationships with their bodies and the mythologies surrounding them, and loosely
corresponds to parts of the section ‘O and Ange’ in the published text. In one passage, O
describes a new vibrator which has ‘hit this section of town’, and which produces
‘convulsions whose ferocity increased until the whore passed into that other world
which is not of death […]’.566 This description plays interestingly with the concepts of
sexual pleasure, embodiment and vision: a convulsion, usually caused by electrical
activity in the brain, can be a symptom of a pathology, such as epilepsy.567 This
connection is reminiscent, as was the case in Mina Loy’s writing, of Surrealist work
surrounding sex and neurology, particularly André Breton’s. His conception of
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‘convulsive beauty’ as expressed in Nadja (1928) forms an unspoken point of contrast
to Acker’s description, as Acker, like Loy, critiques this account marked by the male
gaze. In doing so, she uses convulsion to describe the experience of female
masturbation. The fact that O’s orgasm leads her to a place ‘not of death’, forms an
implicit contrast with another Surrealist writer, Georges Bataille, who argued for the
complicity between sexuality and death, in that an orgasm is ‘a minor rupture
suggestive of death’, a petite mort.568 In this case, then, Acker is writing against Bataille’s
suggestion, again in a reclamation of the female orgasm from the male gaze: O does not
die, but reaffirms her life, through masturbation.
Convulsions are also, however, a state which often describes the physical effects
of some mystical experiences, the most famous example perhaps being Teresa of Avila
as she describes being pierced in the heart by God’s arrows, a scene later depicted by
Bernini – as analysed in Chapter 1.569 Convulsions also characterize some Vodou rites,
such as the ‘crise de lwa’, described as a ‘mystic trance of possession’ wherein a spirit
(lwa) takes over a devotee’s body.570 Despite these being entirely different cultural and
religious contexts, these religious practices have both been dismissed by others who felt
the convulsions proved the ‘hysterics’ or ‘backwardness’ of the participants.571 These
accounts, influenced by misogynistic and racist/colonial reductions respectively, seek to
undermine the legitimacy of these religious expressions based on the centrality of the
body. Taking these suggestions together, Acker here is describing sexual ecstasy and
spiritual ecstasy as mutually conducive. Taking the pathologized aspects of convulsing
into spiritual territory, Pussy recovers these experiences from the margins of religious
orthodoxy and reclaims the body’s role in spiritual vision. The published text expands
further on these connections, by invoking sexually-induced convulsions as part of the
girl pirates’ bodies’ alignment with the earth: ‘Vibrations turn into water as they turn
over […] until the whole will be convulsed. […] sparks like little flies all over each other,
each fly a little orgasm until everything is shaking, going down, disappearing in cycles
[…] while moving and the rhythms of the universe deepening’.572 In this passage of
Pussy, convulsions continue to signal a spiritual awakening and renewal of life, which
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here becomes a testament to the cyclical rhythms of women’s bodies. In their alignment
with the ‘rhythms of the universe’, the queer pirate body reflects Irigarayan notions of
the female body as moving beyond linear concepts of time and reason.573
This aspect returns to in Acker’s description of the land of the pirate treasure.
The last sections of the novel stage O’s version of an origin story, in plotting the journey
towards the land of pirate treasure while also complicating the use of Hindu, Greek and
Christian mythology and vocabulary. When the girl pirates begin to organize, O’s first
step is to set out the rules of piracy – a seemingly contradictory move, given that piracy
normally positions itself outside of regulatory conventions. O’s move becomes clearer
when the reader realizes that her rules are not, in fact, precise commands, but closer to
a spiritual map of the pirates’ journey. The first and most important rule she lays out is
that the goal of girl piracy is to search ‘for the place out of which we come’.574 On the
surface, this sentence simply frames the girl pirates’ journey as a nostos, a journey
home, which aligns Pussy with the tradition of the Greek epic. However, the specificity of
the prepositions ‘out of’ points to the physical movement of birth, thus framing the ‘goal’
of girl piracy as the search for the vagina: the recovery of this specifically female and
sexuate origin story.575 Furthermore, the vagina is also the literal place where the girl
pirates’ destination ‘comes from’, in that the treasure map that they follow comes from
Ange’s mother’s vagina – of which the ‘box’ O and Ange pillage earlier in the novel is
metaphoric.576 On literal and metaphorical levels, the girl pirates’ journey is an origin
story that is also cyclical: the destination is the same as the starting point, forever
removed in layers of patriarchal suppression. Once again, then, the anatomy of the
vagina is the central iconography of the novel.
The passage also creates specific links between Hindu mythology and the vagina.
O starts by designating Ganesh, the Hindu god with an elephant head, as the son of Punk
Boy and Slut Girl (corresponding to Siva and Parvati in the original myth) and the
worshipped deity of the pirates – as both are ‘destroyers of obstacles’, which is one of
Ganesh’s most prominent attributes.577 O then links the root of the word Gaja (Sanskrit
for ‘elephant’) with the vagina: defining Gaja as ‘the origin and the goal’, as per its
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Sanskrit root, it follows that Gaja is the vagina, ‘the place out of which we come’ whose
recovery is the ‘origin and the goal’ of the girl pirates.578 This indirect juxtaposition of
the widely recognizable Ganesh iconography with the vagina establishes a new hybrid
icon that symbolizes the spiritual journey the pirate girls are undertaking, which is
defined by vulvic morphology.
The girl pirates set off from Brighton after gathering together a group including
Silver, an old pub owner, and Gold, a virgin who the girls nickname ‘Black Monk’ or
‘Black Mary’ – a name that casts an implicit reference to Acker’s earlier work in
Tarantula, as discussed in chapter 3.579 Once the ship they had been journeying on
wrecks, O and Ange separate themselves from the rest of the team, as infighting reveals
that Silver and other girls want to steal their treasure map, and thus threaten to kill
them.580 This in-fighting may be a dramatization, on Acker’s part, of the resistance in
some feminist liberation movements of the 1980s/90s to fully include queer
identities.581 While attempting to unite the group, claiming that ‘girls have to accept
girls who aren’t like them’, Silver and Gold (aka Black Mary) try to convince O and Ange
to give up their map to them, ‘so I [Silver] can get all the treasure, and then you [O and
Ange] drop dead. Or, if that normal way doesn’t please you, become one of us’.582 This
exchange, via the attempt to the control the map, stages the metaphoric attempt to
‘own’ queer narratives, which are diverse and not neatly categorized under a nonintersectional feminist agenda, in order to ‘get all the treasure’, i.e. exploit queer
women’s work for feminist gains that will not be shared.
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Refusing to accept Silver’s request, O and Ange’s journey towards the treasure
leads them to Pas Sang Rouge, or Pirate Island, which represents a new world. This
section, narrated by O, shows Acker’s metamorphosing of the landscape into the female
body, and more specifically the vagina. This feminization is not the same as that which
characterizes colonial travel writing, which often frames the land as a female body to be
possessed; rather, according to Sheri Weinstein, Pussy specifically writes against this
tradition, citing Colombus as a particular point of contrast.583 However, I disagree with
Weinstein’s notion that Acker contrasts Columbus’s writing by not turning the
landscape into an image of the female body, and refusing ‘the metaphor of women as
prey’ which ultimately reveals the whole process of piracy as a male fantasy.584 On the
contrary, I believe Acker deliberately writes the female body as landscape, and vice
versa, as a strategy to write against the misogynistic colonial literature Weinstein
mentions. This is done through Acker’s deliberately sexual and scatological landscape,
which reveals the female body’s power in all of its unidealized, carnal dimensions.
In the beginning, O explicitly describes the new land as responsive to sexual
stimuli: it was ‘as if the earth around me was opening. Its top was excited […] so that its
bottom could open up […]’.585 This territory is characterized not only by dynamic
change, but by a specifically erotic movement signalled by words such as ‘opening’ and
‘excited’, which designate the space as an anthropomorphized vaginal landscape, which
responds to erotic stimulation. Emphasising the connection with the sexual body, Acker
fills the description with words that describe bodily abjection: ‘smell’, ‘rot’, ‘dirt’, ‘shit’,
‘soil’, ‘mud’, ‘marshes’ all describe the landscape as a humid, moist, abject female body.
This is reinforced by the frequent references to the earth as orgasming, as O describes
the landscape as ‘the realm of continual ecstasy’.586 All of these descriptors define Pas
Sang Rouge – which itself roughly translates from French as ‘Red Blood Passage’, a
reference to menstruation – as a dirtied, sexual Eden made of vaginal tissue, a landscape
that is a meeting of inside and outside. Taking further Marjorie Worthington’s
understanding that Acker uses piracy as a framework for female characters to ‘steal’
their way into an outside world dominated by men, I believe Acker does something
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quite different, in Pussy: by literally turning a woman’s inside into an outside, the inner
into an outer, the female body into landscape itself, Acker queers the world, instead of
insisting the female characters simply inhabit a male world.587 Thus, instead of simply
trying to exist in a patriarchy, Pussy stages the pirate girls’ achievement of a landscape
that can be theirs, which reflects their bodies and sexualities, and which does not reduce
them to prey. This landscape, of course, is their own bodies.
The vocabulary used to describe Pas Sang Rouge also carries a specific religious
weight, particularly as a Judeo-Christian allusion: the presence of mud as one of the key
elements of this landscape brings the reader’s attention to creation stories, including
that in Genesis. These links are made explicit when O states: ‘Mud and semiliquid
substances so disgusting I didn’t want to know what they are, covered me, just as God
must have been covered when he made His world.’588 This reference to mud, although
not directly mentioned in Genesis (where God makes man from the ‘dust of the ground’)
is an element central to creation stories from Hindu to Greek mythology (where it is
also referred to as clay).589 This reference then allows O’s story to be understood as an
addition to this cosmogonic lineage. Further, O is here framing herself specifically as a
successor of God, a creator of a new world which supersedes His and recalibrates its
constitution from a female perspective. This indeterminate, plural, fertile and sexual
ground constitutes the manifestation of the pirate girls’ queer divine creation, which is
also a return home (nostos), to the vagina.
During O and Ange’s search for buried treasure on Pas Sang Rouge, where the
map found on Ange’s mother’s body leads them, O tells Ange a story about treasure that
brings full circle the girl pirates’ journey to recover the metaphorical vaginal treasure.
O’s story, a retelling of the Greek myth of Pandora, the first woman ever created, ends in
Pandora’s ‘opening’ by a man:
“When the man [Prometheus’s brother], because he couldn’t resist beauty,
opened up Pandora’s cunt, her evil excretions, her excrescence, smelled up
the world. So badly that all those who could smell those smells – that is,
men – wanted to die, and would have if they couldn’t get rid of that which
lies within women. / “That’s where treasure is,” I concluded.590
Marjorie Worthington, ‘”The Territory Named Women’s Bodies”: The Public and Pirate Spaces of Kathy
Acker’, LIT: Literature Interpretation Theory, 15.4 (2004), p.398
588 Acker, Pussy, 232
589 Genesis 2.7
590 Acker, Pussy, p. 275
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The modifications of the original myth are significant: first of all, the jar which Pandora
opens in the original story is replaced with her vagina, making the ‘smells’ of the vagina
both that which was suppressed by a patriarchal system, and the ‘treasure’ which the
pirate girls want to recover. Acker’s version of the myth is embodied, playing on the
similarities between the shape of a jar and a vagina, thus localizing to the vagina the
misogynist implications of the original myth.591 Secondly, in Acker’s version, it is not
Pandora herself who opens the jar/vagina, but Prometheus’s brother, Epimetheus
(though he is not directly named in O’s story), who opens it by having sex with her.
Thus, the original myth’s positioning of responsibility on Pandora for releasing the evils
of the world is removed, placing it instead on Epimetheus’s lust. Most importantly,
however, O’s retelling reclaims those ‘evils’ issuing from Pandora’s vagina as the
treasure that they are desperately trying to recover. Thus, the abjection of Pandora’s
vaginal excretions is overturned and reclaimed as a source of spiritual power that the
pirate girls want to recover.
At the end of the novel, the girls’ arrival on Pas Sang Rouge marks also the
crystallization of their iconography. After many disagreements within the group of
pirates, O says she realizes the girls’ ‘true colors’: ‘Black and red. They wore their
insides on their outsides, blood smeared all over the surfaces.’592 This description, while
perhaps undercutting an understanding of the group’s fractiousness, still reflects the
landscape’s apparition as an externalization of a vagina, its ‘insides on the outside’. The
description also works as an internal reference: in its colour scheme and the references
to intestine and blood coming to the surface of the body, O’s description leads the
reader back to the iconography of the deathly Madonna encountered earlier in the
novel. The pirate girls have thus become their own twisted, radical, queer iconography.
To conclude, Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates is her most radical attempt to
create a language of queer female spirituality, a project that I have shown has informed
her work since her first novel, The Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula by the Black

In the original Greek myth, Pandora opens a jar that causes evil to spread in the world. In this sense, at
least in hermeneutic terms, she can be seen as a precursor to the Christian Eve, who is blamed for original
sin - see for example: J.N. Bremmer, ‘Pandora or the Creation of a Greek Eve’, in The Creation of Man and
Woman: Interpretations of the Biblical Narratives in Jewish and Christian Traditions, ed. by Gerard P.
Luttikhuizen (Leiden: Brill, 2000) pp. 19-33; Tina Beattie, God’s Mother, Eve’s Advocate: A Marian
Narrative of Women’s Salvation (London: Bloomsbury, 2002).
592 Acker, Pussy, p. 265
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Tarantula. In Pussy, Acker’s queer pagan language glorifies the vagina as the pirate girls’
central divine origin story, turning the female body inside out as spiritual cosmogonic
material. In the next chapters, I will look at how Maggie Nelson’s work achieves a queer
spiritual vocabulary through a similar insistence on the body’s visceral divinity,
expressed primarily through the experiences of queer relationship, sexuality and
childbirth.
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Chapter 5: Violent Pictures: Beauty, Bodies, and Iconography in Maggie Nelson’s
The Red Parts and Bluets
This chapter is the first of two dedicated to the work of contemporary American author
and academic, Maggie Nelson (1973-present). Nelson’s writing spans literary and art
criticism, fiction, non-fiction and poetry. In this chapter, I will focus on her auto-fiction
texts The Red Parts (2007) and Bluets (2009), which allow a considerable development
of the thesis’ argument thus far by depicting a female divinity anchored in the body’s
relationality. I use the word ‘relationality’ to indicate the nature of being in relationships
and forming kinship with others, in its feminist theological connotation. I draw
particularly from the work of queer Christian theologian Carter Heyward, whose text
Touching Our Strength (1989) understands relationships – especially sexual
relationships – as a form of spiritual liberation.593 Looking at Nelson’s texts primarily
through Carter Heyward’s work will help me shed light on Nelson’s own articulation of
erotics and relationality as the basis for divine self-imagining. I will argue that Nelson’s
work sees relationality, whether as sex, friendship or family, as inevitably embodied,
and therefore that her understanding of a relational divine is ultimately rooted in the
texts’ construction of the female body as divine.
Maggie Nelson’s experimental approach to autobiography, poetry and fiction
establishes an interesting dialogue with the other two authors in my thesis. Born in
California and later relocated to New York, like Acker she has taught in universities
across the United States.594 Nelson’s literary career started via her interest in the New
York School of poetry, an experimental group of poets who also influenced Acker’s early
work, especially through David Antin.595 Nelson’s graduate thesis, later published as a
book, explores the nature of abstraction and the use of the mundane in New York School
poetry, especially in the work of Eileen Myles and Alice Notley.596 Nelson’s investment
in the poetics of the everyday and in the politics of women’s authorship are also

Carter Heyward, Touching Our Strength: The Erotic as Power and the Love of God (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1989), p.3
594 A summary of her academic career can be found on her profile by the MacArthur Foundation: ‘Maggie
Nelson: Writer / Class of 2016’ (2016) <https://www.macfound.org/fellows/962/> [accessed
5/11/2020]
595 Colby, Kathy Acker, pp. 26; 219
596 Maggie Nelson, ‘A Note on Women and the New York School’, Mississippi Review 31.3 (Fall 2003), 240252 (pp.241-243)
593
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constant points of interest in her creative writing. Her poetry and prose have focused on
violence, sex, the queer and female body and its politics. Nelson has described her own
writing practice as recurrently dealing with issues of ‘fact, form, and skin’: the inclusion
of ‘skin’ alongside ‘fact’ and ‘form’ signals her understanding of the sensory and
corporeal as a methodology of intelligence, the absorption and application of
knowledge.597 This formulation suggests an experimental approach to writing, merging
the sensory and the ‘objective’, the bodily and the scientific, connecting with the
primacy of touch and flesh in feminist writing such as Luce Irigaray’s.598 I have
previously shown both Loy and Acker participating in this experimentation, with
Nelson’s specific vision centring on an ethics of the female divine in the form of
caregiving (or ‘caretaking’ in American English), and mutuality, which I will explore
across the next two chapters.
In Chapters 1 and 2 I have argued that Loy uses mysticism as a framework to
embody her vision of a female divine; whereas, in Chapter 3, I have shown that Acker is
engaged in queering the Madonna and some forms of Christian liturgy. While Chapter 4
concentrated on the diverse heterodox languages that Acker also uses alongside
Christianity, in chapter 5 I return to a primarily Christian context to concentrate on
Nelson’s approach to this material. Like Loy and Acker, Nelson approaches writing the
female divine by using the imagery and vocabulary of Christianity, sometimes citing it
directly in her work. However, Nelson’s critique of the Christian tradition manifests
through her deployment of fragments of Christian language, applied to the female body
and its relational dynamics. By doing so, Nelson’s writing challenges the androcentricity
of the incarnational Christian rhetoric, making female bodies in sexual, mutual relation
the site of divine expression. This chapter thus also expands on my thesis claim in its
attention to relationality as the embodied, affective mode of Nelson’s female divine. This
forms an important progression in my argument, as relationality is a conceptual
expansion of the focus on the body in sexual relations that characterises both Loy’s and
Acker’s writing on the female divine.

Maggie Nelson, ‘All That Is The Case: Some Thoughts on Fact in Nonfiction and Documentary Poetry’,
in Lit From Within: Contemporary Masters on the Art and Craft of Writing, ed. by Kevin Haworth and Dinty
W. Moore (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2011), pp.155-163 (p.155) (emphasis original)
598 Luce Irigaray, An Ethics of Sexual Difference, trans. by Carolyn Burke and Gillian C. Gill (London:
Continuum, 2004) p.155
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This chapter also seeks to establish a lineage between Acker and Nelson,
identifying in Nelson an extension and elaboration of some of Acker’s methodologies
and preoccupations.599 Both authors experiment with mixing autobiography and fiction:
while Acker uses details from her life alongside fictionalised and appropriated material,
Nelson’s work is often identified as experimental auto-fiction, i.e. an attempt to mix the
autobiographical with the fictional, whether poetry or prose.600 Furthermore, both
authors use secondary material (other authors or thinkers) heavily in their texts:
Acker’s methodology of appropriation is in some ways a precursor to Nelson’s, who
incorporates texts, images and films often directly referenced in her work, blurring the
lines between fiction and academic writing – a dynamic which I will explore more fully
in the next chapter. Finally, and crucially for my thesis, I argue that Nelson and Acker
also share in a critique of Christianity which re-focuses the (queer) female body as
divine.601
I have chosen to concentrate on The Red Parts and Bluets because I believe they
share a conception of divinity as manifested through the female body’s relationality,
despite being, on the surface, quite different texts. The Red Parts (2007) focuses on the
events surrounding the re-opening of the criminal case regarding the murder of
Nelson’s aunt, Jane, and the suspect’s subsequent homicide trial; while Bluets (2009) is a
collection of fragments on the colour blue – its cultural history, spiritual potency, and its
personal value to the author – which veers between essay form and auto-fiction. While
these two texts present quite differently, both in content and form, they also share
several points of focus. They both deal extensively with the experience of grief –
whether in the loss of a relative and the pain of a family, or the end of a relationship – as
well as with different representations of the female body, from crime scene photos, to
horror and adventure films, to parts of Christian iconography. For all these reasons, I
will be analysing the two texts alongside each other throughout the chapter, and
Nelson’s appreciation of Acker’s work can be evinced by Nelson’s review of Chris Kraus’s recent Acker
biography, which states that the book is ‘a substantive effort to pay homage not only to the complex,
singular, raucous, and crucial writer and human that Acker was, but also to the constellation of artists […]
who were her friends, lovers, inspirations, and fellow makers of history’ (Kraus, After Kathy Acker,
[n.pag])
600 Defining ‘autofiction’ is difficult, as Hywel Dix has observed. As a genre first theorised by Serge
Doubrovsky in relation to his own writing, one understanding is of autofiction as ‘a project of selfexploration and self-experimentation on the part of the author’, while autobiography presupposes the
audience’s prior knowledge of the author (Hywel Dix, ‘Introduction’ in Autofiction in English, ed. by Hywel
Dix (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018) pp. 1-23 (pp.1;4))
601 Queerness and queer bodies will be more directly in focus in my next chapter.
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dividing my analysis into three main sections. The first section will analyze the books’
concern with iconography, colour, and how Nelson derives from these an aesthetic of
the female divine; then, I will turn to Nelson’s writing on bodily responses to grief and
pain, and its intersection with a very personal conception of soul; finally, a third section
will focus on Nelson’s conceptualization of relationality as manifestation of the
interaction of divine bodies.
1. The iconography of colour: violence and beauty in The Red Parts and
Bluets
The full title of The Red Parts: Autobiography of a Trial, seeks to define both the format
of the book and its contents, binding its narrative to one specific, real-life event, which
the reader expects to be narrated following the conventions of autobiography as a
genre. The book is indeed based on the events surrounding the reopening, unexpected
and traumatic, of Nelson’s aunt Jane Mixer’s murder case in 2005, after years of being
classed as unsolved. Jane was murdered as a young university student in 1969; her
murder is part of the so-called Michigan Murders, violent murders of seven women
perpetrated by the same, unknown killer in a two-year period in the late 1960s.602
However, the text does not inhabit the format of autobiography in a straightforward
way: Nelson herself says, in the book’s epigraph, that ‘this book is a memoir, which is to
say that it relies on my memory’.603 Firstly, this statement further confuses the genre of
the text: while the title implies autobiographical scope, this statement calls the text a
memoir – which seems to follow the traditional definition of autobiography as covering
a whole life, while memoir usually focuses on one aspect/period of the author’s life.
Nelson’s statement also stresses the slippery and non-linear nature of the narrative, and
its composite use of memory and ‘imaginative recreation’ of events.604 Indeed, The Red
Parts is not just, or not solely, about ‘a trial’. It is also about writing, and about grief. Its
preface situates it as the aftermath of another book: Nelson published a book of poetry –
called Jane: a Murder (2005) – which reflects and reimagines her aunt’s life using Jane’s
journals as inspiration, just as the case was being reopened.605 In the midst of these
Maggie Nelson, The Red Parts: Autobiography of a Trial (London: Vintage, 2015) p. 3
Nelson, Red Parts, [n.pag.]
604 Ibid.
605 Nelson, Red Parts, p.xvii
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painful coincidences, Nelson wrote The Red Parts as a response to this reopening of an
old wound.
Bluets is also an experiment in approaching autobiography and fiction at the
same time, but it does so in the form of short, epigrammatic, stand-alone paragraphs,
presented as a numbered list as if a collection of separate thoughts. The thoughts are
prompted by the contemplation of the colour blue, a colour with which Nelson had
‘fallen in love’.606 As others have already remarked, the format of Bluets mirrors that
which Wittgenstein, one of Nelson’s most frequent philosophical referents, employed in
Philosophical Investigations (1953) and Remarks on Colour (published in German in
1977): small, numbered paragraphs which do not always succeed sequentially from one
another.607 For this reason, the text is sometimes classed as an essay, a study on a single
subject. However, like The Red Parts, the text moves well beyond its purported subject;
through the study of blue in music, art, philosophy and history, Nelson touches on grief,
loss, recovery and relations. I agree with Alexandra Parson’s reading of the use of colour
in Bluets as ‘travers[ing] culturally constituted boundaries within ourselves – the
division between the corporeal, emotional, and intellectual – and between ourselves
and others’.608 While this is true of the form of the text, I will be particularly interested,
in this chapter, in how Nelson’s use of colour constitutes a framework of a relational
divine. Together, the two texts explore experimental ways to write autobiography, while
embracing fiction, art, philosophy, academia and more.
This experimentation is based largely on a visual methodology, as both texts rely
heavily on analysis or contemplation of images and the visual. For a writer who, in her
own words, does not consider herself ‘imaginative’ in that she does not try to create
‘images’, her work is made up of impressions or analysis of the visual to surprising
extents.609 It is not accidental that the titles of both texts centre on colour: while Bluets
is explicitly motivated by her love of the colour blue, the title The Red Parts suggests the
book’s interest in bodies, and body parts, and the visceral visuals therein. Specifically,
the book returns frequently to images of violence towards women: not just of Jane’s
murdered body, which will be shown to Nelson’s family at the trial and described at

Maggie Nelson, Bluets (London: Jonathan Cape, 2009) p. 1
Alexandra Parsons, ‘A Meditation on Color and the Body in Derek Jarman’s Chroma and Maggie
Nelson’s Bluets’, a|b: AUTO|BIOGRAPHY STUDIES, 33.2 (2018), 375-393 (p. 380)
608 Alexandra Parsons, ‘A Meditation on Color and the Body’, p.376
609 Nelson, ‘All That Is The Case’, p.158
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length by Nelson, but also the related iconography of violence towards women that is
ubiquitous in all forms of entertainment and media.610 Both texts thus foreground art
and vision in their reimagining of the divine from the perspective of the relational
female body, and their dissection of different kinds of iconographies, as I will show, is a
key part of Nelson’s process.
But the title The Red Parts is not just about bodily violence and its iconography.
The title references a moment in the text when Nelson, in the depths of a difficult
relationship with a drug addict, calls an old writing teacher for spiritual guidance. The
teacher had recently published an article on Luke’s Gospel, and she tells Nelson,
cryptically: ‘Why not just read the red parts on your own?’611 The teacher’s words
interestingly mingle the literary, and specifically, the theological, with the bodily and
visceral, with the ‘red parts’ suggesting the ‘meat’, or the highlights, of the page. Her
advice leaves Nelson confused: ‘I had no idea what she meant. […] At the time I
imagined slitting a body from chin to genitals, spreading apart its internal organs and
trying to read them like tea leaves.’612 The teacher’s advice, with its visceral vocabulary,
prompts Nelson to imagine reading a text – specifically, the Luke Gospel – as if a body to
be dismembered. Understanding the text of the Gospels as a body, this ‘dismembering’
approach to the text is visible in Nelson’s use of citations from the Luke Gospel or other
Biblical passages throughout The Red Parts. These are abstracted from their original
context and related to her narrative, to the practice of writing, to grief or to the body.
Through reference to this passage, then, the book’s title connects its interest in the
visuals of violence with theological concerns; as well as signalling Nelson’s approach to
Christian material, in The Red Parts, as that of a butcher to the body of the theological
text. This approach towards the Christian material works to ‘dissect’, like a body part,
the original text, separating it from its original body/context in order to reframe it as
space for female creation and divine.
At the end of this section, Nelson identifies her first ‘red part’, a passage from the
Bible which she relates to her own writing and life, as pertains to the narrative of the
text. This passage reads: ‘Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which are,

This is part of a larger interest in the aesthetic rendering of violence in Nelson’s writing, which can be
evinced in her study The Art of Cruelty: A Reckoning (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2011)
611 Nelson, Red Parts, p.41 (emphasis original)
612 Ibid., pp. 41-42
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and the things which shall be, hereafter. A red part.’613 The citation in italics comes from
the Book of Revelation, the last book of the New Testament, which contains John of
Patmos’ testimony of the Revelation of Jesus and his messages for seven Churches in the
Roman provinces in Asia.614 In its original context, the words are spoken to John by an
angel, on behalf of God, as he instructs John to share his message and his own encounter
with Jesus with the Christian world.615 God’s words suggest the tripartite temporality of
his apocalyptic message, which covers past, present and future until the end of time. As
Bauckham has stated, the revelatory message was designed to show the Christian
community in those provinces another perspective on their situation, divergent from
that of the Roman empirical project, that ‘opens their world to divine transcendence.’616
Nelson uses the Revelation passage as a self-directed instruction on her writing
practice; as if reminding herself to share what she has seen, to write about it, to make
sense of it. This makes the Biblical passage relevant to the process of writing The Red
Parts directly, as the book is the product and the keeper of those acts of witnessing – of
Jane’s murder trial, of the murder in New York, of hers and her family’s grief. The Red
Parts here reflects on its own writing process, framing it as the answer to a prophetic
commandment – the importance of bearing witness. Here, then, Nelson’s use of the
biblical passage to refer to her own writing is an example of her ‘butchering’ approach
to Christian material, but also a subtle subversion of the biblical premise: in Nelson’s
use of the Revelation passage, the speaking voice is not God’s, but Nelson’s own – as if
reminding herself of the importance of bearing witness, like God, as part of her own
literary creation. Her witnessing relates both to herself and to the people in her life. In
this reframing, Nelson is thus both God and John of Patmos, both the divine source of
revelation and the witness; and her text becomes a vehicle towards ‘divine
transcendence’, although in different ways than Scripture. The ‘red parts’ of the biblical
text become fragments of textual iconography, pieces of bloodied flesh remade into the
divine body via Nelson’s experimental authorial consecration in The Red Parts.
It is interesting that Nelson would emphasise the role of ‘witnessing’ in her
writing, as this is also a key tenet of Christian theology. The act of witnessing is central
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not just to the existence of the Gospels, the Bible, and thus of the Church itself; but it is
also part of the conceptualization of God’s role and the formation of His divinity. God is
witness to Jesus’s incarnation when contemporaries disbelieve him, and at the same
time Jesus is witness to God’s divinity.617 The act of witnessing then becomes a key
process of affirmation of belief in Christianity, so much so that the word ‘martyr’ derives
from the Ancient Greek word for witness (μάρτυς, ‘martus’), and was first applied to the
apostles as first witnesses of Christ.618 As I will show across my two chapters on
Nelson’s work, this is a key concept in her writing, and one that explicitly connects the
act of writing to an experience of the sacred. Her use of the Book of Revelation in The
Red Parts makes this clear, allowing Nelson to designate the act of writing as both the
the witness to the divine and a divine act in its own right. Through this chapter, I will
show that ‘witnessing’ for Nelson is inherently embodied and forms a key part of the
manifestation of a relational female divine.
Bluets’ fragment-based narrative is also punctuated by the use of iconography,
specifically through Nelson’s analysis of the use of blue in art and religion. The colour is
immediately connected to sacred imagery: in the first pages of the book, Nelson frames
Bluets as her attempt to explain how ‘each blue object could be a kind of burning bush, a
secret code meant for a single agent, […] the fingerprints of God.’619 The comparison to a
‘burning bush’ is a direct reference to the Old Testament, and the appearance of Yahweh
through a burning bush, which is not consumed by the flames, to announce to Moses his
role as leader of the Israelites into Exodus (Exodus 3:1-4:17). Here, Nelson seems to
acknowledge the traditional connection of the colour blue with Christian iconography:
the colour blue was second only to gold in the hierarchy of spiritual colours, and came
to be used as the colour of heaven, and of divine wisdom.620 The colour also typically
adorns the Virgin Mary in depictions from the Annunciation onwards. Marina Warner
explains that this is due to Mary’s role as a ‘sky goddess’, and her blue robe is a symbol

See for example, John 8:17-19. For the role of God’s spirit as witness to humanity, and the collaborative
character of this, see Paul K. Moser, The God Relationship: The Ethics for Inquiry about the Divine
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017) pp.256-331
618 Eugene TeSelle, ‘Martyrdom’, in The Cambridge Dictionary of Christianity, ed. by Daniel Patte
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) [n.pag.] < https://www-cambridgeorg.bris.idm.oclc.org/core/books/cambridge-dictionary-ofchristianity/m/1B5C535AB6A1EAB8C74DA19207DCE677/core-reader> [accessed 29/12/2020]
619 Nelson, Bluets, p. 2
620 Kurt Badt, The Art of Cézanne, trans. By Sheila Ann Ogilvie (Berkeley: University of California Press,
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of the sky, ‘space, light and eternity’.621 Nelson is clearly aware of this context, and her
reference to the Old Testament functions additionally to cast on the colour blue the
power of revelation, as if the physical vehicle for the voice of God. The presence of blue
in Nelson’s life, then, is framed as an act of divine intervention – the traces of which, like
‘fingerprints’, are visible through manifestations of blue.
The divine thus takes a material and yet ethereal presence, in Bluets – like
fingerprints, it is physical, and can be felt, but is yet based on sensorial perception.
Immediately following the passage above, Nelson states: ‘I admit that I may have been
lonely. I know that loneliness can produce bolts of hot pain, a pain which […] can begin
to simulate, or to provoke – take your pick – an apprehension of the divine.’622 Here, the
divine is linked to pain, specifically the pain of loneliness. Nelson’s wording thus
understands the divine as an affective state, and also an embodied one: pain’s presence
in the body manifests, or apprehends, the divine. The use of the word ‘apprehension’ is
particularly interesting: while Nelson’s sentence seems to imply that the pain of
loneliness ‘fabricates’ an understanding of the divine, this does not diminish her
apprehension of it. In other words, however pain-induced the encounter with divinity is,
it is no less real or discernible, it is no less felt, both on a mental and physical level.
Indeed, this ‘hot pain’ could be, if we use Elaine Scarry’s work on the ontology of pain as
an analytical lens, the element that ‘substantiates’ the immaterial and otherwise
unprovable presence of the divine.623 In Scarry’s work, the undeniability and
forcefulness of physical pain is understood as something that is exploited both by
regimes (through the methods of torture and war) and in Scriptures (through the
processes of physical punishment that God uses to reveal himself in the OT) to ‘confer
its quality of “incontestable reality” on that power that has brought it into being.’624 In
Nelson’s work, the physicality of pain brings about a manifestation of the divine in ways
that are not subject to this uneven power dynamic: the divine that Nelson apprehends is,
in some ways, her own creation, as it springs forth from her own experience and
relationship with pain. Here, Nelson’s writing of pain as generative of divine
embodiment recalls Loy’s work, as analysed in Chapter 1.
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Both Bluets and The Red Parts, then, reconfigure the concept of the divine
through the experience of physical pain and its iconographies. The Red Parts is
concerned primarily with images of violence, and specifically violence against women,
especially the violence done to Jane. Throughout the text, Nelson pauses to describe in
great detail some of the images of the crime scene and of Jane’s dead body shown at the
trial. These images, understandably upsetting for Nelson’s family to contemplate, are
also treated by Nelson as pieces of visual art, to which Nelson brings her own affective
understanding. In one picture of Jane’s face on the stretcher, Nelson focuses on the
strange blue visible in the skin. ‘[T]he examiner explains that the blue is blood that has
collected behind the skin’, she states.625 But there are ‘two different kinds of blue’, which
means that Jane had died from first being shot and then asphyxiated.626 This detail is
significant, as it connects the colour blue both to blood and to air, or the effects of its
lack: in so doing, the blue on Jane’s body overcomes the duality of body and soul,
material and immaterial – an aspect which I will return to later in this chapter.
After this analysis, Nelson states that the picture ‘shows that the body hurries to
heal itself, even as it’s dying.’627 This passage makes interesting use of the iconographies
surrounding the dead female body: firstly, the insistence on the colour blue signalling
not the body’s disease – or not only that – but also the dynamics of the body’s resistance
to death. By tracing the spread and different iterations of the colour blue on her aunt’s
dead body, Nelson tracks the body’s struggle for survival, and its active resistance in
what is normally thought of as a passive state – that of death. In so doing, Nelson
abstracts from this image an iconography of the female body’s resistance to death, of its
stubborn fight for survival in the face of male violence. I will return to this image later in
the chapter, when analysing the body’s salvific role in The Red Parts.
The analysis of the iconography of the colour blue forms, of course, a large part of
the narrative of Bluets. Here, as in The Red Parts, colour is connected to female
corporeality and theology, as Nelson shows an interest in the Christian iconography of
Transfiguration. The Transfiguration is the narrative of Jesus shown radiant with the
Lord’s glory, when He is revealed as the embodiment of the divine in human form.628
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Despite there being ‘no basis’ in Scripture for the use of the colour blue in this context,
according to Nelson, in Transfiguration iconography Jesus is most often depicted ‘in the
mouth of a glowing blue mandorla – a blue almond, or vesica piscus, the shape that, in
pagan times, unabashedly symbolized Venus and the vulva.’629 In John Gage’s analysis of
colour in iconography, he describes the mandorla as ‘the most characteristic hieroglyph
of superhuman majesty’.630 The word ‘hieroglyph’ suggests the mandorla as a cryptic
presence, an abstraction to be decoded. Nelson’s reading provides a straightforward
analysis of this hieroglyph as the barely concealed abstraction of a vulva. This passage
shows not only the importance of blue in Christian iconography, but through the
analysis of the mandorla shape, Nelson draws attention to the role of the female body
and its abstraction in Christian iconography.631 Indeed, Nelson’s analysis seeks to
reintegrate the vulva’s physical role in the narrative of Jesus’s divinity, as well as its own
divinity. As outlined above, the colour blue is strongly linked to the Virgin Mary as it
recurs through her robe. The mandorla’s blueness and its vulva-like shape further
connect it to the Virgin Mary, as an abstraction of her physical presence: like the robe,
the mandorla envelops Jesus Christ, metaphorically ushering his presence and
foregrounding divinity. Through reference to the Transfiguration, Nelson places the
vagina at the centre of Jesus’s ‘radiant glory’; in fact, the vagina is framed as its source. It
is also a reminder of Jesus’s humanity, having emerged from a vagina himself, despite
the abstractions surrounding the Virgin Mary’s birth.632 Emphasising the vagina’s
physical role in divine-making, Nelson returns it as a divine entity in its own right.
While Nelson highlights the hidden vulva in the iconography of Transfiguration,
she also recognizes that its role is not easily assimilated in the teleology of revelation.
She states:
I do not know the reason for this blue pussy, meant to convey both divine
bewilderment and revelation. But I do feel that its color is right. For blue
has no mind. […] It is beautiful, and despite what the poets and
philosophers and theologians have said, I think beauty neither obscures
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truth nor reveals it. Likewise, it leads neither towards justice nor away
from it. It is pharmakon. It radiates.633
Here, Nelson muses on the meaning of this vaginal iconography, reflecting on its
colour’s lack of ‘mind’. This cryptic observation can be read as an appreciation of the
calmness of blue – its lack of ‘mind’, or agenda. It could also highlight the vaginal
groundedness, its embodiedness, which blue’s ‘lack of mind’ would be reaffirming, as
opposed to its intellectualisation. In either case, Nelson’s analysis of the mandorla
iconography explicitly designates the vagina as a vehicle of ‘bewilderment and
revelation’, a kind of divine apparition that both puzzles and enlightens.
In Bluets, Nelson returns several times to the word pharmakon, meaning ‘drug’ in
Greek, and its relation to the colour blue. Using Derrida and Plato as references, Nelson
remarks on how the word ‘refuses to designate whether poison or cure’634. Using this
word in relation to the vagina, and to beauty in general, Nelson draws attention to their
power to ‘radiate’. While this word recalls Loy’s writing of electromagnetism, as seen in
Chapters 1 and 2, Nelson’s use of this concept is quite different. If beauty ‘radiates’, it
means its presence expands, touches, and illuminates everything. In the same way, the
vagina’s blue colour in the mandorla iconography is meant to simply let it radiate, its
divine light touching and illuminating Christ’s body. But by being ‘pharmakon’, the
nature of its power cannot be reduced, according to Nelson, as either good or bad; it
simply is, and its reality is made visible through that beauty. Interestingly, earlier in the
passage Nelson had acknowledged the discourse of Divine Darkness proposed, within
the Christian tradition, by Dionysius the Aeropagite (5th-6th century AD), according to
whom Divine Light is apprehended as Darkness by humanity because it is too
‘dazzlingly bright’.635 This type of darkness is often depicted with the colour blue, as
both Nelson and Gage acknowledge.636 Nelson’s conception of blue as pharmakon
overcomes the duality of light/darkness, designating the colour as pure manifestation,
without negative or positive connotations.
The presence of the female body in Bluets’ reading of the Transfiguration
iconography disrupts the glorification of maleness as the embodiment of the divine that
the image traditionally reinforces. The presence of the female body is often disruptive
Nelson, Bluets, p. 65
Nelson, Bluets, p.73
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and subversive in the iconographies that Nelson analyses. In The Red Parts, one interest
of Nelson’s is the relationship between detective, jurors, witnesses and victim,
especially if the victim is female. At one point, Nelson remarks that only one woman, a
witness, appears in the entire trial; everybody else working on it is male.637 This
predominance of men troubles Nelson, especially in the context of delivering justice to a
crime against a woman. This troubling male gaze on the female victim is replicated in a
photo shown at the trial, the first that Nelson pauses to describe at length: ‘A ring of
male detectives standing around the shrouded lump of Jane’s dead body. […] Jane’s body
lies at their feet […]’.638 This image of the female body scrutinised from above by the
male gaze, is emblematic of the problem Nelson is describing, and in some ways
reiterative of the dynamic of the murder – the male gaze ‘striking down’ from above
onto her. Later in the text, however, Nelson undermines this scene with new
information: ‘At the trial I learn that when detectives arrive at the scene of a homicide,
they start far away from the body, and move slowly in toward it, so as not to miss or
disturb anything […]’.639 Here, the body’s presence in the crime scene forms its own
protected habitat; and the arrival of the men is perceived as an invasion or disturbance.
On the other hand, the caution displayed by the approaching men suggests their own
fear of the female body; its looming presence felt from afar and representing the female
abject – in the form of the corpse which is, according to Kristeva, ‘the utmost of
abjection […] death infecting life’.640 Whether feared or protected, the female body’s
presence in this iconography of violence, like the blue mandorla, simply ‘radiates’ –
marking out its space from the incoming threat of male presence/violence.
In conclusion, Nelson’s use of iconography, whether that of Christian art or that
of violence against women, articulates a two-fold process: the contemplation of art, and
of colour especially, leads Nelson to rehabilitate the female body’s spiritual agency.
Nelson’s analyses consistently ‘embody’ colour and understand it as a material
emanation and location of the divine. As I will show in the next section, it follows that
these two texts show the body itself as having a divine dimension, which is highlighted
through its resilience to pain, its instinct for survival, and its capacity for relationality.
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2. Soul Meets Body in The Red Parts and Bluets
As I have argued in the first section, The Red Parts and Bluets focus on the analysis of
colour as revealing the divine iterations of the female body. This is particularly acute
when the texts tackle experiences of extreme pain or grief, and the body’s reactions to
those. Nelson often refers to extreme violence, whether external of self-inflicted, to
discuss the extent to which the withstanding of pain indicates a divine act for female
bodies. As I will show, these ideas resonate strongly with contemporary feminist and
feminist theological debates about the role of suffering and self-sacrifice in women’s
lives, and the patriarchal legacy that those discourses contain.
For instance, in Bluets, Nelson is interested in understanding why women
throughout the history of Christianity have mutilated their own bodies to show their
fidelity to Christ. At the beginning of the text, Nelson critiques a lineage of male intellect
which shuns sight and sensorial apprehension to ‘think more clearly’, or reach pure
intellectualism, citing Milton as an example.641 Proposing that she ‘cannot conceive a
version of female intellect that would advocate such a thing’, she immediately corrects
herself in remembering the ‘stories of women – particularly saints – blinding
themselves in order to maintain their chastity, to prove that they “only have eyes” for
God or Christ.’642 She gives the examples of Saint Lucy, Saint Medana and Saint
Triduana, all of whom plucked out their own eyes in defiance to either pagan torture or
pagan suitors.643 Nelson continues: ‘In religious accounts, these women are announcing,
via their amputations, their fidelity to God. But other accounts wonder whether they
were in fact punishing themselves, as they knew that they had looked upon men with
lust, and felt the need to employ extreme measures to avert any further temptation.’644
It seems that Nelson does not contemplate, here, that the women in question may have
had to resort to extreme measures of resistance to make it clear to their suitors that
they were not interested – in other words, to resist heteronormativity.645 Nevertheless,
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Nelson here emphasises the fact that the women’s act of resistance has to entail doing
damage to their bodies and enacting a violence to their abilities to perceive and
comprehend. Nelson, then, seems to be arguing in favour of a female sanctity that does
not come at the expense of the female body – in fact, one that glorifies it.
These passages of Bluets resonate with feminist work on the conception of
suffering, especially when suffering is self-imposed. In her work on the ethics of female
suffering, Cynthia R. Wallace argues that ‘[t]he history of Western feminism is a history
of reevaluating suffering both imposed and ostensibly chosen in self-sacrifice.’646
Wallace describes the tension in the debate, which continues today, between those
affirming the patriarchal legacy of associating suffering with womanhood, which
imposes women’s self-diminishment in favour of men; and those that affirm that such a
view devalues women’s experiences.647 Wallace also helpfully outlines the influence of
Christian and Jewish religions on the establishment of this paradigm: using Julian of
Norwich as a significant example, as the first woman writing in English of whom we
have a record, Wallace shows the recurrence in Christian women’s writing of the
invocation of pain as a means to get close to God/Christ, while also ‘feminizing’ the
discourse of spirituality by invoking imagery of motherhood and female desire to
describe her relationship to Christ.648 My argument is that Maggie Nelson’s work
participates in this debate about female self-sacrifice and suffering, and its relation to
divinity. As her musing about female saints and sacrifice shows, her interest in the
divine potentiality of the female body means that Nelson critiques ideas of self-sacrifice
in favour of a male deity/of men; however, as I will argue for the rest of the chapter, she
finds strength and empowerment in the female body’s resilience in pain and grief,
especially when this is achieved in collaboration with other women – as I will explore in
the next section of the chapter.
If the example of self-mutilation serves to highlight the female body’s divine
ontology, The Red Parts expands this further, in understanding the body as capable of
salvific acts of healing, as in the aforementioned description of the photo of Jane’s body
on the stretcher. Nelson concludes that the picture ‘shows that the body hurries to heal
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itself, even as it’s dying.’649 This statement, paradoxically deduced by looking at a dead
body, affirms the body’s miraculous instinct for survival, even at the moment of death.
The implication, here, is that self-preservation is the body’s spiritual, life-saving grace,
and that the body is its own maker and saviour – it ‘hurries to heal itself’, as if
performing a miracle onto itself. The body, thus, makes and saves itself, and tries to do
so even in the face of certain death; an instinct which concerns not just the body’s
physical healing, as in this passage in The Red Parts, but also emotional and mental
healing.
The body’s life-preserving instinct gains explicitly spiritual iterations when
Nelson, at different points in both texts, describes it alongside a personal conception of
the soul. Nelson’s use of the word opens a direct dialogue with its complex
hermeneutical history, especially in Christian theology and ethics: patristic readings
tended to read the soul as separate from, and superior to, the body, conceiving of the
body as having to be ‘mastered’ or disciplined by the soul to achieve communion with
God.650 This was further tied to the rhetoric of the separation of body and soul as
gendered categories, as women have been consistently associated with the physical
rather than the spiritual sphere in Christian theology.651 Nelson’s use of the word is in
critical dialogue with this tradition, positioning itself closer to anti-dualistic readings of
the body-soul dichotomy that have arisen throughout history, from female mystics to
Christian feminist theologians more recently.652 The word ‘soul’ recurs in the text of
Bluets and The Red Parts, but its usage is particular to Nelson’s articulation of the divine
body, as it communes rather than differentiates itself from it. This is introduced most
evocatively in Nelson’s description of her painful and unexpected breakup with a
partner, intertwined with the main narrative of the trial. Nelson writes:
Every morning before court and every night after I will take a long shower
[…] I will get down on my knees and weep, letting the water run over my
body, praying to get better, praying not to hurt myself any more than I’m
already hurting, praying that this loss, that this whole time, will move over
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me, through me, like a dark storm passing over a great plain. A great plain
which is, essentially, my soul. A soul which is neither light nor dark, neither
wholly alone nor wholly with any other, certainly not with God, just flat,
open, deathless, and free.653
In this complex passage, Nelson’s pain is figured through the metaphor of water,
although this is articulated in complicated and non-traditional ways. Indeed, the
water in this passage is not only that coming from the shower, but also that
springing from Nelson through her tears – water produced and issuing from her by
way of emotional and physical pain. Not simply cleansing and purifying, then, the
water in this passage is both an outpouring and a release of grief, and at the same
time an act of traversing one’s body with that grief in the hope of overcoming it.
Therefore, this act of showering becomes, in its daily repetition, a spiritual ritual:
this is highlighted by Nelson’s repeated reliance on the act of prayer, making this
experience explicitly spiritual. Unlike its Christian counterpart of baptism, this
water-based ritual is aimed not straightforwardly towards purification, but to
healing by passing through the greatest depths of pain.
In this ritual, the body holds a central role: being traversed and inundated
by pain, it also bears it witness and resistance. Falling on its knees, the body is both
active and passive, being ‘showered on’ but also producing its own ‘sacred water’,
in the form of tears. Interestingly, however, Nelson introduces the soul alongside
the body into the metaphor. Nelson makes a point of specifying that her soul is
‘neither light nor dark, neither wholly alone nor wholly with any other, certainly
not with God […]’. In this sentence, Nelson explicitly removes her description of her
ritual from the body/soul dichotomy of Christian heritage; and at the same time
removes her experience of healing from a Christian teleology of salvation.654 The
passage also explicitly refuses communion with God as the answer to her pain.
Therefore, Nelson’s ritual of ‘drenching’ herself in her pain in the form of water
cannot be ascribed to a Christian teleology of purification (e.g. baptism). By
refusing the dichotomies of light and dark, and aloneness as antithetical to
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community, Nelson’s ritual favours ambiguity over purity, which is seen as more
likely to bring revelation and learning.
Indeed, Nelson uses the soul in ways that significantly diverge from this
traditional reading. Comparing it to a ‘great plain’, featureless and endless,
‘deathless’, like landscape, this description might at first seem to cohere with
traditional understanding of the soul, imperishable and unperturbed by mortal
concerns. However, the structure of the metaphor that Nelson inserts the soul into
suggests otherwise: by saying that she wishes her pain to ‘move over me, through
me, like a dark storm passing over a great plain’ she is also re-describing, in
different words, the role of the body in her showering ritual. By virtue of this
parallelism, soul and body are no longer easily distinguishable, so that the body
itself is here also framed as that which is ‘flat, open, deathless, and free’.
Moreover, Nelson’s choice of words is closely reminiscent of Psalm 23 of the
Book of Psalms, which describes God as a shepherd guiding humanity through ‘the
valley of the shadow of death.’655 By using this reference, Nelson opposes her
conception of soul and body to this metaphorical journey: rather than ‘the valley of the
shadow of death’, the soul is ‘deathless’, ‘flat’, and ‘free’. This way, the body moves
beyond its mortality by experiencing the very thing which is supposed to debilitate it –
pain. Nelson’s metaphor, then, understands the female body’s capacity to withstand and
survive immense depths of pain as divine qualities; a capacity that is exercised daily,
whether on purpose or not, like a ritual. As previously mentioned, withstanding pain is
part of the conception of the Christian God, as His incarnation in Jesus and the Passion
testify.656 It is significant, then, that Nelson reclaims this as a divine process for the
female body instead, intervening in the conceptualization of the divine from a female,
embodied perspective.
Bluets figures physical pain and the soul in a similar connection. A significant
part of the narrative of Bluets is dedicated to Nelson’s experience of taking care of a
close friend who is paralyzed from the waist down following a serious accident.
Describing their relationship at this time, Nelson highlights the embodied
enlightenment which caregiving brings: ‘in watching her, sitting with her, helping her,
weeping with her, touching her, and talking with her, I have seen the bright pith of her
655
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soul. I cannot tell you what it looks like, exactly, but I can say that I have seen it.’657 Here,
bodily exchange is foregrounded as the central mechanism of care: ‘touching’, ‘talking’,
‘weeping’, and the other actions described are not only embodied experiences, but also
mutuality: ‘touching’, ‘weeping’, ‘talking’, are exchanges that constitute a form of care.
Medical humanities scholars have highlighted this aspect of caregiving through touch as
a form of communication and collaboration: Andrieu, Laloë and Klein argue that ‘[c]are
of the body is driven by a relationship in which one body alters another.’658 The
mutuality of caregiving is transformative for both bodies in Bluets – and Nelson
specifically frames this transformation in spiritual terms of revelation.
Anne McConnell has read Nelson’s admission of inability to describe her friend’s
soul as a confirmation of a fundamental distance between the two women, reaffirming
McConnell’s argument that Bluets is concerned with the impossibility of relation.659
While I agree that Nelson is always aware that she cannot, however close, feel exactly
what her friend is feeling, I believe that the inability to put a vision into language does
not negate relation. This incommunicability has more to do with the inadequacy of
language, than the distance between the two women. Indeed Nelson places mutuality
and relationality at the centre of their friendship. This mutuality allows Nelson’s insight
into ‘the bright pith of her soul’, where the soul, described as a point of focus and light, is
accessed through the body itself, thanks to its capacity for relation with other bodies. In
this sense, Bluets puts into words Irigaray’s belief in the primacy of touch, and in caress
as feminist encounter: ‘Prior to and following any positioning of the subject, this touch
binds and unbinds two others in a flesh that is still and always untouched by
mastery.’660 Here, the caress precedes and eschews control, making touch a central
process of self-expression in mutuality. Bringing this idea further, in Bluets the body
administers care to another; and it is this capacity of relational healing that makes the
body divine, along with the solidarity of female bodies going through trauma.
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It is also worth pointing out the intersection of these passages with disability
studies. In encountering her friend’s recent disability and taking care of her, the
description of the revelatory nature of this caregiving could at first be seen as a
reductive interpretation of disability – in line with Ato Quayson’s analysis that ‘[t]he
common impulse toward categorization in interpersonal encounters is itself part of an
ideal of order that is assumed as implicit in the universe […]. It is this […] that
persistently leads to the idea that the disabled body is somehow a cipher of
metaphysical or divine significance.’661 I believe that Nelson’s analysis of the revelatory
nature of relational caregiving eschews this reductive dynamic. Aware of the danger of
appropriating her friend’s pain, and of reducing her experience to a cautionary tale,
Nelson’s description of her friend’s ‘soul’ demonstrates instead the revelatory potential
of relational caretaking – not of an external divine discourse, but of a divine inherent in
their two bodies in relation. Rather than ‘standing in’ for a divine order that reaffirms
the centrality of the able body, Nelson’s relationship with her friend affirms the divine
present within both of their bodies as they communicate and take care of one another.
In so doing, Bluets also stages the reclamation of caretaking, as it still predominantly
relies on the unpaid labour of women, as a divine-making experience.662
Here, we can see Nelson’s conception of caregiving taking on the characteristics
of the divine as theorised by Levinas: in taking responsibility for and facing the Other’s
pain, as Michael Morgan states,
Levinas’s point is clear enough: the idea of “becoming like God” or being
created in the divine image is not about drawing close to God in some
ecstatic experience; nor is it to be rational or to model oneself after divine
actions. Rather, it is to accept and assist other persons, to take one’s
responsibilities seriously, and to orient life around interpersonal
responsibility.663
These concepts resonate strongly with Nelson’s work, where caregiving allows both
parties to take on ‘the image of God’, and the narrative of Bluets very much foregrounds
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the divinity of ‘orienting life around interpersonal responsibility.’ Nelson’s formulation
foregrounds the embodied nature of such responsibility, and of the spiritual
enlightenment that it provides. ‘”Becoming like God”, in Bluets, passes through the
body’s capacity for caregiving and ‘interpersonal responsibility’. Indeed, these scenes in
Bluets echo the biblical narrative of Mary’s Visitation to her cousin Elizabeth while both
are pregnant, in which Mary declares her role in affirming God’s divinity in the
Magnificat. 664 As Loy had done in the ‘Visitation of Insel’, Nelson also reimagines this
narrative from the perspective of the female body, but unlike Loy’s version, this is a
Visitation between two women who enlighten each other. As in the biblical narrative,
Nelson and her friend are of mutual help, but the emphasis of Bluets’ visitation is
Nelson’s and her friend’s mutual spiritual enlightenment of one another, rather than
glorifying God (through the ‘Magnificat’).
Despite the arguably Christian imagery of lightness, or brightness, to describe the
soul, Nelson constructs a pathway to revelation that is based exclusively on embodied
affect, and its relational dynamics. Confirming this non-denominational quality of her
revelatory vision, she states that ‘I can say that seeing it [her friend’s soul] has made me
a believer, though I cannot say what, or in what, exactly, I have come to believe.’665 It is
very significant that Nelson explicitly affirms her belief, here, making Bluets an explicitly
spiritual text. However, Nelson’s belief does not easily conform to a singular creed, nor
does it centre on a specific figure (e.g. God). In the use of colour rather than a religious
denomination to describe the character of the soul, Nelson allows indeterminacy and
personal affect as definers of her belief system. Its dynamics are more complex: they are
based on a mutuality of experience, an experience that is embodied, therefore transient,
and personal.
This aspect of Nelson’s outlining of highly personal and individually-articulated
belief systems can, once again, be linked to her reading of Wittgenstein. In his Remarks
on Colour, he uses a theological metaphor to explain the difficulty of defining what a
colour ‘means’, or what it is:
How do I know that two people mean the same when both say they believe in
God? And one can say just the same thing about the Trinity. Theology which
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insists on the use of certain words and phrases and bans others, makes
nothing clearer (Karl Barth). It, so to speak, fumbles around with words,
because it wants to say something and doesn’t know how to express it.
Practices give words their meaning.666
In this remark, Wittgenstein not only designates belief as a practice (i.e. based on
personal, and we can say embodied, interpretations), but he also critiques the rigidity of
theological language. This is illuminated by its implied comparison with colour: like
colour, whose impossibility to define universally leads him to state that he ‘treat[s]
colour concepts like the concepts of sensation’, religion thus appears to be based on
sensation and on personal practice.667 Through this lens, Nelson’s statement of belief
clarifies and takes on the characteristics of her exploration of the colour blue: an affectbased approach to both colour perception and belief, which in turn makes the focus on
colour inherently a theological exploration.
The storyline of female caregiving in Bluets introduces another aspect of Nelson’s
articulation of the female body’s divine resilience to pain: its capacity to hold not just
one’s own pain, but also others’ pain through embodied empathy. This is especially true,
in Bluets and The Red Parts, when it comes to the communion of women’s bodies. ‘One
aim I had while writing’, Nelson explains in the preface to the 2015 edition of The Red
Parts, ‘was to allow the events of the trial, the events of my childhood, the events of
Jane’s murder, and the act of writing to share a single spatial and temporal moment.’668
The effect of this decision is significant both to Nelson’s experimental writing practice
and to her treatment of the female body as divine: through the elision of temporal
linearity, Nelson constructs a narrative of shared, inherited pain – which runs from
older generations of her family, especially her mother and aunt, through to Nelson
herself. This theme is reprised beautifully in Bluets, through the narrative of Nelson’s
taking care of herself after a breakup, and of her friend after her accident. These texts
frame the female body as divine in its resilience to generations of emotional and
physical pain, by reframing spiritual rituality through the body.
The Red Parts is indeed focused on legacies of female pain, and the ripple effects
of the violence women suffer in a misogynistic world. The repercussions of Jane’s
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murder, which takes place shortly before Nelson and her older sister were born, shape
their upbringing: ‘I had the vague sense while growing up that the deaths of other girls
were somehow related to Jane’s murder, but I didn’t know how.’669 In her childhood,
then, Nelson’s perception of her aunt’s murder is connected inextricably with violence
against women, and instinctively perceives that her family’s grief is not contained, or
containable, and that it relates to something bigger. This ‘vague sense’ of a shared
ontology of female violence is consolidated through Nelson’s early experiences at the
cinema: outings with her mother, who was Jane’s sister, would be shaped by the fact
that ‘she couldn’t tolerate scenes that involved the abduction of women, especially into
cars, and she couldn’t watch women be threatened with guns […] Try going to movies
with this rule, and you will be surprised at how often such scenes crop up.’670 While the
images her mother was avoiding specifically recall the circumstances of Jane’s murder,
Nelson’s narrative turns this into a broader concern with female representation. Her
experiences of entertainment’s over-reliance on violence towards women becomes not
only a traumatic re-enactment of Jane’s murder, but also an exploitative icon-ization of
female suffering – especially within a Christian context – that Nelson is acutely aware
of.671 Nelson thus builds connections between the violence done to Jane – a specific
event – and the violence done to other women, whether real or fictional. In this shared
circle, Nelson hints that violence is something that women experience, whether directly
or not, universally – a form of communion.
The Red Parts also specifically articulates the sharing, or inheriting, of pain as a
legacy that runs between Jane, Nelson’s mother, and Nelson herself. The author
experiences this inheritance with particular intensity as she writes her book of poetry
inspired by Jane: ‘After Jane’s murder – which was the third in a series of seven – my
mother began to worry that she might be the next victim’, Nelson writes.672 ‘Writing
Jane, I realized this fear had trickled down to me also. An inheritance. I also knew from
years of watching movies that the female detective – or, another favourite, the female
professor – always has to pay for her curiosity and toughness by becoming the target of
the killer himself.’673 In this passage, Nelson is making clear connections between her
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aunt’s murder, her mother’s trauma, and her own life and writing: by terming this ‘an
inheritance’, Nelson articulates this system as a legacy that is passed down between
generations of women in her family. The anxiety Nelson and her mother experience at
the fear of future violence is again related by Nelson to the ubiquitousness in popular
culture of the trope of the smart woman who gets punished for her intellect and
enterprising nature. By virtue of writing two books about this murder despite the
anxiety described, Nelson clearly challenges these tropes.
The female body and its generations of pain become the subject of a healing
process built in both The Red Parts and Bluets, through the act of writing. Writing
becomes, in the self-reflexive auto-fiction of The Red Parts, a way to address and
attempt to heal this history of pain pervading the women of her family. At the beginning
of the text, Nelson describes her apprehension at sharing her poetry for Jane: A Murder
with her mother, worrying it might cause her pain. However, her mother’s reaction is
positive, as she says ‘she would be eternally grateful both to it and to me. She said it was
a miracle: even though I never knew Jane, somehow I had managed to bring her back to
life.’674 In hearing this, Nelson reflects that her design was never to ‘approximate the
“real Jane”’, but her version of Jane ‘had been alive with me, for me, for some time.’675
This description envisions the act of writing as a form of coping with grief, as well as of
contact with the dead. Indeed, this form of mediumism between the world of the living
and the dead is part of the divine aspects of writing, aspects that Nelson is summoning
through her self-reflexive writing about female creativity. As in Loy’s and Acker’s
writing, the act of female creation is foregrounded as divine: Nelson’s writing here
‘brings back’ her aunt from the dead – a metaphor for the feminist process of recovering
lost female voices – thus performing a miraculous creative act.
The idea of writing as a healing process is reiterated, but also questioned, in
Bluets. As the narrative is so invested in the embodied and intellectual iterations of pain,
Nelson wonders whether her attempt to narrate this pain would be helpful or
destructive. This is exactly the dichotomy in place where she considers, after Derrida
and others, the concept of pharmakon: ‘Pharmakon means drug, but […] the word in
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Greek refuses to designate whether poison or cure’.676 This ambiguity also relates to
writing:
In the Phaedrus [by Plato], the written word is also notoriously called
pharmakon. The question up for debate between Socrates and Phaedrus is
whether the written word kills memory or aids it […] Given the multiple
meanings of pharmakon, the answer is, in a sense, a matter of translation.677
Nelson’s answer to this question comes a few pages later, establishing a different and
challenging oxymoronic dichotomy: ‘Perhaps writing is not really pharmakon, but more
of a mordant – a means of binding color to its object – or of feeding it into it […] But
“mordant”, too, has a double edge: it derives from mordēre, to bite – so it is not just a
fixative or preserver, but also an acid, a corrosive.’678 Both pharmakon and mordēre
identify embodied states or processes: pharmakon describes the assumption of cure or
poison and its embodied effects, while mordēre the act of biting and thus tasting and
ingesting something into the body. Nelson’s choice of mordēre as her preferred
metaphorical ideation of writing suggests a decidedly sensual understanding of artistic
creation. By sensual I mean both sensory and sexual: the act of biting entails the tasting
of food, as well as the tasting of bodies in sex, both of which are highly sensual
embodied experiences. The use of mordēre also suggests the spiritual dimension of
consumption, as in the practice of Eucharist, for example, which has been interpreted as
a way to imitate Christ by ‘fusing’ with His body.679 Therefore, Nelson’s conception of
writing puts the body front and centre, and highlights the body’s role in embodying the
divine: the body becomes the site of the processes of creation, whether these prove
corrosive, like bodily acid, or binding like tissue.
Indeed, the role of sexuality in the making of an embodied female divine are at
the forefront of Nelson’s writing, foregrounding sex as an embodied spiritual
experience. At the beginning of Bluets, Nelson recounts a dream she’d once had when
recovering from the heartbreak of parting with her lover, who she refers to as ‘the
prince of blue’. In the dream, an angel tells her that she should ‘spend more time thinking
about the divine, and less time imagining unbuttoning the prince of blue’s pants at the
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Chelsea Hotel’.680 Nelson’s response in the dream is a challenge: ‘But what if the prince
of blue’s unbuttoned pants are the divine, I pleaded. So be it, she said.’681 Like Loy in
‘Visitation of Insel’ (Chapter 2), Nelson here places herself as the receiver of a divine
vision. Nelson’s dream refuses to accept the distance placed between sex and revelation,
sex and communion with God. While the angel tries to steer her towards the
chastity/disembodiment which is traditionally associated with divine contemplation,
Nelson pleads instead the case for the similarities shared between ‘unbuttoned pants’
and revelation. Like Loy and Acker before her, this understanding places the focus of
divine experience on sexual embodiment, practicing a spirituality ‘without underwear’
in the words of Marcella Althaus-Reid.682 The opening of the lover’s pants, here, is akin
to the opening of a door towards the light – an embodied version of revelation. The
angel’s response – So be it – is less of an approval of Nelson’s demand and more a
resignation to her disobedience. Nelson’s rejection of the angel’s advice leaves her
outside of normative Christian revelatory teleology, but allows her to trace her own
path towards the divine through her lover’s trousers.
The focus on the body in Bluets and The Red Parts thus develops into an interest
in its divine iterations when communing with another – in relationality. This is where
Nelson’s writing articulates something close to Carter Heyward’s conception of ‘right
relation’, which she develops in her work Touching Our Strength. This concept highlights
the presence of God in our relations with others, having highest expression in sexuality,
which, as Carter Heyward puts it, is ‘our embodied yearning for mutuality’: ‘[t]o speak of
the erotic or of God is to speak of power in right relation. […] lovemaking is a form of
justicemaking.’683 Taking into account Carter Heyward’s definition, I will now argue that
Nelson’s poetics of the divine female body is particularly interested in the divine
potentiality existing in relation, whether sexual, familiar, or friendly.
3. The Hand of God: Bodies doing Relational Justice in Nelson’s
work
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As I have already touched on, the capacity of relationality is the quality of the female
body most often highlighted as divine in Bluets and The Red Parts. On the one hand, both
texts lament the end of romantic relationships – as exemplified by Nelson’s shower
ritual in The Red Parts, and her dream of the prince of blue’s unbuttoned pants in Bluets.
I have read these passages as expressing the embodied nature of grief for the end of a
romantic relationship, and of the divine manifested in the desire for the other. These
instances have been read by Anne McConnell as expressing the failure of relationality:
speaking on Bluets, and its being in essence a letter to her ex-lover, she argues that ‘the
words inscribe the distance necessarily in-between Nelson and her lover […] [w]riting
operates as a letter to no one, affirming the impossibility of relation and perhaps also
the possibility of nonrelation’.684 While this may be true of her relationships with male
ex-lovers – both in Bluets and in The Red Parts – I believe there is something different at
play in the texts when it comes to relationships between women. McConnell argues that
Nelson’s relationship with her injured friend in Bluets holds an unbridgeable distance,
constituted by Nelson’s fundamental inability to understand or experience her friend’s
pain.685 As anticipated in my analysis of Nelson’s seeing ‘the bright pith of her [friend’s]
soul’, I will argue instead that, despite Nelson acknowledging that she cannot
comprehend the extent of her friend’s pain, she shares in it.
Nelson’s writing is thus in keeping with contemporary feminist theology, and its
concern with the modalities of relation. Susan Frank Parsons has described this as part
of a desire to shift the debate away from an (androcentric, Enlightenment-based) idea of
the rational self as the subject of spiritual discourse, and towards a more complex
understanding of the spiritual as articulated through community and ethics of care.686
Indeed, I would go as far as to say that the ethics of communion between women and
the pain they share is part of the rationale for the entire project of both Bluets and The
Red Parts; and that both articulate interesting responses to this key concern of
contemporary feminist theology, which I will look at primarily through the lens of
Carter Heyward’s work.
A great deal of the narrative of Bluets is dedicated to Nelson’s description of her
friend’s recovery and adjustment to her disability. Nelson takes care of her and helps
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her; but this caregiving goes two ways. Her friend also takes care of Nelson during the
breakup from her lover, ‘the prince of blue’. Nelson reflects on this process over three
consecutive notes in Bluets, understanding that her caregiving also causes her friend
pain, albeit unwittingly:
I do not feel my friend’s pain, but when I unintentionally cause her pain I
wince as if I hurt somewhere, and I do. Often in exhaustion I lay my head
down on her lap in her wheelchair and tell her how much I love her, that I
am sorry she is in so much pain, pain I can witness and imagine but that I
do not know. She says, if anyone knows this pain besides me, it is you (and
J, her lover). This is generous, for to be close to her pain has always felt like
a privilege to me […] Perhaps this is because she remains so generous
within hers, and because she has never held any hierarchy of grief, either
before the accident or after, which seems to me nothing less than a form of
enlightenment.687
The two women’s bodies are here connected in the relational process of experiencing
pain, recognizing its damages and eventually, perhaps, healing from it. Indeed, we can
read Bluets as challenging ideas about the isolation and incommunicability of pain,
which are part of its traditional hermeneutics.688 As philosopher Lisa Folkmarson Käll
argues, while it is true that we can never apprehend another’s pain in and of itself, our
bodies respond relationally to others’ pain because our embodiment cannot easily be
enclosed within the boundaries of the self.689 Drawing on Merleau-Ponty, Käll argues for
‘intercorporeal’ embodiment.690 Describing the separate but reciprocal physical pain a
person feels when witnessing another’s pain, Käll argues that ‘[t]he expression of pain
breaks forth and unfolds between self and other in the space that we share, that forms
both of us in relation to one another and that we in turn also form.’691 I believe this is
perfectly illustrated in Bluets: Nelson witnesses her friend’s pain, which in turn
generates her own pain without appropriating her friend’s experience, which remains
unknowable to her. However, her friend’s perspective is different: in her view, Nelson is
one of two people closest to understanding her pain. While this is of course only
Nelson’s reporting of her view, her friend here substantiates the mutuality of the
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embodied nature of caregiving: the reader infers that the closeness and exchanges that
Nelson’s caregiving has been based on has helped her pain be communicated.692 This
exchange of faith, embodied in the mutual caregiving taking place between them, is a
form of ‘enlightenment’ to Nelson, and thus framed as divine. Both women
acknowledge, bear witness to, and address the legacy of pain within their bodies, thus
demonstrating the ‘intercorporeal’ nature of embodiment. Through this narrative,
Nelson places herself in conversation with other women writers who have contended
with the difficulty of relating physical pain in literature, including Virginia Woolf, Gloria
Anzaldúa, Audre Lorde, as well as Loy and Acker.693 Nelson’s conception of a
communion of pain is significant, in that Nelson’s care of her friend thus also takes on
the character of self-care and self-healing. Moreover, her friend’s ‘generosity’ in
allowing her to share in this pain is seen as enlightening for both women; thus framing
the experience and sharing of pain as a pathway to spiritual illumination.
Both Bluets and The Red Parts are in large part concerned with recovery and
resilience, and their embodied and relational nature. Like this passage of Bluets, The Red
Parts articulates this process as a collaboration between and among women, dead and
alive, past and present. In an early passage of the text, Nelson describes a recurrent
dream ‘of confronting some sinister, composite epitome of male violence and power, the
murderer I always presumed to be Jane’s. […] Sometimes my mother and sister are
there, and we help each other. Other times we are all there but we don’t help each other,
either because we can’t or we won’t. Most often I am alone.’694 This dream/memory is
quickly juxtaposed with the image of Nelson, her sister and mother, holding hands
sitting together at the hearing.695 These passages together mingle the fantasy and the
reality of female solidarity, and the two are shown as complimentary. The real-life
support they have for one another in the courtroom is amplified and dramatized in
Nelson’s dreamscape – and although ‘most often’ she is alone in those dreams, the
impetus towards ‘slaying’ the male dragon that haunts their lives comes from the
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strength of her love for the women in her family, their relation, and the strength of
Jane’s legacy that she feels present within herself. The very physical scene enacted in
Nelson’s dream, of a physical confrontation between her, her family, and an unspecified
male threat, mirrors the physicality of the support shared between the women at the
hearing: ‘Holding hands, sitting side by side on our bench’.696 The three women hold
each other together, emotionally and physically, forming a united front to face the
arrival, for the first time, of the suspected murderer of their aunt and sister at the
hearing. Thus, Nelson describes the dynamics of female solidarity as embodied –
emphasising the role of the body in administering and receiving the vital support of
another.
In the same way as emotional support is shown to be an embodied process in The
Red Parts, the trial also highlights the embodied nature of justice itself. Nelson expresses
frustration at the ‘grammar of justice’ for its impersonal and passive nature, which ‘can
obfuscate meaning […] and abandon the task of assigning agency and responsibility’.697
She states:
I find the grammar of justice maddening. It’s always “rendered”, “served”,
or “done.” It always swoops down from on high – from God, from the state
– like a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword come to separate the righteous
from the wicked in Earth’s final hour.698
In identifying the passive voice used in legal procedural language, Nelson connects its
‘God-like’ connotations to specific mythological instances of Godlike intervention and
punishment, from the thunderbolt of Greek mythology to the flaming sword of Angel
Jophiel in biblical Genesis.699 In doing this, Nelson critiques the assumption of Godlike
status of the justice system, and the idea that this Godlike standpoint could or should be
seen as an effective means of delivering justice. Instead, Nelson sees justice as
‘something we can give to one other, something we can make happen, something we can
create together down here in the muck.’700 Nelson’s conceptualization of justice
humanizes its process, removing it from its divine connotations and expanding its reach,
turning it into something that people can ‘create’ because of their humanity and
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relationality. This standpoint makes justice a relational and embodied process, tapping
into human bodies’ desire for ethical relations and the potentiality for divine creation
therein.
This conceptualization of justice as relational ties in closely with Carter
Heyward’s work and her definition of ‘right relation’: ‘justice is right relation, and right
relation is mutual relation’.701 Carter Heyward’s phrase describes not just the practice of
justice in human relations but a manifestation of the divine itself: ‘the pattern of the
Sacred in our life together is justice. The shape of God is justice.’702 For Carter Heyward,
the movement towards justice is the embodiment of God’s presence, and it is enacted
through ‘right relation’ between human beings. Thus, in Carter Heyward’s and, I believe,
in Nelson’s writing, justice is a relational process, enacted by human bodies to other
bodies, through which ‘right relation’ is manifested as the divine.
At the end of The Red Parts, Nelson focuses on her attempts to heal from the
process of the trial. Schroeder, the detective who had been responsible for re-opening
Jane’s case and overseeing the trial, tells Nelson that he had felt Jane’s ghost in the night,
and that ‘he believes that all matters related to Jane’s case – including my book, and our
sitting here together […] – are being directed by “the hand of God”.’703 Nelson’s reaction
is to be ‘unnerved’ by this revelation, and to remind herself that ‘his’ Jane would be
different from the ‘real’ Jane.704 This reaction can be understood as discomfort and
dismay at a male detective understanding a woman’s murder, and the pain of her family
witnessing the trial of the man who killed her, as possibly an act of God’s good
intervention. This appropriation of the pain of her family, and the tragedy of Jane’s
death, into the man’s own teleology of spiritual guidance is implicitly criticised and
undermined by Nelson in her response.
While Nelson disagrees with Schroeder’s use of it, the concept of the ‘hand of
God’ appears again in the closing pages of the book. Through the pain provoked both by
the end of the trial and the absence of her loved one, Nelson tries to fall asleep by
enacting a new ritual:
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I tried to imagine everyone I had ever loved, and everyone who had
ever loved me, wrapped around me. I tried to feel that I was the
composite of all these people, instead of alone in a shitty motel
room […].
I felt the wild need for any or all of these people that night. […] I
began to feel – perhaps even to know – that I did not exist apart
from my love and need of them […].
Falling asleep I thought, Maybe this, for me, is the hand of God.705
Imagining herself, in this ritual, as the ‘composite’ of her loved ones and of the love that
they share, her body becomes a collection of parts – not dismembered or broken, but
remade into a new wholeness. Through this ritual of imagined communion, Nelson’s
body becomes the holder of the act of love itself, of which it is made and through which
it survives. The body’s survival is thus attributed to love and relations with people:
Nelson describes feeling that she ‘did not exist apart from my love and need of them’.
Not only is the body materially made with the love shared with others, then, but it
would outright not be able to exist otherwise.
Crucially, relationality is seen in the above passage as the manifestation of
Nelson’s personal understanding of the ‘hand of God’. While the question of whether
God’s anthropomorphism, especially in the Old Testament, denotes metaphorical or
physical presence is debated, the motif of the Hand of God in Christian art has not
usually denoted the physical presence of His hand, but a metaphorical symbol of his
guidance or voice.706 On the contrary, Nelson’s use of the phrase very much relies on its
bodily and physical dimension in its implication of bodily presence and inter-relational
dynamic, the touch of a hand to guide or comfort. It is in the body’s own assembling of
the fragments of other’s love, and in holding them together and bearing witness to them,
that the divine is manifested. The female body’s capacity of relationality through pain
and family and love makes it divine.
Nelson’s concept of the ‘hand of God’ – embodied, physical, relational – strongly
resonates with Carter Heyward’s concept of God in relation: ‘To speak of the erotic or of
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God is to speak of power in right relation’, as God is manifested in ‘empowering sparks of
ourselves in relation’.707 Making clear connections between the erotic and God, which
sets her theology apart from traditional Christian understandings of those two concepts,
Carter Heyward understands both as enacting a spirituality based on relation; i.e. there
is no God without relation, and relation is based on corporeality and the experiences of
the body, including and especially in sex. The ‘empowering sparks of ourselves in
relation’ are, arguably, what constitutes the imagined communal body described at the
end of The Red Parts. The parts of her loved ones which Nelson assembles through her
imaginations, are empowering her to survive, and thus move her towards healing.
In conclusion, The Red Parts and Bluets communicate a poetics of the female
divine as expressed through the body’s relationality, especially in relationships with
other women. In so doing, Nelson’s writing in these texts is in line with current concerns
in feminist/queer theology, particularly the exploitation of women’s suffering and the
dynamics of right relation. In the next chapter, I will explore the particular articulation
of a queer relational divine in Nelson’s The Argonauts, expressed in the dynamics of
queer family-making and desire.
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Chapter 6: The Argonauts and the ‘ordinary devotion’ of the queer body
Maggie Nelson’s most recent work, The Argonauts (2015) builds in significant ways on
the relationship between the female body, the divine, and the relational, which was the
topic of Chapter 5. I have chosen to conclude my thesis by focusing on The Argonauts
because the text approaches the above issues from the perspective of queerness,
bringing to its utmost development the continuum of experimental female/queer divine
this thesis has uncovered. The text articulates a queer (female and trans gender-fluid)
divine through the process of kinship, family-making, and the polymorphousness of the
queer body, which, as I will show, defies death. By creating parallels between the
experiences of Nelson’s queer female body, and those of her trans gender-fluid partner
Harry’s, The Argonauts presents an understanding of identity and embodiment based on
relationality: the two bodies communicate, share, and create together, eliding corporeal
boundaries. These bodily transformations, as well as the ever-evolving body of the
queer family unit, are the subject of Nelson’s ‘ordinary devotion’ – a phrase which
recurs throughout the text. By using this phrase, Nelson designates queer kinship as a
ritualistic, spiritual practice of caregiving and communion. By communion I mean a
ritual, like the Eucharist, of transcendence through consumption: both bodily and sexual,
this consumption transforms the bodies involved in its daily, spiritual utterance. This
ritual of relational devotion, enacted through and with the body, is the foundation of The
Argonauts’ queer divine. I will argue the embodied relationality at work in the novel
forms a trans-immanent divine: this term allows me to combine the aspects of relational
theology and queer embodiment that are key to my reading of the text, where bodies
‘move across’ each other in spiritual relationality. My use of ‘trans-immanent’ is a
deliberate oxymoron: the bodies in The Argonauts are transcendent in their transitivity,
or their capacity to change and witness the others’ embodied divinity; but immanent
because they reach the divine through the body.
While The Argonauts is considered a work of auto-fiction, like The Red Parts and
Bluets, it is considerably different from those texts. Like Bluets, The Argonauts develops
its narrative through short, separate paragraphs, which appear as isolated sections of a
single, book-length ‘chapter’. However, unlike her previous work, The Argonauts makes
significant use of references in the manner of an academic text. This reflects Nelson’s
work as an academic and literary scholar, and gives The Argonauts a hybrid form,
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between autobiography, critical theory, and fiction. This technique, which incorporates
different voices into the text, including Harry’s, constitutes an experiment in
collaborative authorship. As Nelson remarked, the use of references functions like an
attempt at theoretical family-making, making the text itself relational.708 Like Bluets, The
Argonauts is framed through the use of the second person: the narrative is directed to a
‘you’ which the reader understands to be Harry, to whom the book is dedicated.709 But
the privileging of the second person in The Argonauts is also significant in that it guides
the narrative through a non-gendered pronoun, thus queering the narrative. While
Bluets directs the narrative to a previous lover, thus underlining the fallibility of
romantic relationships, The Argonauts’ use of the second person enables collaboration
with a romantic partner, performing a communion with his voice and body, which
formally expresses the wider dynamic of ‘ordinary devotion’ that the text constructs.
This chapter’s focus on queer bodies is in direct conversation with my work so
far in the thesis, especially on Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates (chapter 4). Nelson and
Loy both focus on queer relations as the primary dynamic of queer divinity and use rewritings of Greek myth as a methodology. However, while Acker combines different
spiritual languages to voice queer spirituality, Nelson uses a primarily Christian
framework for her enquiry, from Eucharistic consumptive ‘burning’ and ‘communion’ to
the emphasis on mutual ‘witnessing’, which I will analyse later in the chapter. At the
same time, Nelson’s description of the process of childbirth as an expression of the
divine body connects with Mina Loy’s poetry, especially ‘Parturition’ and ‘Aid of the
Madonna’ (Chapter 1). However, while Loy’s work remains heteronormative in its
spiritual scope, The Argonauts considers childbirth and child-rearing from a queer
perspective: Nelson’s use of the katabasis narrative in this context, which I will analyze
in the third section, differs from Loy’s in its framing the resurfacing from the depths of
physical pain as an embodied collaboration between her and her baby - a queer
relational creation. By developing these conversations which my thesis has opened, this
chapter’s consideration of the dynamics of queer divine brings to a conclusion the work
I have done so far to identify a lineage of feminist theological revisions in women’s
writing in the 20th and 21st century.
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In this chapter, I will establish a framework of queer theory and theology to
illuminate how The Argonauts articulates relationality from the perspective of
queerness. I will use chiefly the work of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, one of Nelson’s primary
textual referents – or ‘many-gendered mothers of the heart’, as Nelson refers to her
critical and literary pillars.710 Alongside the sources that Nelson cites directly, I will add
the framework opened by queer theologians such as Carter Heyward to illuminate
Nelson’s depiction of a relational queer divine. With these two frameworks
communicating productively with each other, the chapter will build an analysis of the
queer body’s divinity, a divinity which is articulated in relation to other bodies.
I will refer to and expand on existing critical studies that consider The Argonauts’
focus on relationality – specifically, Constance Furey’s article ‘Eros and The Argonauts’,
and Katie Collins’ ‘The Morbidity of Maternity’.711 Furey’s study uses Judith Butler, Amy
Hollywood and Lynne Huffer, to conclude that the text enacts ‘the interactive quest for a
communal creation of a shared good’ through language.712 While I share Furey’s focus
on language and creation, her work does not consider the embodied dynamics of this
creation, despite the focus on eros. Collins’ article, on the other hand, helpfully situates
The Argonauts in the context of an anti-negative turn in queer studies: Collins compares
Nelson’s work to Leo Bersani’s, arguing that Nelson modifies Bersani’s concept of
‘shattering’ by changing it from actual bodily disintegration to a ‘thinning’, a concept
Nelson borrows from Ralph Waldo Emerson.713
While Furey’s and Collins’ precedents are helpful in establishing the literary and
theological background on the text, as both privilege the relational as theoretical
framework, my perspective on The Argonauts builds significantly on theirs. My work lies
in their interstices: while I combine the focus on queer theory of Collins’, and on
theological inter-relationality of Furey’s, I use different parameters within those
frameworks, and combine them to different results. Using Carter Heyward allows me to
consider the queer and theological perspectives together, bringing queer feminist
theology directly to bear on the text. Moreover, expanding on Collins’ reading of queer
embodiment in The Argonauts, I read the term ‘undoing’, which Collins overlooks, as
Nelson, Argonauts, p.153
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central to Nelson’s relational embodiment in the novel. Finally, I will focus my reading
on the literary aspects of Nelson’s queering of theological or mythical narratives such as
the katabasis narrative, which have so far been overlooked, and her use of these to
create a literature of a relational queer divine.
This chapter will be divided into three sections: the first will define queerness
and divinity in the space of the text, and analyse how a queer embodiment is
constructed as divine in the text; the second section will consider the articulation of
divinity in the form of queer relationality and family-making; while the third and final
section will analyse the representation of childbirth as a revised katabasis narrative of
queer female divinity.
1. Queer Argos: the bodies-in-becoming of The Argonauts
As a book self-declaredly about the experience of queerness, The Argonauts focuses on
bodies in perpetual becoming. The title is a reference to the myth of the same name,
most prominently told in the Argonautica by Apollonius Rhodius (3rd century BC),
recounting the voyages of mythical travellers (Medea, Orpheus, Heracles and others) on
the ship Argo, whose parts ‘may be replaced over time but the boat is still called the
Argo’.714 Nelson relates her experience of first telling Harry that she loved him via a
passage by Roland Barthes which asserts that the person who says ‘I love you’ is like
‘the Argonaut renewing his ship during its voyage without changing its name.’715 This
description also applies to Nelson’s designation of queer bodies: Harry’s and her body
are Argos, whose parts are constantly shifting within the outer definitions of the same
self. The use of this reference as book title casts her and Harry as Argonauts, heroes of
mythical stature in their experience of queer love and divine communion.
In the text, queerness is change, multiplicity and defiance of categories; and it is
the framework from which all bodily change is refracted, such as childbirth, aging and
surgery. I refer here to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s definition of queerness: ‘the open mesh
of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of
meaning when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t
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made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically’.716 Sedgwick’s definition is useful not
only because Nelson recognizes her as a major influence in the text, but also because it
suggests the inherent indefinability of queerness: defining queerness as made up of
‘possibilities’, ‘gaps’, ‘dissonances’ and ‘excesses’ highlights the difficulty of quantifying
and restricting what that term means – a definition that challenges the act of defining. In
The Argonauts, Nelson grapples with Sedgwick’s definition directly, sharing Sedgwick’s
desire for the term ‘to be a perpetual excitement, a kind of place-holder […] willing to
designate molten or shifting parts, a means of asserting while also giving the slip.’717
This does not mean, however, that the term ‘queer’ is divorced from its specific links
with LGBT identities: Nelson also quotes Sedgwick arguing for the political and social
danger of removing queerness from its connections with LGBT identities, as this would
leave the term without its centre, ‘“would […] dematerialize any possibility of queerness
itself.”’718 While this might seem contradictory, Nelson embraces it: ‘she [Sedgwick]
wanted it both ways. There is much to be learned from wanting something both
ways.’719 In relation to The Argonauts, then, like Sedgwick and Nelson I read the term
queer ‘both ways’: as the direct marker of LGBT identities, and as the term which allows
space for shifting, multiple, beings-in-becoming – in other words, to resist definition.
The Argonauts, like Nelson’s previous work, deals extensively with the ways that
bodies are constructed through language, the inadequacy of those processes, and ways
in which language can be changed to accommodate non-normative bodies. As Furey
argues, The Argonauts proposes that in the act of writing, ‘[t]o commit to words, to their
capacity to express what we want to say, is to commit also to the fact that what we want
to say is not ours alone.’720 Taking this further, I see the act of writing in The Argonauts
also as an act of witnessing and mutual creation, a linguistic experiment in queer
revelation. Nelson establishes this through a long-standing disagreement about
language between herself and Harry:
[b]efore we met, I had spent a lifetime devoted to Wittgenstein’s idea that
the inexpressible is contained – inexpressibly! – in the expressed. […] In this
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, ‘Queer and Now’, in The Routledge Queer Studies Reader, ed. by Donald E. Hall,
Annamarie Jagose, with Andrea Bebell and Susan Potter (New York: Routledge, 2013), p.8 (emphasis
original)
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way you can have your empty church with a dirt floor swept clean of dirt and
your spectacular stained glass gleaming by the cathedral rafters, both.
Because nothing you can say can fuck up the space for God.721
These statements introduce the book’s quest for a way into language that can welcome
the Argos of queer bodies: Nelson here describes her own, initial belief that language
can be good enough to describe anything. However, as the introducing clause ‘before we
met’ implies, this is profoundly changed by her encounter with Harry, and the metaphor
which follows illustrates some of the linguistic/religious implications of this. Here,
Nelson draws directly from the language of Christianity, framing language itself as a
religious experiment. By describing the ‘empty church […] swept clean’, Nelson’s
metaphor implies a critique of the establishment (literally) of the Christian church, for
hiding the ‘dirt’ of what it cannot successfully represent – for example, queerness.
However, by highlighting the words ‘spectacular stained glass gleaming’ through the use
of alliteration, Nelson draws attention to the potentiality of revelation within language,
even for the ‘inexpressible’ queer body. Indeed, if the Church represents language in this
metaphor, it is seen allowing for the glory of revelation of queerness, or allowing
queerness to come into the light, which illuminates the Church itself/language. Thus, the
inexpressible changes and enhances the expressible, making the act of writing one of
spiritual vision. This is stressed in the final statement: ‘nothing you can say can fuck up
the space for God’, whether or not the language can reflect and express it. This final
sentence declares the desire to manifest this revelation within the book: the act of
writing becomes, in this light, predicated upon allowing the ‘space for God’ to be
narrated, for revelation to come through on the page. The Argonauts can thus be seen as
an experiment in queer revelation, in writing the space for God into creation without
hiding the dirt.
Indeed, placing this metaphor at the beginning of the text frames the entire
project of The Argonauts as an attempt to understand the limitations of narrating
queerness through a heteronormative language, and to reveal ‘the space for God’ that is
possible in queer representation. The concept of linguistic revelation manifesting
through an embodied divinity is based on the Christian Logos: as Jesus Christ is the
embodied Logos (word and ordering logic) of the Christian God, thus an embodied
revelation of God, then in The Argonauts the bodies of Nelson and Dodge constitute
721
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revelation of the queer divine. Their bodies bear witness to each other and embody the
Logos of queerness. Nelson’s challenging of language’s over-determination in the wake
of her relationship with Harry (‘I looked anew at unnameable things, or at least things
whose essence is flicker, flow’), underlies The Argonauts’ attempts to bring the
‘excesses’ of meaning constituted by queerness into light.722
Thus, The Argonauts is interested in a language of relational revelation, which
focuses on the workings of the queer body as its central Logos. Early in the text, Nelson
bears witness to the distress and physical pain that inhabiting a female-presenting body
used to cause Harry:
Your inability to live in your skin was reaching its peak, your neck and back
pulsing with pain all day, all night, from your torso (and hence, your lungs)
having been constricted for almost thirty years. You tried to stay wrapped
even while sleeping, but by morning the floor was always littered with
doctored sports bras, strips of dirty fabric – “smashers,” you called them.723
The use of the word ‘smashers’ entails violence and pain in its forcefulness, indicating
the strength of Harry’s discomfort and desire to suppress his body’s female
presentation. Nelson takes care to highlight that the pain is not just skin-deep; it also
impedes Harry’s breathing (‘your lungs’), and thus his livelihood. Here, the restrictions
of a cis/heteronormative linguistic and social system are shown to have potentially fatal
embodied effects; which Harry had to endure until the moment of his transition and top
surgery. The persistence to which Harry ‘smashes’ his body in order to achieve a
gender-fluid presentation reproduces cis-heteronormative violence, but also Harry’s
commitment to suppressing (parts of) his embodied experience in order to reveal his
gender-fluid embodiment. This ritualised, physical violence aimed at
revealing/witnessing the body’s truth mirrors the dynamics of medieval martyrdom: as
Bill Burgwinkle and Cary Howie note of the extremities of physical pain performed in
martyrdom
[t]his lure of immortality – the idea that we can face torture, embrace the
powers of destruction around us, and conquer all – pervades martyrdom
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imagery. In this respect, bodily torture is not a sign of contempt for the body
at all but rather, a sign that the body is the path to salvation.724
This definition of martyrdom as body-based salvation carries important implications for
The Argonauts: in this light, Harry’s ‘smashing’ can be understood as a form of
martyrdom, as it evinces his ‘embrac[ing] the powers of destruction’ in order for his
body to reveal his queer divine. Medieval scholars have argued about the gendered
implications of martyrdom, with Robert Mills identifying queerness to be inherent in
representations of martyrdom in both hagiography and iconography.725 As Mills
remarked, ‘gender-transgressive’ presentation and behaviour was common for martyrs,
for example for women to present as men to avoid the obligation of marriage – even
using ‘transgender’ as a framework to describe acts including martyrdom.726 The
rejection of gender norms implicit in martyrdom thus queers this specific process of
holy embodiment, and by evoking the language of martyrdom, Nelson makes Harry
holy. Through the description of Harry’s pain via binding, Nelson creates a depiction of
queer martyrdom, hinging on a ritual of embodied performance and physical pain in
order to achieve the salvation that transition constitutes for Harry. In Harry’s case, cisheteronormativity is the external system of belief to which his martyrdom resists. His
martyrdom is not just a process of sanctification, it is an act of divine self-creation:
through the process of binding and, later, top surgery, Harry’s body, rather than hurting
himself or diminishing his embodiment, manifests its own truth; truly becoming
himself, creating himself. Harry’s body is thus capable of extracting itself from the
binary logics of language and culture, transcending the gendered binary in a process of
divine manifestation that remains rooted in the body (the trans-immanent).
Harry’s body is the carrier of the most prominent act of transcendence of the
gender binary in the book. Nelson remarks how, when asked about his transition, Harry
would clarify that he is ‘not on the way to anywhere’.727 This formulation indicates
Harry’s disavowal of the narrative of transition as a journey to a definite, binarilygendered end; or as Nelson calls it, the narrative of being ‘”born in the wrong body”’ that
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the very term ‘trans’ evokes.728 This narrative, according to Jack Halberstam, has been
prominently used throughout the 20th century to describe trans bodies, but has more
recently changed to recognize the ‘provisional nature of sex reassignment’ – which
Nelson’s formulation reflects.729 However, Nelson once again embraces the possible
contradiction in this formula, by not wishing to erase those whose experience differs
from Harry’s: while Harry may not see himself in this narrative, it can be ‘partially, or
even profoundly, useful for others’.730 This leads to a wider consideration of the value of
indeterminacy, rather than the strict identifications that cis-heteronormativity imposes,
in the search of a language of revelation for queerness:
How to explain that for some, or for some at some times, this irresolution is
OK – desirable, even […] – whereas for others, or for others at some times, it
stays a source of conflict or grief? How does one get across the fact that the
best way to find out how people feel about their gender or their sexuality –
or anything else, really – is to listen to what they tell you, and to try to treat
them accordingly, without shellacking over their version of reality with
yours?731
This conception privileges individual agency over society’s desire for categorization in
terms of expressing gender. Most importantly for my argument, it shows that
irresolution is or can be productive, a site of subversive troubling, a productive
instability that challenges the power of categories. Through these passages, Nelson
considers the potential of indeterminacy to be the Logical opening which allows ‘the
space for God’ in language; an indeterminacy which is revelatory and enlightening,
allowing queer individuals to self-affirm and be brought into light.
The productive instability of queer embodiment is explicitly connected to
spirituality towards the end of the book:
Empirically speaking, we are made of star stuff. Why aren’t we talking more
about that? Materials never leave this world. They just keep recycling,
recombining. That’s what you keep telling me when we first met – that in a
real, material sense, what is made from where. I didn’t have a clue what you
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were talking about, but I could see you burned for it. I wanted to be near that
burning.732
Locating human embodiment firmly in the language of cosmology, Nelson’s recounting
of Harry’s theory emphasizes its defiance of strict scientific approaches to biology. This
is stressed in Nelson’s juxtaposing the words ‘empirically’ and ‘star stuff’, which
contrast in their opposite relation to the quantifiable. Harry’s argument for this cosmic
embodiment makes the indeterminacy of constituent parts a means of locating oneself
(‘what is made from where’); however, this locating remains fruitfully undetermined, as
the ‘where’ is indicated as the entire cosmos itself. The body is thus here understood as
part of the makeup of the universe, at one with all temporalities and materialities of the
created world.
This has meaningful parallels with the work of Mina Loy as analysed in Chapter 1
of this thesis, which similarly connected female embodiment with cosmology, especially
at the point of childbirth. Here, however, the concept is explicitly queered, as it collapses
all temporalities of the created world as part of the queer body. It is significant that
Nelson recognizes in this conception a ‘burning’: this not only highlights Harry’s
personal investment in this theory, but also its generative and transformative potential,
particularly as regards the body. This ‘burning’ is both desire, for Harry, as well as a
kind of bodily consumption – one that Nelson’s wording (‘you burned for it’) explicitly
constructs as an experience of martyrdom. The sentence declares his ‘burning’, his selfconsumption for something; thus staging a willingness to sacrifice oneself, to ‘witness’
that belief through one’s body, as martyrs would. This passage constructs the infinite
possibilities of becoming contained in queer bodies’ creative potentialities of shifting
cosmic parts as a religious experience, with Harry – and, as narrator, Nelson – cast as
martyrs for this belief.
As the above passage suggests, the body in The Argonauts is an entity in constant
becoming, whose ability to withstand and thrive in this change is constructed as divine
in the text. Nelson’s and Harry’s experiences of change – through pregnancy for Nelson,
and transition for Harry – are often paralleled: ‘2011, the summer of our changing
bodies. Me, four months pregnant, you six months on T. We pitched out, in our
inscrutable hormonal soup, for Fort Lauderdale, […] so that you could have top surgery
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by a good surgeon and recover.’733 The concurrence of the two partners’ bodily
transformations is not just chronological, but physical: the two bodies are described as
part of the same, undefinable ‘hormonal soup’, which defies the individual limits of their
two bodies, connecting them in one fluid form. Despite their respective bodily changes
being traditionally ‘gendered’, Nelson interprets them differently:
On the surface, it may have seemed as though your body was becoming more
and more “male”, mine, more and more “female”. But that’s not how it felt on
the inside. On the inside, we were two human animals undergoing
transformations beside each other, bearing each other loose witness. In
other words, we were aging.734
Nelson here challenges the gendered teleology associated with pregnancy and
transition: in her words, hers and Harry’s transformations have little to do with trying
to ‘meet’ a gendered standard or achieve an identifiable gender identity. Rather, Nelson
conceives of these changes as dynamic transformations towards a fuller sense of self,
which neutralize individual gendered connotations by way of their shared, collaborative
nature. This witnessing, in the focus on the word ‘bearing’, can also be understood as an
act of mutual creation: giving birth to one another, hearing and speaking one another
into existence. This passage reinforces the sense that Nelson is describing a queer
embodiment that articulates itself across multiple bodies, or a relational embodiment.
By laying emphasis on the act of ‘bearing each other loose witness’ these changes are
understood as mutual, in conversation and in front of one another.
The act of witnessing is a central concern of Nelson’s work: as shown in Chapter
5, this connects her writing to Christian vocabularies of belief at least since The Red
Parts, as the act of witnessing is a key affirmation of belief in Christianity, even
becoming the root of the word ‘martyr’.735 By adding the adjective ‘loose’ to her
definition of witnessing, Nelson designates an approach to testimony that comes from
the embodied experience of togetherness – ‘loose’ here signifying both unrestricted,
fluid, as well as sexual, especially in American English. This is a witnessing that is
located in the body, using the bodies’ commonality as part of the process of mutual
recognition. This ‘looseness’ relates not only to their bodies’ responses to each other
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and their transformations, but also to the nature of witnessing itself. When identity and
embodiment are in constant flux, witnessing can only be ‘loose’, open, ample, embracing
of change and contradiction. In this sense, then, Nelson utilizes the word’s Christian
connotations to make The Argonauts a queer gospel, bearing witness to hers and her
partner’s divine queer embodiment.
This act of ‘loose witnessing’ is borne out, in The Argonauts, to the point of
experiencing the other’s body as one’s own. This conceptualization connects
meaningfully with the late work of philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty. As introduced
in chapter 5, Merleau-Ponty’s posthumously published work, The Visible and The
Invisible outlines the body as sentient/experiential centre, bodies as communicating
with each other and heightening their respective reality:
There is a circle of the touched and the touching, the touched takes hold of
the touching; there is a circle of the visible and the seeing, the seeing is not
without visible existence; there is even an inscription of the touching in the
visible, of the seeing in the tangible – and the converse; there is finally a
propagation of these exchanges to all the bodies of the same type and of the
same style which I see and touch – and this by virtue of the fundamental
fission or segregation of the sentient and the sensible which, laterally, makes
the organs of my body communicate and founds transitivity from one body to
another.736
In this passage, Merleau-Ponty establishes the circularity of sensorial experience; a
circularity which envelops different senses, such as touching and seeing, into each
other’s manifested reality. This in turn leads to different bodies being able to
communicate and forms ‘transitivity’ between individuals. In other words, the ‘circle’ of
sensory experience makes bodies ‘transitive’, within themselves and between one
another – an interesting word in the context of The Argonauts. While Merleau-Ponty’s
description is not specifically about queer bodies, I argue that Nelson’s writing
establishes a comparable conception of transitive embodiment in this context.
It is interesting to note that Sedgwick has used the word ‘transitive’ to describe
her own conception of queerness, and that theorists such as Gayle Salamon, who Nelson
explicitly cites as an influence, have identified in Merleau-Ponty’s theories the
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potentialities of a phenomenology of trans embodiment.737 Indeed, Salomon’s reading of
Merleau-Ponty’s work is key in understanding Nelson’s version of queer relational
embodiment: ‘The beloved other comes to exist in my phenomenological field as such to
the extent that she comes to exist for me. But I, too, come to exist for myself in this
scenario, and only to the extent that either the other exists for me or I exist for the other,
or perhaps both.’738 Here, Salamon’s reading illuminates the extent to which MerleauPonty’s theory accommodates an understanding of relational queer embodiment,
articulated in mutual creation: the other brings me to light. In the context of The
Argonauts, ‘transitive’ is a helpful term as it combines the phenomenological and queer
aspects of Nelson’s work: in the text, while Nelson’s body and Harry’s undergo physical
transformations, they also connect and undo their physical boundaries and become
‘transitive’. The bodies in The Argonauts enact the meaning of the suffix ‘trans’ (to go
across) in at least three dynamics: transitivity, transition, and transcendence. Their
bodies move across logics of binary embodiment and connect, through their
cosmological makeup, with the divine, transcending to a divine embodiment to which
the other bears loose witness.
2. Queer as in relational: the erotics of ‘ordinary devotion’
Thus far, I have read queerness in The Argonauts as a modality for embodied
divinification. In this section, I will read queer relationships as divine. The Argonauts
understands queerness itself, not just queer embodiment, as relational. Nelson cites Eve
Sedgwick’s conception of queerness as follows: “Queer is a continuing moment,
movement, motive – recurrent, eddying, troublant […] Keenly, it is relational, and
strange”.’739 Sedgwick’s definition, shared by Nelson, casts queerness as a relational
mode of being, a ‘movement’ that defines itself with other people. This troublant nature
destabilizes conceptions of identity that depend on neatly separate categories or selves.
By troubling the separation of identities, queerness is understood in The Argonauts as
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an ontology of communion – of shared, embodied transcendence via mutual
consumption (e.g. the ‘burning’ of belief, sexuality, witnessing).
This makes personhood itself relational: mimicking the structure of Sedgwick’s
above statement, Nelson argues that ‘[s]ubjectivity is keenly relational, and it is
strange.’740 The strangeness of queerness and subjectivity are both related to this
double movement of identity-making and disruption: as mentioned in the opening of
this chapter, ‘queer’ both identifies and resists identity, first by conceiving of identity as
not defined or definable, and then opening the possibility of relational identity. On the
writing of her undergraduate thesis, titled The Performance of Intimacy, Nelson quotes
Judith Butler to state her interest in ‘writing that dramatizes the ways in which we are
for another or by virtue of another, not in a single instance, but from the start and
always.’741 Nelson here posits her entire work in light of a focus on relationality as the
fundamental mode of living and practicing art. As Furey states, The Argonauts views ‘the
space between people [as] a site of dynamic contingency’ […] which is ‘political’ in that
it ‘re-envisions the possibilities of what people create in sustained interactions –
relationships – with one another.’742 While I agree that this ‘contingency’ is a space of
productive and political work in the text, I would like to focus more closely on how
these ‘sustained interactions’ are articulated as ‘ordinary devotion’, thus making
relationality an expressly divine-making process.
The phrase ‘ordinary devotion’ is introduced early in the text. It comes from a
speech by paediatrician and psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott about the relationship
between children and carers/mothers, which Nelson reflects upon:
Winnicott holds the relatively unsentimental position that we don’t owe
these people [who raise us] (often women, but by no means always)
anything. But we do owe ourselves “an intellectual recognition of the fact that
at first we were (psychologically) absolutely dependent, and that absolutely
means absolutely. Luckily we were met by ordinary devotion.”743
Winnicott uses this phrase to refer to the ‘natural’ instinct to attend to the child that a
mother/carer feels or ought to feel. Because this sentiment should be ‘natural’ or given,
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according to Winnicott, it does not warrant gratitude from the child. This conception is
problematic, from a feminist perspective, as that ‘devotion’ entails physical and
emotional work which is by no means ‘natural’ to caregivers (primarily women, as
Nelson observes). In response, Nelson turns this phrase over throughout the text,
changing the way that those two words are used in the context of her maternity and her
relationship with her family to convey a deliberate, repeated choice to care for another
as the relational ritual which forms their divine bodies in ‘ordinary devotion’.
Carter Heyward’s theology of queer relation in Touching Our Strength mirrors
some of the dynamics at work in The Argonauts. In Heyward’s theory, ‘sexual refers to
our embodied relational response to erotic/sacred power, and theology to a critical
reflection on the shape of the Sacred in our life together’, while ‘God is our power in
mutual relation’.744 By setting out these terms, Carter Heyward introduces an explicitly
erotic and relational understanding of the Sacred, where God is manifested in relation
itself. This conception particularly resonates with The Argonauts as Carter Heyward
seeks to understand ‘sex and God as we are able to re-image both as empowering sparks
of ourselves in relation’.745 This conception is useful for my argument in three ways:
firstly, it opens the possibility of conceiving sex and God as one single concept; secondly,
by designating this as ‘sparks’ of ‘ourselves’, it reflects an embodiment that is
cosmically-articulated, partial, or in-finite – which connects with my earlier reading of
the queer body’s cosmological makeup; finally, it conceives of these embodied ‘sparks’
as divine because in relation, as the presence of God manifested in relationality. These
concepts all concur in Nelson’s writing, and are encapsulated in her use of the phrase
‘ordinary devotion’.
In the following passage, Nelson situates ‘ordinary devotion’ as attachment and
vulnerability with another person:
I know now that a studied evasiveness has its own limitations, its own ways
of inhibiting certain forms of happiness and pleasure. The pleasure of
abiding. […] The pleasure of obligation, the pleasure of dependency. The
pleasures of ordinary devotion.746
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Here, ‘evasiveness’ can be understood as both a theoretical concept, but also one to do
with relationality – elsewhere, Nelson had described her desire to isolate and shirk
relationships in a particular phase of her life for her own wellbeing, which she also
touches upon in The Red Parts and Bluets.747 In this passage, Nelson counters this with
the value placed, in her later life, on connection and ‘dependency’. In this passage,
‘ordinary devotion’ becomes a practice of relationality, of ‘dependency’, offering and
receiving vulnerability. This significantly changes the meaning of Winnicot’s phrase: in
this passage, devotion is displayed in a relational dynamic, whether to a partner, child,
or friend, and is ‘ordinary’ only in its repeated, daily utterance, but extraordinary from a
spiritual point of view. This devotion is borne by the body, ritualised in gestures of care
and in sex.
The work of caregiving is often characterized by Nelson as involving an erotic
dimension, as regards both her partner and her baby. In the following passage, an
exhibition by A.L. Steiner, Puppies and Babies, featuring joyful and revealing
photographs of mothers, pregnant women along with babies or puppies, prompts
Nelson to reflect on the role of erotics in motherhood:
It has been politically important for feminists to underplay the erotics of
childbearing in order to make space for erotics elsewhere (i.e., “I fuck to
come, not to conceive”), but Puppies and Babies eschews such cleavage.
Instead, we get all the messy, raucous perversities to be found in both
pregnant and nonpregnant bodies, in nursing, […] in the daily work of
caretaking and witness […].748
This installation provides Nelson with a framework to ‘have things both ways’, when it
comes to eroticism and motherhood. Here, while acknowledging the importance of
separating sex and childbirth in early feminist movements, Nelson reclaims the erotics
of childrearing itself. The exhibition presents what Nelson refers to, by borrowing Susan
Fraiman’s definition, as ‘sodomitical maternity’.749 Starting from a feminist analysis of
Freud’s Wolf Man case, Fraiman seeks to ‘return the mother’s pleasure to the scene’, in
Nelson’s words, allowing it to eschew the simple ‘instrumentality’ of reproduction.750
Moreover, defining ‘caretaking and witnessing’ as a site of ‘perversities’ clearly states
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that Nelson’s ‘ordinary devotion’ encompasses sexuality, relationality, and caretaking,
understanding all of these as a kind of religious ‘witnessing’ and rituality.
This concept is, according to Nelson, intrinsic to queer family-making:
Some of the subjects of Puppies and Babies may not identify as queer, but it
doesn’t matter: the installation queers them. By which I mean to say that it
partakes in a long history of queers constructing their own families […] and
that it presents queer family making as an umbrella category under which
baby making might be a subset, rather than the other way around. It reminds
us that any bodily experience can be made new and strange, and that nothing
we do in this life need have a lid crammed on it, that no one set of practices
or relations has the monopoly on the so-called radical, or the so-called
normative.751
‘Sodomitical maternity’ and queer family-making thus work together to ‘queer’ the
‘bodily experience’ of maternity, i.e. renew it and change its connotations, open it up to
new interpretations. What interests me about this intersection is the complex
interaction between sexuality, caretaking and rituality; an interaction which is here
shown to be intrinsic to queer family-making. This makes the ‘ordinary devotion’ of
caregiving not simply a relational experience, but an erotic experience more specifically;
while childbirth and childcare in turn become an erotic form of devotion, whose
rituality is expressed in forms of bodily contact and knowledge exchange.
This rituality of bodily contact extends to the baby himself. When Iggy is born,
Nelson describes the ‘delight’ of getting used to his physicality: ‘the baby’s body is […] a
revelation. […] I was so in awe of Iggy’s fantastic little body that it took a few weeks for
me to feel that I had the right to touch him all over.’752 This experience of physical
contact and exploration of her baby leads her to wish for a new way of understanding
that relation: ‘I don’t want an eros, or a hermeneutics, of my baby. Neither is dirty,
neither is mirthful, enough.’753 Nelson here rejects either conceptual (hermeneutics) or
sexual (eros) ideations of her relationship with her baby. By offering ‘mirthful’ and
‘dirty’ as alternative words, she suggests a distinct use of the concept of dirt: in its
association with mirth, dirt gains a joyful spontaneity; and in contrast with ‘eros’, which
is deemed not dirty ‘enough’, dirt becomes its superior, or at least preferred, alternative.
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The relationship between dirt, eros, divinity and queerness in The Argonauts can
be illuminated by considering another instance where the word ‘dirty’ is used in the
text: describing their sexual life, Nelson states that she and Harry are ‘always moving,
shape-shifting. No matter what we do, it always feels dirty without feeling lousy.’754
Thus queer sexualities are designated as ‘shape-shifting’ and always in becoming.
Importantly, though, they are also designated as sharing a ‘dirt’ that is not ‘lousy’ – i.e. a
dirt which is beneficial, glorifying, which allows them to improve themselves. This
passage reflects Carter Heyward’s contention that ‘the erotic [represents] our embodied
yearning for mutuality’ and that, especially for queer people, sexuality can be a
‘liberating resource’ which strengthens individual’s participation in ‘the struggle for
justice for all’.755 Nelson’s designation of a ‘dirty’ sexuality that renews, excites and
glorifies reflects this. Reading this under the lens of Carter Heyward’s work, Nelson’s
use of ‘dirt’ can thus meaningfully connect with queer becoming and relation under a
political lense: by experiencing their sexualities as liberating and glorifying, The
Argonauts designates ‘ordinary devotion’ as queer revelation and liberation.
The ending of The Argonauts connects relationality and the text’s formal
experimentation: ‘Is there really such a thing as nothing, as nothingness? I don’t know. I
know we’re still here, who knows for how long, ablaze with our care, its ongoing
song.’756 This final sentence underscores the text’s privileging of care and relationality
as modality of queer embodiment. The use of internal rhyme (‘long’/’song’), through its
cadence, stresses the cyclical and repeated temporality of the ritual of care, or its
‘ongoing’ nature. Moreover, caregiving is here seen as an antidote to nothingness.
Specifically, her opposition to nothingness is composed of relationality through
decaying bodies, admittedly mortal and finite (so that she wonders ‘who knows for how
long’ they will remain), which is ‘ablaze’, celebrating the ‘burning’ or consumption of
creation. Here, the ‘nothingness’ Nelson questions is not just a metaphysical
nothingness, or the nothingness of queer theory’s ‘negative turn’, as Collins interprets
it.757 In the context of Nelson’s queer divine-making, ‘nothingness’ can be understood
also as a reference to a negative way of knowing the divine: an apophatic stance. This, as
seen in Chapter 1, was an influential strand of theology on Modernism, including on
Nelson, Argonauts, p.87
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Mina Loy, which describes the path to knowledge of the divine as one built through
exclusion and negation, as no earthly concept can accurately capture the nature of the
divine.758 Here, Nelson seems to position her text as constructing an alternative to this
theological framework, formed through the rituality of ‘ordinary devotion’, which
becomes, as I have shown in this section of the chapter, a modality of divine
embodiment. In the next section, I will show how the experiences of childbirth and
motherhood articulate this ‘ordinary devotion’ through the queer female body’s
embodied experiences of openness and ‘undoing’, to the point of coming close to death.
3. Childbirth and motherhood: queer katabasis and resurfacing
Relationality forms an intrinsic part of the representation of pregnancy, and The
Argonauts shows its important implications for feminist/queer radicality. ‘Is there
something inherently queer about pregnancy itself,’ Nelson asks, ‘insofar as it
profoundly alters one’s “normal” state, and occasions a radical intimacy with – and
radical alienation from – one’s body? How can an experience so profoundly strange and
wild and transformative also symbolize or enact the ultimate conformity?’.759 Here,
pregnancy’s radical impact on a woman’s body moves it ‘beyond’ itself, causing both
‘alienation’ from one’s own body and a completely new awareness of it. This movement
is designed as queer by Nelson: queer because pregnancy alters any semblance of the
body’s unity, or ‘normal’ functioning, or conformity to what it was previously known as.
The suggestion of a concomitance of ‘alienation’ and ‘intimacy’ within the same body
towards itself makes pregnancy a transformative corporeal experience in that it puts
the body in transformative relation to itself. Mimicking the dynamics of the couple and
family-making, then, the pregnant body improves upon and glorifies itself in everchanging relation to itself. This makes the pregnant body not only queer, in Nelson’s
description, but divine in its own right – a definition which I will demonstrate through a
reading of the treatment of childbearing, childbirth, and child-rearing in The Argonauts.
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The maternal body’s queerness and divinity are seen, firstly, in its defiance of
physical boundaries, and the confines of the single body. Towards the end of the text,
Nelson reflects on the lack of representation in art and media of the act of pumping
milk:
Pumping milk is, for many women, a sharply private activity. It can also be
physically and emotionally challenging, as it reminds the nursing mother of
her animal status: just another mammal, milk being siphoned from its glands.
Beyond photographs in breast pump manuals (and lactation porn), however,
images of milk expression are really nowhere to be found.’760
Breastfeeding is easily eroticized, and here Nelson interestingly remarks that this type
of representation is prevalent. The suppression of images of ‘milk expression’, on the
other hand, reveals a different sexist phobia in the form of abjection. Kristeva’s theory of
abjection connects this explicitly to motherhood – especially in a Christian context,
reading Leviticus, which attributes the terms ‘impurity and defilement […] to the
mother and to women in general’.761 The lactating body manifests the specific abjection
of the female body’s crossing of the boundary between inside and outside, proper and
improper.762 According to Margrit Shildrick’s Leaky Bodies, women’s menstruation and
in general their fertility are seen as ‘evidence of women’s inherent lack of control of the
body and, by extension, of the self […] women, unlike the self-contained and selfcontaining men, leaked’.763 According to Shildrick, female bodies’ defiance of the
boundaries between inside/outside, self/other, challenges the ‘ontological certainty’ of
cis/heteronormativity, and this the aspect that Nelson is interested in reclaiming by
focusing on creating her own breastfeeding iconography.764
Nelson’s depiction of breast-pumping works to queer the idea of maternity itself
by focusing on the ‘leakiness’ of that embodied experience. While breastfeeding has
often been regarded as the primary signifier of the female gender, practices of breast
pumping and milk banking/exchange, according to Robyn Lee, ‘expose how
breastfeeding is not merely natural, but is also deeply cultural. […] Breastfeeding is
often regarded as a paradigmatic example of sexual difference, but instead it exposes
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the instability of the sex/gender binary’, as these devices allow people of different
genders and expressions to nurse their children.765 Nelson brings this idea further,
distancing breastfeeding from the sustenance associated with
womanhood/motherhood:
while pumping milk may be about nourishment, it isn’t really about
communion. A human mother expresses milk because sometimes she can’t
be there to nurse her baby, either by choice or by necessity. Pumping is thus
an admission of distance, of maternal finitude.766
While ‘communion’ elsewhere in this novel has functioned as a relational kind of
consumption, which connects two/several bodies together, in this case, the pumping
allows the mother to ‘extend’ her embodiment through machinery to allow for ‘distant’
consumption – a kind of relationality-by-proxy. This formulation sits starkly against the
tradition of Christian iconography surrounding the nourishing mother, considering, for
example, the Nursing Madonna (Virgo Lactans). The Nursing Madonna (such as depicted
in the mosaic on the façade of Santa Maria in Trastevere church in Rome) typically
shows the Virgin holding the baby Jesus as he suckles from her breast.767 At the height
of its popularity, according to Marina Warner, this iconography relied on the cultural
and Christian association of milk and honey as symbols of the ‘gift of life’; with milk
especially symbolizing not only the full humanity of Christ but also a type of
nourishment that is natural, ‘innocent’.768 ‘When the medieval mystic meditated on the
Incarnation,’ says Warner, ‘he saw not only a mother nursing her baby – an event in
historical time – but an eternal mystery whereby the Christian soul is perpetually
nourished and sustained by grace, of which Mary’s milk is a sublime epiphany.’769 Here,
then, Warner elucidates the symbolic attributes associated with her breast milk: it is not
only physical but spiritual food, and it is ‘perpetual’, always available to the needy. This
value assigned to Mary’s milk strengthens her association with Ecclesia, the Church,
which as mother of the Church (Mater Ecclesiae) Mary symbolises.770
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Nelson’s approach to the depiction of breastfeeding reveals a challenge of the
Virgo Lactans tradition: rather than directly issuing herself into her baby, the breast
pump inserts itself between them. This serves not only as a reminder of the ‘finitude’ of
a mother (i.e. that the expectation of her ever-presence and ever-nourishment is
unrealistic), but also that her embodiment is now ruptured, channelled into a machine
which attempts to contain her spillage. This emphasis on the ‘finitude’ of motherhood
also, paradoxically, highlights the body’s leakiness, or ‘infinitude’, by ‘extending’ the
mother’s body through the spillage of milk. Nelson’s image does not assign metaphorical
value to her milk other than its practical functionality, and by doing this, humanizes this
process without removing any of the emphasis on care and nourishment.
Indeed, Nelson ends this reflection with an image of herself ‘spilling’ into two
different machines: ‘I estimate that about nine-tenths of the words in this book were
written “free,” and the other one-tenth, hooked up to a hospital-grade breast pump:
words piled into one machine, milk siphoned out by another.’771 Nelson’s framing of this
image purposely juxtaposes itself with other images of new maternity – such as the
Nursing Madonna. Unlike those images, Nelson’s body is ‘hooked’ to two different kinds
of machinery, both forcing her ‘insides’ to come out, whether in the form of milk or
words. Here, then, the (queer) female body’s leakiness is harnessed and channelled into
machines, which turn this ‘spillage’ into creative, generative and literally nourishing
power. Following So Mayer’s apt reflection that this association between motherhood
and writing makes The Argonauts ‘a queer object that anticipates its own production as
it also details the labour of its own making in parallel with the labour of conception,
pregnancy and parenting, and of transitioning or reshaping gender, connecting these to
the work of political change’, I argue that this also extends to the work of recalibrating
theology for queerness.772 Mayer’s point is significant in that it highlights Nelson’s
association of motherhood with cultural work understands both as disruptive, radical
activities, thus bringing the physicality of maternity and the intellectuality of written
work together and blending the perceived boundaries between the two. However, this
‘reshaping’ also concerns the iconographic symbolism attached to the figure of the
mother in the Christian world. Nelson’s description offers an alternative to the
association of nourishment with direct contact with the child, opening the mother’s
771
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embodiment to embracing both the leakiness which the original iconography hides, and
the cultural work which is often, still, thought of as opposed to maternity.773 Most
importantly for my argument, these approaches to the image of the nursing mother
highlight Nelson’s depiction of a trans-immanent embodiment: while the use of the
breast pump and laptop may be seen to be used to ‘overcome’ the limitations of the
body, Nelson uses them instead to enhance and exalt the body, retaining the sacredness
of the Marian imagery while altering its meaning.
As is the case in my analysis of Loy and Acker, Nelson’s trans-immanent
embodiment never does away with the body itself, as ‘transcendence’ would imply; but
rather is rooted in it (trans-immanence). One significant example of this is Nelson’s
recurrent use of the words ‘undone’, or ‘undoing’, in relation to her body and Harry’s.
This word is overlooked by Katie Collins’s analysis of the tension between ‘shattering’
and ‘thinning’ in Nelson’s work, despite its clear connection to queer studies – for
example in Judith Butler’s work Undoing Gender (2004), a text which features in The
Argonauts’ citations. I argue that ‘undoing’ is a crucial concept in Nelson’s delineation of
a divine queer embodiment. While Butler’s use of the term refers to the performativity
(or disruption of such performativity) of gender norms, Nelson’s use of the term focuses
on the embodied aspects of such ‘undoing’, which in turn have the effect of ‘undoing’
certain systemic and/or societal connotations of queer bodies.774 The word appears, for
example, in the passages narrating Nelson and Dodge’s wedding. Their decision to get
married is spurred on by the vote on Proposition 8 in California (November 2, 2008),
which, if passed, would have stripped the legality of same-sex marriage (a definition
which Nelson challenges, in its implicit re-affirmation of a binary) in the state.775
Therefore, the threat of the ‘undoing’ of a key queer right provides the background to
the ceremony, which Nelson describes this way: ‘Reader, we married there […]. We let
them [the vows] stay standard, albeit stripped of pronouns. The ceremony was rushed,
but as we said our vows, we were undone. We wept, besotted with our luck […]’.776
Against the movement to suppress LGBT people’s participation in marriage, Nelson and
Dodge reclaim their space by getting married, while at the same time ‘strip[ping]’ the
Nelson deals with this idea directly in The Argonauts, when she describes attending a debate between
Jane Gallop and Rosalind Krauss, where Krauss shames Gallop for the personal/maternal content of her
work, supposedly not ‘academic’ enough. In this debate, Nelson sides of course with Gallop (pp. 48-51)
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ceremony ‘of pronouns’: in doing so, they can claim their space in the institution of
marriage, while also subverting it by refusing to uphold its strict gendering and thus its
patriarchal/cis-heteronormative connotations. To use Nelson’s formulation, they decide
to ‘have it both ways’. I would like to focus on Nelson’s use of ‘undone’ in the passage:
the word indicates dissolution and destruction, and thus usually has negative
connotations, such as failure or emotional devastation. In this case, Nelson uses it to
refer to her partner and her state of extreme happiness: ‘besotted’ with love and joy in
their marital state, their ‘undoing’ reflects the loss of control over their emotions in the
first instance, but also their letting go of overarching definitions of themselves. By losing
their pronouns, they also ‘undo’ the scripts imposed on their bodies through gendering
and performativity; and their bodies ‘undo’ their individual specificity, embracing the
other in this new-found unity.
Here, to be ‘undone’ ultimately gains the positive connotations of the body’s
liberation and embracement of the other in relational, queer embodiment. I would like
to remark how this concept of ‘undoing’ works not just on the level of individual affect
and embodiment, but also on a theoretical level. Refusing the dichotomy of conformity
and transgression, which characterizes some dominant strands of queer theory in the
20th century, I would emphasize how Nelson’s narrative here mirrors work of Sara
Ahmed.777 Using the concept of ‘discomfort’ to describe the positioning, both on a
physical and societal level, of queer people within the system of heteronormativity,
Ahmed ultimately finds that this discomfort can be productive.778 As she explains, ‘the
closer that queer subjects get to the spaces defined by heteronormativity the more
potential there is for a reworking of the heteronormative, partly as the proximity
“shows” how the spaces extend some bodies rather than others’.779 Ahmed’s theory
understands queer people’s participation in heteronormative systems and institutions,
such as marriage, as potentially productive for queer people, in that their presence in
Ahmed describes this as the ‘anti-normative’ strand of queer studies, which includes work by Jack
Halberstam and Tim Dean, which seeks to resist ‘homonormativity’ or queer assimilation into
heteronormative structures (Sara Ahmed, ‘Queer Feelings’, in The Routledge Queer Studies Reader, ed. by
Donald E. Hall, Annamarie Jagose, with Andrea Bebell and Susan Potter (New York: Routledge, 2013) pp.
422-441 (p.426))
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according to Ahmed, does not provide a resolution to the tensions between liminality and assimilation,
remaining ‘in between’ these two argumentative poles. Ahmed seeks instead to find a way of articulating
this discourse, particularly around queer marriage, that avoids this strict binarism. (‘Queer Feelings’,
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those systems inherently highlights their forceful exclusion of the non-normative, and
has the potential to change them from within. Nelson’s marriage scenes in The
Argonauts perform just such ‘discomforting’: by refusing to either assimilate directly
into the tradition of heterosexual marriage by having a pronoun-less ceremony, or to
forego participation altogether, Nelson’s narrative ‘has it both ways’, and inhabits a
space of productive ambiguity between the spaces of conformity and transgression.
Therefore, the ‘undoing’ at work in these passages of The Argonauts functions at both
corporeal, affective, and societal level: their queer claim to non-normative space within
the institution of marriage tacitly ‘undoes’, via productive discomfort, the stability of
heteronormative marriage.
The narrative of Nelson’s pregnancy with Harry’s and her baby, Iggy, is also
based on the idea of the body’s ‘undoing’. In this context, ‘undoing’ indicates happiness,
renewal, and physical and emotional destruction, all at the same time. Citing Eula Bliss,
Nelson wonders ahead about experiencing her child as an adult, encompassing her
future as a mother: ‘The mother of an adult child sees her work completed and undone at
the same time. If this holds true, I may have to withstand not only rage, but also my
undoing. Can one prepare for one’s undoing?’.780 Here, Nelson not only foreshadows a
future preoccupation with her work as a mother, but also summarizes with the word
‘undoing’ the physical process of childbirth that the text had just finished describing.
The concept of ‘undoing’ is thus crucial to Nelson’s understanding of both her role as a
mother and the physical reality of childbirth, and is part of the entire narrative of labour
in The Argonauts. Previously, she had reflected that
I had always presumed that giving birth would make me feel invincible and
ample, like fisting. But even now – two years out – my insides feel more
quivery than lush. I’ve begun to give myself over to the idea that the
sensation might be forever changed, that this sensitivity is now mine, ours, to
work with. Can fragility feel as hot as bravado?781
Describing a feeling of new ‘sensitivity’ or softness within herself suggests that, after
childbirth, her body’s composition has fundamentally changed; it has gone from a
presumed stability, to a ‘quivering’. Its outer and inner referents have fundamentally
changed, ‘undoing’ the previous order. Like Loy’s description of childbirth outlined in
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Chapter 1, Nelson’s connects the experience of giving birth with erotic practice:
imagined to be like ‘fisting’ prior to the fact, childbirth gives Nelson a new
understanding of her own body, one that is now hers and Dodge’s to ‘work with’, i.e. to
embrace and find new erotic expressions for. This description understands the body’s
adjustment after childbirth as a kind of queering in itself: embracing the indeterminate
and changeable, rather than the solid and stable, providing a path to renewed
relationship with one’s body and with the body of one’s partner. Indeed, this form of
childbirth ‘undoing’ is also framed in terms of renewed power: ‘The capaciousness of
growing a baby. The way a baby literally makes space where there wasn’t space before.
[…] The re-arrangement of internal organs, the upward squeezing of the lungs.’782 Here,
pregnancy is emphasised in its capacity to create – ‘making’, ‘re-arranging’, and
‘capaciousness’ all indicate this creative and generative power in relation to female
embodiment. The pregnant body can not only ‘create’ a separate being, a divine power
exerted in childbirth, but it can also fundamentally change itself, make space inside
itself, growing in capacity.
The Argonauts’ extended labour narrative expands the understanding of the
body’s divinity by showing the pregnant body as capable of surpassing both death and
life in its productive ‘undoing’. This is achieved through a seemingly paradoxical
authorial choice: Nelson intertwines paragraphs recounting her experience of childbirth
with others where Harry narrates witnessing his mother’s last days and subsequent
death. This allows Nelson to draw out parallels between the two experiences, showing
the queer pregnant body as capable of finding a way to survive death through labour,
inhabiting a space in between the extremities of life and death. It is also interesting to
note that the narrative switches to present tense in this section of the text, heightening
the narrative’s urgency and encapsulating the sudden, dramatic corporeal changes the
pregnant and dying bodies are going through. These changes are framed, once again, as
an undoing: reflecting on the process of labour, Nelson remarks that ‘to let the baby out,
you have to be willing to go to pieces.’783 These words frame labour as a process in
which the parturient body has to allow its own dissolution, its own undoing. Here, the
productive undoing of the body is foreshadowed as a kind of death – a death that
demands the woman’s agency, her collaboration. Hence, death and life are intertwined
782
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in the act of childbirth, and the queer female body achieves a kind of productive
undoing, a creative dissolution.
Perhaps obviously, this ‘undoing’ of childbirth starts in the extremity of pain: as
she is being transported to hospital, she describes the pain as ‘a luge’.784 This
description emphasises a feeling of rapid descent, of falling into ‘[t]he pain cavern’ as
her contractions get stronger.785 Both of these descriptors indicate an excess of pain as
falling, descending, or a collapse into darkness. This vocabulary is familiar to the text, as
Nelson refers throughout to paediatrician and psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott’s
description of the effects of early privation or pain for a child as ‘falling for ever’.786 It is
interesting, then, to see this phrase recurring in the context of labour: Nelson describes
her body post-partum feeling ‘like it was about to slide off me and onto the floor. Falling
forever, falling to pieces’; or, during pregnancy, her nausea and tiredness causes her to
‘fall[] through the bed with dizziness whenever I turned my head – falling forever
[…]’.787 This idea of a depthless, endless corporeal fall is significant for two reasons:
first, the loss of control over one’s body during pregnancy which suggests the depth of
the change it is undergoing as a kind of ‘undoing’, always foregrounding the dislocation
and/or de-stabilization of bodily parts. Secondly, describing physical pain and the
body’s undoing as a ‘falling’ suggests a conceptualization of labour pains as a spiritual
journey, specifically reprising the mytho-theological narrative of a descent into hell
(katabasis). Starting from the image of the ‘pain cavern’, which recalls the ‘pit’ of hell
where Satan is found in Dante’s Divine Comedy – perhaps the most prominent katabasis
narrative of the Christian world – the phrase ‘falling forever’ evokes a dimension of
falling beyond the constraints of earthly time and space, an inter-dimensional falling.788
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Nelson’s narrativization of the pain of childbirth takes on the dimension of the spiritual
journey through Hell, revising mythological and literary versions of this narrative.789
This connects meaningfully with the rest of my thesis, as I have shown that both Loy
and Acker revise the katabasis narrative from a female/queer point of view. Here,
Nelson seems to combine Loy’s use of this in the context of heteronormative childbirth
and Acker’s queering of that narrative, by focusing specifically on the experience of
childbirth from a queer perspective.
Nelson’s description of pain intensifies as labour continues, and the narrative
builds a progressive descent, until it reaches a metaphorical bottom:
At the bottom, which one can’t quite know is the bottom, one reckons. I’ve
heard a lot of women describe this reckoning (it might also be called nine
centimetres), at which one starts bargaining hard, as if striking a deal to save
your conjoined lives. I don’t know how we’re going to get out of this, baby, but
word is that you’ve got to come out, and that I’ve got to let you, and we’ve got
to do this together, and we’ve got to do it now.790
Here, Nelson describes this stage of labour as a reaching of a bottom, which is described
as a physical bottom within herself, like the pit of hell. This bottom is based in her
physical reality (‘nine centimetres’) which she shares with her baby. The use of this
scientific specificity to ground the narrative of childbirth in the female body closely
mirrors the techniques used by Loy in ‘Parturition’, as I described in Chapter 1, as well
as Loy’s describing labour pains as a Dantean contrappasso, which moves the woman
through unceasing storms as if in Hell.791 Indeed, the moment of crowning Nelson is
describing is also known as ‘the ring of fire’ – which strengthens its evocation of a
liminal crossing of a space of damnation. Placing Hell within the female body, which
contains the afterlife and the underworld, is one dimension in which the parturient
body takes on mythical and divine stature.
Unlike Loy’s childbirth narrative, however, Nelson’s describes labour as a
journey to the bottom of Hell as an effort to ‘rescue’ the baby from its depths and reemerge with him, ‘striking a deal’ for their survival. This narrative strongly recalls
another katabasis narrative, that of Orpheus and Eurydice in Greek mythology – a myth

‘The evil Emperor stood forth in his pit […]’. Dante, The Divine Comedy, ‘Canto 34’, transl. Clive James
(London: Picador, 2013), l.34
790 Nelson, Argonauts, p. 162 (emphasis original)
791 See Chapter 1 of this thesis, p.55
789
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that Acker had also re-written, as I have shown in Chapter 4. In the original myth,
Orpheus (who had been one of the Argonauts in the Argonautica saga, and is thus an
implicit referent of The Argonauts), descends into Hell to convince Hades and
Persephone to allow him to retrieve his loved one, Eurydice, from the underworld.792 In
The Argonauts, Nelson describes herself ‘descending’ to the bottom of her body to strike
a deal to save herself and her baby; but Nelson’s deal-making has significant differences
from Orpheus’. Firstly, the deal is between herself and her baby – there are no other
deities or people involved. Indeed, the deal-making concerns their shared embodiment
alone, which alone can grant or refuse it. Secondly, the description of the deal depicts
labour as a collaboration: the mother and baby negotiate with each other the terms of
their survival – ‘we’ve got to do this together’, Nelson states. This not only outlines again
the conception of relational embodiment, as the two bodies depend on each other for
survival; but it also differs markedly from the original myth, where Orpheus is the
(male) rescuer of the (female) victim. In The Argonauts, the mother needs to save the
baby, and vice versa; and this saving is framed in terms that evoke a bodily surrender
(‘I’ve got to let you [come out]’), which run counter to the patriarchal literary
conventions of heroism.793 This surrender, however, is absolutely described as heroic –
it involves the female body’s capacity to let its boundaries go and allow for its own
destruction, its own ‘undoing’, in order for both lives to be saved. Here, then, the queer
female body turns surrender into heroism, and indeed assumes the role of divinity that
allows survival and rebirth to the two beings involved. Without Hades or Persephone, in
The Argonauts’ version of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth, only the pregnant body can
allow their survival; only the body itself can sanction their resurfacing from Hell.
This emphasis on the body’s heroism in surrender directly counteracts ideas
about female suffering which are, according to Cynthia Wallace, engrained in cultural
understandings of womanhood: ‘suffering frequently involves passivity, and passivity
typically takes the female gender association in the Western binary that associates
activity with maleness […].’794 Wallace goes on to connect ‘passivity’ with ‘passion’,
which share a Latin root as well as linking it to theological vocabulary of Christ’s
David Leeming, The Oxford Companion to World Mythology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), s.v.
‘Orpheus’, p.302
793 J.A. Cuddon describes the ‘all-conquering hero’ as one of the archetypes of literature (A Dictionary of
Literary Terms and Literary Theory, ed. by J.A. Cuddon (Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2013) s.v. ‘archetype’,
p.51)
794 Wallace, Of Women Borne, p. 20
792
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suffering.795 This is exemplified by the fact that ‘sacrifice’, in its Latin sacrificium, means
‘to make holy’.796 In The Argonauts, these connotations are all present and heightened:
while Nelson’s body ‘plunges’ to the depths of pain, its descent is characterised by
strength and wilfulness. This reclaims the positive connotations of passivity, in its
etymological relationship to passion, underscoring the heroicism of bodily surrender
and suffering. This depiction by Nelson powerfully challenges understandings of pain
and suffering as ‘typically female’ when weakness is emphasised, and rather returns an
emphasis on passion and bravery in describing the strength required to get through the
physical pain. Indeed, pain in The Argonauts is closer to the Latin sacrificium, as
highlighted by Wallace: Nelson’s narrative of delivery, in its retelling of the katabasis
tale, making the passage through the pain of childbirth holy. Rescuing herself and her
baby from the depths of her own, embodied hell, Nelson achieves what Orpheus could
not, and by experiencing extreme bodily sacrifice her body ‘makes holy’: it creates,
withstands, and metamorphoses.
This narrative of the strength of the queer female body in pain heightens when
The Argonauts reaches the stage of delivery, depicting this as the beginning of
resurfacing from the depths: ‘Here he comes. It feels big but I feel big enough.’797 Here,
Nelson’s body ‘rises’ from the depths and begins to feel ample and strong enough for
what is to come; the pain gives way to a sense of self-confidence and purpose. She
continues: ‘Then they say I can push. I push. I feel him come out, all of him, all at once.
[…] My first feeling is that I could run a thousand miles, I feel amazing, total and
complete relief, like everything that was wrong is now right.’798 Here, the feeling of
delivery is one of physical and emotional empowerment, an experience that can rectify
and banish what is bad and wrong. The female body in labour, here, achieves strength
as it ‘traverses’, to borrow Mina Loy’s term, the depth of its pain; coming through on the
other side of Hell back into reality. In resurfacing from the depths, it achieves a
supernatural state of empowerment, bearing the power to ‘right’ everything that is
wrong in its balance. Here, then, delivery is described as a resurfacing from the depths
of Hell, from death, into resurrection – a divine-making dynamic, as the queer female
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797 Nelson, Argonauts, p. 165
798 Ibid.
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body is shown to be able to withstand and survive death, like the heroes of katabasis
narratives.
Juxtaposed with these stages of labour is Harry’s description of his last moments
with his mother. The presence of these passages alongside those of labour compounds
the narrative of descent into the underworld. In Harry’s mother’s case, her journey is
final – and yet is described not as a descent, but a resurfacing. Harry describes her
struggling to find ‘her way’ to death, and finally ‘summon[ing] up her smarts and courage
and whack[ing] a way through’.799 Here, the moment of death is not described as passive
or happening ‘to’ his mother, but rather as something that requires a great deal of
strength, calculation, and courage – just like childbirth. Like Nelson, Harry’s mother has
to negotiate with her own body to find a way through, and like childbirth, the end is
framed as a surfacing: just before dying, Harry notices how ‘her eyes were open now,
illuminated, looking up […] her eyes were in light and open […] I told her one more time,
you are surrounded in love, you are surrounded in light, don’t be afraid.’800 Here, Harry’s
description emphasises the presence of light around and in his mother’s body – the
concept of light has clear religious connotations, but it also signifies the surfacing from
the darkness of the depths of suffering, a coming through from the depths of the
underworld.
In significant ways, the description of this death, and of Nelson’s labour, mirror
the narrative and iconography of the Virgin Mary’s Assumption. The similarities are
striking in terms of iconography: bathed in light, Mary is assumed to Heaven in her
bodily form, just as both Nelson and Harry’s mum resurface into light, ascending
through physical pain.801 While the Assumption dogma is based on apocryphal writing,
its narrative consolidates the most basic tenets of the Church: according to Marina
Warner, ‘[t]he Assumption combines vividly the Catholic affirmation of God’s
transcendence – the conditions of earth do not obtain in heaven – and simultaneously,
the materialism of the Christian doctrine of the incarnate God, which peoples heaven
with transfigured bodies.’802 Interestingly, Mary’s Assumption is based on her ‘purity’:
having escaped corruption in the form of sex, her body also escapes death.803 In
Nelson, Argonauts, p. 164 (emphasis original)
Ibid., p. 163-164 (emphasis original)
801 See for example: Peter Paul Rubens, Assumption of the Virgin, 1626, oil on panel, Cathedral of Our Lady,
Antwerp; Guido Reni, Assunzione, 1642, oil on canvas, Chiesa di Santa Maria Assunta, Castelfranco Emilia
802 Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex, p.94
803 Ibid., p.92
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reaffirming the centrality of sexuality, including the similarities between birth and sex
in the body’s ‘undoing’, Nelson strikes a significant difference in her version of
Assumption, depicting the experiences of birth-giving and death as divine-making. In
this sense, the narrative of Harry’s mother’s death serves as theological counterpart and
complement to Nelson’s birthing scenes: together, they reimagine the body’s undoing
and the path to female divinity through death, life, creation of life, and survival of death.
Moreover, the two form a sexualised Assumption narrative which glorifies the body’s
creative undoing: rather than assume their bodies whole, unchanged and unchangeable,
into Heaven like Mary, Nelson and Harry’s mother’s bodies are shown as divine in their
changeability, in their ‘undone’ state, which privileges the body’s perpetual becoming
rather than one, ‘pure’, unchanging nature for eternity.804
At the end of this long section of The Argonauts, the two experiences are neatly
linked in this passage:
If all goes well, the baby will make it out alive, and so will you. Nonetheless,
you will have touched death along the way. You will have realized that death
will do you too, without fail and without mercy. […] I guess I’m just waiting to
die, your mother said, bemused and incredulous, the last time we saw her
[…].805
Here, Nelson explicitly connects the moment of childbirth – the moment of creation of
life – with the experience of death. But this is not framed as simply a consequence of the
depths of pain that labour, like the suffering that precedes death, brings; indeed, Nelson
remarks that the pain turns into empowerment, as I analysed above. Indeed, both death
and childbirth are depicted as experiences which test the limits of the body, and which
require strength, agency, and heroicism on the part of the two women. Both experiences
are framed as journeys to the depths of their own bodies, where the resurfacing is a
relief achieved only through the corporeal strength. This conception connects
meaningfully with my analysis of Mina Loy’s ‘Parturition’ in Chapter 1, which saw the
act of childbirth as reproducing the life-death cycles of the blue-bottles feasting on a
carcass, for example. Nelson, like Loy, identifies in the process of childbirth a divine
experience not just in the issue of creation, or in the creation of human life; but also in

Marina Warner states that the Assumption narrative holds that the Virgin ‘experiences death and does
not decay’, thus escaping the corporeality of death (Alone of All Her Sex, p. 94)
805 Nelson, Argonauts, p. 167
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the fact that the parturient body has the potential to experience death and survive it –
and thus to transcend it. The queer female body in childbirth, then, can access and
embody divinity in its defiance of the boundary between life and death; in The
Argonauts, this is specifically queered in that the divinity in question is related to the
divine power of the ever-changing and ever-evolving queer body.
While Nelson acknowledges the inevitability of death in this passage, this is still
framed within a vocabulary of the body’s divinity: having depicted Harry’s mother’s
death as a female Ascension, this passage’s direct intertwining of the two narratives
casts Nelson’s foreshadowing of death in this theological light, also. In other words, by
juxtaposing birth and death, The Argonauts constructs both as experiences of female,
queer, divine-making, which function as corporeally-grounded Ascension narratives.
In conclusion, The Argonauts reflects on queer embodiment as inherently
relational and builds a conception of queer divine through those bodies’ ‘ordinary
devotion’ to each other. This conception builds significantly on the other versions of
female and queer female divine explored in this thesis, putting the single body in
conversation with others, as intrinsically part of the same embodied divine entity. By
using the work of Carter Heyward, Eve Sedgwick, Robert Mills and others, this chapter
has shown that Nelson is engaged in the work of feminist and queer experimentation on
the concept of the divine in a Christian context, which I have shown to be a significant
and under-acknowledged current in 20th and 21st century women’s writing. Following in
the lineage of Mina Loy and Kathy Acker, Nelson’s work expands both Loy’s
heteronormative female divine based on a reworking on mysticism and apophasy, and
Acker’s queering of Christian icons and borrowing from diverse spiritual languages in
order to glorify the queer female body. Nelson’s version of queer female divine
recalibrates embodiment in the plural, acknowledging contemporary queer life’s
necessity for polyvalence, productive ambiguity, and relationality in the rituality of
ordinary devotion.
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Conclusion
‘ What else can communication be? All of me screams out: vision.’806
These words by Kathy Acker, from the preface to her essay collection Bodies of Work,
conceive of experimental writing as a kind of visionary act. This thesis has shown that
literature, for Loy, Acker and Nelson, operates as spiritual vision; and that writing can
also be an act of divine creation, or liberation, for women writers. The thesis has also
shown that for these writers, such vision is inherently embodied. As outlined in the
Introduction, women writers’ search for a language to express their own flesh made
word has spanned the entire history of literature, starting from the first recorded poet,
Enheduanna. This thesis has sought to answer a number of questions which shape new
understandings of women’s writing in the 20th and 21st century. Firstly, I have asked
what a female or queer divine might look like to experimental women writers in the 20th
and 21st century. Secondly, I have asked how these writers’ conceptions relate or engage
with feminist or queer theologians’ conceptions of the divine of the same period. Finally,
I have sought to determine whether this constitutes a lineage in experimental women’s
writing of the last century. By addressing these questions, the thesis has amplified
scholarly understanding of experimental women’s writing and its interdisciplinary
reach, highlighting a shared language of female/queer divinity between experimental
literary praxis and feminist and queer theology.
Throughout the thesis’ six chapters, I have answered these questions by looking
at the complex interactions that Mina Loy, Kathy Acker and Maggie Nelson create
between the female and queer body, sexuality, and experiences of physical pain, which
create a vision of an embodied divine. In the first chapter, I have shown that Mina Loy’s
poetry conceives of the female body as a site of mystical divinity, capable of acts of
(physical and artistic) creation which overcome the dichotomy of life and death.
Collapsing the divide between immanence and transcendence, the poems studied depict
the divine potentialities of the female body in sex, motherhood, childbirth, and
creativity. In Chapter 2, I expanded this reading by looking at Loy’s novel Insel and its
construction of an act of female creation in the character of Mrs. Jones. Together, I have
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shown Loy’s poetry and prose to create a vision of embodied, female divine as artistic as
well as embodied, physical Creator.
In Chapter 3, I have shown that Acker’s work queers some of the icons and
liturgies of Christianity, such as the Virgin Mary through the performance of drag in
Tarantula, and through lesbian bodies’ sexual liturgy in Demonology. Chapter 4 argued
that Acker’s Pussy created an embodied, queer origin myth which centres on the vagina
as its central iconography. Chapter 5 looked at two of Nelson’s auto-fiction works and
outlined her creation of an embodied relational divine – conceiving of the female body’s
capacity for relationality as salvation. In Chapter 6, this is specifically queered in The
Argonauts, which narrates the dynamics of ‘ordinary devotion’ as the foundation of a
queer, embodied relational divine.
Through these chapters, I have identified connections between the authors’
experimental strategies, and traced a continuum between these writers’ visions of
female and queer divinity. As I have shown, all three are invested in a revision of the
male-centric notion of genius and creativity; all three draw from the language of
Christianity in a revisionist framework, refocusing its centre on the body – female,
queer, or both. All three authors also re-write the mythical and religious katabasis
narrative from a female or queer perspective: displacing the male-centricity of its classic
iterations, from Orpheus to Dante, they understand the female/queer body as both the
katabatic environment and the spiritual voyager. In highlighting these shared
experimental strategies of divine imagining, I have contributed original insight into
existing literary studies of 20th and 21st century women’s writing, connecting three
authors who have never been read alongside one another before. Moreover, I have
amplified understanding of the envisioning of a female and queer divine, and
engagement with relevant strands of feminist and queer theology, as a significant part
of experimental women’s writing in the 20th and 21st century.
The thesis also demonstrates a significant development in the conception of
female or queer divinity through the authors considered. As I have shown, Loy’s writing
is foundational in terms of its original attempts to uncover an experimental language of
female embodied divinity, as her writing begins to unravel the central concepts of male
genius and divinity which have operated in Western, Christian culture. While her
writing does critique phallocentrism and traditional binary gender roles, her
understanding of the female divine remains rooted in a sexual culture which privileges
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heteronormativity. Thus, Loy’s writing constitutes a first step in this lineage of
experimental writing on the female and queer divine, as her approach displaces the
centrality of God the Father through her conception of the female embodied divine, but
does not consider female queerness or non-binary gender identities. I have then shown
that Kathy Acker’s work expands on Loy’s by focusing on queer (lesbian/bisexual)
female bodies, which are shown as divine through their irreverent, revisionist vision of
the figure of the Virgin Mary and parts of Christian liturgy, which Acker’s female
characters embody as spiritual empowerment; as well as their ‘piracy’ of diverse, extraEuropean religious languages to create an iconography of the vagina. Finally, Nelson
brings these experimental approaches to their broadest expansion yet, by envisioning a
divine in its queer female and gender-fluid iterations. In doing this, Nelson’s focus is still
on the embodied nature of the divine, but her understanding of embodiment is rooted in
its relational qualities. As Nelson’s texts read both queerness and embodiment to be
relational, the resulting divine not only displaces its traditional phallocentrism, but also
opens the concept to allow queer and gender-fluid identities to ‘partake’ of an embodied
divinity.
The thesis’s uncovering of a continued evolution of an experimental female
and/or queer divine via Loy, Acker, and Nelson is only one aspect of its original
contribution to knowledge within contemporary literary studies. My reading of each
author adds new insight into their writing, focusing on aspects which had been
heretofore either overlooked or underdeveloped. In the case of Mina Loy, her writing’s
use of mystical or religious language, including that of her Christian Science
denomination, already forms part of her critical reception, which I have used to aid my
own reading. However, her specific formation of an experimental female divine,
connected to feminist theology, had until now remained unexamined. As regards Acker
and Nelson, their creation of a queer/ female divine has similarly never been noted, and
their use of religious languages has been severely under-analysed in literary studies,
with only brief accounts of their engagement with theological discourses existing until
now.
This thesis has also opened several avenues for further analysis, which have
fallen outside the necessary limitations in scope and length of this doctoral thesis. One
such aspect which invites further research is the use of abortion as a point of divine
access, particularly in the work of Kathy Acker. While the experience of abortion is
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narrated recurrently in Acker, and some examples of its relationship with divine
embodiment are present in Chapter 3, it was not possible to perform a more in-depth
analysis of this aspect within the thesis. This would have required me to focus
additionally on Acker’s Don Quixote: Which Was a Dream (1986): I would argue this text
treats the experience of abortion as a quest of self-realisation in divine terms, but
relates less straightforwardly, in theological terms, to the texts I have selected for this
thesis. This is something that I would like to focus on in a future project or publication.
Related to this, further work could be done to look at Loy, Acker and Nelson from
a medical humanities perspective. The representation of physical pain, abortion,
childbirth, and disability in the texts considered, and their relationship with a
conception of the divine, can be taken into further depth by analysing the implications
of patient-doctor relations, affect, ethics of care, disability studies, the gendered and
racial implications of medical language, and by reading some of the representations of
pain, where appropriate (e.g. Mrs. Jones’s ulcer in ‘The Visitation of Insel’) as illness
narratives. There is also scope for uncovering the authors’ engagement with coeval
medical knowledge and healthcare practices, for example midwifery in Loy’s and
Nelson’s times, neurology in the early 20th century through Loy’s work, 1990s oncology
in Acker’s work, and Nelson’s engagement with current debates around hormonal
therapy. While I have touched on some of these considerations through the thesis,
especially in its wider engagement with embodiment, much more can be done to bring
attention to the medical implications of the texts studied, bringing out further
interdisciplinary angles from which to read the female and queer divine. A specific
future project I hope to start concerns Kathy Acker’s writing on breast cancer, and how
this might relate to her writing on divine embodiment.
I also acknowledge that the thesis’ selection of authors, who are all white,
cisgender women, constitutes a limitation. While this allowed a more cohesive approach
in terms of theory and methodologies, it of course narrows the scope of the divine
envisioned by the authors. With this in mind, it is important to note that the thesis does
not provide a comprehensive picture of women writers’ engagement with the divine in
the 20th and 21st centuries. While authors such as Audre Lorde, Louise Erdrich, Alice
Walker, and Toni Morrison have also worked productively and originally in this
framework, I chose not to focus on their work because their writing falls outside the
scope of experimental, avant-garde methodologies upon which I have focused. Further
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analysis of the divine visions of Black, Asian, Native American authors, as well as and
other minorities’ literary voices, would considerably enrich interdisciplinary literary
and theological studies of this kind.
Finally, a further project focusing on non-binary, trans or gender-fluid authors’
work on the divine would shed significant new light into this field. How might an
analysis of Harry Dodge’s recent memoir, My Meteorite: Or, Without the Random There
Can Be No New Thing (2020), perhaps, allow a different understanding of a queer divine,
especially if compared to The Argonauts? This is a question that fell outside the scope of
my research, not only due to the very recent release of Dodge’s text, but also because of
my decision to focus on women’s writing as a category of enquiry. Similarly, my findings
can be taken further by constructing a project entirely around one specific queer
identity, and its representation as divine in literature – within and beyond women’s
writing. This unfortunately went beyond the scope of my research, which deliberately
set out to encompass a variety of sexual and gender identities’ embodied divine
representations. However, the benefit of focusing on one queer category – for example,
lesbian or non-binary identities – would be to encapsulate the diversity of experience
and expression that exist within each identity category, and thus better represent the
many ‘possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances’ of divine
representations contained therein.807
My thesis thus contributes to the advancement of contemporary literary studies
in a variety of ways. It affords new insight into women’s writing, American literature,
and its modernist, post-modernist and avant-garde iterations. It also develops an
original angle within the interdisciplinary study of literature and theology, specifically
contemporary literature and Christian feminist and queer theology, developing a new
lineage between authors that have not been studied together thus far. The
interdisciplinary reach of this thesis also means that the work undertaken here has
implications beyond literary studies, on the wider disciplines of (feminist and queer)
theology, women’s and LGBT+ culture, and politics.
In showing the sustained engagement with questions of the divine, and
specifically iterations of a female and/or queer divine, by three prominent experimental
female authors working in the 20th and 21st century, this thesis has demonstrated the
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continued desire for a ‘horizon’ of becoming, to paraphrase Luce Irigaray, for women
and queer people.808 Loy’s, Acker’s and Nelson’s work consistently confronts the legacy
of the Christian God the Father, and its implications for female and queer lives. This
firstly suggests that these authors are interested in a revisionist approach to the
Christian legacy – differing, for instance, from the work of feminists such as Mary Daly,
who feel Christianity’s heritage cannot be redeemed from its oppressive patriarchal
implications.809 The experimental work analysed in this thesis, on the contrary, forms
one of many ways women have used a revisionist approach towards Christianity, to
reframe its heritage in their own image. The potential of a female and queer reimagining of the divine cannot be overestimated: in reclaiming the language of the
divine to describe the experiences of female and queer bodies, Loy, Acker and Nelson
participate in the assertion of the extraordinary, divine power of those bodies.
This, in turn, implies a clear political vision: by reclaiming the divinity of the
queer and/or female body, the authors in this thesis also inherently reclaim its
humanity. If, under a male Christian God, heterosexual masculinity holds the privileged
subject position, the work of Loy, Acker and Nelson shifts this focus entirely. The
authors in this thesis not only centre the experiences of the female and queer body as
divine, but also remove the dependence on an external God/Goddess figure from which
to obtain such divinity. Stating that female and queer bodies have the capacity for selfsalvation, and Creation, has clear and momentous political implications: they are divine,
and therefore supremely human and valid, in their own right, independent of (and in
spite of) external systems or policies. Having started my project in 2016, the year of the
Trump election, the authors’ bold assertions of the divinity of femininity and queerness
have felt especially vital and necessary. This thesis thus points towards the need for a
renewed emphasis on the relationship between our conception of divinity and its
implications on how society values human lives, in a political, social and legal sense.
This thesis has thus contributed original insight to the disciplines of literary
studies, theology, women’s and queer rights and politics, by showing their close
interconnections. My hope is that, as a result of this thesis, more work will be done in
this interdisciplinary field to understand specific iterations of non-androcentric, female
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or queer divine embodiment in literature; and that my thesis has shown that this is a
necessary area of study, not just for literature and theology, but for women’s culture
more broadly.
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